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Life in the
automated
society:
How automated
decision-making
systems became
mainstream,
and what to do
about it
By Fabio Chiusi

The editorial deadline for this report was 30 September 2020.
Later developments could not be included.
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On a cloudy August day in London, students were angry.
They flocked to Parliament Square by the hundreds, in protest – their placards emblazoned with support for unusual
allies: their teachers, and an even more unusual target: an
algorithm.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, schools closed in March in
the United Kingdom. With the virus still raging throughout
Europe over the summer of 2020, students knew that their
final exams would have to be canceled, and their assessments – somehow – changed. What they could not have
imagined, however, was that thousands of them would end
up with lower than expected grades as a result.
Students protesting knew what was to blame, as apparent
by their signs and chants: the automated decision-making
(ADM) system deployed by the Office of Qualifications and
Examinations Regulation (Ofqual). It planned to produce
the best data-based assessment for both General Certificates of Secondary Education and A-level results, in such
a way that “the distribution of grades follows a similar pattern to that in other years, so that this year’s students do
not face a systemic disadvantage as a consequence of circumstances this year”.
The government wanted to avoid the excess of optimism1
that would have resulted from human judgment alone, according to its own estimates: compared to the historical series, grades would have been too high. But this attempt to
be “as far as possible, fair to students who had been unable
to sit their exams this summer” failed spectacularly, and,
on that grey August day of protest, the students kept on
coming, performing chants, and holding signs to express an
urgent need for social justice. Some were desperate, some
broke down and cried.

to the future of protest: “Fuck the algorithm”. Scared that
the government was casually – and opaquely – automating their future, no matter how inconsistent with their skills
and efforts, students screamed for the right not to have
their life chances unduly affected by bad code. They wanted
to have a say, and what they said should be heard.
Algorithms are neither “neutral” nor “objective” even
though we tend to think that they are. They replicate the assumptions and beliefs of those who decide to deploy them
and program them. Humans, therefore, are, or should be,
responsible for both good and bad algorithmic choices, not
“algorithms” or ADM systems. The machine may be scary,
but the ghost within it is always human. And humans are
complicated, even more so than algorithms.
The protesting students were not as naive as to believe that
their woes were solely the fault of an algorithm, anyway.
In fact, they were not chanting against “the algorithm” in
an outburst of technological determinism; they were motivated by an urge to protect and promote social justice.
In this respect, their protest more closely resembles that
of the Luddites. Just as the labor movement that crushed
mechanized looms and knitting frames in the 19th Century,
they know that ADM systems are about power, and should
not be mistaken for being an allegedly objective technology. So, they chanted “justice for the working class”, asked
for the resignation of the Health Secretary, portrayed the
ADM system as “classism at its finest”, “blatant classism”.
Eventually, the students succeeded in abolishing the system
which put their educational career and chances in life at
risk: in a spectacular U-turn, the UK government scrapped
the error-prone ADM system and utilized the grades predicted by teachers.

“Stop stealing our future”, read one placard, echoing the Fridays for Future protests of climate activists. Others, however, were more specifically tailored to the flaws of the ADM
grading system: “Grade my work, not my postcode”, we’re
“students, not stats”, they read, denouncing the discriminatory outcomes of the system2.

But there’s more to this story than the fact that the protesters won in the end. This example highlights how poorly
designed, implemented, and overseen systems that reproduce human bias and discrimination fail to make use of the
potential that ADM systems have, such as leveraging comparability and fairness.

Finally, a chant erupted from the crowd, one that has come

More clearly than many struggles in the past, this protest
reveals that we’re no longer just automating society. We
have automated it already – and, finally, somebody noticed.

1

“The research literature suggests that, in estimating the grades
students are likely to achieve, teachers tend to be optimistic (although
not in all cases)”, writes Ofqual, cfr. https://assets.publishing.service.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/909035/6656-2_-_Executive_summary.pdf

2

Cfr. the UK chapter for details.
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/ From Automating Society to the
automated society
When launching the first edition of this report, we decided
to call it “Automating Society”, as ADM systems in Europe
were mostly new, experimental, and unmapped – and,
above all, the exception rather than the norm.
This situation has changed rapidly. As clearly shown by the
many cases gathered in this report through our outstanding network of researchers, the deployment of ADM systems has vastly increased in just over a year. ADM systems
now affect almost all kinds of human activities, and, most
notably, the distribution of services to millions of European
citizens – and their access to their rights.
The stubborn opacity surrounding the ever-increasing use
of ADM systems has made it all the more urgent that we
continue to increase our efforts. Therefore, we have added
four countries (Estonia, Greece, Portugal, and Switzerland)
to the 12 we already analyzed in the previous edition of this
report, bringing the total to 16 countries. While far from exhaustive, this allows us to provide a broader picture of the
ADM scenario in Europe. Considering the impact these systems may have on everyday life, and how profoundly they
challenge our intuitions – if not our norms and rules – about
the relationship between democratic governance and automation, we believe this is an essential endeavor.
This is especially true during the COVID-19 pandemic, a time
in which we have witnessed the (mostly rushed) adoption of
a plethora of ADM systems that aim to contribute to securing
public health through data-based tools and automation. We
deemed this development to be so important that we decided to dedicate a “preview report” to it, published3 in August
2020 within the scope of the ‘Automating Society’ project.
Even in Europe, when it comes to the deployment of ADM
systems, the sky is the limit. Just think of some of the cases
introduced in this report, adding to the many – from welfare to education, the health system, to the judiciary – that
we already reported on in the previous edition. In the following pages, and for the first time, we provide updates
on the development of these cases in three ways. Firstly,
through journalistic stories, then, through research-based
sections cataloging different examples, and, finally, with
graphic novels. We felt that these ADM systems are – and
3
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‘Automated Decision-Making Systems in the COVID-19 Pandemic:
A European Perspective’, https://algorithmwatch.org/en/project/
automating-society-2020-covid19/

increasingly will be – so crucial in everyone’s lives that we
needed to try and communicate how they work, and what
they actually do to us, in both rigorous and new ways, to
reach all kinds of audiences. After all, ADM systems have an
impact on all of us.
Or at least they should. We’ve seen, for example, how a new,
automated, proactive service distributes family benefits in
Estonia. Parents no longer even need to apply for benefits:
from birth, the state collects all the information about each
newborn and their parents and collates it in databases. As
a result, the parents automatically receive benefits if they
are entitled to them.
In Finland, the identification of individual risk factors related to social exclusion in young adults is automated through
a tool developed by the Japanese giant, Fujitsu. In France,
data from social networks can be scraped to feed machine
learning algorithms that are employed to detect tax fraud.
Italy is experimenting with “predictive jurisprudence”. This
uses automation to help judges understand trends from
previous court rulings on the subject at hand. And, in Denmark, the government tried to monitor every keyboard and
mouse click on students’ computers during exams, causing
– again – massive student protests that led to the withdrawal of the system, for the time being.

/ Time to put ADM wrongs to right
In principle, ADM systems have the potential to benefit
people’s lives – by processing huge amounts of data, supporting people in decision-making processes, and providing
tailored applications.
In practice, however, we found very few cases that convincingly demonstrated such a positive impact.
For example, the VioGén system, deployed in Spain since
2007 to assess risk in cases of domestic violence, while far
from perfect, shows “reasonable performance indexes” and
has helped protect many women from violence.
In Portugal, a centralized, automated system deployed to
deter fraud associated with medical prescriptions has reportedly reduced fraud by 80% in a single year. A similar
system, in Slovenia, used to combat tax fraud has proved
useful for inspectors, according to tax authorities4.
4

Cfr. the chapter on Slovenia for details.
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When looking at the current state of ADM systems in Europe,
positive examples with clear benefits are rare. Throughout
the report, we describe how the vast majority of uses tend
to put people at risk rather than help them. But, to truly
judge the actual positive and negative impact, we need
more transparency about goals and more data about the
workings of ADM systems that are tested and deployed.
The message for policy-makers couldn’t be clearer. If we
truly want to make the most of their potential, while at the
same time respecting human rights and democracy, the
time to step up, make those systems transparent, and put
ADM wrongs right, is now,.

/ Face recognition, face
recognition, everywhere
Different tools are being adopted in different countries.
One technology, however, is now common to most: face
recognition. This is arguably the newest, quickest, and most
concerning development highlighted in this report. Face
recognition, nearly absent from the 2019 edition, is being
trialed and deployed at an alarming rate throughout Europe. In just over a year since our last report, face recognition is present in schools, stadiums, airports, and even in
casinos. It is also used for predictive policing, to apprehend
criminals, against racism, and, regarding the COVID-19
pandemic, to enforce social distancing, both in apps and
through “smart” video-surveillance.

Face recognition,
nearly absent
from the 2019
edition, is being
trialed and
deployed at an
alarming rate
throughout
Europe.
Automating Society Report 2020
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New ADM deployments continue, even in the face of mounting evidence of their lack of accuracy. And when challenges
emerge, proponents of these systems simply try and find
their way around them. In Belgium, a face recognition system used by the police is still “partially active”, even though
a temporary ban has been issued by the Oversight Body for
Police Information. And, in Slovenia, the use of face recognition technology by the police was legalized five years after
they first started using it.
This trend, if not challenged, risks normalizing the idea of
being constantly – and opaquely – watched, thus crystallizing a new status quo of pervasive mass surveillance. This
is why many from the civil liberties community would have
welcomed a much more aggressive policy response by EU
institutions to this5.
Even the act of smiling is now part of an ADM system piloted
in banks in Poland: the more an employee smiles, the better the reward. And it’s not just faces that are being monitored. In Italy, a sound surveillance system was proposed as
an anti-racism tool to be used in all football stadiums.

/ Black boxes are still black boxes
A startling finding in this report is that, while change happened rapidly regarding the deployment of ADM systems,
the same is not true when it comes to the transparency of
these systems. In 2015, Brooklyn Law School professor,
Frank Pasquale, famously called a networked society based
on opaque algorithmic systems a “black box society”. Five
years later, and the metaphor, unfortunately, still holds –
and applies to all the countries we studied for this report,
across the board: there is not enough transparency concerning ADM systems – neither in the public, nor the private
sector. Poland even mandates opacity, with the law that
introduced its automated system to detect bank accounts
used for illegal activities (“STIR”). The law states that the
disclosure of adopted algorithms and risk indicators may
result in up to 5 years in jail.
While we firmly reject the idea that all such systems are inherently bad – we embrace an evidence-based perspective
instead – it is undoubtedly bad to be unable to assess their
functioning and impact based on accurate and factual knowledge. If only because opacity severely impedes the gathering
of evidence that is necessary to come to an informed judgment on the deployment of an ADM system in the first place.
5

As detailed in the EU chapter.
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When coupled with the difficulty both our researchers
and journalists found in accessing any meaningful data on
these systems, this paints a troubling scenario for whoever
wishes to keep them in check and guarantee that their deployment is compatible with fundamental rights, the rule of
law, and democracy.

/ Challenging the algorithmic
status quo
What is the European Union doing about this? Even though
the strategic documents produced by the EU Commission,
under the guidance of Ursula Von der Leyen, refer to “artificial intelligence” rather than ADM systems directly, they do
state laudable intentions: promoting and realizing a “trustworthy AI” that puts “people first”6.
However, as described in the EU chapter, the EU’s overall
approach prioritizes the commercial and geopolitical imperative to lead the “AI revolution” over making sure that its
products are consistent with democratic safeguards, once
adopted as policy tools.
This lack of political courage, which is most apparent in
the decision to ditch any suggestion of a moratorium on
live face recognition technologies in public places in its AI
regulation package, is surprising. Especially at a time when
many Member States are witnessing an increasing number
of legal challenges – and defeats – over hastily deployed
ADM systems that have negatively impacted the rights of
citizens.
A landmark case comes from the Netherlands, where civil
rights activists took an invasive and opaque automated system, supposed to detect welfare fraud (SyRI), to court and
won. Not only was the system found in violation of the European Convention on Human Rights by the court of The
Hague in February, and therefore halted. The case also set
a precedent: according to the ruling, governments have a
“special responsibility” to safeguard human rights when
implementing such ADM systems. Providing much-needed
transparency is considered a crucial part of this.
Since our first report, media and civil society activists have
established themselves as a driving force for accountability
in ADM systems. In Sweden, for example, journalists managed to force the release of the code behind the Trelleborg

6

8

system for fully automated decisions related to social benefit applications. In Berlin, the Südkreuz train station face
recognition pilot project failed to lead to the implementation of the system anywhere in Germany. This was thanks
to the loud opposition of activists, so loud that they managed to influence party positions and, ultimately, the government’s political agenda.
Greek activists from Homo Digitalis showed that no real
traveler participated in the Greek pilot trials of a system
called ‘iBorderCtrl’, an EU-funded project that aimed to use
ADM to patrol borders, thus revealing that the capabilities
of many such systems are frequently oversold. Meanwhile,
in Denmark, a profiling system for the early detection of
risks associated with vulnerable families and children (the
so-called “Gladsaxe model”) was put on hold thanks to the
work of academics, journalists, and the Data Protection Authority (DPA).
DPAs themselves played an important role in other countries too. In France, the national privacy authority ruled
that both a sound surveillance project and one for face recognition in high schools were illegal. In Portugal, the DPA
refused to approve the deployment of video surveillance
systems by the police in the municipalities of Leiria and
Portimão as it was deemed disproportionate and would
have amounted to “large-scale systematic monitoring and
tracking of people and their habits and behavior, as well
as identifying people from data relating to physical characteristics”. And, in the Netherlands, the Dutch DPA asked for
more transparency in predictive algorithms used by government agencies.
Lastly, some countries have referred to an ombudsperson
for advice. In Denmark, this advice helped to develop strategies and ethical guidelines for the use of ADM systems in the
public sector. In Finland, the deputy parliamentary ombudsperson considered automated tax assessments unlawful.
And yet, given the continued deployment of such systems
throughout Europe, one is left wondering: is this level of
oversight enough? When the Polish ombudsperson questioned the legality of the smile detection system used in a
bank (and mentioned above), the decision did not prevent
a later pilot in the city of Sopot, nor did it stop several companies from showing an interest in adopting the system.

Cfr. the EU chapter, and in particular the section on the EU
Commission’s ‘White Paper on AI’
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A startling finding in this
report is that, while change
happened rapidly regarding the
deployment of ADM systems,
the same is not true when it
comes to the transparency of
these systems.
/ Lack of adequate auditing,
enforcement, skills, and
explanations
Activism is mostly a reactive endeavor. Most of the time, activists can only react if an ADM system is being trialed or if one
has already been deployed. By the time citizens can organize
a response, their rights may have been infringed upon unnecessarily. This can happen even with the protections that
should be granted, in most cases, by EU and Member States’
law. This is why proactive measures to safeguard rights – before pilots and deployments take place – are so important.
And yet, even in countries where protective legislation is in
place, enforcement is just not happening. In Spain, for example, “automated administrative action” is legally codified,
mandating specific requirements in terms of quality control
and supervision, together with the audit of the information
system and its source code. Spain also has a Freedom of
Information law. However, even with these laws, only rarely, our researcher writes, do public bodies share detailed
information about the ADM systems they use. Similarly, in
France, a 2016 law exists that mandates algorithmic transparency, but again, to no avail.
Even bringing an algorithm to court, according to the specific provisions of an algorithmic transparency law, may not
be enough to enforce and protect users’ rights. As the case
of the Parcoursup algorithm to sort university applicants
in France shows7, exceptions can be carved out at will to
shield an administration from accountability.
7

Cfr. the chapter on France
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This is especially troubling when coupled with the endemic
lack of skills and competences around ADM systems in the
public sector lamented by many researchers. How could
public officials explain or provide transparency of any kind
around systems they don’t understand?
Recently, some countries tried to address this issue. Estonia, for example, set up a competence center suited to ADM
systems to better look into how they could be used to develop public services and, more specifically, to inform the
operations of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications and the State Chancellery for the development of
e-government. Switzerland also called for the creation of a
“competence network” within the broader framing of the
“Digital Switzerland” national strategy.
And yet, the lack of digital literacy is a well-known issue affecting a large proportion of the population in several European countries. Besides, it is tough to call for the enforcement of rights you don’t know you have. Protests in the UK
and elsewhere, together with high profile scandals based
on ADM systems8, have certainly raised awareness of both
the risks and opportunities of automating society. But while
on the rise, this awareness is still in its early stages in many
countries.
The results from our research are clear: while ADM systems
already affect all sorts of activities and judgments, they are
still mainly deployed without any meaningful democratic
debate. Also, it is the norm, rather than the exception, that

8

Think of the “Buona Scuola” algorithm debacle in Italy, cfr. the chapter
on Italy.
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enforcement and oversight mechanisms – if they even exist
– lag behind deployment.

hat, and a bunny appears as a result, but the process is and
should remain a “black box”.

Even the purpose of these systems is not commonly justified or explained to affected populations, not to mention
the benefits they are supposed to gain. Think of the “AuroraAI” proactive service in Finland: it is supposed to automatically identify “life events”, as our Finnish researchers
report, and in the minds of proponents, it should work as
“a nanny” that helps citizens meet particular public service
needs that may arise in conjunction with certain life circumstances, e.g., moving to a new place, changing family relations, etc. “Nudging” could be at work here, our researchers
write, meaning that instead of empowering individuals, the
system might end up doing just the opposite, suggesting
certain decisions or limiting an individual’s options through
its own design and architecture.

Many researchers involved in the ‘Automating Society’ project denounced this as the fundamental flaw in the reasoning behind many of the ADM systems they describe. This
also implies, as shown in the chapter on Germany, that
most critiques of such systems are framed as an all-out rejection of “innovation”, portraying digital rights advocates
as “neo-luddites”. This not only ignores the historical reality
of the Luddite movement, which dealt in labor policies and
not technologies per se, but also, and more fundamentally,
threatens the effectiveness of hypothesized oversight and
enforcement mechanisms.

It is then all the more important to know what it is that is
being “optimized” in terms of public services: “is service usage maximized, are costs minimized, or is citizen well-being
improved?”, ask the researchers. “What set of criteria are
these decisions based on and who choses them?” The mere
fact that we don’t have an answer to these fundamental
questions speaks volumes about the degree of participation and transparency that is allowed, even for such a potentially invasive ADM system.

/ The techno-solutionist trap
There is an overarching ideological justification for all this. It
is called “technological solutionism”, and it still severely affects the way in which many of the ADM systems we studied
are developed. Even if the term has been long-denounced
as a flawed ideology that conceives of every social problem
as a “bug” in need of a “fix” through technology9, this rhetoric is still widely adopted – both in the media and in policy
circles – to justify the uncritical adoption of automated
technologies in public life.
When touted as “solutions”, ADM systems immediately veer
into the territory described in Arthur C. Clarke’s Third Law:
magic. And it is difficult, if not impossible, to regulate magic,
and even more so to provide transparency and explanations around it. One can see the hand reaching inside the

9

10

See Evgeny Morozov (2014), To Save Everything, Click Here. The
Folly of Technological Solutionism, Public Affairs, https://www.
publicaffairsbooks.com/titles/evgeny-morozov/to-save-everything-clickhere/9781610393706/

At a time when the “AI” industry is witnessing the emergence of a “lively” lobbying sector, most notably in the UK,
this might result in “ethics-washing” guidelines and other
policy responses that are ineffective and structurally inadequate to address the human rights implications of ADM systems. This view ultimately amounts to the assumption that
we humans should adapt to ADM systems, much more than
ADM systems should be adapted to democratic societies.
To counter this narrative, we should not refrain from foundational questions: whether ADM systems can be compatible with democracy and deployed for the benefit of society
at large, and not just for parts of it. It might be the case, for
example, that certain human activities – e.g., those concerning social welfare – should not be subject to automation, or
that certain technologies – namely, live face recognition in
public spaces – should not be promoted in an endless quest
for “AI leadership”, but banned altogether instead.
Even more importantly, we should reject any ideological
framing that prevents us from posing such questions. On
the contrary: what we need to see now is actual policies
changing – in order to allow greater scrutiny of these systems. In the following section we list the key demands that
result from our findings. We hope that they will be widely
discussed, and ultimately implemented.
Only through an informed, inclusive, and evidence-based
democratic debate can we find the right balance between
the benefits that ADM systems can – and do – provide in
terms of speed, efficiency, fairness, better prevention, and
access to public services, and the challenges they pose to
the rights of us all.
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Policy
Recommendations
In light of the findings detailed in the 2020 edition of the
Automating Society report, we recommend the following
set of policy interventions to policymakers in the EU parliament and Member States’ parliaments, the EU Commission,
national governments, researchers, civil society organizations (advocacy organizations, foundations, labor unions,
etc.), and the private sector (companies and business associations). The recommendations aim to better ensure that
ADM systems currently being deployed and those about to
be implemented throughout Europe are effectively consistent with human rights and democracy:

1.

Increase the transparency of
ADM systems

Without the ability to know precisely how, why, and to what
end ADM systems are deployed, all other efforts for the
reconciliation of fundamental rights and ADM systems are
doomed to fail.

/ Establish public registers for ADM
systems used within the public sector
We, therefore, ask for legislation to be enacted at the EU
level to mandate that Member States establish public registers of ADM systems used by the public sector.
They should come with the legal obligation for those responsible for the ADM system to disclose and document
the purpose of the system, an explanation of the model
(logic involved), and information about who developed
the system. This information has to be made available in
an easily readable and accessible manner, including structured digital data based on a standardized protocol.
Public authorities have a particular responsibility to make
the operational features of ADM systems deployed in public administration transparent. This was underlined by a
recent administrative complaint in Spain, that argues that
“any ADM system used by the public administration should
be made public by default”. If upheld, the ruling could become precedent in Europe.
Whereas disclosure schemes on ADM systems should be
mandatory for the public sector in all cases, these trans-

Automating Society Report 2020

parency requirements should also apply to the use of ADM
systems by private entities when an AI/ADM system has a
significant impact on an individual, a specific group, or society at large.

/ Introduce legally-binding data access
frameworks to support and enable
public interest research
Increasing transparency not only requires disclosing information about a system’s purpose, logic, and creator, as
well as the ability to thoroughly analyze, and test a system’s
inputs and outputs. It also requires making training data
and data results accessible to independent researchers,
journalists, and civil society organizations for public interest research.
That’s why we suggest the introduction of robust, legallybinding data access frameworks, focused explicitly on supporting and enabling public interest research and in full
respect of data protection and privacy law.
Learning from existing best practices at the national and
EU levels, such tiered frameworks should include systems
of sanctions, checks and balances as well as regular reviews. As private data-sharing partnerships have illustrated, there are legitimate concerns regarding user privacy
and the possible de-anonymization of certain kinds of
data.
Policymakers should learn from health data sharing frameworks to facilitate privileged access to certain kinds of
more granular data, while ensuring that personal data is
adequately protected (e.g., through secure operating environments).
While an effective accountability framework will require
transparent access to platform data, this is a requirement
for many auditing approaches to be effective as well.

reate a meaningful
2. Caccountability
framework for
ADM systems
As findings from Spain and France have shown, even if
transparency of an ADM system is required by law and/or
information has been disclosed, this does not necessarily
result in accountability. Further steps are needed to ensure
that laws and requirements are actually enforceable.

11
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/ Develop and establish approaches to
effectively audit algorithmic systems
To ensure that transparency is meaningful, we need to
complement the first step of establishing a public register
by processes that effectively audit algorithmic systems.
The term “auditing” is widely used, but there is no common understanding of the definition. We understand auditing in this context in accordance with ISO’s definition
as a “systematic, independent and documented process
for obtaining objective evidence and evaluating it objectively to determine the extent to which the audit criteria
are fulfilled.”10
We do not have satisfying answers to the complex questions11 raised by the auditing of algorithmic systems yet;
however, our findings clearly indicate the need to find answers in a broad, stakeholder engagement process and
through thorough and dedicated research.
Both audit criteria and appropriate processes of auditing
should be developed, following a multi-stakeholder approach that actively takes into consideration the disproportionate effect ADM systems have on vulnerable groups and
solicits their participation.
We, therefore, ask policymakers to initiate such stakeholder processes in order to clarify the outlined questions, and
to make available sources of funding aimed at enabling the
participation by stakeholders who have so far been inadequately represented.
10 https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:19011:ed-3:v1:en
11 Thinking of potential models of algorithmic auditing, several questions
emerge. 1) Who/what (services/platforms/products) should be audited?
How to customize the auditing systems to the type of platform/
type of service? 2) When should an audit be undertaken by a public
institution (at EU level, national level, local level), and when can it be
done by private entities/experts (business, civil society, researchers)?
3) How to clarify the distinction between assessing impact ex-ante (i.e.
in the design phase) and ex-post (i.e. in operation) and the respective
challenges? 4) How to assess trade-offs in the different virtues and
vices of auditability? (e.g., simplicity, generality, applicability, precision,
flexibility, interpretability, privacy, efficacy of an auditing procedure
may be in tension). 5) Which information needs to be available for
an audit to be effective and reliable (e.g., source code, training data,
documentation)? Do auditors need to have physical access to systems
during operation in order to audit effectively? 6) What obligation to
produce proof is necessary and proportionate for vendors/service
providers? 7) How can we ensure the auditing is possible? Do auditing
requirements need to be considered in the design of algorithmic
systems (“auditable by construction”)? 8) Rules for publicity: When an
audit is negative, and the problems are not solved, what should be the
behavior of the auditor, in what way can it be made public that a failure
occurred? 9) Who audits the auditors? How to make sure the auditors
are held accountable?

12

We furthermore demand the provision of adequate resources to support/fund research projects on developing
models to effectively audit algorithmic systems.

/ Support civil society organizations as
watchdogs of ADM systems
Our findings clearly indicate that the work of civil society organizations is crucial in effectively challenging opaque ADM
systems. Through research and advocacy, and, often, in cooperation with academia and journalists, they repeatedly intervened in policy debates around those systems over recent
years, in several cases effectively making sure that the public
interest and fundamental rights are duly considered both before and after their deployment in many European countries.
Civil society actors should, therefore, be supported as
watchdogs of the “automating society”. As such, they are an
integral component of any effective accountability framework for ADM systems.

/ Ban face recognition that might
amount to mass surveillance
Not all ADM systems are equally dangerous, and a riskbased approach to regulation, such as Germany’s and the
EU’s, correctly reflects this. But in order to provide workable
accountability for systems that are identified as risky, effective oversight and enforcement mechanisms must be put
in place. This is all the more important for those deemed at
“high risk” of infringing on users’ rights.
A crucial example that emerged from our findings is face
recognition. ADM systems that are based on biometric
technologies, including face recognition, have been shown
to pose a particularly serious threat to the public interest
and fundamental rights, as they clear the path to indiscriminate mass surveillance – and especially as they are widely,
and opaquely, deployed nonetheless.
We demand that public uses of face recognition that might
amount to mass surveillance are decisively banned until
further notice, and urgently, at the EU level.
Such technologies may even be considered as already illegal in the EU, at least for certain uses, if deployed without
“specific consent” of the scanned subjects. This legal reading has been suggested by the authorities in Belgium, who
issued a landmark fine for face recognition deployments in
the country.
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nhance algorithmic literacy
3. Eand
strengthen public debate
on ADM systems
More transparency of ADM systems can only be truly
useful if those confronted with them, such as regulators,
government, and industry bodies, can deal with those
systems and their impact in a responsible and prudent
manner. In addition, those affected by these systems
need to be able to understand, where, why, and how
these systems are deployed. This is why we need to enhance algorithmic literacy at all levels, with important
stakeholders as well as the general public, and to reinforce more diverse public debates about ADM systems
and their impact on society.

/ Establish independent centers of
expertise on ADM
Together with our demand for algorithmic auditing and
supporting research, we call for the establishment of independent centers of expertise on ADM at the national level to
monitor, assess, conduct research, report on, and provide
advice to government and industry in coordination with
regulators, civil society, and academia about the societal
and human rights implications of the use of ADM systems.
The overall role of these centers is to create a meaningful
accountability system and to build capacity.
The national centers of expertise should involve civil society
organizations, stakeholder groups, and existing enforcement bodies such as DPAs and national human rights bodies to benefit all aspects of the ecosystem and build trust,
transparency, and cooperation between all actors.

introduction

/ Promote an inclusive and diverse
democratic debate around ADM systems
Next to strengthening capacities and competencies with
those deploying ADM systems, it is also vital to advance
algorithmic literacy in the general public through broader
debate and diverse programs.
Our findings suggest that ADM systems not only remain
non-transparent to the wider public when they are in use,
but that even the decision whether or not to deploy an ADM
system in the first place is usually taken without either the
knowledge or participation of the public.
There is, therefore, an urgent need to include the public
(interest) in the decision-making on ADM systems from the
very beginning.
More generally, we need a more diverse public debate
about the impact of ADM. We need to move beyond exclusively addressing expert groups and make the issue more
accessible to the wider public. That means speaking a language other than the techno-judicial to engage the public
and spark interest.
In order to do so, detailed programs – to build and advance
digital literacy – should also be put in place. If we aim at
enhancing an informed public debate and creating digital
autonomy for citizens in Europe, we have to start by building and advancing digital literacy, with a specific focus on
the social, ethical, and political consequences of adopting
ADM systems.

As independent statutory bodies, the centers of expertise
would have a central role in coordinating policy development and national strategies relating to ADM and in helping
to build the capacity (competence/skills) of existing regulators, government, and industry bodies to respond to the
increased use of ADM systems.
These centers should not have regulatory powers, but provide essential expertise on how to protect individual human
rights and prevent collective and societal harm. They should,
for instance, support small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) in fulfilling their obligations under human rights due
diligence, including conducting human rights assessments
or algorithmic impact assessments, and by registering ADM
systems in the public register discussed above.
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European
Union:
Setting the
stage for
the future
of ADM
in Europe

As automated decision-making
systems take center stage for
distributing rights and services
within Europe, institutions across
the region increasingly recognize
their role in public life, both
in terms of opportunities and
challenges.
By Kristina Penner and Fabio Chiusi
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Since our first report in January 2019 – and even though the
EU is still mired in the broader debate around “trustworthy”
artificial intelligence – several bodies, from the EU Parliament to the Council of Europe, have published documents
aimed at setting the EU and Europe on a course to deal with
ADM over the coming years, if not decades.
In summer 2019, newly elected Commission President, Ursula von der Leyen, a self-stated “tech optimist”, pledged
to put forward “legislation for a coordinated European approach on the human and ethical implications of artificial
intelligence” and to “regulate Artificial Intelligence (AI)” within 100 days of taking office. Instead, in February 2020, the
European Commission published a ‘White Paper’ on AI containing “ideas and actions” – a strategy package that aims
to inform citizens and pave the way for future legislative
action. It also makes the case for European “technological
sovereignty”: in Von der Leyen’s own terms, this translates
into “the capability that Europe must have to make its own
choices, based on its own values, respecting its own rules”,
and should “help make tech optimists of us all”.
A second fundamental endeavor affecting ADM in Europe is
the Digital Services Act (DSA), announced in Von der Leyen’s
‘Agenda for Europe’ and supposed to replace the E-Commerce Directive that has been in place since 2000. It aims to
“upgrade our liability and safety rules for digital platforms,

services and products, and complete our Digital Single Market” – thus leading to foundational debates around the role
of ADM in content moderation policies, intermediary liability, and freedom of expression more generally1.
An explicit focus on ADM systems can be found in a Resolution approved by the EU Parliament’s Internal Market and
Consumer Protection Committee, and in a Recommendation “on the human rights impacts of algorithmic systems”
by the Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers.
The Council of Europe (CoE), in particular, was found to be
playing an increasingly important role in the policy debate
on AI over the last year, and even though its actual impact
on regulatory efforts remains to be seen, a case can be
made for it to serve as the “guardian” of human rights. This
is most apparent in the Recommendation, ‘Unboxing Artificial Intelligence: 10 steps to protect Human Rights’, by the
CoE’s Commissioner on Human Rights, Dunja Mijatović, and
in the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on AI (CAHAI) founded
in September 2019.
Many observers see a fundamental tension between business and rights imperatives in how EU institutions, and es1

Detailed remarks and recommendations around ADM systems in the
context of the DSA can be found in the outputs of AlgorithmWatch’s
‘Governing Platforms’ project.

Many observers see a
fundamental tension between
business and rights imperatives
in how EU institutions, and
especially the Commission, are
framing their reflections and
proposals on AI and ADM.
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pecially the Commission, are framing their reflections and
proposals on AI and ADM. On the one hand, Europe wants
“to increase the use of, and demand for, data and data-enabled products and services throughout the Single Market”;
thereby becoming a “leader” in business applications of AI,
and boosting the competitiveness of EU firms in the face of
mounting pressure from rivals in the US and China. This is
all the more important for ADM, the assumption being that,
through this “data-agile” economy, the EU “can become a
leading role model for a society empowered by data to
make better decisions – in business and the public sector”.
As the White Paper on AI puts it, “Data is the lifeblood of
economic development”.
Whereas on the other hand, the automatic processing of
data about a citizen’s health, job, and welfare can form decisions with discriminatory and unfair results. This “dark
side” of algorithms in decision-making processes is tackled
in the EU toolbox through a series of principles. In the case
of high-risk systems, rules should guarantee that automated decision-making processes are compatible with human
rights and meaningful democratic checks and balances.
This is an approach that EU institutions label as “humancentric” and unique, and as fundamentally opposed to
those applied in the US (led by profit) and China (led by national security and mass surveillance).
However, doubts have emerged as to
whether Europe can attain both goals at
the same time. Face recognition is a case
in point: even though, as this report
shows, we now have plenty of evidence
of unchecked and opaque deployments
in most member countries, the EU Commission has failed to act swiftly and decisively to protect the rights of European
citizens. As leaked drafts of the EC White
Paper on AI revealed2, the EU was about
to ban “remote biometric identification”
in public places, before shying away at
the last minute and promoting a “broad
debate” around the issue instead.
In the meantime, controversial applications of ADM for border controls, even
including face recognition, are still being
pushed in EU-funded projects.

2

/ The European Data Strategy
Package and the White Paper on AI
While the promised comprehensive legislation “for a coordinated European approach on the human and ethical
implications of artificial intelligence”, announced in Von
der Leyen’s “Agenda for Europe”, has not been put forward
within her “first 100 days in office”, the EU Commission
published a series of documents that provide a set of principles and ideas to inform it.

On February 19, 2020, a “European Strategy for Data” and
a “White Paper on Artificial Intelligence” were jointly published, laying out the main principles of the EU’s strategic
approach to AI (including ADM systems, even though they
are not explicitly mentioned). These principles include,
putting “people first” (“technology that works for the people”), technological neutrality (no technology is good or
bad per se; this is to be determined by its use only) and,
of course, sovereignty, and optimism. As Von der Leyen
puts it: “We want to encourage our businesses, our researchers, the innovators, the entrepreneurs,
to develop Artificial Intelligence. And we
want to encourage our citizens to feel
"We want to
confident to use it. We have to unleash
encourage our
this potential”.

businesses, our
researchers, the
innovators, the
entrepreneurs, to
develop Artificial
Intelligence. And we
want to encourage
our citizens to feel
confident to use it.
We have to unleash
this potential."
Ursula von der Leyen

https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-considers-temporary-ban-on-facialrecognition-in-public-spaces/
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Policies and
political debates

The underlying idea is that new technologies should not come with new
values. The “new digital world” envisioned by the Von der Leyen administration should fully protect human and
civil rights. “Excellence” and “trust”,
highlighted in the very title of the White
Paper, are considered the twin pillars
upon which a European model of AI
can and should stand, differentiating it
from the strategies of both the US and
China.

However, this ambition is lacking in the
detail of the White Paper. For example, the White Paper
lays out a risk-based approach to AI regulation, in which
regulation is proportional to the impact of “AI” systems on
citizen’s lives. “For high-risk cases, such as in health, polic-
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ing, or transport”, it reads, “AI systems should be transparent, traceable and guarantee human oversight”. Testing
and certification of adopted algorithms are also included
among the safeguards that should be put in place, and
should become as widespread as for “cosmetics, cars or
toys”. Whereas, “less risky systems” only have to follow voluntary labelling schemes instead: “The economic operators
concerned would then be awarded a quality label for their
AI applications”.
But critics noted that the very definition of “risk” in the Paper is both circular and too vague, allowing for several impactful ADM systems to fall through the cracks of the proposed framework3.
Comments4 gathered in the public consultation, between
February and June 2020, highlight how controversial this
idea is. 42.5% of respondents agreed that “compulsory requirements” should be limited to “high-risk AI applications”,
while 30.6% doubted such a limitation.
Moreover, there is no description of a clear mechanism for
the enforcement of such requirements. Neither is there a
description of a process to move towards one.
The consequences are immediately visible for biometric
technologies, and face recognition in particular. On this, the
White Paper proposed a distinction between biometric “authentication”, which is seen as non-controversial (e.g., face
recognition to unlock a smartphone), and remote biometric “identification” (such as deployment in public squares
to identify protesters), which could arouse serious human
rights and privacy concerns.
Only cases in the latter category would be problematic under the scheme proposed by the EU. The FAQ in the White
Paper states: “this is the most intrusive form of facial recog3

“To give two examples: VioGén, an ADM system to forecast genderbased violence, and Ghostwriter, an application to detect exam fraud,
would most likely fall between the cracks of regulation, even though
they come with tremendous risks” (https://algorithmwatch.org/en/
response-european-commission-ai-consultation/)

4

“In total, 1215 contributions were received, of which 352 were on
behalf of a company or business organisations/associations, 406
from citizens (92% EU citizens), 152 on behalf of academic/research
institutions, and 73 from public authorities. Civil society voices
were represented by 160 respondents (among which 9 consumer’s
organisations, 129 non-governmental organisations and 22 trade
unions). 72 respondents contributed as “others””. Comments arrived
“from all over the world”, including countries such as “India, China,
Japan, Syria, Iraq, Brazil, Mexico, Canada, the US and the UK”. (from
the Consultation’s Summary Report, linked here: https://ec.europa.eu/
digital-single-market/en/news/white-paper-artificial-intelligence-publicconsultation-towards-european-approach-excellence)
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nition and in principle prohibited in the EU”, unless there is
“substantial public interest” in its deployment.
The explanatory document claims that “allowing facial recognition is currently the exception”, but findings in this report arguably contradict that view: face recognition seems
to be rapidly becoming the norm. A leaked draft version of
the White Paper seemed to recognize the urgency of the
problem, by including the idea of a three-to-five-year moratorium on live uses of face recognition in public places, until
– and if – a way to reconcile them with democratic checks
and balances could be found.
Just before the official release of the White Paper, even EU
Commissioner, Margrethe Vestager, called for a “pause” on
these uses.
However, immediately after Vestager’s call, Commission officials added that this “pause” would not prevent national
governments from using face recognition according to the
existing rules. Ultimately, the final draft of the White Paper
scrapped any mention of a moratorium, and called for “a
broad European debate on the specific circumstances, if
any, which might justify” its use for live biometric identification purposes instead. Among them, the White Paper includes justification, proportionality, the existence of democratic safeguards, and respect for human rights.
Throughout the whole document, risks associated with AIbased technologies are more generally labeled as “potential”, while the benefits are portrayed as very real and immediate. This led many5 in the human rights community to
claim that the overall narrative of the White Paper suggests
a worrisome reversal of EU priorities, putting global competitiveness ahead of the protection of fundamental rights.
Some foundational issues are, however, raised in the documents. For example, the interoperability of such solutions
and the creation of a network of research centers focused
on applications of AI aimed at “excellence” and competence-building.
The objective is “to attract over €20 billion of total investments in the EU per year in AI over the next decade”.
5

Among them: Access Now (https://www.accessnow.org/cms/assets/
uploads/2020/05/EU-white-paper-consultation_AccessNow_May2020.
pdf), AI Now (https://ainowinstitute.org/ai-now-comments-to-euwhitepaper-on-ai.pdf), EDRI (https://edri.org/can-the-eu-make-aitrustworthy-no-but-they-can-make-it-just/) – and AlgorithmWatch
(https://algorithmwatch.org/en/response-european-commission-aiconsultation/).
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A certain technological determinism seems to also affect
the White Paper. “It is essential”,
it reads, “that public administrations,
hospitals, utility and transport services,
financial supervisors, and other areas
of public interest rapidly begin to deploy products and services that rely
on AI in their activities. A specific focus
will be in the areas of healthcare and
transport where technology is mature
for large-scale deployment.”

european union

Throughout the
whole document,
risks associated
with AI-based
technologies are
more generally
labeled as
“potential”, while
the benefits are
portrayed as very
real and immediate.

However, it remains to be seen whether
suggesting a rushed deployment of ADM
solutions in all spheres of human activity
is compatible with the EU Commission’s efforts
in addressing the structural challenges brought about by
ADM systems to rights and fairness.

/ EU Parliament’s Resolution on
ADM and consumer protection
A Resolution, passed by the EU Parliament in February
2020, more specifically tackled ADM systems in the context
of consumer protection. The Resolution correctly pointed
out that “complex algorithmic-based systems and automated decision-making processes are being made at a rapid
pace”, and that “opportunities and challenges presented
by these technologies are numerous and affect virtually all
sectors”. The text also highlights the need for “an examination of the current EU legal framework”, to assess whether
“it is able to respond to the emergence of AI and automated
decision-making”.
Calling for a “common EU approach to the development
of automated decision-making processes”, the Resolution
details several conditions that any such systems should
possess to remain consistent with European values. Consumers should be “properly informed” about how algorithms affect their lives, and they should have access to a
human with decision-making power so that decisions can
be checked and corrected if needed. They should also be
informed, “when prices of goods or services have been personalized on the basis of automated decision-making and
profiling of consumer behavior”.
In reminding the EU Commission that a carefully drafted
risk-based approach is needed, the Resolution points out
that safeguards need to take into consideration that ADM
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systems “may evolve and act in ways not
envisaged when first placed on the market”, and that liability is not always easy
to attribute when harm comes as a result of the deployment of an ADM system.

The Resolution echoes art. 22 of the
GDPR when it notes that a human subject must always be in the loop when
“legitimate public interests are at
stake”, and should always be ultimately
responsible for decisions in the “medical, legal and accounting professions,
and for the banking sector”. In particular,
a “proper” risk assessment should precede
any automation of professional services.

Finally, the Resolution lists detailed requirements for quality and transparency in data governance: among them, “the
importance of using only high-quality and unbiased data
sets in order to improve the output of algorithmic systems
and boost consumer trust and acceptance”; using “explainable and unbiased algorithms”; and the need for a “review
structure” that allows affected consumers “to seek human
review of, and redress for, automated decisions that are final and permanent”.

/ Making the most of the EU
Parliament’s “right of initiative”
In her inaugural address, von der Leyen clearly expressed
her support for a “right of initiative” for the European Parliament. “When this House, acting by majority of its Members,
adopts Resolutions requesting the Commission to submit
legislative proposals”, she said, “I commit to responding
with a legislative act in full respect of the proportionality,
subsidiarity, and better law-making principles”.
If “AI” is indeed a revolution requiring a dedicated legislative package, allegedly coming over the first quarter of 2021,
elected representatives want to have a say about it. This,
coupled with von der Leyen’s stated intent of empowering
their legislative capabilities, could even result in what Politico labeled a “Parliament moment”, with parliamentary committees starting to draft several different reports as a result.
Each report investigates specific aspects of automation in
public policy that, even though they are meant to shape upcoming “AI” legislation, are relevant for ADM.
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If “AI” is indeed a revolution
requiring a dedicated legislative
package, elected representatives
want to have a say about it.

For example, through its “Framework of ethical aspects of
artificial intelligence, robotics and related technologies”,
the Committee for Legal Affairs calls for the constitution
of a “European Agency for Artificial Intelligence” and, at the
same time, for a network of national supervisory authorities in each Member State to make sure that ethical decisions involving automation are and remain ethical.
In “Intellectual property rights for the development of artificial intelligence technologies”, the same committee lays
out its view for the future of intellectual property and automation. For one, the draft report states that “mathematical
methods are excluded from patentability unless they constitute inventions of a technical nature”, while at the same
time claiming that, regarding algorithmic transparency, “reverse engineering is an exception to the trade secrets rule”.
The report goes as far as considering how to protect “technical and artistic creations generated by AI, in order to encourage this form of creation”, imagining that “certain works
generated by AI can be regarded as equivalent to intellectual
works and could therefore be protected by copyright”.
Lastly, in a third document (“Artificial Intelligence and civil
liability”), the Committee details a “Risk Management Approach” for the civil liability of AI technologies. According to
it, “the party who is best capable of controlling and managing a technology-related risk is held strictly liable, as a single
entry point for litigation”.
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Important principles concerning the use of ADM in the
criminal justice system can be found in the Committee of
Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs’ report on “Artificial intelligence in criminal law and its use by the police
and judicial authorities in criminal matters”. After a detailed
list of actual and current uses of “AI” – these are, actually,
ADM systems – by police forces6, the Committee “considers
it necessary to create a clear and fair regime for assigning
legal responsibility for the potential adverse consequences
produced by these advanced digital technologies”.
It then goes about detailing some of its features: no fully
automated decisions7, algorithmic explainability that is
“intelligible to users”, a “compulsory fundamental rights
impact assessment (…) of any AI systems for law enforcement or judiciary” prior to its deployment or adoption, plus
“periodic mandatory auditing of all AI systems used by law
enforcement and the judiciary to test and evaluate algorithmic systems once they are in operation”.
6

On p. 5, the report states: “AI applications in use by law enforcement
include applications such as facial recognition technologies,
automated number plate recognition, speaker identification, speech
identification, lip-reading technologies, aural surveillance (i.e. gunshot
detection algorithms), autonomous research and analysis of identified
databases, forecasting (predictive policing and crime hotspot analytics),
behaviour detection tools, autonomous tools to identify financial
fraud and terrorist financing, social media monitoring (scraping
and data harvesting for mining connections), international mobile
subscriber identity (IMSI) catchers, and automated surveillance systems
incorporating different detection capabilities (such as heartbeat
detection and thermal cameras)”.

7

“in judicial and law enforcement contexts, the final decision always
needs to be taken by a human” (p. 6)
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A moratorium on face recognition technologies for law enforcement is also called for in the report, “until the technical
standards can be considered fully fundamental rights compliant, results derived are non-discriminatory, and there is
public trust in the necessity and proportionality for the deployment of such technologies”.
The aim is to eventually boost the overall transparency of
such systems, and advising Member States to provide a
“comprehensive understanding” of the AI systems adopted by law enforcement and the judiciary, and – along the
lines of a “public register” – to detail “the type of tool in use,
the types of crime they are applied to, and the companies
whose tools are being used”.
The Culture and Education Committee and the Industrial
Policy Committee were also working on their own reports
at the time of writing.
All these initiatives led to the creation of a Special Committee on “Artificial Intelligence in a Digital Age” (AIDA) on June
18, 2020. Composed of 33 members, and with an initial duration of 12 months, it will “analyse the future impact” of AI
on the EU economy, and “in particular on skills, employment,
fintech, education, health, transport, tourism, agriculture,
environment, defence, industry, energy and e-government”.

/ High-Level Expert Group on AI &
AI Alliance
In 2018, the High-Level Expert Group (HLEG) on AI, an expert committee made up of 52 experts, was set up by the
European Commission to support the implementation
of the European strategy on AI, to identify principles that
should be observed in order to achieve “trustworthy AI”,
and, as the steering committee of the supporting AI Alliance, to create an open multi-stakeholder platform (consisting of more than 4000 members at the time of writing)
to provide broader input for the work of the AI high-level
expert group.
After the publication of the first draft of the AI Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI in December 2018, followed by
feedback from more than 500 contributors, a revised version was published in April 2019. It puts forward a “humancentric approach“ to achieve legal, ethical, and robust AI
throughout the system’s entire life cycle. However, it remains a voluntary framework without concrete and applicable recommendations on operationalization, implementation, and enforcement.
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Civil society, consumer protection, and rights organizations
commented and called for the translation of the guidelines
into tangible rights for people8. For example, digital rights
non-profit Access Now, a member of the HLEG, urged the
EC to clarify how different stakeholders can test, apply, improve, endorse, and enforce “Trustworthy AI” as a next step,
while at the same time recognizing the need to determine
Europe’s red lines.
In an op-ed, two other members of the HLEG claimed that
the group had “worked for one-and-a-half years, only for
its detailed proposals to be mostly ignored or mentioned
only in passing” by the European Commission who drafted
the final version.9 They also argued that, because the group
was initially tasked with identifying risks and “red lines” for
AI, members of the group pointed to autonomous weapon
systems, citizen scoring, and automated identification of individuals by using face recognition as implementations of AI
that should be avoided. However, representatives of industry, who dominate the committee10, succeeded in getting
these principles deleted before the draft was published.
This imbalance towards highlighting the potentials of ADM,
compared to the risks, can also be observed throughout its
second deliverable. In the HLEG’s “Policy and investment
recommendations for trustworthy AI in Europe”, made
public in June 2019, there are 33 recommendations meant
to “guide Trustworthy AI towards sustainability, growth and
competitiveness, as well as inclusion – while empowering,
benefiting and protecting human beings”. The document is
predominantly a call to boost the uptake and scaling of AI
in the private and public sector by investing in tools and applications “to help vulnerable demographics” and “to leave
no one behind”.
Nevertheless, and despite all legitimate criticism, both
guidelines still express critical concerns and demands regarding automated decision-making systems. For example,
the ethics guidelines formulate “seven key requirements
that AI systems should meet in order to be trustworthy”.
These guidelines go on to provide guidance for the prac-

8

E.g., the European Consumer Protection Organization (BEUC): https://
www.beuc.eu/publications/beuc-x-2020-049_response_to_the_ecs_
white_paper_on_artificial_intelligence.pdf

9

Mark Coeckelbergh and Thomas Metzinger: Europe needs more
guts when it comes to AI ethics, https://background.tagesspiegel.de/
digitalisierung/europe-needs-more-guts-when-it-comes-to-ai-ethics

10 The group was composed of 24 business representatives, 17
academics, five civil society organizations and six other members, like
the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
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tical implementation of each requirement: human agency
and oversight, technical robustness and safety, privacy and
data governance, transparency, diversity, non-discrimination and fairness, societal and environmental well-being,
and accountability.
The guidelines also provide a concrete pilot, called the
“Trustworthy AI assessment list”, which is aimed at making those high-level principles operational. The goal is to
have it adopted “when developing, deploying or using AI
systems”, and adapted “to the specific use case in which the
system is being applied”.
The list includes many issues that are associated with the
risk of infringing on human rights through ADM systems.
These include the lack of human agency and oversight,
technical robustness and safety issues, the inability to
avoid unfair bias or provide equal and universal access to
such systems, and the lack of meaningful access to data fed
into them.
Contextually, the pilot list included in the guidelines provides useful questions to help those who deploy ADM systems. For example, it calls for “a fundamental rights impact
assessment where there could be a negative impact on
fundamental rights”. It also asks whether “specific mechanisms of control and oversight” have been put in place in
the cases of “self-learning or autonomous AI” systems, and
whether processes exist “to ensure the quality and integrity
of your data”.
Detailed remarks also concern foundational issues for ADM
systems, such as their transparency and explainability.
Questions include “to what extent the decisions and hence
the outcome made by the AI system can be understood?”
and “to what degree the system’s decision influences the
organisation’s decision-making processes?” These questions are highly relevant to assess the risks posed by deploying such systems.

Added to that, the recommendations on policy and investment foresee the determination of red lines through an
institutionalized “dialogue on AI policy with affected stakeholders”, including experts in civil society. Furthermore,
they urge to “ban AI-enabled mass scale scoring of individuals as defined in [the] Ethics Guidelines, and [to] set very
clear and strict rules for surveillance for national security
purposes and other purposes claimed to be in the public or
national interest”. This ban would include biometric identification technologies and profiling.
Relevant to automated decision-making systems, the document also states that “clearly defin[ing] if, when and how
AI can be used (…) will be crucial for the achievement of
Trustworthy AI”, warning that “any form of citizen scoring
can lead to the loss of [the citizen’s] autonomy and endanger the principle of non-discrimination”, and “therefore
should only be used if there is a clear justification, under
proportionate and fair measures”. It further stresses that
“transparency cannot prevent non-discrimination or ensure fairness”. This means that the possibility of opting out
of a scoring mechanism should be provided, ideally without
any detriment to the individual citizen.
On the one hand, the document acknowledges “that, while
bringing substantial benefits to individuals and society, AI
systems also pose certain risks and may have a negative
impact, including impacts which may be difficult to anticipate, identify or measure (e.g. on democracy, the rule of
law and distributive justice, or on the human mind itself.)”.
On the other, however, the group claims that “unnecessarily prescriptive regulation should be avoided”.
In July 2020, the AI HLEG also presented their final Assessment List for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence (ALTAI),
compiled after a piloting process together with 350 stakeholders.

The list, which is entirely voluntary and devoid of
any regulatory implications, aims to translate
To avoid bias and discriminatory
the seven requirements laid out in the AI
the ethics
outcomes, the guidelines point
HLEG’s Ethics Guidelines into action. The
guidelines
to “oversight processes to anaintention is to provide whoever wants
formulate “seven
lyze and address the system’s
to implement AI solutions that are comkey requirements that
purpose, constraints, requirepatible with EU values – for example,
AI systems should
ments and decisions in a clear
designers and developers of AI systems,
meet
in
order
to
be
and transparent manner”, while
data scientists, procurement officers or
trustworthy.
at the same time demanding stakespecialists, and legal/compliance officers
holder participation throughout the
– with a self-assessment toolkit.
whole process of implementing AI systems.
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/ Council of Europe: how to
safeguard human rights in ADM
In addition to the Ad hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI), set up in September 2019, the Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europe11 has published a substantial and persuasive framework.
Envisioned as a standard-setting instrument, its “Recommendation to Member states on the human rights impacts
of algorithmic systems” describes “significant challenges” 12
that arise with the emergence and our “increasing reliance”
on such systems, and that are relevant “to democratic societies and the rule of law”.

european union

Given that it is impossible
for an individual to optout, at least without facing
negative consequences from
doing so, precautions and
safeguards are needed for
the use of ADM in governance
and administration.

The framework, which underwent a public consultation
period with detailed comments from civil society organizations, goes beyond the EU Commission’s White Paper when
it comes to safeguarding values and human rights.
The Recommendation thoroughly analyzes the effects and
evolving configurations of algorithmic systems (Appendix
A) by focusing on all stages of the process that go into making an algorithm, i.e., procurement, design, development,
and ongoing deployment.
While generally following the ‘human-centric AI approach’
of the HLEG guidelines, the Recommendation outlines
actionable “obligations of States” (Appendix B) as well as
responsibilities for private sector actors (Appendix C). In
addition, the Recommendation adds principles such as “in-

formational self-determination”13, lists detailed suggestions
for accountability mechanisms and effective remedies, and
demands human rights impact assessments.
Even though the document clearly acknowledges the “significant potential of digital technologies to address societal
challenges and to socially beneficial innovation and economic development”, it also urges caution. This is to ensure
that those systems do not deliberately or accidentally perpetuate “racial, gender and other societal and labor force
imbalances that have not yet been eliminated from our
societies”.
On the contrary, algorithmic systems should be used proactively and sensitively to address these imbalances, and pay
“attention to the needs and voices of vulnerable groups”.

11 The CoE is both “a governmental body where national approaches to
European problems are discussed on an equal footing and a forum to
find collective responses to these challenges.” Its work includes “the
political aspects of European integration, safeguarding democratic
institutions and the rule of law and protecting human rights – in other
words, all problems which require concerted pan-European solutions.”
Although the recommendations to the governments of members
are not binding, in some cases the Committee may request the
governments of members to inform it of the action taken by them with
regard to such recommendations. (Art. 15b Statute). Relations between
the Council of Europe and the European Union are set out in the (1)
Compendium of Texts governing the relations between the Council
of Europe and the European Union and in the (2) Memorandum of
Understanding between the Council of Europe and the European
Union.
12 Under the supervision of the Steering Committee on Media and
Information Society (CDMSI) and prepared by the Committee of
Experts on Human Rights Dimensions of Automated Data Processing
and Different Forms of Artificial Intelligence (MSI-AUT).
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Most significantly, however, the Recommendation identifies the potentially higher risk to human rights when algorithmic systems are used by Member States to deliver
public services and policy. Given that it is impossible for an
individual to opt-out, at least without facing negative consequences from doing so, precautions and safeguards are
needed for the use of ADM in governance and administration.

13 “States should ensure that all design, development and ongoing
deployment of algorithmic systems provide an avenue for individuals
to be informed in advance about the related data processing (including
its purposes and possible outcomes) and to control their data,
including through interoperability”, reads Section 2.1 of Appendix B.
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The Recommendation also addresses the conflicts and challenges arising from public-private-partnerships (“neither
clearly public nor clearly private”) in a wide range of uses.
Recommendations for Member State governments include
abandoning processes and refusing to use ADM systems, if
“human control and oversight become impractical” or human rights are put at risk; deploying ADM systems if and
only if transparency, accountability, legality, and the protection of human rights can be guaranteed “at all stages of the
process”. Furthermore, the monitoring and evaluation of
these systems should be “constant”, “inclusive and transparent”, comprised of a dialogue with all relevant stakeholders, as well as an analysis of the environmental impact
and further potential externalities on “populations and environments”.
In Appendix A, the COE also defines “high-risk” algorithms
for other bodies to draw inspiration from. More specifically,
the Recommendation states that “the term “high-risk” is
applied when referring to the use of algorithmic systems
in processes or decisions that can produce serious consequences for individuals or in situations where the lack of
alternatives prompts a particularly high probability of infringement of human rights, including by introducing or
amplifying distributive injustice”.
The document, which did not require the unanimity of
members to be adopted, is non-binding.

/ Regulation of terrorist content
online
After a long period of sluggish progress, the regulation to
prevent the dissemination of terrorist content gained momentum in 2020. Should the adopted regulation still include automated and proactive tools for recognizing and
removing content online, these would likely fall under Art.
22 of the GDPR.

Also, and crucially, it would require more substantive safeguards compared to those that the Commission currently
foresees. As the advocacy group, European Digital Rights
(EDRi), explains: “the proposed Terrorist Content Regulation needs substantive reform to live up to the Union’s
values, and to safeguard the fundamental rights and freedoms of its citizens”.
An early stream of strong criticism on the initial proposal
from civil society groups, European Parliament (EP) committees, including opinions and analysis by the European
Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), EDRi, as well
as a critical joint report by three UN Special Rapporteurs,
highlighted threats to the right of freedom of expression
and information, the right to freedom and pluralism of the
media, the freedom to conduct a business and the rights to
privacy and protection of personal data.
Critical aspects include an insufficient definition of terrorist content, the scope of the regulation (at present, this includes content for educational and journalistic purposes),
the aforementioned call for “proactive measures”, a lack
of effective judicial supervision, insufficient reporting obligations for law enforcement agencies, and missing safeguards for “cases where there are reasonable grounds to
believe that fundamental rights are impacted” (EDRi 2019).
The EDPS stresses that such “suitable safeguards” should
include the right to obtain human intervention and the
right to an explanation of the decision reached through automated means (EDRi 2019).
Although safeguards that were suggested or demanded
found their way into the EP’s draft report on the proposal,
it is yet to be seen who can hold their breath longer going
into the last round before the final vote. During closed-door
trialogues between the EP, the new EC, and the EU Council
(which began in October 2019), only minor changes are still
possible, according to a leaked document.

As the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) puts it:
“since the automated tools, as envisaged by the Proposal,
could lead not only to the removal and retention of content
(and related data) concerning the uploader, but also, ultimately, to criminal investigations on him or her, these tools
would significantly affect this person, impacting on his or
her right to freedom of expression and posing significant
risks for him or her rights and freedoms”, and, therefore,
fall under Art. 22(2).
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Oversight and
regulation
/ First decisions on the compliance
of ADM systems with the GDPR
“Although there was no great debate on facial recognition
during the passage of negotiations on the GDPR and the
law enforcement data protection directive, the legislation
was designed so that it could adapt over time as technologies evolved. […] Now is the moment for the EU, as it discusses the ethics of AI and the need for regulation, to determine whether – if ever – facial recognition technology can
be permitted in a democratic society. If the answer is yes,
only then do we turn [to] questions of how and safeguards
and accountability to be put in place.” – EDPS, Wojciech
Wiewiórowski.
“Facial recognition processing is an especially intrusive biometric mechanism, which bears important risks of privacy or
civil liberties invasions for the people affected” – (CNIL 2019).
Since the last Automating Society report, we have seen the
first cases of fines and decisions related to breaches of the
regulation issued by national Data Protection Authorities
(DPAs) based on the GDPR. The following case studies, however, show the limits of the GDPR in practice when it comes
to Art. 22 relating to ADM systems and how it is leaving the
privacy regulators to make assessments on a case-by-case
basis.
In Sweden, a face recognition test project, conducted in one
school class for a limited period of time, was found to violate
several obligations of Data Protection Regulation (esp. GDPR
Art. 2(14), Art. 9 (2)). (European Data Protection Board 2019).
A similar case is on hold after the French Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL raised concerns
when two high schools planned to introduce face recognition technology in partnership with the US tech firm, Cisco.
The opinion is non-binding, and the filed suit is ongoing14.
The ex-ante authorization by data regulators is not required to conduct such trials as the consent of the users is
generally considered to be sufficient to process biometric
data. And yet, in the Swedish case, it wasn’t. This was due
14 See France chapter and (Kayalki 2019)
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to power imbalances between the data controller and the
data subjects. Instead, an adequate impact assessment and
prior consultation with the DPA were deemed necessary.
The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) confirmed
this:
“Consent would need to be explicit as well as freely-given,
informed and specific. Yet unquestionably a person cannot
opt out, still less opt in, when they need access to public
spaces that are covered by facial recognition surveillance.
[…] Finally, the compliance of the technology with principles
like data minimization and the data protection by design
obligation is highly doubtful. Facial recognition technology
has never been fully accurate, and this has serious consequences for individuals being falsely identified whether as
criminals or otherwise. […] It would be a mistake, however,
to focus only on privacy issues. This is fundamentally an
ethical question for a democratic society.” (EDPS 2019)
Access Now commented:
“As more facial recognition projects develop, we already
see that the GDPR provides useful human rights safeguards
that can be enforced against unlawful collection and use of
sensitive data such as biometrics. But the irresponsible and
often unfounded hype around the efficiency of such technologies and the underlying economic interest could lead
to attempts by central and local governments and private
companies to circumvent the law.”

/ Automated Face Recognition in
use by South Wales Police ruled
unlawful
Over the course of 2020, the UK witnessed the first high
profile application of the Law Enforcement Directive15 concerning the use of face recognition technologies in public
spaces by the police. Seen as an important precedent on
a hotly debated topic, the verdict was greeted with a great
deal of attention from civil society actors and legal scholars
all over Europe and beyond 16.

15 The Law Enforcement Directive, in effect from May 2018, “deals
with the processing of personal data by data controllers for ‘law
enforcement purposes’ – which falls outside of the scope of the GDPR”.
https://www.dataprotection.ie/en/organisations/law-enforcementdirective
16 The decision was rendered on September, 4th, 2019 by the High Court
sitting in Cardiff in the case Bridges v. the South Wales Police (High
Court of Justice 2019).
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Seen as an important
precedent on a hotly
debated topic, the
verdict was greeted
with a great deal of
attention from civil
society actors and
legal scholars all over
Europe and beyond.

as South Wales Police had not gathered sufficient evidence
to make a judgment on that17. However, the court felt it was
worth adding a noticeable remark: “We would hope that,
as AFR is a novel and controversial technology, all police
forces that intend to use it in the future would wish to satisfy themselves that everything reasonable which could be
done had been done in order to make sure that the software used does not have a racial or gender bias.”
After the ruling, Liberty called for South Wales Police and
other police forces to withdraw the use of face recognition
technologies.

ADM in
practice: border
management and
surveillance
While the EU Commission and its stakeholders debated
whether to regulate or ban face recognition technologies,
extensive trials of the systems were already underway all
over Europe.

The case was brought to court by Ed Bridges, a 37 years old
man from Cardiff, who claimed his face was scanned without his consent both during Christmas shopping in 2017,
and at a peaceful anti-arms protest a year later.
The court initially upheld the use of Automated Facial Recognition technology (“AFR”) by South Wales Police, declaring
it lawful and proportionate. But the decision was appealed
by Liberty, a civil rights group, and the Court of Appeal of
England and Wales decided to overturn the High Court’s
dismissal and ruled it unlawful on August 11, 2020.
In ruling against South Wales Police on three out of five
grounds, the Court of Appeal found “fundamental deficiencies” in the existing normative framework around the use of
AFR, that its deployment did not meet the principle of “proportionality”, and, also, that an adequate Data Protection
Impact Assessment (DPIA) had not been performed, lacking
multiple crucial steps.
The court did not, however, rule that the system was producing discriminatory results, based either on sex or race,
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This section highlights a crucial and often overlooked link
between biometrics and the EU’s border management systems, clearly showing how technologies that can produce
discriminatory results might be applied to individuals – e.g.,
migrants – who already suffer the most from discrimination.

/ Face recognition and the use of
biometrics data in EU policies and
practice
Over the last year, face recognition and other kinds of biometrics identification technologies garnered a lot of attention from governments, the EU, civil society, and rights
organizations, especially concerning law enforcement and
border management.

17 The Police claimed it had no access to the demographic composition
of the training dataset for the adopted algorithm, “Neoface”. The
Court notes that “the fact remains, however, that SWP have never
sought to satisfy themselves, either directly or by way of independent
verification, that the software program in this case does not have an
unacceptable bias on grounds of race or sex”.
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Over 2019, the EC tasked a consortium of public agencies to
“map the current situation of facial recognition in criminal
investigations in all EU Member States,” to move “towards
the possible exchange of facial data”. They commissioned
the consultancy firm Deloitte to perform a feasibility study
on the expansion of the Prüm system of face images. Prüm
is an EU-wide system that connects DNA, fingerprint, and
vehicle registration databases to allow mutual searching.
The concern is that a pan-European, database of faces
could be used for pervasive, unjustified, or illegal surveillance.

/ Border management systems
without borders
As reported in the previous edition of Automating Society,
the implementation of an overarching interoperable smart
border management system in the EU, initially proposed
by the Commission back in 2013, is on its way. Although
the new systems that have been announced (EES, ETIAS18,
ECRIS-TCN19) will only start operating in 2022, the Entry/Exit
System (EES) regulation has already introduced face images as biometric identifiers and the use of face recognition
technology for verification purposes for the first time in EU
law20.
The European Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) confirmed
the changes: “the processing of facial images is expected to
be introduced more systematically in large-scale EU-level IT
systems used for asylum, migration and security purposes
[…] once the necessary legal and technical steps are completed”.
According to Ana Maria Ruginis Andrei, from the European
Union Agency for the Operational Management of LargeScale IT Systems in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (eu-LISA), this expanded new interoperability architecture was “assembled in order to forge the perfect engine to

18 ETIAS (EU Travel Information and Authorisation System), is the new
“visa waiver” system for EU border management developed by eu-LISA.
“The information submitted during the application will be automatically
processed against existing EU databases (Eurodac, SIS and VIS), future
systems EES and ECRIS-TCN, and relevant Interpol databases. This will
enable advance verification of potential security, irregular migration
and public health risks” (ETIAS 2019).
19 The European Criminal Records Information System – Third Country
Nationals (ECRIS-TCN), to be developed by eu-LISA, will be a centralized
hit/no-hit system to supplement the existing EU criminal records
database (ECRIS) on non-EU nationals convicted in the European Union.
20 EES will enter into operation in the first quarter of 2022, ETIAS will
follow by the end of 2022 – set out to be “game changers in the
European Justice and Home Affairs (JHA) area”.
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successfully fight against the threats to internal security, to
effectively control migration and to overcome blind spots
regarding identity management”. In practice, this means
to “hold the fingerprints, facial images, and other personal
data of up to 300 million non-EU nationals, merging data
from five separate systems.” (Campbell 2020)

/ ETIAS: automated border security
screenings
The European Travel Information and Authorization System
(ETIAS), which is still not in operation at the time of writing,
will use different databases to automate the digital security
screening of non-EU travelers (who do not need a visa, or
“visa-waiver”) before they arrive in Europe.
This system is going to gather and analyze data for the advanced “verification of potential security or irregular migration risks” (ETIAS 2020). The aim is to “facilitate border
checks; avoid bureaucracy and delays for travelers when
presenting themselves at the borders; ensure a coordinated and harmonised risk assessment of third-country
nationals” (ETIAS 2020).
Ann-Charlotte Nygård, head of FRA’s Technical Assistance
and Capacity Building unit, sees two specific risks concerning ETIAS: “first, the use of data that could lead to the unintentional discrimination of certain groups, for instance if
an applicant is from a particular ethnic group with a high
in-migration risk; the second relates to a security risk assessed on the basis of past convictions in the country of
origin. Some such earlier convictions could be considered
unreasonable by Europeans, such as LGBT convictions in
certain countries. To avoid this, […] algorithms need to be
audited to ensure that they do not discriminate and this
kind of auditing would involve experts from interdisciplinary areas” (Nygård 2019).

/ iBorderCtrl: face recognition and
risk scoring at the borders
iBorderCtrl was a project that involved security agencies
from Hungary, Latvia, and Greece that aimed to “enable
faster and thorough border control for third country nationals crossing the land borders of EU Member States”.
iBorderCtrl used face recognition technology, a lie detector,
and a scoring system to prompt a human border policeman
if it deemed someone dangerous or if it deemed their right
to entry was questionable.
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The iBorderCtrl project came to an end in August 2019, and
the results – for any potential EU-wide implementation of
the system – were contradictory.
Although it “will have to be defined, how far the system or
parts of it will be used”, the project’s “Outcomes” page sees
“the possibility of integrating the similar functionalities of
the new ETIAS system and extending the capabilities of taking the border crossing procedure to where the travellers
are (bus, car, train, etc.)”.
However, the modules this refers to were not specified, and
the ADM-related tools that were tested have not been publicly evaluated.
At the same time, the project’s FAQ page confirmed that the
system that was tested is not considered to be “currently
suitable for deployment at the border (…) due to its nature
as a prototype and the technological infrastructure on EU
level”. This means that “further development and an integration in the existing EU systems would be required for a
use by border authorities.”
In particular, while the iBorderCtrl Consortium was able to
show, in principle, the functionality of such technology for
border checks, it is also clear that ethical, legal, and societal constraints need to be addressed prior to any actual
deployment.

/ Related Horizon2020 projects
Several follow-up projects focused on testing and developing new systems and technologies for Border Management
and Surveillance, under the Horizon2020 program. They
are listed on the European Commission’s CORDIS website,
which provides information on all EU-supported research
activities related to it.
The site shows that 38 projects are currently running under
the “H2020-EU.3.7.3. – Strengthen security through border
management” program/topic of the European Union. Its
parent program – “Secure societies – Protecting freedom
and security of Europe and its citizens”, boasts an overall
budget of almost 1.7 billion euros and funds 350 projects
– claims to tackle “insecurity, whether from crime, violence,
terrorism, natural or man-made disasters, cyber attacks or
privacy abuses, and other forms of social and economic
disorders increasingly affect[ing] citizens” through projects
mainly developing new technological systems based on AI
and ADM.
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Some projects have already finished and/or their applications are already in use – for example, FastPass, ABC4EU,
MOBILEPASS, and EFFISEC – all of which looked into requirements for “integrated, interoperable Automated Border
Control (ABC)”, identification systems, and “smart” gates at
different border crossings.
TRESSPASS is an ongoing project that started in June 2018
and will finish in November 2021. The EU contributes almost eight million euros to the project, and the coordinators of iBorderCRL (as well as FLYSEC and XP-DITE) are aiming to “leverage the results and concepts implemented and
tested” by iBorderCRL and “expand[ing] them into a multimodal border crossing risk-based security solution within
a strong legal and ethics framework.” (Horizon2020 2019)
The project has the stated goal of turning security checks
at border crossing points from the old and outdated “Rulebased” to a new “Risk-based” strategy. This includes applying biometric and sensing technologies, a risk-based management system, and relevant models to assess identity,
possessions, capability, and intent. It aims to enable checks
through “links to legacy systems and external databases
such as VIS/SIS/PNR” and is collecting data from all the
above data sources for security purposes.
Another pilot project, FOLDOUT, started in September
2018 and will finish in February 2022. The EU contributes
€8,199,387,75 to the project to develop “improved methods for border surveillance” to counter irregular migration
with a focus on “detecting people through dense foliage in
extreme climates” […] by combining “various sensors and
technologies and intelligently fuse[ing] these into an effective and robust intelligent detection platform” to suggest reaction scenarios. Pilots are underway in Bulgaria, with demonstration models in Greece, Finland, and French Guiana.
MIRROR, or Migration-Related Risks caused by misconceptions of Opportunities and Requirement, started in June
2019 and will finish in May 2022. The EU contributes just
over five million euros to the project, which aims to “understand how Europe is perceived abroad, detect discrepancies between image and reality, spot instances of media
manipulation, and develop their abilities for counteracting
such misconceptions and the security threats resulting
from them”. Based on “perception-specific threat analysis,
the MIRROR project will combine methods of automated
text, multimedia and social network analysis for various
types of media (including social media) with empirical studies” to develop “technology and actionable insights, […]
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thoroughly validated with border agencies and policy makers, e.g. via pilots”.
Other projects that are already closed, but that get a mention, include Trusted Biometrics under Spoofing Attacks
(TABULA RASA), which started in November 2010 and finished in April 2014. It analyzed “the weaknesses of biometric identification process software in scope of its vulnerability to spoofing, diminishing efficiency of biometric devices”.
Another project, Bodega, which started in June 2015 and
finished in October 2018, looked into how to use “human
factor expertise” when it comes to the “introduction of
smarter border control systems like automated gates and
self-service systems based on biometrics”.

The EU
contributes
8,199, 387,75 Euros
to the project to
develop “improved
methods
for border
surveillance” to
counter irregular
migration.
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BELGIUM
Come on dad! There’s
Lucille’s birthday today,
you promised we would
go! We still have to
buy her a gift.

Patrick,
I’m leaving . I’m
gonna be out for
a while. Behave
yourself.

Man! Ok, hurry
up, get ready.
Let’s try.

I’m sorry, I still
have to register my son,
I hope it ’s not too late
to pick our favorite
school…

I know
that it’s first
come first served
but I’d like to know
if you still have a
place for…

Later thE same day…

DON ’T WORRY, You just
need to go to this website and
follow the procedure.

The best
school will
then automatically
be assigned to
your son

I did it!
IT’S REALLY
SMART!
DO you know
where Patrick’s
gonna go next
year?

Here it is.

If you
give me your
email address I
wi ll send you
the link...

Yes! We
were late, I didn’t
know that schools are
being automatically
assigned!

It’s too
bad, though. Lucille
and Patrick won’t be in
the same school
next year.

Find out more in the story on the next page.
Automating Society Report 2020
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In Flanders,
an algorithm
attempts to
make school
choice fairer
In Belgium, some schools don’t
have enough capacity for all
students who want to go there. In
the Flemish part of the country,
the government introduced an
algorithm to assign places in
schools, in the hope of giving
every student the same chances.
By Koen Vervloesem
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Belgium has a long tradition of free choice of school, but in
recent years this has met its limits. Some schools are more
popular than others. Because class sizes are limited, this is
a problem if too many parents want to enroll their children
in the same school. As a result, in many neighborhoods,
parents were spending several nights, sometimes up to
a week, in tents outside their preferred school. This way,
they could be the first to enroll their children, because the
rule was “First come, first served”. In bigger cities such as
Brussels, Leuven, Ghent, and Antwerp, you could see such
a long line of parents camping in tents.
This doesn’t seem to be a fair situation: not every parent
can take a week off from work to get their children in their
preferred school. This forces parents who don’t have this
opportunity to enroll their children in schools that they like
less, such as a school that is farther from home or a school
that has a lesser reputation.
Another solution would be to assign each student to a
school using an algorithm. But it is not obvious to everybody whether that would be fairer, says Pedro De Bruyckere, an educator at Artevelde University College, Ghent
and a postdoctoral researcher at Leiden University: “Some
people find camping in front of schools the fairest option
because they can do something, while you don’t have any
impact on an algorithm or a lottery. Others prefer an algorithm or a lottery for the same reason: no one can have
impact on the system.”

/ A central online system
In 2018, in response to this situation, the Flemish government implemented a mandatory central online system
for regions or cities that have a capacity problem in their
schools. This system uses an algorithm that decides in
which school a child can enroll. After the decision, a child
gets a ‘ticket’ to the school, and she or he can then enroll
in the school by using this ticket. This practice should eliminate camping lines: if a school does not use the central online system, it cannot refuse a student; if it uses the system,
it has to follow the algorithm.
But how would one algorithmically assign students to a
school in a fair way? According to Bart Mesuere, a postdoctoral researcher on algorithms and data visualization
at Ghent University, one evident prerequisite for a school
enrollment algorithm is that it should assign as many children as possible to a school of their highest possible preference. On the other hand, the system should disappoint as
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"Some people find
camping in front of schools
the fairest option because
they can do something."
Pedro De Bruyckere

few children as possible, meaning that the number of children that cannot enroll in any school in their list of choices
should be minimized.
Mr. Mesuere adds another requirement: children (or their
parents) shouldn’t be able to ‘game’ the system with a clever strategy. “The algorithm should be maximally strategyneutral. For instance, if the algorithm was programmed to
avoid solutions where a student doesn’t get any of her preferred schools, someone who puts just one school on his
list would benefit. That’s not OK.”

/ Family preference
Mr. Mesuere computed some numbers from the city of
Ghent’s use of the system. In 2018, their central school
registration system had 3,081 registrations for secondary
schools. The city encouraged people to choose multiple preferred schools, and 720 pupils selected only one preferred
school. Some children were not in these figures: children
who have a brother or sister in their school of preference
or a parent working in their school of preference automatically get a ticket for the school.
In 2018, 78.1% of the students in Ghent could enroll in their
school of preference, 13.1% got assigned the second school
on their list, 2.7% the third school of choice, and 0.2% their
fourth choice, while 6.0% of the students didn’t receive a
ticket for any school (they can still apply to schools with free
places).

/ Exchanging tickets
This algorithm was strategy-neutral, but it had one big issue: one child could get the first choice of a second child
while the latter also received the first choice of the former.
The solution seemed simple: both could exchange their
ticket and they would be happier then.
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This situation actually occurred in Ghent, but the rules
didn’t allow for exchanging tickets. This was a sensible rule:
the whole point of the central registration system was to
make the system fairer, but if students could exchange tickets this would give a strong advantage to families with a big
social network.
However, the fact that these exchanges were possible and
thus could improve the number of students assigned to
their school of preference proved that the system could be
improved without any disadvantages: the algorithm could
automatically find these situations and randomly pick two
children with the other’s preferred school and exchange
the tickets before the results would be published. In 2019,
these automatic exchanges were added to the algorithm,
and the results were indeed better.

/ A standard algorithm
The algorithm goes roughly like this. First, for each school
in their list of preferred schools, students receive a random
rank. After this, each school has an ordered list of students,
numbered from low (they get the place) to high (they only
get a place in the school if there are enough places). The
school gives as many tickets to students as there are available places.
Now, if a student gets a ticket for more than one school, she
keeps only the ticket for her first school of preference. She
will lose her tickets for the other schools, which means that
these schools now have an extra free ticket that they assign
to the next student on their waiting list.

/ Disadvantaged students
There is another issue related to school choice: social segregation. In some neighborhoods, there are schools with
more disadvantaged students and schools with more students of a privileged social background.
The Flemish government decided to lessen the social segregation by making classes more heterogeneous. The government originally devised a system of “double quota”: schools
should delineate free places in two groups, one for disadvantaged students and one for privileged students. This
social correction should lead to a more diverse social mix.
The delineation is quite simple: students are considered disadvantaged if their mother has not completed secondary
education or if the student receives a bursary. Each school
must have a given percentage of disadvantaged children,
which they set in collaboration with other schools from a
district. The school’s available places are assigned independently to disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged children.
Only when all children of a group are assigned a place, and
if the school still has free places reserved for that group, are
students of the other group allowed to take these places.
The decision was controversial. Some privileged parents
felt discriminated against, while others found that freedom
of choice of the school was more important than a better
social mix. This controversy resulted in a political compromise. In an agreement on 7 September 2018, the Flemish
government decided that elementary schools would keep
the double quota, but secondary schools would not have
to.
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The Flemish
government
decided to
lessen the
social
segregation
by m aking
classes more
hetero
geneous.  
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When there are no more students with multiple tickets,
there is another step: optimization. This is done by exchanging tickets between students that have each other’s
better choice. A similar optimization happens on the waiting list, to prevent students from getting on the waiting list
of a school of each other’s higher preference.
Only then are the tickets communicated to the parents,
together with the place on the waiting list of their higher
choices. With these tickets, they can enroll in their school.
According to Mr. Mesuere, the algorithm that Ghent and
Antwerp are using seems to work fine, but there are always
other solutions possible. “However, the alternatives aren’t
perfect either. It’s just a matter of weighing pros and cons,
and this is a political choice. For some experts, strategyneutrality is holy, while others prefer the best possible result for each student.”

"the alternatives
aren’t perfect either.
It’s just a matter
of weighing pros
and cons, and this
is a political choice.
For some experts,
strategy-neutrality
is holy, while others
prefer the best
possible result for
each student."
Bart Mesuere

In 2019, the decree that obligated the central online system for schools was revoked and the Flemish government
is working on a new version. Mr. De Bruyckere points out
that the current situation could lead to problems: “Because
there’s no legal requirement anymore, some schools will
keep using the system, while others won’t.”

/ School commute
For secondary schools, one important factor that the algorithm doesn’t take into account when assigning a school
to a student is the distance from home to school. This is
an issue in bigger cities that attract students from far away.
Leuven is such a city, and its mayor, Mohamed Ridouani,
pointed out this problem when, in 2018, he announced that
the city would start with the central system in the 20192020 school year.
“If the capacity of our schools can’t be improved, I’m in favor
of including the distance between home and the school as
a criterion in the algorithm,” Mr. Ridouani said. This means
that students from Leuven and the neighboring municipalities would take precedence over students who commute
to Leuven from much farther away. “I just can’t explain to a
mom from Heverlee [a part of Leuven] that her child cannot
go to her first school of preference, while a student from
Vilvoorde [30 km away] can go to school here, although that
student from Vilvoorde could also go to school closer to his
home.” With the current system, it is indeed possible that
some students from Leuven cannot get a place in a school
in their own city, while students from farther away can.
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Pedro De Bruyckere adds that the problem is even more severe for schools that provide special secondary education
(for students with learning or physical disabilities), which
are even more distributed geographically: “Distance should
be an important factor for these schools.”

/ Pursuing dreams
Another problem is that a preference is not always ‘just’ a
preference, especially in secondary schools. Mr. De Bruyckere gives an example: “In Ghent, there’s only one school
where you can study sports, more specifically football. If
a talented student who wants to become a top footballer
doesn’t get the first choice, he or she can’t pursue this
dream.”
Bart Mesuere adds that you have to draw a line somewhere, and this is a political choice too: “Most people will
understand the importance of being able to choose a
sports school, but what about other schools that are the
only ones with a specific field of study? What about the
only school in your neighborhood with maths/sciences/
informatics if your dream is to become a scientist? Or
what about the only school in town with a specific learning
method?”
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Research
By Rosamunde van Brakel

Contextualization
As a result of the different governments, and the different
levels of government, in Belgium (Federal and Regional), several different strategies dealing with digitization emerged in
2018. In Flanders, this strategy is called Vlaanderen Radicaal
Digitaal, while in the Walloon region, it is known as Plan Numerique. In 2015, the federal government launched a strategy called Digital Belgium, but this covered more than just
ADM. In 2018, the Flemish government launched an action
plan with a budget of €30 million to deal specifically with
artificial intelligence. The main targets of this investment
are fundamental research, applications for industry, framing policy concerning education, sensitization, and ethics.
While in Flanders, the biggest opportunities for AI are in
personalized healthcare, smart mobility, and industry 4.0.
Concerning regulation, the Belgian national law on data
protection, which is based on the GDPR, came into force on
5 September 2018. In the same year, the Belgian Chamber
of Representatives adopted a resolution to have a preventative ban on fully automated weapons.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Face Recognition at Brussels
Airport
In July 2015, Brussels Airport installed ‘e-gates’ with face recognition technology that checks the identity of EU-citizens
from outside the Schengen zone. It electronically checks to
see if identity papers are real and if a passenger is flagged.
In addition, the face recognition software compares the picture on the passport chip in the identity card with the digital picture the software renders at the e-gate (De Morgen,
2019). In early 2020, the airport scrapped the e
 -gates, which
cost €2.4 million, because they were constantly defective, according to the police (The Bulletin, 2020).
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In July 2019, the Belgian news magazine KNACK published
an interview with the Commissioner-General of the Federal
Police in which he proposed the implementation of face
recognition software at Brussels airport (KNACK, 2019).
However, the Belgian Oversight Body for Police Information (COC) was never contacted for advice about this, and
a Data Protection Impact Assessment had not been conducted. As a result, the COC started an investigation and
found the following. In early 2017, the Federal Police began
piloting a new face recognition system with four cameras.
The system functioned in two phases. When the software
that looks at video images is activated, so-called snapshots
are made. The system constantly individualizes the video
images through a biometric template of people whereby
the snapshots are created. These snapshots are stored and
linked to the blacklists of people who are suspected of a
crime. When there is a positive link, a hit is created. During
the test phase, the error rate (number of false positives)
was very high; as a result, in March 2017, testing of the system was stopped. However, during a visit by the COC it was
found that the system was still partially active, in the sense
that snapshots of all passengers in the airport were still being taken, but without any comparison to a blacklist being
performed. To be able to keep testing the system, it had
to store the images for a minimum amount of time (COC,
2019).

In early 2020, the airport
scrapped the e-gates, which
cost 2.4 million Euros,
because they were constantly
defective, according to
the police.
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The COC identified three problems with this pilot:
1) T
 he police did not conduct an evaluation of the risks related to privacy and did not inform the COC about the
pilot project as they are obliged to do.
2) A database containing data associated with a hundred
thousand faces of travelers was created and stored
temporarily, and that is not allowed.
3) The system gave a lot of false alarms (Heymans & Vanrenterghem, 2019).
In their public report, the COC concluded that there was
too little information about the implementation and risks of
the technology as there was no clear policy or data protection impact assessment conducted to come to a conclusion
or offer advice. As a result, they enforced a temporary corrective measure in asking for a temporary ban of the pilot
project (COC, 2020).

/ Smart video surveillance by the
local police: Briefcam
Since 2019, the local police in the cities of Kortrijk, Kuurne,
and Lendelde (VLAS) have been using a ‘smart’ video surveillance system developed by an American company called
Briefcam. According to the police, the goals of the system
are as follows:
1) T
 o aid investigations. For instance, if a person with a
backpack and wearing a blue coat has fled in a certain
direction, this person can be found easily by the algorithm. The person is then traced on other cameras to
get a more complete picture of the route he or she took
and to detect crimes that might have been committed.
The system can also help search for lost children and
solve bicycle theft more easily.
2) The generation of live alerts. For instance, at the beginning and end of the school day, trucks are not permitted to drive near schools. If a truck is spotted driving
through an area it is not allowed to, the system sends
an alert to the police.
3) Collect statistical information to support policy.
The system stores all ‘objects’ (for example: people, small
and large vehicles, and animals) that appear in the video images. An algorithm then decides what category each object
belongs to, and, after this first categorization, a sub-categorization is made. For example, when it comes to people, the
system categorizes each person as either a man, woman,
or child before further categorizing by clothing: short/long
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sleeves, short/long trousers, color of clothing, and things
such as hats, handbags, backpacks, etc. The same system
of categorization is used for vehicles. For example, if the
vehicle has two wheels: Is it a bicycle or a motorcycle? For
different vehicles: Is it a car, pick-up, van, truck, or a bus?
In addition, the direction, size, and velocity of the object
are also registered. The system is also able to implement
face recognition (PZVlas, 2019), although, at the moment,
there is no legal framework to regulate use by the police.
However, as the spokesperson of the VLAS police zone indicated in an interview: in exceptional circumstances, when
requested by an investigatory judge, it is possible to use
face recognition (Verrycken, 2019).

/ Face recognition at football
matches
Since early 2019, the RWD Molenbeek football club (RWDM)
has been experimenting with face recognition software at
football matches. The system allows people with season

Two cameras
at the stadium
entrance detect
the faces of
people coming
in, and, in realtime, the system
verifies if the
person has
a season ticket
or not.
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tickets to enter Molenbeek football stadium without having
to show their tickets. Two cameras at the stadium entrance
detect the faces of people coming in, and, in real-time, the
system verifies if the person has a season ticket or not. The
aim of the system is to create a “fast lane” whereby season
ticket holders, who have given their consent and have uploaded a picture to the database, do not have to queue. According to a representative of the biometric company that
delivered the software for the football club, after a one-year
pilot, the system is deemed sufficiently reliable, even in difficult circumstances; such as rain, or when people are wearing hats or glasses. (Verrycken, 2019).

/ Algorithmic school registrations
In many Belgian cities, there are problems when registering
children for schools, especially when a lot of parents want
to register their children at the same school. This has led
to parents spending several nights in tents outside schools
so that they can be the first to register their children. In
response to this situation, which was considered unfair,
several cities started organizing school registration via a
central online system that uses an algorithm to decide in
which school a child can be registered. In the system for primary schools, that is used in Leuven, a city east of Brussels,
a number of variables are taken into account. On the basis
of the answers given by the parents to a series of questions
relating to the education level of the mother and whether
or not the student receives a grant, students are then divided into ‘indicator students’ and ‘non-indicator students’.
An indicator student is a student who is defined as having
fewer life chances and is based upon the level of education
of the mother and if the student is eligible for an education
allowance. Further categorization happens on the basis of
two criteria: distance from home to school and preference
of school. The schools can decide how much weight they
assign to distance and preference i.e. between 30%, 50%,
or 70% for each (Meldjeaan, 2020). This weight can differ
between cities, for instance, in Antwerp the schools have to
assign a minimum of 50% to the distance criterium.
For secondary schools, some cities also use an online registration system, which uses an algorithm to decide which
school the child will go to. However, the system is not the
same as for primary schools. As not every municipality has
a secondary school, the distance criterium is considered
discriminatory and, therefore, it is not taken up (Dierickx
and Berlanger, 2019). The system does take into account
priority students (i.e., children of the staff of the school) and
indicator-students (see above). The algorithm works ran-
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domly on the basis of the first choice in three rounds (Aanmelden school, 2020). As the system does not take distance
into account, this has led to situations where students from
Brussels took up places in Flemish secondary schools outside of Brussels, and children, living close to the school not
getting in and having to be registered in schools much farther away (Dierickx and Berlanger, 2019).

/ Predictive ADM systems for
healthcare and upbringing
A Brussels start-up called Kantify and the AI Lab at the Université Libre Bruxelles (Iridia) has—for the first time—developed a model for predicting atrial fibrillation, a heart
rhythm disorder, which causes heart attacks (Het Nieuwsblad, 2019).
According to an interview in the Flemish newspaper De
Standaard, Lauren Van Parys, a Flemish member of Parliament, said a newly formed government agency of Flanders
called the Agency for Upbringing (Agentschap Opgroeien),
will use AI to better predict whether problems will emerge
with a particular child, based upon existing information (De
Standaard, 2019). However, when asked about this further,
the Agency for Upbringing indicated that there are no concrete plans yet, but that they are preparing a policy note
about it.

/ New developments in predictive
policing and algorithmic work
activation
/ Predictive policing
In the 2019 AlgorithmWatch report, it was suggested that
the Belgian police were planning to roll out predictive policing nationally based on the iPolice system, which will be
operational by 2020. The iPolice system aims to centralize all police data in the cloud. It is a cooperation between
the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Digital Agenda, and the
Ministry of Justice. However, up until now, there has been
no news about iPolice. Local police are increasingly experimenting with predictive policing applications, for instance,
in the police zone of Zennevallei (Beersel, Halle, and SintPieters-Leeuw), the police are very active in exploring how
to implement predictive policing in response to a research
proposal by the University of Ghent. A PhD student at the
university will research the police zone for two years. The
student will try to collect as much data as possible, including times and locations of crimes, but also weather condi-
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tions, and demographic characteristics, among other factors, according to the spokesperson of the police zone (Van
Liefferinge, 2019).

/ Algorithmic work activation
In an interview, the head of the public employment service of Flanders, VDAB, argued that artificial intelligence
can predict which citizens need more support and that this
will be a positive outcome for vulnerable groups (De Cort,
2019). He indicated that they could do even more if they
could make use of more data from partner organizations.
However, questions have been raised in the Flemish Parliament about what the VDAB is doing as the algorithms
they use are not transparent, and there is a worry that the
algorithms will work in a discriminatory way (El Kaouakibi,
2020).
The Innovation Lab of the Flemish public employment service, VDAB, is currently developing and experimenting with
two projects. Firstly, a prediction model that predicts—based on an individual file and click data—the chance that a
job seeker will still be unemployed after six months, and
what the reasons for that are. And secondly, a prediction
model—also based on individual file and click data—that
predicts which jobseekers will look less actively for work in
the coming months. The hope is that the system will help
quickly activate these people and avoid more drastic measures such as referral to the control service of the VDAB
and possible sanctions. At the moment, two different models have finished the proof-of-concept phase. One was
developed by Accenture and the other by Deloitte (VDAB,
2019).

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Flanders
The Flemish Minister of Innovation launched the Flemish
Action Plan of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in March 2019. The
plan includes an annual investment of €32 million and is
focused on research, implementation, ethics, and training. €12 million will go specifically to research (Vlaamse
Regering, 2019a), and €5 million will go to ethics and training. Part of the plan is to establish a knowledge center that
will reflect upon the ethical challenges associated with AI.
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This knowledge center—which will focus on juridical, ethical, and societal aspects of artificial intelligence, together
with data-driven applications, launched on 9 December
2019 in Brussels (Kenniscentrum Data & Maatschappij,
2019). The center is not a new organization, but a cooperation between three academic research groups: Centre for IT
and IP Law (CITIP), Katholieke Unversiteit Leuven, Studies in
Media, Innovation and Technology (SMIT), Vrije Universiteit
Brussel/imec and Research Group for Media, Innovation,
and Communication Studies (MICT), Universiteit van Gent/
imec.
The main aims of the center are a widespread co-design
approach to delineate AI policy, to stimulate societal debate
about the acceptance of new technology, deliver thought
leadership about both societal and economically acceptable developmental trajectories for AI, identify and valorize important human factors in the development of AI and
finally develop legal frameworks and guidelines for policymakers and companies.
Activities of the center include:
WW The translation of general ethical principles into
concrete guidelines, recommendations and rules.
WW Removing risk from AI-development by companies and
innovators.
WW Stimulate current and future regulatory and policy
reforms with an impact on AI (for instance, directive
product liability, Machinery directive reform, e-Privacy
directive, etc.).
WW To gain clarity about the implications of current
and new regulatory instruments (such as the GDPR,
regulation on free flow of non-personal data, etc.).
WW To create space for experiments relating to “ethical
validation” and “regulatory sandboxing”.
WW Increase societal awareness and create more support.
(Departement Economie, Wetenschap & Innovatie,
2019).
The main driver for investment in AI in Flanders is economic. The “Quarter nota to the Flemish Government about
the Flemish AI Plan” (Vlaamse Regering, 2019b), proposed
by the Minister, states that—considering the technological and international developments with regards to AI—“if
Flanders wants to remain competitive investments in AI are
necessary” (Vlaamse Regering, 2019b: 4). The nota goes
on to mention social and ethical consequences, but in the
same sentence, it questions the validity of these concerns
as these discussions block thinking relating to the oppor-
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tunities of AI. It also does not mention much about these
potential consequences, suggesting that all will be solved,
if these consequences are included in the design phase. In
addition, the opportunities and uses of AI are generalized in
a way that they are considered the same across all sectors.

/ Federal Government
Under the direction of the former deputy prime ministers,
Philip De Backer and Alexander De Croo, the Federal government launched the “AI 4 Belgium strategy” on 18 March
2019, with the aim to position Belgium as a central player in
the European AI landscape (AI4 Belgium, 2019). The strategy is the result of consultation with 40 experts from the
technology sector in Belgium. According to vice-premier
Alexander De Croo: “through lack of knowledge about AI
it is possible that Belgium will miss chances for economic
development and prosperity. Agoria estimates that digitization and AI can create 860.000 jobs by 2030. Instead of
lagging behind, we want to switch a gear higher. We have
the ambition to develop the right knowledge and skills, so it
is possible to reap the societal and economical fruits of AI.”
(Van Loon, 2019).
As a result of the implementation of the GDPR in May 2018,
the Belgian Privacy Commission was reformed and became
the Belgian Data Protection Authority. In addition, the oversight body which looks at how the police use information
(Controleorgaan op politionele infomatie, COC) was reformed
to function as an independent data protection body. This

body will be specifically responsible for overseeing how the
police use information.
In answer to a question in the Belgian Chamber of Representatives on 25 October 2019, regarding the use of face
recognition systems by the police, the Ministry of Security
and Home Affairs indicated that the legal basis for using
face recognition is currently being investigated (De Kamer,
2019).

/ Walloon government
In 2019, Wallonia launched its 2019-2024 digital strategy.
According to the website of digitalwallonia.be, the strategy
has five major themes:
1) Digital sector: A strong digital sector with cutting-edge
research, able to capture and maintain the added value
of the digital transformation on our territory.
2) Digital business: Boosting the Walloon economy depends on a strong and rapid increase in the digital maturity of our companies.
3) Skills and education: Each Walloon citizen must become
an actor in the digital transformation process by acquiring strong technological skills and adopting an entrepreneurial attitude.
4) Public services: A new generation of open public services, acting transparently and being, by themselves, an
example of digital transformation.

In general, very little attention
in policy discourse focuses on
the ethical questions or the
societal impact of AI.
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5) Digital Territory: Smart and connected to broadband
networks. Our territory must offer unlimited access to
digital innovation and act as a driver for industrial and
economic development. (Digital Wallonia, 2019)

consequences of AI. And, even there, the emphasis has been
on legal compliance. In general, very little attention in policy
discourse focuses on the ethical questions or the societal impact of AI. The only place where attention is given to the risks
of AI is in an advisory report compiled by the independent
Wallonia invested €900,000 in a one-year action plan DigitalAdvice Commission of the Flemish Government for InnovaWallonia4.ai between July 2019 and July 2020 supported by
tion and Entrepreneurship (VARIO, 2019). However, the overl’Agence du Numérique, Agoria, l’Infopôle Cluster TIC, and
view is limited, and there is a lack of knowledge regarding the
le Réseau IA. The goal was to accelerate the adoption of AI
research that is being done in Belgium on this topic, and of
in enterprise and demystify the technology
academic research in this area in general. No
for the general public. Wallonia, which is
concrete solutions have been proposed
lagging behind Flanders, wants to deto deal with the ethical questions or the
velop its potential and see the birth
societal impact of AI or in making the
in Belgium,
of AI champions (Samain, 2019). The
development and implementation of
Belief
in
AI
strategy was centered around four
AI more transparent.
progress,
axes: 1) AI and society, 2) AI and entogether
terprises, 3) AI and training and 4) AI
Furthermore, it seems that the adwith a fear of
and partnerships (Digital Wallonia,
vice about the dangers of AI by this
2020). There were two main actions
agency are not taken that seriously
missing out, and
of this program. Firstly, the creation
when it comes to Flemish policy. Only
falling behind
of Start AI that aimed to help compaa very small amount of the foreseen
in comparison
nies learn about AI through a threebudget will be invested in the knowlto other
day coaching session run by one of
edge center for data and society
countries, are
the members of the Digital Wallonia
(mentioned previously). In addition, if
strong drivers.
AI expert pool. Secondly, the creaone looks at the goals and activities of
tion of Tremplin IA to help with Proof
the center, this does not include supof Concepts (PoCs) of AI in the Walloon
porting and financing research on social
Region. In all, 19 projects for individual PoCs
and ethical issues or value-sensitive design
and nine collective projects joined the program. Of these,
(design that takes into account certain ethical values), for inthe jury selected five individual PoC projects and four group
stance. As much of the development of these technologies
projects. Agoria set up an online course, while Numeria creis still in the design phase, there are opportunities for the
ated AI training courses. Meanwhile, a study on the social
new Knowledge Center to advise on data protection, ethical
and ethical impact of AI will be conducted by the Research
issues, and social impact, which could make a difference.
Centre in Information Law and Society (CRIDS) of the University of Namur (Digital Wallonia, 2020).
At the level of the Federal government, nothing has been
found in the AI 4 Belgium strategy about the legal, ethical, and
social consequences of AI. It is presented as if these issues do
not exist. Nothing was found regarding the establishment of
oversight bodies or ethical commissions that would oversee
the technological developments in AI. There seems to be a lot
In 2018, most stories about AI were still very theoretical.
of trust in the researchers and companies developing new AI
Whereas, in 2019, it is clear that there has been an increase
technologies. Likewise, in the Digital Wallonia strategy, nothing
in the use of ADM. The main drivers for investment in AI in
can be found that addresses legal, ethical, and social concerns.
Belgium are predominantly economic. Belief in AI progress,
together with a fear of missing out, and falling behind in
To summarize, there is a big challenge for policymakers
comparison to other countries, are strong drivers.
when it comes to ADM and AI in Belgium. They need to take
legal, ethical, and social concerns seriously and to ensure
The biggest investments have been in the development of
these systems are transparent, and implemented with the
new AI technologies, whereas, in comparison, very little has
necessary democratic oversight, have a positive impact on
been invested in research into the ethical, legal, and social
Belgian society, and empower Belgian citizens.

Key takeaways
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I see you’re not with
your husband anymore. You divorced.
That means 2000 points.

Ok, let’s move
on. You’re unemployed.
That would be at least
2500 points.

Do you remember
him? He’s the doctor
you forgot to see twice.
And that would be
4000 points.

We
didn’t love
each other
anymore, what
could I
do?

I lost my
job because of the world
economic crisis, how can
you take that
into account?

What about
her? You couldn’t go
to the dentist either.
2000
points.

you’ve got
a good excuse
for everything,
haven’t you?

It was my
son Christian’s
birthday.

I had some
appointments to get
a new job.

I want to
talk about
christian. are
you aware that,
with the amount
of points you
have, I have
to do it?

What?

Christiaaan!

oooo!

Noo
I have to take him
away, so that he can live with
someone who’s really able
to take care of him.

What do
you mean?

Find out more on page 52 in the research chapter under “The Gladsaxe Model –
profiling families for early detection of vulnerable children”
Automating Society Report 2020
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In a quest
to optimize
welfare
management,
Denmark built
a surveillance
behemoth
Udbetaling Danmark was
created in 2012 to streamline
the payment of welfare benefits.
Its fraud control algorithms
can access the personal data
of millions of citizens, not all of
whom receive welfare payments.
By Nicolas Kayser-Bril
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In the mid-2000s, Denmark’s government embarked on an
ambitious reorganization of local administration. The number of municipalities was cut from 271 to 98. The mergers
were expected to create economies of scale and increase
efficiency in public services.
Part of the economies of scale took the form of Udbetaling
Danmark (Danish for “Payout Denmark”, abbreviated UDK).
The organization, which is run by the agency for the digitization of the ministry of finance, was set up to centralize the
payment of welfare benefits overseen by municipalities:
pensions and benefits related to housing, family, disability,
and maternity leave. At the time, the government claimed
that the move would save 35% in administrative costs (officials from several municipalities disputed this figure).

/ Call centers
UDK started operations in 2012, and service was cut to the
bare minimum from the start. In-person meetings became
impossible, as all communication with beneficiaries was to
be done over the phone. This did not go down well with
Danes. In a 2017 survey, one-third of respondents claimed
that public service deteriorated since the reforms, with only
one in ten seeing an improvement.
The caseworkers who used to work for municipalities were
re-hired by UDK when it was created. However, the nature
of their work shifted from a focus on beneficiaries to a focus on data. In 2013, the organization started to link data
on its two million beneficiaries with external databases
from other administrations such as the tax and employment authorities, and the business registers (municipalities
have had the same powers since 2011, but it is unclear if
they ever made use of them). This data network allowed
UDK to automate the checks required before benefits are
granted to a requester, such as whether their income level
or their wealth were low enough.
This process also allows UDK to perform controls after a
benefit has been granted to verify that a beneficiary’s situation has not changed. Since 2015, UDK can access data
about the housemates or the family of a beneficiary in order to spot irregularities. The data comes from the civil register, the housing register, or the tax authorities.
A 2019 report by the Danish public service broadcaster
gave an example of such checks. In it, a member of UDK’s
“Joint Data Unit” explained that they looked for cases where
women were employed by the company of a family mem-
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For case
workers, the
nature of
work shifted
from a focus
on benefi
ciaries to a
focus on
data.

ber just long enough to be eligible for maternity leave. Such
a case could be a sign of fictitious employment, they said.
(UDK did not disclose how many false-positives this method
produced.)

/ 91 referrals to the police
In 2017 and 2018, controls by UDK and municipalities unveiled half a billion Danish crowns in erroneous payment
(approximately 70 million euros). It is unclear how much
was recovered, what was not recovered due to the beneficiary’s incapacity to repay, and what was an accounting trick
(the figure includes future payments that were averted because of the control).
UDK does not split the amount between honest errors and
actual cheats. In 2017, UDK and municipalities reported a
total of 91 individuals to the police for welfare fraud.
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In 2018, ostensibly to improve UDK’s fraud-detection capabilities, the Danish government attempted to give UDK
access to the electricity consumption of welfare beneficiaries and people close to them. The bill was eventually withdrawn after a public outcry.

/ State fraud
It remains unclear if UDK’s automated checks focus exclusively on fraud from beneficiaries or if they also verify that
beneficiaries receive the amounts they are entitled to. In
2013, for instance, it was found that 300,000 pensioners
were cheated of several hundred Danish crowns a month,
in a scheme that totaled 700 million crowns (94 million
euros) a year. While the government argued the mistake
was not deliberate, others called it “legalized social fraud”.
In 2015, another irregularity, this time directly attributable
to UDK, led to 325,000 households receiving lower housing
benefits (the error was fixed in subsequent months). UDK
had implemented a provision found in a bill before the Danish parliament had made it into law (the bill never passed).
It is unclear if UDK verifies the quality of the data it processes, and whether its programs are audited. In November 2019, UDK provided the tax authorities with erroneous
information about 111,000 households. Tax authorities
subsequently sent a letter to each taxpayer to inform them
of the mistake.

The agency for the digitization of the ministry of finance,
which runs UDK, did not answer our requests for comment.

/ Systematic surveillance
In Denmark, the conversation about UDK’s powers was
revived in July 2019, when Justitia, a think-tank, released a
report that detailed its activities, which they called “systematic surveillance”. UDK does not provide the actual number
of individuals receiving payments, but estimates range between 2.1 and 2.7 million, in a country of 5.8 million inhabitants. Because UDK also collects data on other household
members and the immediate family, Justitia considers it
likely that UDK processes data on the whole population of
the country, sometimes pulling information at daily intervals.
Birgitte Arent Eiriksson, who wrote the Justitia report, is now
part of the Danish Data Ethics Council, which has advised
the government since 2018. She chairs a working group on
data linkage for public authorities. (While UDK is not named
in the description of the working group, there is little doubt
that the issue under scrutiny is related to UDK’s appetite for
merging databases). They will provide the government with
“a concrete tool that the authorities can use to incorporate
data ethics when they want to link personal data and use
new technology,” to be delivered later in 2020, Ms. Arent
Eiriksson told AlgorithmWatch.

UDK processes data on the
whole population of the
country, sometimes pulling
information at daily intervals.
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/ The DPA strikes
In early 2019, in a case related to housing benefits, a Danish
man found out that UDK’s database held a lot of information about him, although he was not a beneficiary. He subsequently filed a complaint to the Danish Data Protection
Authority (DPA). The DPA ruled that the blanket collection
of data on relatives of beneficiaries infringed the General
Data Protection Regulation, which prohibits the collection
of unnecessary data. UDK refused to comply, explaining
that their mission of fraud control made the data collection
necessary and proportionate.

Automation can speed up
many bureaucratic processes
but also reduces the room
for negotiation between
citizens and caseworkers.

The DPA reopened the case in 2020 and made clear to UDK
that they had to delete data on individuals who were not
beneficiaries nor suspected of fraud. In March 2020, UDK
told the DPA that they had complied with the decision and
removed the data they had collected illegally. Whether or
not UDK applied the change just to housing benefits or to
their whole data management system is unclear. (The case
referred to the DPA was about housing benefits only, so
that the DPA could not give an opinion on UDK’s other activities).

/ Limiting negotiations
Whether or not UDK limits the scope of its surveillance, and
whether or not the Data Ethics Council succeeds in tooling
up the government for its ethical challenges, the automation of welfare management still fundamentally changes
the relationship between the state and its citizens.
Søren Skaarup, the former head of citizen services in Albertslund Municipality and now a post-doctoral researcher
at the IT University of Copenhagen, published his PhD on
the mediation of authority in 2013. In it, he warned that
automation, while it can speed up many bureaucratic processes, also reduces the room for negotiation between
citizens and caseworkers. The recognition of a beneficiary’s
individuality, and the construction of trust, are mostly born
of face-to-face interactions, Mr. Skaarup wrote. Removing
these interactions risks weakening the sense of justice and
fairness between citizens and the state.
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Research
By Brigitte Alfter

Contextualization
Denmark has stated that it wishes to be a front-runner in
digitalization (Denmark, 2018). As a result, since January
2018, all new legislation must be “ready to be digitised” (Finansministeriet, 2018), which implies the option of partially
or fully automated decisions. Although Denmark is a small
country with less than six million inhabitants, the fact that
digital solutions are already widespread means that this ambition does not appear to be completely unrealistic. Online
solutions have long replaced annoying queues at car registration, tax, land registry offices, and other places, and today public administration is digital by default. It is true that,
sometimes, cases surface about citizens who get into trouble
– like a couple who did not register their baby’s name due to
difficulties logging in to the birth registration system (Ritzau,
2019) – but, generally speaking, Denmark is well-positioned
to become one of the world’s digital front-runners.
When looking at Denmark, experts who work internationally point to the widespread public trust in institutions
when compared to other countries. In Denmark, distrust
against surveillance concepts are rare, data are widely
available, including a unique individual identifier for every
registered citizen in the form of a social security number in
Det Centrale Personregister (The Central Person Registry,
CPR). This unique identifier is required not only to register with the authorities but also for health care services,
banks, insurance, education grants, work contracts, social
security services, driving licenses, and so forth. These systems allow access to a wide variety of information on each
individual, for that information to be analyzed, and – increasingly in some cases – used for profiling, predictions,
or even for fully automated decisions.
The public discourse, particularly the critical discourse, on
these developments appears to be limited to circles of specialists and elite media, except for very few cases about
profiling or predictions – especially concerning children – or
indeed, when it comes to platform business models (see for
example Sorgenfri Kjær, 2018 or Bernsen, 2019-1).
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However, discourse does exist. Friction lines in such discussions go between a wish to digitalize swiftly based upon an
intention to serve the citizens as well as to create growth
– as suggested by the national strategies (Denmark 2016,
Denmark 2018) – and on the other side, there is a wish to
balance this with citizens’ rights as expressed by academics,
civil society, and civil rights groups.

A catalog of ADM
cases
Denmark is not alone in using automated predictions, assessments, and decisions. For example, major football
clubs introduced face recognition systems to refuse entry to
known trouble-makers (Andersen 2020-3) in a similar way to
developments in other countries. In this chapter, we focus
on cases of profiling, decision support, and automated decisions in public administration.

/ The Gladsaxe model – profiling
families for early detection of
vulnerable children
The “Gladsaxe-model” was a profiling system based upon
combinations of ‘risk indicators’ for the early detection
of children in vulnerable families. The model started as a
pilot project led by the municipality of Gladsaxe, on the
outskirts of Copenhagen, along with two other municipalities. The model consisted of a points-based analytical system with parameters to estimate risk. These included such
things as parental mental health (3000 points), unemployment (500 points), missed medical appointment (1000
points), missed dental appointment (300 points), and divorce (Sorgenfri Kjær, 2018). Although the overall purpose
of the project was laudable, the way the task was carried
out was heavily criticized and resulted in the model being put on hold. This meant that Gladsaxe and its partner municipalities were not allowed to roll out the system.
However, in late 2018, the municipality stated that they
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had continued work on the algorithm, and had not only included data from the municipality itself but also statistical
data on children who had already received special support
as well as their families (Andersen, 2018). In 2019, after
the data protection authorities denied permission, and
critical coverage in the press, work stopped without any
further explanation (Andersen, 2019). In 2020, a new research project at the University of Århus announced that it
was developing “an algorithmic tool for decision support”
to detect particularly vulnerable children (Andersen 2020).
This research project was also criticized for following the
same line of thought as the Gladsaxe Model (Andersen
2020-2).

denmark / research

The public discussion concerned both the content of the
model and the process of how the law was passed without consulting the relevant public data protection authority, Datatilsynet. Exceptionally, Datatilsynet reopened its
evaluation of the law, emphasizing that the ministry did
not alert it to the automated tool in approximately 1000
pages of background material to the draft law (Datatilsynet, 2019). In August 2019, however, Datatilsynet concluded
that the plans for automated profiling of the unemployed
was compliant with the rules, but it also suggested that the
tool should be re-evaluated to estimate whether the “mathematical model continued to be relevant” to ensure that
the rights of those registered were respected “and to avoid
unobjective discrimination” (Datatilsynet 2019-2).

/ Profiling the unemployed

Two political parties – both supporters of the current social
Imagine you lose your job, and, for a while, you have to rely
democratic minority government – announced their objecupon unemployment benefits. This system is a public insurtions against profiling and that they would push for evaluance model that you contributed to while
ation and less profiling. The reason given
you were working. To claim your benwas that citizens might feel uncomefits, a profile of you is made to estifortable and would be less trustful
mate how likely it is that you will end
in sharing information with officials.
The model
up in long-term unemployment. The
Although the tool was planned to be
consisted of
profile is automatically generated, by
used for decision supporting only,
a points-based
a nationwide tool and based upon a
one of the opposition politicians was
analytical system
combination of various data about
reluctant: “The reality in the employwith parameters to
you, such as your age, origin, unemment system is that officials have far
estimate risk. These
ployment history, previous jobs, edutoo many cases on their table. Hence
included such
cation, and the cause of unemploya profiling tool easily can be what you
things as parental
ment, including any health indications
turn to because it goes faster than a
mental
health,
(Lovforslag L209, 2019. P. 212). This
thorough talk,” Eva Flyvholm of Enunemployment,
profile of a citizen’s likelihood to behedslisten said to the Altinget news
missed
medical
come long-term unemployed is used
service. Flyvholm also argued for sufappointment, missed
to assist the official dealing with the
ficient staffing at job centers (Kaascase. It is not an automated decision
gaard, 2019).
dental appointment,
but a decision-supporting tool.
and divorce.
One commercial solution, a so-called
In May 2019, questions about this
“assistant” by the name of “Asta”, is
process became a full-fledged public
already available and offered by a
discussion, when a new law was passed
specialized commercial company. In its
that included a passage allowing the minister of labor to
advertising material, the company describes Asta as being
develop guidelines for the use of “a digital clarification –
“equipped with a toolbox containing loads of technological
and dialogue tool to be used by job centres and unemployhandles such as robot technology and artificial intelligence”
ment units” (Lov om aktiv beskæftigelsesindsats, 2019). The
and that Asta can be likened to the person peeling the ponew tool was set to combine the newly unemployed pertatoes for a tv-chef before a broadcast on cooking (Schultz,
son’s estimate of their working potential with other data
2019). Asta is already used by the employment agency in
that would then be matched against the characteristics of
Copenhagen and was described positively in the online
citizens who previously ended up in long-term unemploymagazine of KL, the association of Danish municipalities
ment. The tool would then flag those with a higher risk of
(Romme Andersen, 2019).
long-term unemployment (Andersen, 2019-2).
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/ Controlling social welfare
recipients
Udbetaling Danmark (Payout Denmark, UDK) is a public
authority responsible for payments such as study grants,
child allowances, the minimum pension, maternity, and sick
support for those unemployed, and many other payments
under the welfare state system. Since 2012, this centralized
agency has been responsible for payments previously handled and controlled by local municipalities. Today, UDK is
not only responsible for payments but also for some control
over the lawfulness of payments. Some payments are made
automatically, for example, Statens Uddannelsesstøtte (the
State Education Support or SU), which is based upon clear
criteria, such as whether or not a citizen is accepted as a
student at a university.

shelved in 2015 (Alfter, 2019, 51). A new system, to collect
billions of Danish crowns owed by taxpayers, was expected
to be finalized by mid-2019, however, in September 2019,
the Auditors of the Danish Parliament, Rigsrevision, published a critical report indicating that tax collection would
only be fully up and running by the end of 2020, or later
(Rigsrevisionen, 2019).
Missing out on collecting billions of Danish crowns in tax
revenue, however, is just one of several automatization
concerns on the table of every new minister of finance. One
heated discussion is about automatizing the estimation
of property values – particularly in a context where housing costs are growing significantly in the capital and near
larger cities while they are dropping elsewhere, thus affecting property owners in a country where large parts of the
population own their own home.

Criticism, however, has surfaced about the control functions of UDK. A report published in July 2019 questioned
the proportionality of the surveillance, which included the
screening of “2,7 million non-unique beneficiaries” leading
to only 705 cases in 2017 and 1094 cases in 2018 where the
payments were stopped, adjusted, or paid back because of
mistakes. In 2017, UDK handed 25 cases to the police for
further investigation. (Eiriksson, 2019-3).
This criticism of the surveillance of large parts of the Danish
population without actual suspicion is not new. The mindset
of the limitless collection of personal data is exemplified in
the comments on a case regarding the personal data of a
representative of a beneficiary. The data of the representative, as well as close family, appear to have been collected.
UDK said that it could not fulfill its legal obligations without
collecting the data of the representatives of beneficiaries as
well as the family members of such a representative. (Eiriksson, 2019-3, p. 17). What is new is a description of how the
analysis of the controls is carried out. Data analysis is based
upon a set of criteria that are being developed constantly,
including “modular criteria” where data analysis is run on different questions, and all such sub-results are, then, included
in the overall conclusion (Eiriksson, 2019-3, pp. 10-11).

/ Taxation and the automatization
of property evaluation
For years, and with varying degrees of success, the Danish government has tried to centralize and automate tax
administration. Attempts to centralize and automate tax
collection in 2005 with EFI (Et Fælles Inddrivelsessystem
or One Shared Tax collection system) failed, and EFI was
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Passed in 2017, the Ejendomsvurderingslov (law on property assessment, 2017) states that automatic real estate
valuation assessment will become standard practice. In
preparation for the law, this fully automated system was
described as “machine assessments” (Motzfeldt & Abkenar,
2019, p. 36-37). The system is set to include “sales prices
related to the neighborhood, location and size. Sales price
levels are adjusted to take into account the distance to forests and recreation areas, schools, streets, railways”. The
system will also take into account whether or not there
is the possibility to build on the surrounding terrain and
whether or not ground pollution is an issue (Motzfeldt &
Abkenar, 2019, p. 37). A total of 19 parameters will be used
to automatically calculate property value (Version2 Editorial, 2019). A preparatory committee prepared an analysis
to guide the government ahead of the legislation. The committee followed the overall line to move from “subjective
to objective” assessments, from human to digital assessments, and from manual to automatic administration, to
improve assessments and lower administration costs (Engberg-udvalget, 2014, p. 68-69). While it does not explicitly
mention it, this model uses a level of machine learning to
develop a “statistical predictive model” (Motzfeldt & Abkenar, 2019, p. 37). Furthermore, the overall assumption of
the preparatory committee was that machine assessments
were more objective than human assessments, where human assessments are considered subjective.
As with many other systems, the automated property assessment system has been significantly delayed. Along
the way, fears surfaced that it did not comply with Danish administrative law (Mølsted, 2018). It also proved to
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The overall assumption
of the preparatory
committee was that machine
assessments were more
objective than human
assessments.

be more expensive than the estimate in the initial report
regarding the cost of a property valuation calculated by a
human (Motzfeldt, 2019-2). This project, and other problematic attempts by the Danish tax authorities to incorporate IT projects, have been described as “the ministers’ (…)
IT-phantoms” (Version2 Editorial, 2019). The law to assess
property values allows a variation of 40% in the value of
a given property – 20% either side of the price calculated
by the system – “and one does not need to hold a PhD in
human behaviour to predict that this will lead to protests if
or when the system comes into use. Worst case we will see
headlines that two newly built and identical houses will be
taxed very differently. Could we blame citizens if they ask
critical questions why they had to spend billions for a system with such a low level of precision” (Motzfeldt, 2019-2).

/ Exam control in schools: fighting
fraud or profiling students?
You try to control me, I outsmart you. This was the logic
of a Danish high school student who, in a post on Github,
described how to disable a digital exam monitor (Schou,
2019). The move was part of massive protests by the students against The Digital Exam Monitor, developed by the
Danish Ministry of Education (Den Digitale Prøvevagt), and
which was set to roll out in spring 2019. Following the protests against this surveillance, which included copies of the
clipboard, active websites in four browsers, a key logger, a
screen dump every minute, or whenever an active window
changed, detection of virtual machines in the background,
a list of all active programs, various unique IDs, etc.) (Møller
Kjemtrup, 2019), the ministry of education put the tool on
hold (Undervisningsministeriet, 2019). Yet under the new
social democrat government, students continue to ask the
authorities to shelve it entirely (Mejlgaard, 2019).
Meanwhile, another tool that uses machine learning to
detect exam fraud has been developed at Copenhagen
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University. This move stirred new controversies and fears
about student profiling in 2019.
In 2014, high school software provider Macom supplied a
tool called Lectio, which operated as an early detection system to trace students in danger of dropping out (Copenhagen University, 2014). The tool was developed by university
students and based upon information gathered through
the administration and communication system used by 9
out of 10 Danish high schools, according to Macom and
media reports. However, use of the algorithm was stopped
about a week after it was introduced. The data used to develop it had been handed to a third party – the university
and its master’s students – without permission from the
high schools (Møllerhøj, 2015).
More recently, in May 2019, a group at the same department of Copenhagen University published a machine learning system by the name of Ghostwriter. The developers said
that it could be used to trace the writing style of students
in assignments and that it could detect with some certainty,
whether or not a student had submitted a text written by
someone else. The aim of Ghostwriter was to fight exam
fraud, but (the university wrote in a press release) that the
model could also be applied elsewhere to detect texts written in an unusual style (Copenhagen University, 2019).
The machine learning was based upon 130,000 student assignments held in the Lectio system by Macom. The ensuing controversy between the high schools, the university
professor, and the director of Macom focused on a breach
of contract related to the handling of the students’ data:
“We feel unsafe when the data handling agreement is not
respected,” a representative of the high schools stated to
online technology news website Version2, (Bang Frederiksen, 2019-1; Bang Frederiksen, 2019-2; Bang Frederiksen,
2019-3).

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Digitalization strategies
Denmark follows national digitalization strategies, and, at
the moment, the 2016-2020 strategy is in action (Digitaliseringsstyrelsen, 2016). It is a strategy that, ever since 2001,
builds upon previous years’ strategies (Motzfeldt, 2019,
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p. 20). An inherent part of this strategy requires Danish
authorities at the state, regional, and local level to promise each other to push for digital solutions that are easy
to use and further growth while maintaining security and
trust in digital systems (Digitaliseringsstyrelsen, 2016-2).
In October 2018, the center-right government introduced
its digitalization policy under the title Digital service i verdensklasse (World Class Digital Service, Ministry of Finance,
2018). In 2019, this was followed, with an AI strategy “to
serve all of Denmark” (Digitaliseringsstyrelsen, 2019). This
strategy points out three focus areas for pilot projects, or
so-called ‘signature projects’. These are health, social welfare, and labor (Motzfeldt, 2019-2, p. 35). These nationallevel strategies are accompanied by investment funds as
well as information campaigns such as Digital Hub Denmark, which is a “public-private partnership between the
Danish Government, the Confederation of Danish Industry,
the Danish Chamber of Commerce and Finance Denmark”
(Digital Hub Denmark, 2019).

2; Egedal, 2018). It is worth mentioning that the report emphasized the opportunities of profiling and prediction. For
example, it suggested that it would be possible to predict
how children younger than six years old would succeed
in life, “who would be successful, and who would become
costly” (KL 2018, p. 54). Another scenario described how
municipalities can “predict destructive behavior of the individual citizen through analysis of data in the infrastructure
of the municipality even before the citizen can and definitely before the act is carried out (own abuse, abuse of others
or violence…)?” (KL, 2016, p. 198).

/ Local authorities & Dare Disrupt

/ The new government’s legal
package on security

Strategies for digitalization are also being developed at the
municipal level. In practice, social welfare and contact with
citizens is normally handled by Denmark’s 98 local municipalities that have a certain level of autonomy, and are organized via Kommunernes Landsforening (National association of municipalities, KL). Municipalities are responsible
for the care of the elderly, child care, primary schools, social
welfare, and local infrastructure. KL has a four-year strategy 2016-2020 following the national agreement (KL, 2016).
In 2018, and on behalf of the 98 municipalities, KL asked
the consultancy company, Dare Disrupt, to look into the potential of digitalization at the local level, particularly, when
working with children, social welfare, the elderly, health,
and other tasks, where municipalities directly serve citizens
(Dare Disrupt, 2018; KL 2018).

Confronted with ethical and privacy considerations, KL –
who ordered the report – emphasized that the report was
merely supposed to act as inspiration for possible opportunities while at the same time, KL did not address potential
obstacles. Ethical considerations, a representative stated,
were up to the individual municipalities themselves (Andersen, 2018-2).

In June 2019, a new government took power. It is a socialdemocratic minority government supported by two leftwing parties and one liberal party. The government agreement does not mention data, digitalization, automatization,
or surveillance considerations explicitly – an absence that
has been criticized by actors in the field. In one of its first
legal packages in the field of justice, the government considered increasing camera surveillance by private and public actors (including the police), more license plate recognition systems (including longer storage of license plate
data), more surveillance of gang members, and more police
drones, among other actions (Justitsministeriet, 2019). The
bill was tabled in February 2020 (Folketinget 2020).

The political discussion on the government’s legal package
is ongoing, and the deputy chairperson of the largest opKL’s use of this particular consultancy group was criticized
position party, the center-right Venstre party, has brought
in both the specialized and the general mesome suggestions to the table. These india, as were some of the elements of
clude the introduction of face recogthe report by Dare Disrupt. In the renition technology in the so-called
The apparent
port, Dare Disrupt emphasized the
ghetto areas, labeled as such in a leenthusiasm to
competences of the scandal-ridden
gal package (previously mentioned),
quickly digitize public
British political consulting company,
which defines neighborhoods with
administration
does
Cambridge Analytica, and suggested
rates of high unemployment, high
meet highly qualified
local municipalities should use simicriminality, and high numbers of imcriticism.
lar methods for citizen involvement
migrants. The deputy chairperson’s
(KL, 2018, p. 108; Sorgenfri Kjær, 2018suggestions were commented on by a
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fellow Venstre party member who said that the suggestions
were not official party policy (Ahrenkilde Holm, 2019).

/ “Grab the safety buoy”
The apparent enthusiasm to quickly digitize public administration does meet highly qualified criticism. Under the
headline “Do grab the safety buoy”, in the journal for research into social work, Hanne Marie Motzfeldt, associate
professor at the faculty of law at the University of Copenhagen, emphasized the need to respect good administrative
practices and ethics when digitizing public administration
functions. She argued that a decision by the Danish Ombudsperson – an authority in both the political and the legal
contexts – should also be used in the field of digitalization
to ensure a “qualified and correct basis for decisions” before implementing new tools for digital administration. “It
is no longer enough to ask an external consultancy report
recommending this or that” (Motzfeldt, 2019-2, p. 40).
Motzfeldt has contributed significantly, not only to a qualified debate but also to the upgrading of legal competences in the field of digital administration – including various
levels of automation. Most recently, she published a book
targeted at lawyers working in the concept phase of new
digital administration projects. In it, she suggests using
clear terminology and raising awareness of the division of
roles in teams preparing systems for digital administration
(Motzfeldt, 2019).
While Motzfeldt’s book is worth mentioning, it is focused on
the law, legal professionals, and the use of digital tools from
practical assistance up to fully automated decisions. However, more popular books have been published which, more
generally, address various questions related to digitalization
in societies. For example, in “Digital totalitarianism”, the author – a PhD fellow of philosophy at the University of Copenhagen – takes a closer look at the much-criticized Chinese
social scoring models. He argues that the surveillance and
social scoring models are far more nuanced than depicted in
Western media, and that very similar tools and mechanisms
are applied at various levels – in both commercial and public
systems – in Western countries (Vestergaard, 2019).

/ Data ethics council
In April 2019, the government announced a new Data Ethics
Council (Dataetisk Råd, 2019). The purpose of the council is
to create a forum to address ethical questions, on the balance between the advantages of new technologies on the
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one side, and civil rights and liberties, as well as societal
values, on the other. The council is explicitly tasked with
creating a public debate and to constantly support “responsible and sustainable” use of data in both the business and
the public sector. The members of the council are experts
from public administration, universities, civil society, and
business. The council began its work in the course of 2019.

/ Critical obsevation and
information
Several civil society and professional groups take an active
part in discussions. In academia, specialists in various disciplines regularly contribute to the public debate and write
books and guidance in fields such as law, civil liberties, public administration, among other areas.
Two private think-tanks focus on civil liberties (Justitia 2019)
and data ethics (Dataethics.eu, 2019), respectively. Meanwhile, the Human Rights Institute, a government-supported
research institute, also specializes in this field (Institut for
Menneskrettigheder, 2019).
Media coverage of digitalization and automation appears
sporadic. In 2019, a dedicated weekly radio program, Aflyttet, ended when the broadcaster that hosted it lost its financial support. However, a specialized online news website, called Version2, provides daily updates, focusing on
tech in society and often includes critical voices. Version2 is
published by Teknologiens Mediehus (Technology Publishing House), a private company owned by the trade union
of Danish engineers and two pension funds. In addition,
several online newsletters provide specialized information;
however, this is hosted behind expensive paywalls and thus
inaccessible to the wider public.

Key takeaways
Digitalization, including automated decisions, automated
preparation of decisions, and profiling, is quickly gaining
ground in Denmark. This development is likely to continue,
and potentially even speed up, as the government’s current
strategies and legislation follow the explicit purpose of paving the way for future digitalization.
The speedy development of digital solutions, rather than
focusing on functioning solutions, appears to have happened in far too many instances. Critics emphasize that
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rapid development in several cases has been prioritized
over respect for both good administrative practice and civil
liberties, thus ultimately risking the population’s trust in
digitalization.
This development, which has been pushed by previous
center-right governments, and is also under discussion by
the center-left government elected in 2019. A recent comment by the social democratic minister of finance – when
he stated that there is no need to wait for the new Data
Ethics Council to comment on a pool of 15 publicly-funded
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Laika!
What are you
doing?

What is
it, Laika?

NGH!

Help!

Mati Popov, 65
years old, diabetis.
Could be a variation in
the pharmacological
prescription that led
to a hypoglycemic
crisis.
What’s
your name
sir?

don’t worry
and try to relax.
you’re not going to
die. you just had a
little fall.

Am I…
Am I going
to die?

Mati...
Pop...
ov.

Are
you feeling
better?
Yes, thanks a
lot. Now I just
wonder where’s
Laika gone.
Laika?

Find out more on p. 69 in the research chapter under “Prediction model
for the healthcare needs of patients with chronic illnesses”.
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A city is
automating
homes to
reduce energy
consumption
The city of Tartu installed
automated systems in old
housing blocks. Using nudges,
sensors, and automated decisionmaking, it hopes to reduce
energy consumption by 
two-thirds.
By Gerda Kelly Pill
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SmartEnCity is a Europe-wide project that aims to transform cities to become carbon neutral. Tartu, a small campus town in Estonia and home to around 100,000 people,
is one of the “demonstrator cities” for this project, which it
called Tark Tartu (Smart Tartu). As part of this project, the
city introduced a public bike-sharing system, bought gaspowered buses, and installed automated LED streetlights
that take into account local weather and traffic conditions
and adjust lighting levels accordingly. The city authorities are also retrofitting Soviet-era “khrushchyovkas” into
“smartovkas”. This means turning old concrete-panel apartment blocks into modernized, “smart” living spaces.
Khrushchyovkas dot the cityscape of most former Soviet
countries. In Estonia, they are an integral part of many
neighborhoods. They have housed several generations, although they were originally built to last 50 years – an estimate that was revised upwards by successive governments.
The buildings are now thought to be fit for another halfcentury if properly renovated.
These concrete-panel apartment buildings were built between the 1950s and the early 1970s, when Nikita Khrushchev was the first secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, hence their nickname of ‘khrushchyovkas’.
They were easy and cheap to build, and millions of people
still call them home.
In 1991, Estonia became independent from the Soviet Union, society moved on, the economy grew, and cities developed, but the khrushchyovkas remained. They are not
without problems: heating is expensive because of subpar
insulation, poor ventilation, and deteriorating plumbing.
Also, many of these buildings have not been fully-renovated since they were originally built.
Apartment block renovation, to bring it up to current
standards, is expensive, requires much work, and the responsibility usually falls on the inhabitants. Khrushchyovkas residents come from all walks of life and ages. Some
people have lived in these buildings since the beginning.
However, due to a lack of funds, leadership, or, perhaps,
opportunity, many khrushchyovkas are in a less-thanprime condition, even though they sit in desirable locations in Tartu.

/ Automated homes
Taking the opportunity of European funding, some of these
buildings were incorporated into a pilot program that
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"The heating bills are
lower, and I do not have to
report my warm water and gas
usage manually anymore."
Anatoli, tenant

promised to make them energy-efficient, high-quality living
environments with embedded, automated systems.
Upon closer inspection, the reality is far from a futuristic,
ultra-modern, automated smart home, but the project is a
work in progress, and the real results will only become clear
in the years to come. The goal is to renovate and “smarten
up” 17 apartment buildings located in the center of Tartu.
The systems are still under development, however, there
are already tangible results. “Of course, I’m happy. The heating bills are lower, and I do not have to report my warm water and gas usage manually anymore,” said Anatoli, whose
house was renovated, as part of the project, in the summer
of last year. “My home is finished, and everything works.
But in some apartments, gas and electricity consumption
indicators are still not showing,” he added.

/ Energy efficiency
“The goal is to get the building’s energy rating as good as
possible, and, for that, the inhabitants have to contribute
with their behavior,” said Tõnis Eelma, who is one of the
project’s leads and the chairman of the apartment association of his building, which was the second bloc to be renovated as a part of the project.
“Every apartment has a tablet attached to the wall where
residents can monitor their consumption and, we hope
that, based on that information, people adjust their habits,”
said Mr. Eelma. The ultimate goal is to lower the building’s
yearly energy usage from the current 270 kWh/m2 to 90
kWh/m2.
“One of the most revolutionary things is our demand-driven central ventilation system. This means that the carbon
dioxide levels are measured, and the influx of fresh air to
your apartment is regulated automatically,” said Mr. Eelma.
The solution is unique, as, usually, renovated apartment
buildings get a certain amount of fresh air throughout the
day regardless of whether you are home or not. The other
option is that there are pre-set ventilation intervals, which
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only take into account people’s 9-to-5 schedule, but not the
ones who are home all day, such as the elderly.
Raivo Raestik is the CEO of Enlife, the company that won the
tender to develop the smart home systems for the “smartovkas”. He explained that the tablets enable two main
things for the inhabitants: monitoring information about
themselves and controlling their indoor climate. The system records electricity, water, and gas usage for each apartment, uploads the data to a cloud environment, and shares
it with various stakeholders, such as the city of Tartu.
Users can view their usage statistics, the current and desired inside temperature for all rooms, CO2 levels (measured in parts per million), and the outside air temperature.
They can also check the time and greet guests through an
intercom system. And if they previously had to state their
hot water and gas usage to the utility company, it is now
automatically read remotely.
Ten out of the 17 buildings opted to have their building
upgraded with radio connections as opposed to cable connections, meaning that their sensors are all wireless. Smart
home systems also allow the user to check battery levels
for those remote sensors, such as the smoke alarm or thermostat.
Users can control the temperature and ventilation and
monitor their statistics, using the tablet installed in the
apartments, through a computer web interface or a smartphone app. Control over ventilation was given to the inhabitants in case they are not happy with the level of fresh air
input chosen by the system.

/ Nudges

Users can
control the
temperature
and ventilation
and monitor
their
statistics,
using the
tablet
installed
in the
apartments.

Seeing statistics is part of raising energy-consumption
awareness. Tõnis Eelma said that in the future they would
like to offer the option to compare an apartment’s energy
usage to the rest of the building. The building would then
get an average, which in turn could be compared to the
other renovated apartments in the project, which could introduce an element of competition.

person living alone or big families – that’s apples and oranges. If you see that your usage is +156% of the average,
then that does not motivate you to save energy.” EnLife is
rather looking to develop a statistical comparison related
to each resident’s past behavior. “But that also needs some
thought because you cannot indefinitely lower your energy
consumption – you still need some level for your basic activities. We do not want people to get discouraged when
they cannot lower their energy usage levels anymore.”

But it might not be so simple, due to different ways people
think and live. “We are still discussing what to compare and
with whom,” said Mr. Raestik. ”The first comparisons were
made with the building’s average.” Those statistics were
generated by calculating the usage of all apartments. “But
the apartments are very different. You can have an elderly

However, the development is still in progress. Mr. Raestik
said that one of the next things in the pipeline is to deliver
automated scheduling for temperature levels so that people can have lower temperatures at night without having
to manually change the temperature via the system’s interface.
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In addition to the smart home system, the apartments were
fitted with solar panels, insulation for the walls and roof, a
new heating and plumbing system, new windows, and outside doors.

/ Unique solution
No solution like this existed in the market before. In Estonia, smart homes have a reputation for being expensive
and complex. Few people have these solutions in their
homes unless already provided by the developer. Retrofitting homes to become smart is uncommon. The SmartEnCity project ordered a one-size-fits-all solution. EnLife
started by developing it for about 600 apartments. They
designed everything in a way that allows for retrofitting
all the homes in case of future changes because the smart
home system is evolving together with the SmartEnCity
project.
Comparing this smart home system to Apple Home, Samsung SmartThings, and Google Nest, Mr. Eelma said that
there were two main differences: those solutions would
not have fit their budget, and they do not focus on energy consumption. The goal of the project is to raise awareness among people about their habits and inspire them to
change their behavior to save energy.
Mr. Raestik added that when you create a smart home
system at such a large scale, they must consider technical
support and continuous updates for as long as the building
stands. “In my experience with big players, as time goes by,
tech-support for older versions gets discontinued,” he said.
The city’s total investment to retrofit 17 buildings is around
nine million euros, plus 400,000 euros to develop the smart
home solution. The exact cost of each building’s renovation
depends on a tender. “Our building had 32 apartments,
and the renovations cost over a million euros. We had to
cover around half of that by taking out a loan,” said Mr.
Eelma. Using Horizon 2020 funds, the city of Tartu helped
cover 25% of the total cost, and the rest came from a national renovation grant.
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ventilation system,” said Mr. Eelma. “But the monetary win
is small because while we can save from consuming less
energy, the loan payments don’t get any lower.”
The renovations came with some conditions. For example,
the installation of solar panels was mandatory for all buildings to provide additional energy to the buildings. Furthermore, while all the energy-consumption data belongs to the
inhabitants, they are obliged to share it (in an aggregated
format) with the city of Tartu until 2021 to measure the effectiveness of the renovation program.
“It is a great project; we are testing a lot of new things. But
it is not ready yet – fine-tuning the houses’ systems to lower
costs is still ongoing,” said Mr. Eelma. With four years and
some results already under its belt, this ambitious project
hopes to prove that when you give people the opportunity
to monitor their energy-consumption behavior, they will
change their habits to save energy in the long run. You can
only improve what you can measure.

The goal of the
project is to raise
awareness among people
about their habits and
inspire them to change
their behavior to save
energy.

/ Reduced costs
The first results show that, on average, heating bills have
been cut in half. “We were hoping that they come down to
one-third of the original cost, but we must consider that, before, heat was only used to warm radiators in apartments.
Now, in addition to that, it heats water and air in the central
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Research
By Maris Männiste

Contextualization
In recent years, the Estonian government has taken
several steps to support the implementation of artificial
intelligence (AI) in both public and private sector
institutions. In Estonia, the term “Kratt” is used in relation
to AI, and it refers to practical applications that use AI to
perform specific functions. Automation related to AI is a
major focus of discussion, both in the government and in
the public domain.
While there are discussions about the use of automated decision-making or AI, for the moment, the main focus is predominantly on the benefits these technologies will bring. In
the public sector, the benefits of AI are seen as threefold:
it increases the user-centeredness of services, improves
data analysis, and makes the country work more efficiently
to achieve the goal of developing an e-government. AI can
also play an important role in the digital revolution of industry and to attract new investment and innovation in Estonia
– technology developers are searching for a development
and test environment that favors AI solutions. In this regard, the Estonian strategy seems to focus on a small, wellestablished, digital e-government, and on a future that sees
the country become a good testing ground for AI solutions.
Several research centers in Estonia focus mainly on the
technical aspects of AI or offer a testbed to pilot the solutions to possible problems. In addition, a study that will focus on the opportunities for using AI and ADM in e-governance is also planned. There are several governmental and
nongovernmental organizations which have pointed out
possible risks and problems associated with automated decision-making. Since 2017, Estonian residents can check the
Eesti.ee website to see which institutions have accessed
their data and for what purposes by using the Data tracker
tool. By September 2019, four major government agencies
were participating in this project (The Population Register,
The Health Insurance Fund, the Estonian Unemployment
Insurance Fund, The Social Insurance Board). The website
also indicates if data has been accessed for automatic pro-
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cesses or by a specific automated service. This solution is
seen as vital in fostering trust and transparency in governmental services (Plantera 2019).

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Monitoring and profiling risk
groups
/ A system to support NEET youth
Since 2018, municipal governments in Estonia have been
able to use a tool called The Youth Guarantee Support System (YGSS) (Mis on noortegarantii tugisüsteem? – Tööelu.
ee o. J.). This tool helps case managers (social workers, child
protection officers, youth workers, etc.) identify young people aged 16-26 who are not in education, employment or
training (NEET). It is used to support them when they need
to return to education or enter the labor market. Case
managers of the Youth Guarantee Support System or the
municipal government employees can see information
about young people living in their specific locality. However, up until now, not all of the municipalities have joined
the program. In order to join, the municipal governments
have to send an application to the Municipal Government
Information System for Social Services and Benefits (STAR)
(Noortegarantii | Sotsiaalministeerium o. J). The case managers or municipal government employees are then shown
a list in the STAR system of all the NEET youth who are registered as residents in a specific municipal area and who
– according to other registry data – need help. This information is based on data from nine different registries, creating, therefore, a very comprehensive dataset that includes
information on the young person’s address, email, phone
number, educational background, and if they studied in Estonian or Russian. Young people have the right to forbid the
analysis by a case manager, and in cases where the data is
processed, young people must give their consent.
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The case manager then contacts the young people identified by the system and a letter or an SMS is sent to each
person asking them to complete a survey. The Youth Guarantee Support System Request is automatically triggered
twice a year (15.03 and 15.10).

/ Prediction model for the healthcare
needs of patients with chronic illnesses
In 2015, the Estonian Health Insurance Fund (EHIF) started
cooperating with the World Bank to develop and pilot a
risk-based management model for healthcare (Enhanced
Care Management: Improving Health for High Need, High
Risk Patients in Estonia 2017) that would help increase the
integration of health services. Risk-based treatment management enables family physicians to identify patients on
their list with multiple chronic illnesses who would benefit
most from additional help with prevention, counseling, and
follow-up care to improve their quality of life. If these patients are neglected by family physicians, this can lead to
serious problems, including unnecessary deterioration of
health, which, in addition, causes unnecessary costs for the
healthcare system (avoidable hospitalization, duplication
of studies, etc.). The aim of the machine learning project
was to improve the so-called mechanically constructed algorithm developed during the Risk Patient Pilot Project and
to better identify the patients who should be included in
the risk patient program.
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patients with selected diagnoses are likely to be admitted
to the hospital. The solution first identifies certain medical
conditions/diagnoses in the EHIF’s medical invoice database. It then provides a practical model for family physicians to predict which patients are more likely to be admitted to the hospital or suffer other health problems. The
EHIF evaluation report from 2017 (p.33) also emphasizes
that: “the prioritisation of patients within the registry list
based on behavioural data (i.e. whether the patients have
filled all their prescriptions during past months) and social
patient characteristics (e.g. whether the patient may be socially vulnerable) still needs to be fully developed and then
used, as currently this information is not used in the patient
selection process”.
The EHIF has been cooperating with the World Bank since
2014. The pilot was created by the World Bank with the involvement of the Estonian Health Insurance Fund. Costa
Rica is also involved in the project by allowing access to its
medical billing database (to look at clinical/socio-economic
data not included in EHIF databases).

/ Profiling and matching solutions
/ Machine learning software to match
job seekers with employers

Estonian start-up Skillific is developing a recruitment service (Skillific kasutuslugu | Krattide veebileht o. J.) that uses
Between 2016-2017, the Estonian Health Insurance Fund
a machine learning software program to enable employ(EHIF) and the World Bank conducted a pilot project on
ers to find potential employees by analyzing the skills and
treatment management in Estonia. The first step for this
knowledge they need. Skillific’s search process is based on,
was to develop a clinical algorithm in
among other things, the European
cooperation with family physicians
Skills, Competences, Qualificain order to identify patients who
tions and Occupations (ESCO)
This
solution
contributes
were potentially at risk. The alclassification system, deto the empowerment of primary
gorithm combines EHIF mediveloped by the European
cal billing data with the clinical
Commission, which defines
care and also helps find the
opinion of family physicians.
skills needed in many areas
best algorithm to predict which
of life. Based on this, the
patients with selected diagnoses
The
pilot
was
officially
machine learning algorithm
are likely to be admitted to the
launched in January 2017 (Enlooks
for potential candihospital.
hanced Care Management:
dates in the same skill categoImproving Health for High Need,
ry as the job profile. Skillific’s AI
High-Risk Patients in Estonia 2017).
application, through the web, partThroughout the pilot, family practitioners joined a series
ner data, and public databases, can find and
of webinars, led by the local pilot coordinator (World Bank
profile potential candidates for different jobs, and
consultant), to reinforce and refresh the initial training.
also assess their suitability for those jobs (Eestis töötati
This solution contributes to the empowerment of primary
välja tehisintellekti sugemetega talendiotsingumootor Skilcare and also helps find the best algorithm to predict which
lific 2016).
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At the moment, the software is still in the testing phase as
there is not enough good quality training data for the full
implementation of the software. The Skillific database already has about 400,000 user-profiles and a smaller number of workplace profiles. Based on this information, the
machine learning algorithm predicts the suitability of job
candidates and provides better quality solutions through
easier storage and collection of data. Without this system,
the process is very resource-intense and generally does not
utilize previously analyzed candidate profiles.
The aim in the future is to create an environment similar
to the Finnish database, MyData. With the consent of the
job seeker, this system would allow companies to access
more data and thus provide a better service to both the job
seeker and the employer. Skillific estimates that the entire
recruitment process could be fully automated within the
next 5 to 10 years.

/ ADM solutions used by the Estonian
Unemployment Insurance Fund

The main goal of this is to make use of all of the data the
Unemployment Insurance Fund has.
According to the Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund
development plan for 2019-2022 – which aims to increase
the impact, quality and accessibility of services – a profiling
model should be used. This would help to identify the risk
of long-term unemployment for each client and to choose
the appropriate counseling channel, the frequency, and
specific services. The Estonian Kratt report (p.18) indicates
that this profiling solution is already in use.
The Unemployment Insurance Fund has the right to use
automated decision-making (Millal teeb töötukassa Teie
suhtes automaatse otsuse | Töötukassa o. J.) according to
the Unemployment Insurance Act § 23 lg 4. The applicant is
informed of this ADM process when submitting an application and the use of ADM is also displayed on the decision
document.

/ Face recognition and machine
vision solutions

Estonia’s Unemployment Insurance Fund (EUIF) increasingly uses different automated solutions in its everyday work
/ Machine vision AI solution for better
(Kõik muutub automaatseks: töötukassa IT-osakond ei istu
traffic management
päevad otsa mustades ülikondades, tõstes tuimalt pabereid ühest hunnikust teise 2019). After a citizen registers
The machine vision Kratt, or AI solution of the Public
on the Unemployment Insurance Fund website as unemTransport and Traffic Management Department in Tallinn,
ployed, the data is checked and, if it is correct, the citizen
started in autumn 2018 in cooperation with Sifr OÜ (Kasuis then registered as unemployed. In the background, the
tuslood | Krattide veebileht o. J.). The main purpose of this
system uses AI to check an applicant’s
solution is to monitor the traffic load In Taldata in different databases. It then
linn, specifically the cars driving
decides which document to send
in and out of the city every day.
to the applicant.
This
information is used to make
If the customer
EUIF also uses ADM to decide
what a person is entitled to, including what amount of unemployment aid or unemployment
insurance aid, and for how long
(Raudla 2020). According to Erik
Aas, an EUIF council member,
50% of those decisions are made
entirely through ADM (Raudla
2020).
In addition, the Unemployment
Insurance Fund plans to start
predicting how long specific individuals will remain unemployed.
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wants to buy
tobacco products,
they have to choose
the item from
the self-service
checkout and then
pass a preliminary
face detection
process which issues
a paper to allow
the customer to
go to the tobacco
machine.

decisions about parking problems or
road construction, among other issues. To test the solution, three cameras were selected to monitor intersections in Tallinn. This helped train
the software to count vehicles passing
the camera. This solution uses a machine vision algorithm, which counts
buses, cars, trucks, and motorcycles.
In the future, it is hoped that the same
solution can be used to count pedestrians. The accuracy of the results can
be affected by different weather conditions, including fog, and by dirt on
the cameras.
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/ Age-verification technology used in
Kelia

estonia / research

/ Event-based services
/ Applying for a place at a nursery

In Keila, a city in northern Estonia, the Keila Consumer Coschool, childcare institution, or
operative uses a self-service check-in desk that verifies the
kindergarten
customer’s age with special age-verification technology and
is designed so that the customer can buy age-restricted
Education services in the city of Tartu use a system called
products. The self-checkout ID is based on Strongpoint selfARNO (www.arno.ee) for submitting and processing applicacheckout software and the Yot Digital Identification Plattions for places at nursery schools and for childcare. Tartu
form (Keila Tarbijate Ühistu võttis kasutusele Euroopas aiuses ADM systems to determine a child’s municipal school
nulaadse näotuvastusega iseteeninduskassa – StrongPoint
based upon the child’s address registered in the population
o. J.). To purchase age-restricted
register. The school placement offering is
products, the customer’s
generated automatically once a year
age is checked at the selfand is based upon three sets of
The service is based
checkout desk and after
data: the automatic queue for a
on the principle that, as
that the customer can
child of pre-school age, the parthe
state
already
has
the
then pay for the item. If
ent’s preferred kindergarten and
information about each citizen
the customer wants to
the nearest kindergarten. Parfrom birth, all the following
buy tobacco products,
ents can apply at a later stage to
services,
such
as
family
they have to choose the
change school depending on spebenefits, can be activated
item from the self-service
cific circumstances. In the case of
automatically.
checkout and then pass a
kindergartens, parents have to appreliminary face detection proply for a kindergarten spot after a child
cess which issues a paper to allow
is born. ARNO is developed by OÜ Piksel.
the customer to go to the tobacco machine.
The vending machine then performs another
/ Proactive services mean parents no
check before issuing the tobacco. The customer does
longer have to apply for family benefits
not have to provide any additional documents to verify
their age.
In 2019, the Social Insurance Board (SKA) completed its
This is believed to be the first solution of its kind in use in
Europe.
A journalist from the digital newspaper Delfi conducted an
experiment (Veltman 2019) to see if the self-service checkin desk face recognition software can distinguish adults
from minors. For this purpose, he recruited 14 and 15-yearold girls and boys to try to buy age-restricted products. Initially, it seemed that the technology stopped minors from
purchasing age-restricted products, correctly deducing that
they were underage. However, on the second attempt, the
technology permitted an underage boy to buy the products. The software developer explained that the anomaly
happened due to the repeated face detections without
completing the purchase the first time. According to them,
the problem should be fixed now.
However, several big supermarkets are not ready to start
using this software as, for them, this system is still in the development phase and may be a security risk (Belkin 2019).
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first automatic proactive service (Sotsiaalkindlustusamet
avas esimese proaktiivse avaliku teenuse | Sotsiaalkindlustusamet 2019) meaning that parents no longer need
to apply for services. The service is based on the principle
that, as the state already has the information about each
citizen from birth, all the following services, such as family
benefits, can be activated automatically. It is the first eventbased service in Estonia, and the SKA aims to move fully
towards application-free services.
Once a birth is registered in the population register and the
child is given a name, the Social Security Agency will send
an e-mail to the parents. Once the parents have confirmed
receipt of the notification, they can receive family benefits.
This solution was developed by Nortal and is considered
to be unique in the world. The service is based on an automated algorithmic solution, and it has also led to changes
being made in some organizational processes (Sotsiaalkindlustusamet avas esimese proaktiivse avaliku teenuse |
Sotsiaalkindlustusamet 2019).
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/ Robot judge project in Estonia
In 2019, the Ministry of Justice officially requested that Estonia’s chief data officer design a robot judge to preside
over small claims disputes of less than 7,000 euros to clear
a backlog of such cases (Niiler 2019). The project is still in
progress, but in theory, the two parties in each case will
upload all the relevant information to a database that the
AI software will then analyze to render a decision based
on pre-programmed algorithms and previous training.
The software’s decision would be legally binding, but that
decision could then be appealed and looked into by a human judge. The country’s economic ministry is considering
granting AI and robot judges legal status to help the legislation allocate responsibility for decision-making involving
AI-controlled software. This solution is still considered an
aid to the courts in Estonia and not a standalone solution.
Still, there have been some changes made to Estonian procedural law which will be introduced in several stages between the years 2020-2023 (Mandri 2019).

Policy, oversight
and public debate
/ Political Debates on Aspects of
Automation – Government and
Parliament
/ The AI Programme – “Kratt project” and
the plan for 2019-2021
The AI Programme, called the “Kratt plan” (Majandus- ja
Kommunikatsiooni ministeerium/Riigikantselei 2019b), was
commissioned by the Government Office and launched
at the beginning of 2018. A steering group consisting of
experts from public and private sector organizations and
academia was established and is led by Siim Sikkut. Kratt
is a magical creature from Estonian mythology and it was
decided to use this character as a metaphor to facilitate
communication. In Estonian mythology, Kratt was a servant
who built things from hay or old household items and he
needed to be looked after so that it would not go idle. AI is
seen as a huge opportunity and a powerful tool for Estonia
which also needs to be wielded responsibly and safely so
that the Kratt project, like the mythological character, will
not come to harm if left unattended.
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The main tasks of the expert group were to: prepare draft
legislation to ensure clarity in the judicial sector, to organize
the necessary supervision, to develop an AI action plan, to
notify the public about the implementation of the Kratt project, and publicize possible options (e.g. via development of
the www.kratid.ee website).
The proposals made by the expert group were compiled
into a report (Majandus- ja Kommunikatsiooni ministeerium/Riigikantselei 2019b) that outlines advice and activities on how to accelerate the use of AI in both private and
public sector organizations. The proposals made by the expert group in 2019 formed the national AI action plan for
2019-2021 (ajandus- ja Kommunikatsiooni ministeerium/
Riigikantselei 2019). The strategy was adopted at a cabinet
meeting on 25 July, 2019. According to the strategy, the
government takes a leading role in accelerating and supporting the use of AI-based applications in both the public
and private sectors alike. The Estonian government will be
investing at least 10 million euros between 2019 and 2021
to implement the strategy.
The proposals, and Estonia’s AI action plan, focus on developing the basic competencies required for implementation.
Moreover, it is emphasized in the planning document and
on the e-Estonia webpage, that “Estonia could become the
role model and testbed for the rest of the world as a place
where Kratt, or AI, is put to work for the people’s well-being
in both the public and private sectors”.
In particular, Estonia emphasizes (Majandus- ja Kommunikatsiooni ministeerium/Riigikantselei 2019b) the objective
in the AI plan should be to boost AI development in the
country, starting with basic competences. The plan gives an
overview of the development of AI and of the plans in other
countries and, based upon this, it recommends that particular effort should be made to facilitate the implementation
of Kratts in the public sector.
The 2019-2021 action plan (Majandus- ja kommunikatsiooniministeerium/Riigikantselei 2019a) not only considers the
steps that should be taken to boost AI development in Estonia, but also looks at support for research, improvement of
skills for public sector workers and financial support. One
of the actions includes making basic Kratt components and
“tools” available for reuse. This involves establishing a collaborative network in the public sector, and creating and
disseminating instructional material for launching and conducting research projects. It also emphasizes the need to
showcase the opportunities AI brings and introduce specific
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projects in different networks and formats. Furthermore, it
suggests that, at least at the ministerial level, roles for chief
data officers should be established. It also emphasizes the
need to launch in-depth data management workshops and
create support for data audits in institutions.
The legal analysis in the report concludes that there is no
need for substantial changes to the basics of the legal system and no need for a specific “Kratt act”. However, the
report emphasizes that current legislation needs several
changes. For example, there needs to be clarity around
the issue of liability related to the implementation of Kratt.
There is legislation to regulate automated decision-making
and profiling. A specific institution can only use ADM or profiling by using a specific legal act, a signed contract, or if a
person gives consent.
The report concludes (Majandus- ja Kommunikatsiooni
ministeerium/Riigikantselei 2019b) that Estonia should
start piloting Kratt projects to gather initial feedback and
experience to better inform long-term planning. This is
seen as an important step as pilot projects will help the government better understand the possible benefits and risks
of using Kratt while also helping to form future strategies.
The strategy also emphasizes the need to raise awareness,
increase research and development activities, encourage
innovation, and to foster the implementation of AI, or Kratt,
in the business sector.
Although the Kratt project specifically does not mention ADM, many of the activities financed and supported
through the AI strategy for 2019-2021, are also important
in relation to ADM.
Moreover, there is a plan to create a bureaucratic Kratt, or
artificial solution, as a personal digital assistant. The idea
behind this AI solution coincides largely with the development of the Aurora concept in Finland. It would, therefore,
be reasonable to cooperate between these developments –
or at the very least, exchange ideas and experiences and to
develop technical solutions together, if possible.
Among other things, this would enable interoperability of
the state Kratt ecosystems of Estonia and Finland so that
the virtual assistants, or Kratt sessions, could also function
as cross-border services. The common digital space shared
between Estonia and Finland is one of the priorities of the
digital policy of Estonia and this could also continue in the
Kratt age. However, this is still in the early stages of development.
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As of October 2019, there were at least 23 AI solutions deployed in the Estonian public sector and that number was
set to increase to at least 50 by 2020. The examples already
in use show that the scope of the use of Kratt, or AI, has
some limits. Kratt solutions are not used for making decisions on their own yet, but they are used to help humans
make faster and better decisions.

/ Elements of Artificial Intelligence web
course
Estonia’s AI strategy emphasizes the need for a broader
understanding of AI. Therefore, one of the aims the expert
group posed in the AI strategy document was to develop a
web-based training program. The Finnish “Elements of Artificial Intelligence” online course, which was developed by
the Department of Computer Science at the University of
Helsinki in partnership with the technology company Reaktor, was used as the basis for a suitable online course. In
the middle of November 2019, an Estonian language version of the “Elements of AI” (Tasuta veebipõhine sissejuhatus tehisintellekti mitte-ekspertidele o. J.) online course
was launched. The Estonian version of the course was developed by Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech). According to the strategy, the main aim of the course is to
increase the interest and receptivity of AI in Estonian businesses. On the course webpage, it is also emphasized that
taking part in the course will help citizens see AI as a friend,
something that will offer support in life and not something
to be feared.
The course introduces basic concepts and applications of
AI and machine learning to increase knowledge and equip
people with a good understanding so that they can participate in the debate on the subject.
The societal implications of AI, such as algorithmic bias and
de-anonymization, are also introduced in the course. This
helps underscore the need for policies and regulations to
guarantee that society can adapt well to the changes the
increasing use of AI brings. The course is free for anyone to
take and close to 220,000 people have already completed it.
The aim (Liive 2019) is to spread knowledge about AI to at
least 1% of Estonian citizens.
The former president of Estonia, Toomas-Hendrik Ilves, is
the course patron. The course has more than 30 partners
from different businesses and organizations.
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To promote the course among Estonians, Tallinn University
of Technology started a campaign – #AIväljakutse (#AIchallenge). More than 1200 people took the challenge when the
course was first launched. The challenge to complete the
course has been taken up by nearly 35 companies and organizations in Estonia who want to educate their employees about AI.

/ CITIS – Center of IT Impact Studies
The Center of IT Impact Studies (CITIS) was established in
2015 and it is an integrated teaching and research center
at the Johan Skytte Institute of Political Studies at the University of Tartu, Estonia. Their main aim is to use big data
generated by various Estonian public services (for example,
e-health, digital ID, e-residency, etc.) to estimate the impact
those services have economically, politically, and socially
(Center of IT Impact Studies (CITIS), n.d.). CITIS teams also
contribute to the development of the e-state directly by creating and testing prototypes for new e-services, based on
the cross-usage of existing data. The CITIS team, together
with Nortal, one of Estonia‘s largest developers, are building a set of profiling and segmentation policy tools for the
Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund (EUIF) (Profiling
and policy evaluation tools for EUIF (2018-2020) 2019).

/ STACC―Software Technology and
Applications Competence Center
Established in 2009, STACC is the leading machine learning and data science competence center in Estonia and it
also develops artificial intelligence solutions. Its mission is
to conduct high-level applied research in the field of data
science and machine learning in cooperation with a consortium of scientific and industrial partners. STACC was
founded by two universities – the University of Tartu and
Tallinn University of Technology and by several leading IT
companies: Cybernetica AS, Reach-U AS, Nortal AS, CGI Eesti AS, and Quretec OÜ. One purpose established in the Estonian national AI action program is to direct and support
STACC activities related to AI. STACC is one of the six technology competence centers currently in operation and it is
financed by Enterprise Estonia. The centers aim to motivate
companies to develop innovative products through cooperation with research institutions, thereby bridging the gap
between scientific and economic innovation.

/ GovAiLab – Government Technology
and Artificial Intelligence Lab
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The Government Technology and Artificial Intelligence
Lab (GovAILab) was opened on 18 November 2019 at Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech). Its main focus is to
advise and help governmental institutions find new technological solutions, but it also functions as a place to pilot public sector ADM or AI projects to help decide how to
proceed. The lab is seen as a partner for the organization’s
leaders, and it helps specialists, who are accountable for
the development of technical AI solutions, to make better
choices and to experiment with technology.

/ Political debates on aspects of
automation – Civil society and
academia
/ The Foundation for Future Technologies
The Foundation for Future Technologies (FFT) (Tulevik 2018)
is a non-governmental organization that aims to help maximize the positive impact of future technologies on Estonian
society and to make their deployment a considered and
widely understood decision (Tulevik 2018). The Foundation
for Future Technologies member Kaspar Kruup spoke at
the TEDxTTÜ event on 19 March 2016 about AI. The foundation has also organized panels on topics such as, the future of work, virtual reality, and AI at the 2016 Opinion Festival. In addition, foundation members also organized an AI
Think Club in which 75 people took part and they maintain
a Facebook Group on Artificial Intelligence and SINA (Tehisintellekt ja SINA FB page o. J.). The Facebook group points
to some foreign news articles and discussions but there are
no Estonia specific discussions. The page is followed by 375
people. The foundation no longer takes an active part in AI
or ADM related discussions.
Two members of the foundation (Allan Aksiim and Pirko
Konsa) led the expert group on self-driving cars (Isejuhtiva
sõidukite ajastu algus – ekspertrühma lõppraport 2018)
which was initiated by the Estonian Ministry of Economy
and Communication and the Government Office. However,
the work of this expert group has now ended.

/ Estonian Human Rights Center
The Estonian Human Rights Center is an independent nongovernmental organization that stands for human rights
in Estonia. In 2019, the center published a document predominantly aimed at mapping the human rights situation in
relation to the information society and technology (Käsper/
Rajavee 2019). Authors carried out focus group interviews
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and discussions with experts, from both private and public
sector organizations, third sector activists, and a journalist, who had come into contact with the topics covered in
the report. Several other documents were also analyzed
for this purpose. The report considers issues such as profiling by the state, GDPR Implementation, and freedom of
expression on the Internet. The report indicates several
risks and interviewed experts to determine the possibility
of discrimination through profiling and privacy concerns
and whether or not proactive services should be considered. The authors (Käsper/Rajavee 2019) suggested developing visual solutions that would make it easier for people
to understand which state services use their data and how
they use it, but they also emphasized the need for further
analysis about how ADM impacts human rights.

/ Estonian Institute of Human Rights
The Estonian Institute of Human Rights was established in
1992 and it aims to collect, systematize, analyze, and disseminate information on individual rights for public awareness. On 10 December 2019, the institute organized a human rights conference in Estonia on the topic of “Values and
Interests In parallel worlds” (Inimõiguste aastakonverents
2019. 2019). One of the panels discussed how technological
developments override human rights and the possible impacts and risks associated with ADM, among other things.

/ A study on how to best use ADM in
e-governance
In 2019, the Estonian Research Council signed a contract
with a research consortium to look for opportunities where
and how ADM could be used in developing public services (Teadlased asuvad uurima tehisintellekti kasutamise
võimalusi avalike teenuste pakkumisel – Sihtasutus Eesti
Teadusagentuur 2019). This study is funded by the RITA
program “Opportunities for the Use of Artificial Intelligence
in E-Governance”, jointly conducted by the University of
Tartu, Tallinn University of Technology, Cybernetica AS, and
STACC and will last for two years. The research results will
be used by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications and the State Chancellery for the development of
e-government.
The overall aim of RITA is to increase the role of the state
in the strategic direction of science and the capacity of research and development institutions to carry out socially
relevant research.
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The Estonian public sector is smaller than average, and the
services provided by the state and local governments must
be equivalent. At the moment, the provision of services in
Estonia is not optimally organized. One way to improve the
quality of services without increasing the number of officials is to implement artificial intelligence, or ‘chats’. The
results of the survey are expected by the end of 2021. The
budget for the study is 805,212 euros, which comes from
the European Regional Development Fund and the state
budget of Estonia through the RITA program.

Key takeaways
In Estonia, several solutions that use ADM have already
been developed and are planned under the Kratt project.
This report, and the different organizations mentioned
above, emphasize several issues, such as possible discrimination related to data or ethics, related to AI and ADM which
should be taken into account. The overall public discussion
tends to concentrate on the possible opportunities that developed solutions and AI will bring. Risks and problems are
acknowledged, but they are not discussed widely.
Several of the services could be described as proactive as
their main aim is to monitor or select citizens who may require additional counseling or other kinds of help. There is
one particular proactive service already offered for families,
and several others are under development. Services like
these can be seen as positive as citizens are provided with
the services, they are entitled to without the need to apply
for them. Therefore, some of the groups or individuals who
would have a right to those services, but who may not be
digitally literate, are still offered the services proactively.
In some cases, it can be incomprehensible for a person
to understand how the systems reach specific decisions.
Although, for some time now, Estonians have had an opportunity to check on the eesti.ee webpage to see which
institutions have accessed their data and for what reasons.
However, as the Human Rights Center report emphasizes,
clearer, visual solutions should be developed. The solution
used right now does not offer a clear understanding of
what profiling is done by the state, which data is collected,
how it is used, and for what purpose. Moreover, it is not always clear if data is used as a part of an automatic process
or viewed by an official.
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How to
unionize when
your boss is an
algorithm, and
you’re selfemployed
A group of Finnish couriers
launched the Justice4Couriers
campaign in 2018. Although they
are technically self-employed,
they must obey the whims of
their platform’s algorithm. They
are fighting back.
By Aleksi Knuutila
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“You like to cycle, so it must be a good job for you!” This is
the response that Miran Hamidulla, a Finnish student of political history and an activist, often hears when he mentions
his work. Hamidulla is a bike courier for the food delivery
platform Foodora.
In a social media post, Hamidulla explained that he did indeed enjoy his job navigating the streets of Helsinki. His
love of cycling, however, does not make up for the exceptionally poor conditions under which Foodora couriers
have to cycle for a living.
Cycling in the central areas of Helsinki can be risky, and if
Hamidulla had an accident and was to work the following
day, he would not be entitled to any sick leave. For whatever reason, if Foodora came to see him as unreliable and terminated his contract or reduced his pay, Hamidulla would
have no protection.
Foodora couriers have no guarantee that they can maintain
the level of income they receive from one week to the next.
Legally speaking, they are not even employees of Foodora,
but rather self-employed entrepreneurs with their own
small businesses. This excludes them from the basic rights
most workers in Finland would take for granted, such as
sick leave and social insurance paid by the employer.
Hamidulla works for about 20-25 hours every week. In an
interview, he explained that he earned about 750 euros
per month after subtracting his taxes and insurance costs
(the median monthly income for full-time work in Finland
is about 2200 euros after taxes). He must also pay for the
maintenance of his bike. He says that the work arrangement with Foodora is passable for him because he has other sources of income.
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/ Food delivery is the beginning
Foodora is a platform company, which acts as an intermediary between restaurants, consumers, and couriers.
As an intermediary, its business model is relatively new to
Finland. Foodora, a subsidiary of the Berlin-based Delivery
Hero, came to Finland in 2014, the same year the Finnish
food delivery platform Wolt, Foodora’s main competitor,
launched its service.
Like the day laborers of yore, platform companies hire their
contractors on an as-needed basis. The assignment of individual tasks, as well as the allocation of work shifts between
workers, is largely decided by algorithms. They predict the
location and time of demand and decide which individuals
are best placed to do the work. The job is marketed as flexible and accommodating to would-be couriers, but flexibility cuts both ways. Platforms automatically reduce the size
of their workforce when there is less demand.
This way of working is being trialed in other sectors in Finland, such as taxi drivers and home cleaners. Also, in Helsinki, for example, newspapers are delivered to homes each
morning with labor organized through apps, with similarly
precarious work arrangements.
People whose work is directed by algorithms usually have
self-employed status as independent sub-contractors. This
allows platform companies to circumvent employment regulations and to have couriers themselves bear some of the
costs and risks, such as sick leave.

According to Finnish legislation, a person has to be classified as an employee, with corresponding rights, if they work
under the direction and supervision of an employer. Finnish
platform companies have made the case that this condition
is not met under app-mediated, flexible work contracts. For
Hamidulla is a spokesperson for
instance, Foodora couriers
the Justice4Couriers campaign.
are not required to take
Recent
immigrants
Just taking on this role was no
any specific shift or
to Finland fear to speak out. They
easy decision. He was able
to work a minimum
to do it because he does not
number of hours.
are most vulnerable to the
rely entirely on Foodora for
Thanks to algorithconsequences of the algorithmic
his livelihood. Not everybody
mic
organization,
management of work.
is as lucky. Recent immigrants
platforms can be less
to Finland fear to speak out, as
prescriptive than regular
they might not speak Finnish and often work for several
employers about shifts and still have enough workers to
food delivery companies simultaneously, for lack of better
deliver the service. From the point of view of couriers, howemployment opportunities. They are most vulnerable to
ever, the arrangement can be a far cry from the freedom
the consequences of the algorithmic management of work.
some associate with being self-employed.
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People
whose work
is directed
by algorithms
usually
have selfemployed
status as
independent 
subcontractors.
/ When your boss is an algorithm
Every Wednesday, Foodora offers its couriers a choice of
work shifts. The app displays a list of two- to four- hour slots
with an assigned location that the couriers can choose. Getting the right shifts is important not only for one’s personal
life but also because some shifts are more lucrative than
others. Lunch shifts, for instance, are especially prized, because every delivery counts on top of the courier’s hourly
rate.
Foodora workers are not all equal when it comes to choosing working hours. Shifts are released in batches. The first
batch, sent out on Wednesday morning, is offered only to
the couriers rated as most effective by the platform. Foodora operates a scoring algorithm, and the 10 percent who
make up the highest-scoring couriers get to pick first. The
next workers in line, with slightly lower scores, have to wait
until Wednesday afternoon to choose from the remaining
shifts.
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Those in the fourth and last batch make their choice in the
evening. At this point, there are often no shifts left to select. According to Hamidulla, shifts may run out even during
the second batch, particularly in calm periods such as the
summer. One way in which couriers circumvent this system
is by operating an unofficial black market, where couriers
with a higher score sell shifts to others, using the functionality of the app for assigning a replacement for oneself.
When there are fewer shifts to go around, getting a lower
score on the Foodora algorithm is not unlike being suspended from work. What makes this threat particularly
stressful is that the details of how Foodora’s scoring algorithm works are unknown to the couriers.
Couriers are required to install Foodora’s app, called Roadrunner, in order to receive directions for their work. The
app collects a large range of information that it could take
into account. Foodora tracks how long it takes for couriers to accept gigs and how many minutes they spend on
breaks. Should a courier take too long to accept the next
gig, the Roadrunner app makes a beeping sound, familiar
from the Looney Tunes animation character of the same
name. A human operator will send an online chat message
if the breaks become too long.
Foodora does not publish the details of its scoring algorithm. Between work days, couriers receive emails telling
them how their score compares to that of other couriers,
encouraging them to do better. They are told what batch
they are in and how many times they have been late or
have not clocked in for their shifts. According to an investigation by the Finnish newspaper, Helsingin Sanomat, it is
these variables, the consistency of showing up to work, that
affects one’s score most.
Foodora does offer an opportunity for couriers to cancel
a work shift, provided they have a reason Foodora considers acceptable. If couriers cancel a shift less than 24 hours
in advance, they have to find a replacement themselves or
risk losing points. A single missed shift can push them into
a lower batch.
The investigation by Helsingin Sanomat included interviews
from couriers who showed up to work the day following a
serious accident. They were afraid that spending the day recovering would impact their scores. In other cases, bugs in
the Roadrunner app sent their scores plummeting. Because
Foodora employs only a few staff in Finland (85 people in
2017), it can be hard to get a score corrected by a human.
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/ Couriers working together to
improve their conditions
The Bongo Cat was a short-lived meme in 2018. One of its
manifestations, Bongo Cat 4 Couriers, spread on Finnish
Facebook and Instagram in October 2018. It encouraged
people to give Foodora’s app one-star reviews to show support for the fight for couriers’ rights.
The meme was created by Justice4Couriers, a campaign
group of couriers seeking to improve their working conditions. The group formed in September 2018 in response
to a unilateral reduction in pay by Foodora and Wolt. The
couriers participating in the campaign formulated five demands, including repealing the pay cuts, offering couriers
the possibility of an employment contract, and bringing
transparency to the functioning of the platforms’ scoring
algorithms.
Justice4Couriers used many tactics, including calling for
consumer boycotts of the platforms on strategic occasions,
to increase the leverage that couriers have and to force the
platforms to negotiate. The campaign pushed the issue into
the limelight through demonstrations, as well as by distributing flyers in Finnish cities. The campaign was featured in
national news, for example, in the Iltalehti and Iltasanomat
newspapers.
So far, only one of Justice4Couriers’ demands has been met.
Foodora now provides a physical space where couriers can
take a break between and after shifts. As a reaction to the
COVID-19 pandemic, Foodora gave its couriers 12 euros to
buy protective equipment, which was much less than what
Justice4Couriers argued for.
However, the campaign has successfully pushed the issue
of platform workers onto the political agenda. Established
Finnish unions, such as the Service Union United (PAM), offered training to Justice4Couriers’ members and lobbied
for changes to the law. The new Finnish government, which
took office in December 2019, plans to review the status of
platform workers and close loopholes that allow employers
to avoid their responsibilities. Similar updates to the legal
status of platform workers have taken place or are under
review in California and Spain.
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platform, went on strike in Brighton (UK) in 2017, following
impromptu meetings of couriers. The platform’s algorithm
had told large numbers of them to wait by a central square.
Callum Cant, one of the participants in the Brighton strike
and a scholar, has suggested that replacing layers of management with algorithms meant that companies could not
rely on traditional means of counteracting workers organizing themselves, such as firing trouble-makers.
Justice4Couriers is part of an international network of
groups experimenting with new ways of improving the lives
of workers in the platform economy. While workers’ rights
are important, the groups are also looking further ahead.
One of Justice4Couriers’ sister organizations is RidersXDerechos (Riders 4 Rights) in Barcelona. They are building their
own algorithms, apps, and technical infrastructure, that will
be collectively owned and run by the couriers themselves.
Justice4Couriers is not questioning the application of algorithms as such. In a blog post, they mention that “instead
of making workers compete with one another over shifts
and orders, the applications could be designed to enable
greater co-operation between couriers”. Foodora did not
answer a request for comment.
Algorithms are currently deployed by platforms that seek
to maximize profit by shifting risk to their workers. Other
algorithms are possible, which could improve the work conditions for couriers and others, and give them greater control over their work lives.

replacing layers of
management with algorithms
means that companies cannot
rely on traditional means
of counteracting workers
organizing themselves, such as
firing trouble-makers.

The algorithmic organization of work, with flexible working hours and location, poses challenges to collaboration
between workers. It can also open up surprising new opportunities. Workers for Deliveroo, another food delivery
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Research
By Minna Ruckenstein & Tuukka Lehtiniemi

Contextualization
In Finland, both public and private actors from different
sectors of society are involved in the development of automation systems and put forward plans to implement them.
At the central government level, attempts to specify the debate around AI and ADM are ongoing. This debate includes
technical, legal, ethical, and societal perspectives. The technical and legal perspectives tend to dominate the debate,
but the ethical perspective is currently gaining more attention. The societal perspective remains marginal and it
needs to be reintroduced time and again into the debate
by emphasizing the socio-technical nature of ADM systems.
From this perspective, ADM is not a stand-alone technology, but a framework that encompasses the decision-making model and the political, economic, and organizational
context of its use.
Driven by pressures to do more with fewer funds, Finnish
authorities across the board are employing and planning
to deploy automated procedures in their decision-making.
Yet, legal amendments and clarifications are needed to
maintain and proceed with automation projects. Various
public institutions are currently under scrutiny concerning
the compatibility of automation with existing laws. Another area of concern is the fulfillment of good governance.
Here, the issue of full automation – that is, the use of ADM
systems without direct human involvement in the decision
process – is particularly contested.
Commercial actors are an integral part of public sector
initiatives, raising questions about the aims and outcomes
of public-private partnerships. For example, in the care
sector, companies typically offer algorithmic models to
spot correlations between individual risk factors. The implementation of such models could fundamentally change
the logic of social and healthcare systems. The cases discussed here call for an overdue societal debate around
ADM.
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A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Repairing automated content
moderation
Utopia Analytics, a text analytics company specializing in
automating content moderation, has been moderating online conversations on one of Finland’s largest online forums
(Suomi24) since 2017. The company’s flagship service is
called Utopia AI Moderator and, according to their website,
it promises to deliver “the finest machine learning services
on the planet” (Utopia Analytics, 2020).
Researchers at the University of Helsinki followed the implementation of the Utopia AI Moderator tool as part of
the content moderation process of Suomi24. The Utopia AI
Moderator is a service that is tailor-made in collaboration
with the customer, rather than a stand-alone product. As
with all of its customers, Utopia provides Suomi24 with a
machine learning model that has been built using the data
from their historical man-made content removal decisions.
The model can be adjusted over time, for instance, it is possible to alter the machine’s sensitivity to the messages that
are posted.
According to Suomi24, approximately 31,000 new threads
with 315,000 comments are posted on the forum monthly.
Suomi24 automatically sends moderation requests to Utopia, and their AI model either accepts or rejects the content.
If there is a borderline case, or something completely new
compared to the existing data, the model may request a
human moderator to view the post. The AI model is kept
up-to-date by using these new samples generated by human moderators.
Ultimately, the automated moderation process is a combination of Utopia’s tool, Suomi24’s own technical systems
and human work.
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Soon after the implementation of the Utopia system, users
of the online forum discovered that messages from conversations started disappearing randomly. Some writers
on the forum started to craft conspiracy theories about attacks on free speech. Others paid attention to the fact that
similar messages were disappearing, for instance, those
containing links. Writers concluded that the removals were
machine-generated and referred to a dysfunctional and
weird AI that was sabotaging their discussions.
Instead, it is probable that the removals were generated
by bugs, or inconsistencies in the technical system of the
online forum. The important point here is that what looked
like a problem generated by the AI model was, in fact, an
everyday information technology failure.

finland / research

of Suomi24 has improved and the moderation process is
expected to work much more smoothly in the future. Yet,
machine decisions are only as good as the data that the
machine uses. Humans – in this case, content moderators
– continue to have a central role in procuring the data used
for training the machine.

/ Increasing the efficiency of
permit processes at the Finnish
Immigration Service
Migri (Finnish Immigration Service) is a government agency
responsible for making decisions in matters related to immigration, Finnish citizenship, asylum and refugee status.
In 2019, Migri made a total of 104,000 decisions concerning
these matters.

After realizing what was happening on the forum, the Suomi24 team openly discussed false removal decisions with
The long length of time it takes to process permits causes
the users of their site, telling them about their moderation
anguish and uncertainty for the people subject to Migri’s
practices and the division of labor between humans and
decisions. This is the case particularly for those seeking
the machine (Suomi24, 2019). The company representaasylum and refugee status. Other problems that repeatedly
tives admitted that they had returned incorrectly removed
come up in public discussions include the residency permessages to discussions. In the course of explaining their
mits of employees hired from abroad by Finnish firms (Kesmoderation practices, they also expressed a view on the
kuskauppakamari 2019), as well as international students
tasks and the limitations of AI. As they mentioned in a blog
who miss the start of their studies due to delays in permit
post: “as with any AI, it is not (at least for now) perfect, but it
processing (Helsingin Sanomat 2019c). The agency is curis still an indispensable assistance in a service of this scale.”
rently exploring automation in order to speed up permit
The Utopia AI Moderator model continues to remove a
processes and make its operations more cost-effective (Milarge portion of offensive posts, as well as posts that do
gri 2019a). According to an IT consultancy spokesperson,
not comply with the forum’s standthe ongoing “smart digital agency” proards, while at the same time the
ject aims, to provide better services,
machine is also continually
improve internal processes and
The
collaboration
learning to remove content
reduce costs (Accenture 2016).
between Utopia Analytics and
more accurately. However, the AI model never deGiven the agency’s lack of
Suomi24 reminds us of the way in
cides what is a proper or
resources to handle an inwhich services develop gradually
improper conversation,
creasing amount of decisions
over time, how things might break
it only mirrors decisions
(Migri 2018a), economic efdown, and how essential it is
human moderators have
ficiency means reducing the
to do repair work during the
already made. Over time, it
need for human participation
implementation process.
will become better at detectat different stages of the permit
ing things that have occurred
process. Against this background,
before, but there will always be new
automation is an attractive way to dedecisions to make which need human judgement.
crease human service interactions, as well as to
focus the available human resources on those parts
The collaboration between Utopia Analytics and Suomi24
of the permit process where they are necessary.
reminds us of the way in which services develop gradually over time, how things might break down, and how esMigri’s aim is to reduce the need to contact officials in persential it is to do repair work during the implementation
son so that, by the end of 2020, 90% of all interactions take
process. Following recent upgrades, the technical system
place via self-service channels. A practical example of this
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is the use of chatbots to automatically deliver basic service tasks (Migri 2018b). According to Migri, chatbots have
eased the burden on their overwhelmed telephone customer service staff. Before the chatbots were launched in
May 2018, the majority of calls did not get through at all:
only around 20% of incoming calls were responded to. After
chatbot automation, the share of responded calls has increased to around 80%. This was possible because many of
the calls involved routine issues. Chatbot automation also
redirects service-seekers to other government agencies: for
example, starting a business in Finland involves Migri, but
also other agencies such as the Tax Administration or the
Patent and Registration Office (Migri 2018c).
The other aspect of automation concerns the actual decision-making, which Migri considers the key method of
speeding up permit processes (Migri 2019b). Piloted automated processes include citizenship applications and seasonal work certificates. Here, as well as in customer service,
the aim is to automate those parts of the process that do
not require human input. Significantly, Migri makes a distinction between partial and full decision automation: full
automation refers to a process where an information system executes all phases of the decision process. According
to Migri, full decision automation would only be applied to
straightforward decisions that result in a positive outcome
with a claim accepted or a permit granted. Negative decisions, or decisions that require case-by-case consideration
or a discussion with the applicant, will not be fully automated. Full automation is, therefore, not suitable for processing asylum applications (Valtioneuvosto 2019). However,
even asylum decision processes could be partially automated, so that those phases of the process that do not require
human judgement could be carried out automatically. Even
with these restrictions, it is notable that the potential for
automation concerns a large share of all Migri’s decisions.
In 2019, about 71,000 decisions (more than two thirds of
all decisions) concerned residence permits, and about 87%
of these decisions were positive. Almost 12,000 citizenship
decisions were made with a similar share of positive decisions (Migri 2018).
In its public statements, Migri has pointed to the organizational changes necessary for making the automation of
permit processes possible, including rearrangement of the
authority’s own operations (Migri 2019b). Even more pressing changes include amendments to legislation relating to
personal data in the field of immigration administration. A
proposal at the Parliament of Finland is aimed at renewing the regulations on Migri’s personal data processing to
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“meet the requirements related to digitalization”, and allow
automated decisions to be made when certain preconditions are met (Ministry of the Interior 2019). The proposal
underwent evaluation by the Constitutional Law Committee at the Parliament of Finland. In its statement (Eduskunta 2019), the committee expressed a critical view towards
the proposal. In the committee’s view, the problems with
the proposal concern the fulfillment of good governance
requirements, and the responsibilities of officials for the
legality of their actions. In addition, instead of approaching decision automation with authority-specific legislation,
the committee would favor more general legislation on the
topic, which should be amended with sector-specific rulings
where necessary.
Migri’s plans to automate permit processes, then, take
place in the context of internal and external pressures on
the agency’s permit processes: increased number of applications to process, desire to focus resources on issues
that require human judgement, demands for speedy application processing, and a legislation that currently delimits
the employment of ADM. Simultaneously, proposals for
amending the legislation seem to be running into constitutional conflicts, forestalling or at least delaying, the authority’s automation plans.

/ Automatic identification of
individual risk factors in social
care and healthcare
In October 2019, the Japanese multinational IT service provider, Fujitsu, announced that it was developing an AI solution for South Karelia’s social care and healthcare district
(known by its Finnish acronym Eksote) (Fujitsu 2019). The
project employs machine learning methods with the aim of
helping Eksote identify factors underlying social exclusion
of young adults, as well as predicting associated risks. With
the predictive model, social and healthcare professionals
will be provided an overview of risk factors. According to
Fujitsu’s press release, the model identifies some 90% of
young adults susceptible to social exclusion. In practical
terms, the model that is being used is derived from pseudonymized data taken from the use of Eksote’s services by
young adults, and it uses this data to predict social exclusion outcomes defined by Eksote’s professionals. According
to Eksote, the legislation on the secondary and combined
use of healthcare data makes it possible to use only nonidentifiable, pseudonymized data. This means that Fujitsu’s
model cannot be used to identify individual young adults
considered to be at risk of social exclusion; rather, the
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model produces a list of risk factors on a general level. The
next step in the project is to examine whether it is possible, under the current legislation, to set up a consent-based
system: a client’s consent would be asked for before using
the predictive model on their individual data when they, for
example, have an appointment with a social care or healthcare professional (Etelä-Saimaa 2019).
The project sits well in a continuum of Eksote’s projects involving predictive models. In June 2018, Eksote announced
that it had developed, in collaboration with the Finnish IT
firm, Avaintec, an AI model to predict problems experienced
by children and the youth (Eksote 2018a). The aim was to
identify problems early on, so that an intervention could be
made and support provided to families sooner rather than
later. Much like in the 2019 project on young adults and
social exclusion, this model was based on explicitly defined
undesired “endpoints”: low grade averages, disciplinary interventions at school, high class non-attendance figures,
being taken into custody, acceptance into psychiatric care,
and substance abuse (Eksote 2018b). The model made use
of data gathered from the IT systems of maternity clinics,
kindergartens, schools, healthcare, and mental healthcare
providers, as well as social services – e.g., it combined data
from different administrative branches, namely social care,
healthcare, and education. The outcome was the identification of a total of 1340 risk factors (Yle 2018), ranging from
bad teeth in children, to parents missing maternity clinic appointments, to the child’s siblings bullying others at school.
These examples also give an idea of the kinds of data that
were employed when making predictions. Ideally, the model would make it possible to continuously keep track of risk
factors of individual children.
From a technical point of view, Eksote’s information systems
could be set up to signal an alarm when a given threshold
is exceeded. Indeed, this was the ultimate desire expressed
by the project’s developers, but the practical implementation of such feedback functionalities ran into conflict with
existing legislation. While it is permissible to combine nonidentifiable, individual-level data from different administrative branches for the purpose of research (Oppimaa n.d.),
it would not be legal to do the same thing for identifiable
individuals and on a continuous basis. The project, then,
was considered a pilot or a trial, the modelling phase being
the practically implemented part, and further implementation is pending legislative changes. However, when an AIbranded model remains on the level of general lists of risk
factors and their associated probabilities, it provides limited help beyond traditional statistical research, let alone
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the intuition of experienced social work professionals. It is
probably not surprising that, for example, when a child’s
hygiene is neglected, their siblings have problems at school,
or appointments are repeatedly missed, that there can be,
but on the other hand, may not be, other problems later on
in the child’s development.
Importantly, Eksote’s 2018 and 2019 AI projects operate
with similar principles: they define negative outcomes for a
given group of people, combine data from different administrative sources, and train a machine learning model with
the aim of providing a list of risk factors with probabilities
associated with negative outcomes. This kind of approach
can be replicated across welfare contexts. Eksote also uses
a similar model for the purpose of identifying risk factors
in elderly people related to their decreased ability to function. It seems obvious to conclude that if it were possible
to combine individual-level data from different administrative branches, models like these, seeking correlations for
risk factors, could be implemented quickly into social and
healthcare systems.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ AuroraAI for life-event
management
The national AI program aims to turn Finland into a leading
country in the application of AI. The program’s 2017 report
on the objectives and recommended measures outlined
how AI can facilitate the public sector’s development towards becoming a more efficient and effective service provider (Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment 2017).
Indeed, one of the key actions recommended in the report
was to build the world’s best public services. As a practical step, the report describes a citizen’s AI assistant called
Aurora.
Since these recommendations, the idea of the citizen’s AI assistant has expanded into an AuroraAI program led by the
Ministry of Finance (Ministry of Finance 2019a). The abovementioned 2017 report still described Aurora as something
fairly easy to grasp, e.g., the citizens’ AI assistant, not unlike
commercial digital assistants such as Siri, tirelessly helping
with personalized services. Over the past two years, AuroraAI has become much broader in its aims and ultimately
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vaguer: it is “a concept for human-centric and ethical society in the age of artificial intelligence”, as the program’s
development and implementation plan defines it (Ministry
of Finance 2019b). In the “AuroraAI partner network”, it is
envisioned that a group of service providers, including public sector organizations, private firms as well as NGOs, will
jointly provide the services offered to citizens. The idea is
to automatically identify “life events”, e.g., circumstances in
people’s lives that give rise to specific service needs. AuroraAI is described by its promoters as “a nanny”, or “a good
guardian” that identifies and predicts life events, and helps
citizens to utilize public and private services by suggesting
and offering the ones needed in these particular circumstances. Use case examples include a student moving to
a new city, retirement from work, loss of employment, or
changes in family relations. The actual outcomes of the
program for citizens remain conceptual, but what is in the
plans resembles a recommender system for public services
(Ministry of Finance 2019c). In
addition to offering services in a timely and frictionless manner, the
One of the
program is simultafoundational
neously based on a
principles
underlying
currently dominant
the “life event”
economic rationale:
model is that
timeliness, persondata
collected in
alization, targeting,
various parts of
and automated service provision are
the public sector
expected to increase
will be brought
efficiency and retogether and used
move wastefulness.
to proactively

develop services

From a legal and
for citizens.
regulatory perspective, the AuroraAI
initiative is far

from a straightforward exercise. One of the foundational principles underlying the “life
event” model is that data collected in various parts of the
public sector will be brought together and used to proactively develop services for citizens. However, as the final
report of the national AI program (Ministry of Economic
Affairs and Employment 2019) points out, the existing legislation that covers the using, sharing, and combining of
personal data collected by different branches of public administration “is very challenging” when it comes to novel
uses of the same data. The report, therefore, identifies agile development of regulations as a necessary step to make
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new services based on life events possible, as well as to
facilitate the use of AI to serve the public interest. For this
purpose, the report proposes “sandbox” environments, or
restricted trial grounds for formulating new regulations
and novel technologies. The idea is that consenting citizens
would voluntarily participate in trials and pilot projects operating in the “sandbox”, and allow the secondary use of
their personal data, and the development and testing of
new AI services, without the need to amend existing regulations. Even if the sandbox model is realized, it remains to
be seen what response it will receive from citizens; whether
or not citizens are willing to “let the digital twin empower
them”, as AuroraAI’s promotional material suggests.
In addition to the regulatory constraints related to combining public-sector data, the desirability of a public services
recommender system should also be questioned. In the
Finnish context – with its high general trust in the state and
its services – some of AuroraAI’s aims, including timely and
effective provision of public services, are unlikely to be
broadly contested as such. However, the way that the
project is currently imagined gives rise to a number of
questions that merit careful consideration. For example, how would it be determined which services are
either offered, or not, to citizens? The recommendations based on predictive models could go against
accepted norms or notions of appropriateness. For
example, offering divorce-related public services as
soon as the statistical criteria for such a “family relations life event” are met, would likely be frowned
upon. The services offered to citizens would need
to be carefully curated, but on what legal or moral
grounds? Another issue concerns the influence that
recommendations could have on citizens’ actions.
The project’s promoters say that AuroraAI empowers
individuals by giving them control over the decisions
they make. However, it is well established that “nudging” – by means of the design of choice architecture and
appropriately timed suggestions (or lack thereof) – has an
effect on the choices made. AuroraAI would, therefore,
act as a decision guidance system, affecting, for example,
which social benefits to apply for, or which health and wellbeing services to make use of. Effective recommendations
would increase or decrease service use, and would, therefore, have financial consequences for the public sector.
What, then, is optimized on the level of the public services
system: is service usage maximized, are costs minimized,
or is citizen well-being improved? What set of criteria are
these decisions based on and who chooses them? So far,
these broader questions about the automated offering of
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public services have received hardly any attention in public
discussion.

/ Automated benefit processes at
the Social Insurance Institution of
Finland (Kela)
The Social Insurance Institution of Finland, known as Kela,
is responsible for settling some 15.5 billion euros of benefits annually under national social security programs. Kela
views AI, machine learning, and software robotics as integral parts of its future ICT systems. Kela’s ongoing developments in the automation field include customer service
chatbots, detection and prevention of misunderstandings
or fraud, and data analytics. Legislation on benefits is complex, spanning hundreds of pieces of separate regulations
set in place over 30 years, and legislative compliance of
automated procedures is a major concern for Kela. One
particular issue, identified in the 2019 Automating Society
report, was the need to fulfil requirements concerning how
benefit decisions are communicated to citizens, so that the
reasoning and results of automation are translated into an
understandable decision.
The issue of communicating automatic decisions has since
sparked an investigation into Kela’s ADM processes. Already in 2018, Finland’s Chancellor of Justice – an official
who supervises how authorities comply with the law, and
who advances the legal protection of citizens – received a
complaint concerning the communication of Kela’s unemployment benefit decisions. When investigating the complaint, the Chancellor paid attention to the fact that Kela
had implemented ADM procedures to settle the benefits.
There were tens of thousands of such automated decisions,
and no one person to contact who could provide additional information on the decisions (Oikeuskanslerinvirasto
2019a). As a result, in October 2019, the Chancellor started
a further investigation into the use of automation in Kela’s
benefit processes.
The Chancellor’s information request to Kela (Oikeuskanslerinvirasto 2019b) provides an overview of compliance and legal protection issues relevant to public sector
ADM projects. The information request focused on the requirements of good governance, the legal accountability of
officials for their actions, and how these requirements and
responsibilities relate to automated decision processes.
The Chancellor noted that while Kela publicly states that
it has a right to make decisions automatically, it does not
provide information on which decisions it automates, and
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whether this refers to partial or full automation, or whether
it should be considered decision-making supported by automation. Based on these considerations, the Chancellor
requested more detailed information on Kela’s ADM processes, including what benefit decisions it automates and
what the legal basis of such decision automation is. Kela’s
views on ensuring good governance, as well as the legal
protection of the citizens concerned, were also requested.
Kela was asked to provide details on how it plans to further develop decision automation, for example, what types
of ADM can be employed in the future. Furthermore, Kela
was asked to take a stand on ADM when it comes to the
accountability of officials; in particular, how responsibilities
are distributed among Kela’s leadership, ADM system developer, and how individual officials handle the decisions.
Finally, Kela was requested to provide details on the fulfilment of citizens’ rights to information on how decisions are
made, how decision-making algorithms work, and the content of programmed decision-making rules.
The information request that the Chancellor sent to Kela
also points out a potential distinction between partial and
full automation of decisions. This suggests that whether officials employ automation as a tool or an aide for decisionmaking, or whether decisions are made completely automatically, may have ramifications on the conduct of good
governance and the distribution of officials’ responsibilities
for the legality of their actions. In a broader context, ADM is
sometimes framed as an incremental development: a continuation of older, technologically simpler means of automated information processing. In Kela’s case, “traditional”
means, such as batch processes and traditional software
code, have been employed to automate parts of benefit
processes over previous decades. However, a distinction
between completely and partially automated processes
suggests that, after a certain point, increasing the level of
decision automation is not simply a shift from less to more
automation, but it brings about a qualitative shift to a different kind of process that has new implications for compliance with legal requirements.

/ The Deputy Parliamentary
Ombudsperson considers
automated tax assessments
unlawful
In the previous Automating Society report, we discussed
two inquiries by the Deputy Parliamentary Ombudsperson
of Finland, Maija Sakslin, resulting from complaints about
mistakes the Tax Administration made by using automated
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´According
to the Tax
Administration,
more than 80%
of all tax
decisions are
fully
automated, and
if automation
were banned,
more than
2000 new
employees
would need to
be hired.
tax assessments. While the mistakes had already been corrected, the complaints resulted in the Deputy Ombudsperson’s further investigation into automated tax assessments,
paying special attention to how automated processes fulfil
the requirements of good governance and accountability
of officials, as well as to the legal protection of taxpayers.
She stated that the taxpayer’s legal right to receive accurate
service and justification of taxation decisions are currently
unclear, and requested clarification on these issues from
the Tax Administration (Oikeusasiamies 2019).
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In November 2019, the Deputy Ombudsperson gave a decision on the matter which contains clarification on the scale
of automated tax assessment. According to the Tax Administration, hundreds of thousands of issues are handled annually without human involvement, so that the information
system automatically carries out the whole process. The
automated procedures include sending reminders, but
also making decisions on additional taxes, tax collection
and monitoring of payments made. According to the Tax
Administration, more than 80% of all tax decisions are fully
automated, and if automation were banned, more than
2000 new employees would need to be hired (Helsingin Sanomat 2019d).
The Deputy Ombudsperson points out several issues with
the lawfulness of the Tax Administration’s automated procedures. The first issue is the legal basis of automation. The
Deputy Ombudsperson notes that automatic tax assessments were based on more general legislation not directly
related to decision automation, and states that their legal
basis does not, therefore, fulfil the standards set by constitutional law. Employing automated procedures would require an unambiguous legislative basis that defines, among
other things, which issues are to be processed automatically. In addition, the legislation lacked a definition of an
algorithm, and one would be necessary in order for them
to be made available for public scrutiny. The second issue
is the accountability of public servants for automated decisions. The Tax Administration handles official’s legal responsibilities for their actions by naming process owners
for all automated processes. This process owner, then, was
considered responsible for decisions made under that particular process. In the Deputy Ombudsperson’s view, such
an arrangement means that the accountability of officials
has been defined in an indirect manner, which means that
personal accountability of individual officials remains unclear under both constitutional and criminal law. The third
critical issue concerns the requirements of good governance. According to the Deputy Ombudsperson, the fulfilment of the requirements of good governance would imply
that taxpayers are informed when they are subject to automated procedures. Citizens dealing with the Tax Administration, then, have the right to know the basis of automated
processes, as well as when their issue has been resolved
automatically.
Due to these considerations, the Deputy Ombudsperson
states that the legal basis of the Tax Administration’s automated procedures is unclear, and the procedures are,
therefore, unlawful. The decision does not mean that the
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use of automation should be immediately ceased; rather,
the Deputy Ombudsperson stresses the urgency of investigating the legislative needs introduced by ADM procedures.
Furthermore, she deplores the broad employment of automated procedures in the Tax Administration without a
proper investigation into the legislative needs.

/ Digital Minds hiring service
discontinued
The most controversial Finnish case in the AlgorithmWatch
report (2019) featured a company called Digital Minds,
founded by two Finnish psychologists, which aimed to develop “third-generation” assessment technology for employee recruitment. After the report was published, Matthias Spielkamp and Nicolas Kayser-Bril wrote a follow-up
story about Digital Minds for Politico (Spielkamp and Kayser-Bril 2019) underlining the need for critical reflection:
A Finnish company has rolled out a new product that lets
potential employers scan the private emails of job applicants to determine whether or not they would be a good fit
for the organization. The company, Digital Minds, portrays
its offering as something innocuous. If applicants give their
consent, what’s the harm? The truth is: We don’t know the
answer to that question. And that’s what makes new, potentially intrusive and discriminatory technologies like this
one so scary.”
For Juho Toivola, one of the two founders of Digital Minds,
the piece in Politico was a “German take on the matter,’’
reflecting a need to have a precedent in the fight against algorithmic powers. According to Toivola, the critique of their
service fails to understand the problem they are trying to
solve; the goal is to make the employee assessment more
convenient and efficient by utilizing existing data, rather
than collecting all data separately with each recruitment.
The personality analysis is done through IBM’s Watson,
which is a commonly used personality test across the globe.
The analysis focuses, for instance, on how active people are
online and how quickly they react to posts or emails. Five
different personality characteristics are analyzed, including
agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional range, and
how extrovert or outward-looking a person is.
In order to get an assessment of the possible harm of the
Digital Minds service and its legality in relation to GDPR,
Nicolas Kayser-Bril reported Digital Minds to the Finnish
data protection Ombudsperson. In May 2019, Finland’s national public service broadcasting company’s reporter, Virpi
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Hukkanen, wrote a piece about the ongoing process with
the Ombudsperson, suggesting that Digital Minds is offering a service that is legally problematic (Yle 2019). The Finnish Data Protection Ombudsperson, Reijo Aarnio, said to
YLE that he suspected the personality assessment deduced
by means of email correspondence violates the Labor Privacy Act that states that the information must be collected
from the jobseekers themselves. Aarnio also questioned
the validity of the jobseeker’s consent when asked for permission to analyze emails. If the candidate is in a vulnerable position and needs a job, he or she might not be in a
position to decline access to their data. Moreover, as with
letters, emails are covered by the confidentiality of correspondence act.
Remarkably, however, the news piece revealed that less
than ten jobseekers had agreed to participate in Digital
Mind’s analysis of their social media posts, and only one had
agreed to participate in the analysis of email correspondence. No such analysis had been performed as part of a
recruitment process. The fact that the company had very
few actual clients gave a new twist to the debate concerning
Digital Minds. As Toivola emphasized, he was talking about
‘a proof of concept’ rather than an actual service. It turned
out that either intentionally or unintentionally Toivola had
been collapsing contexts: founders of Digital Minds had experience of dozens of clients and they had been involved in
thousands of assessments of job applicants. But these assessments had mostly been done by means of conventional analysis methods within the recruitment context. After
the news piece, Toivola actively participated in social media
discussions about their service, bringing to the fore their
aims and intentions. Shortly after that, however, the service was discontinued. According to Toivola, Digital Minds is
rethinking how to position their future offerings in an ethically more robust manner.
One of the lessons learned from Digital Minds is the importance of clarifying how exactly ADM becomes a part of
making decisions that have real-life consequences. Similarly
to other companies that offer hiring services, Digital Minds
waived their responsibility in terms of real-life consequences
by suggesting that they do not make actual hiring decisions,
but merely automate the process of assessment, based
on which employers then make decisions. Ultimately, it is
the organizational environment and the divisions of labor
that socio-technically arrange ADM systems that determine
whether uses of automation are just and ethically robust.
Machines fail to care about real-life consequences and ADM
system implementers should take this into account.
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Key takeaways

This interpretation of the law is important for the
broader context of ADM in the Finnish public
administration, suggesting that technical
The Finnish
procedures that are already widely emcases underline
ployed are at odds with existing legislathe importance
tion. Indeed, the use of ADM in Kela is
of thoroughly
undergoing a similar investigation by
investigating cases
the Chancellor of Justice.

The Finnish cases underline the importance of thoroughly investigating cases
when assessing the use and the potential harm of ADM. When the aim of companies is to sell their services, they can
when assessing the
alter the details and exaggerate numbers
use and the poten
in a way that supports their marketing
Driven by efficiency-related pressures
tial harm of
claims. The investigations should be preamong other things, also other Finnish auADM.
pared for the fact that the details about
thorities are either employing or planning to
ADM systems – which are often laboriemploy automated procedures in their decisionous to uncover – contain the most impormaking, the latter is exemplified by the Migri case.
tant information. This means that in seeking more robust
When it comes to the legal status of ADM procedures, Miknowledge about the fundamental issues at the heart of
gri’s case is different from the other cases mentioned in this
the debate on AI, algorithms, and ethics, company reprereport. The automation plans are still pending new legislasentatives need to be part of the dialogue. That dialogue
tion that suffered a setback in the Parliament’s Constitutional
can only be nurtured in a culture that values openness:
Law Committee. This highlights the need for more general,
ideally, developers of ADM systems need to feel that they
rather than case-by-case, legislation on the ADM procedures
are not being attacked, but that they are participants in an
used by the public administration. The Ministry of Justice has
ongoing societal debate. When assessing a case like Digital
launched a project to develop general legislation to ensure
Minds, for instance, we are not merely talking about one
that the requirements of legality, good governance, legal
single start-up company, but a larger trend in automation
protection of citizens, and accountability are met when the
processes making important decisions about people’s lives.
public sector implements ADM procedures (Oikeusministeriö
2020). A preliminary assessment of legislative requirements
The collaboration between Utopia Analytics and Suomi24
was published in February 2020. The way in which Finnish
reminds us of the everyday reality of socio-technical syspublic officials are accountable for their decisions under
tems. The way many technical systems are built, with layers
criminal and constitutional law seems to give the public secof software written by groups of coders who do not necestor ADM discussion in Finland a distinct flavor.
sarily communicate with each other, makes them vulnerable to various kinds of breakages that might be impossible
The other public sector cases point to different ways in
to predict beforehand. This stresses the fact that the implewhich existing legislation holds back the public sector’s aumentation of AI tools is dependent on their integration into
tomation intentions. From the perspective of Eksote, and
existing technical systems. With insufficient quality controls
similar care providers, automated detection of risk factors
in place it might be impossible to know beforehand how
is well-intentioned, reasonable, and cost-effective. These
the AI tools will behave.
kinds of projects, however, tend to individualize the treatment of risk, with possible punitive outcomes when potenIn terms of public sector cases, the relationship between
tial problems are brought to the awareness of officials. In
legislation and plans to implement fully automated decisiona similar way, legislation is at odds with AuroraAI’s plans to
making procedures – i.e., procedures that do not involve
access data from different sectors of public administration.
humans at all – emerges as one key issue. The Tax AdminWhile the purpose of AuroraAI is not to intervene when
istration and Kela have already broadly implemented ADM,
risks are identified, but rather to recommend when needs
and the lawfulness of their procedures is now under scrutiny
are identified, the similarities with Eksote’s risk monitorby supervisory authorities. The Deputy Parliamentary Oming system are evident. The purpose of the legislation that
budsperson’s investigation and decision on the use of ADM
holds back automation plans is not to prevent data use, but
in the Tax Administration points out that the legal basis of
rather to set boundaries for it. With their surveillance logic,
fully automated procedures is insufficient. In her decision,
monitoring systems that track individuals’ actions might
the Deputy Ombudsperson encourages relevant authorities
undermine societal cohesion and generate a culture of disto investigate the legislative needs arising from automation.
trust that should be prevented, for good reasons.
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france

Sound
surveillance
would have
helped
here.

Suspected
spray sound
detected in Rue de la
Chevre. Immediate
intervention.

have a
look, jean.
what’s this?
a boar?

Ehi!
Stop!

To be
honest, it looks
like Pierre’s face to
me. Don’t you
think so?
It does
look like
a boar.

Hahahaha.
You’re right! It’s
the spitting image
of him.

Oh, nevermind.

Yep.

Find out more on p. 104 in the research chapter under “Automating surveillance in large cities”.
Automating Society Report 2020
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Between care
and control:
200 years of
health data in
France
The French “Health Data Hub”
will soon offer health data on all
French citizens to AI startups that
request it. It is the latest step in a
project that began 200 years ago,
aimed at centralizing health data.
It is a project that has oscillated
between care and control, but
which has veered mostly towards
control.
By Nicolas Kayser-Bril
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Coming back from the 1876 World Hygiene Congress,
French doctor Olivier du Mesnil was in awe of Brussels’
health information system. There, he wrote, doctors immediately sent a copy of death certificates to the central
hygiene bureau. Every week, bureau personnel produced
a map of the city where each death was marked with a
pin, with different colors for each contagious disease, and
shown to the mayor. This technology, Mr. du Mesnil said,
allowed even “the person least familiar with scientific research to exert non-stop control over the health status of
the population.”1
Mr. du Mesnil used this Belgian example to underline how
much France had to catch up. Like its neighbor to the north,
France was a rapidly industrializing country in the 19th century. Railroads sped up transport and factories brought
together large numbers of workers packed in unhealthy,
precarious dwellings.

governments across
Europe understood the need
to collect data to follow the
spread of cholera and impose
quarantines in time to stop its
progression.

Despite its lethality, cholera was not the deadliest disease of
the 19th century. Dysentery and tuberculosis were far more
dangerous but were limited to the poorest in society.4 That
the government only took action regarding cholera – which
killed people from all social classes – was taken by many as
proof that the health of the poor was only a concern when
it impacted the rich. Distrust of government measures to
fight cholera, including data gathering, ran high.5

Source gallica.bnf.fr/ Biblotheque de France.

/ Health police

Data collection, 1930

/ Controlling cholera
The main beneficiaries of this combination were bacteria
that could jump from host to host rapidly over long distances. Two cholera epidemics, in 1832 and 1854, claimed
over 100,000 lives each.2 The bacteria responsible for the illness was not identified until 1884, but governments across
Europe understood the need to collect data to follow the
spread of cholera and impose quarantines in time to stop
its progression. After the first cholera epidemic, the French
government began gathering information throughout the
country on what was thought to be the cause of the sickness: bad air, rotten food, and even “ignorance”.3
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Until well into the 20th century, health was a matter of public order rather than well-being. Until the First World War,
health was the purview of the ministry of the interior. To
monitor and predict the spread of tuberculosis in large
cities, authorities built a “health record” for each building,
modeled on the criminal record of each individual. Workers
would need to present both to obtain a job. (The health record was discontinued around 1908 after hospital personnel
pointed out that building-level data was not of much use.)6
A change of perspective occurred in the early part of the
20th century; first, warfare required to conscript not just
part of an age cohort, but all of it. The general health level of the population acquired a new military importance.
Second, eugenics, a pseudo-scientific craft that claimed to
improve a population by rooting out its unhealthy members, increased in popularity. Health and hygiene became
political goals in themselves and gained their own ministry
in 1920.7

/ Knowledge monopoly
Health statistics, once concerned only with epidemics and
controlling the poor, started to record well-being. The
League of Nations, a newly created and optimistic internaEndnotes on page 102
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They
complained
that such data
collection
would
endanger
doctor-patient
confidentiality,
but their main
concern may
well have been
the loss of
status.
tional organization, led the movement and commissioned
health surveys across countries.
Not all French doctors were enthusiastic about the change.8
They complained that such data collection would endanger
doctor-patient confidentiality, but their main concern may
well have been the loss of status. At the time, doctors were
the ultimate repository of medical knowledge. Passing on
information to the state was seen as a devolution of power.
Because doctors were almost entirely financed by their patients, they had little incentive to cooperate in systems they
disliked.
In any case, the collection of health data for the well-being
of the population was only limited to a fraction of French
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taxpayers. In the colonies, health was still seen as a production factor, to be optimized only insofar as it made plantations and mines more profitable. Until 1946, all French
colonies together employed, at most, four statisticians, for
whom health data was probably not a priority.9

/ Knitting needles and data
processing
Some in the medical sciences saw an opportunity in structuring data. In 1929, Louis Bazy, a surgeon consulting for
the Paris-Orléans railway company, had the idea to use his
employer’s “statistics machines” to aggregate data on the
health of the company’s workforce. He designed a system
whereby each employee’s illness was coded in a punch card,
along with her or his personal data. The statistics machine
could process 400 cards a minute and, with the help of the
tabulating machine, provide information on the spread of a
disease or correlate between variables. The scope of applications for medicine and research was endless, he wrote.10
Not every doctor had access to statistics machines, so a
professional magazine for progressive doctors explained
how to process punch cards with knitting needles.11 Despite
such efforts, there is no evidence that these early attempts
at computerized medicine gained many followers.

Certainly not GDPR-compliant: Mr. Bazy’s
structuration of health data on punch cards

/ The drive towards centralization
During the Second World War, the French government
made big strives to implement eugenics. A side effect of
this policy was the creation of a National hygiene institute
(Institut national d’hygiène, INH). From 1942, it conducted
large-scale data collection to track the effects of the government’s crackdown on alcoholism and venereal disease.
It also built a central repository of information on 35,000
cancer patients.12
After the war, INH expanded and kept monitoring the nation’s health (it became the French National Institute of
Health and Medical Research, Inserm, in 1964). On the
other hand, the post-war government offered social insurance to all its citizens. With it came a social security number
which is given at birth and which remains immutable until
death. Having a unique identifier for every citizen revived
the old dream of governance through numbers, where decisions could be taken purely on the basis of data.
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Louis Bazy designed a system
whereby each employee’s
illness was coded in a punch
card, along with her or his
personal data.

To navigate the list of over 6,000 procedures, hospitals hire
external consultants to “optimize” their coding practices. As
AlgorithmWatch reported in May 2019, code optimization is
nothing less than “generalized cheating” to maximize revenue,
according to a health sociologist at the University of Lille.

/ Quality concerns
Because France has mandatory national health insurance
with a single-payer, the morbidity data can be linked to
medication usage as soon as a drug is reimbursed by social security. For about 99% of the population, the French
national health insurer has comprehensive information on
hospital procedures and drug intake since the early 1990s.16

In France, as in other countries of the Western bloc, central
planning was considered a necessity. The government felt
it had to collect comprehensive data on morbidity (that is,
on the illnesses affecting the population). A first attempt, in
1945, to force hospital doctors to fill out forms after each
procedure, to be sent to a central authority, failed. Another attempt was made in 1958 and again in 1972. As in the
1930s, doctors did not comply with their new obligations.
They criticized the methodology, complained about the
added workload, and failed to see any benefits for them.13

/ Digitization
This changed in the 1980s when an attempt at centralizing
morbidity data started in 1982. By the beginning of the next
decade, all hospitals were feeding data to a central authority.
This success – for the state – might have to do with the
economic environment of that decade. The slow economic
growth provided an incentive for the government to cut
costs in healthcare. Despite initial reluctance from doctors,
several health ministers pushed it through and made the
new system mandatory in 1991.14
The data-gathering effort was, first and foremost, a costcontrol mechanism. Knowing how many procedures each
hospital carried out, and how much money each hospital
received, the health ministry could rank their performance,
in financial terms at least. Hospitals that overspent were
called to order until, in the 2000s, the government introduced a pay-per-procedure system. A heart attack of level
1 is worth €1,205.57, increased to €1,346.85 if the patient
dies within two days.15 Each procedure that doctors perform is coded, following a strict classification, and hospitals
are paid by the social security accordingly.
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This unique data set allowed researchers to find hidden
correlations. This is how Benfluorex (sold under the name
Mediator) was linked to heart valve disease, leading to the
withdrawal of the drug in 2009.
However, all information on hospital procedures is related
to accounting and not medical procedures. The optimization of procedure encoding does a great disservice to data
quality, but no one knows exactly how bad the situation is,
as very few studies have been conducted. One 2011 study
showed that, for one specific procedure, the false positive
rate was close to 80%, while false negatives reached 35%.17

/ FOMO
Despite this abysmal performance, in 2019, the French government pushed to build an even bigger database, called
the “Health Data Hub”. Cédric Villani, a mathematician who
spearheaded the Artificial Intelligence strategy of president
Emmanuel Macron, wrote in a parliamentary report that
the real risk of AI in health would be “not to welcome it”.18
The Hub aims at providing any health-related data to AI
projects that request it.
Since 2004, the government has pushed for all French residents to open an electronic health record (EHR). After a
slow start, the centralized EHR will be made opt-out in 2021,
and should, in time, be versed in the Health Data Hub.19
The French data protection authority criticized the project
because of its broad aims. Data from the Hub can be used
for any “public interest” goal, potentially opening the door
to any commercial application. Critics also pointed out that
personal data in the Hub is pseudonymized but not aggregated so that it can be easily de-anonymized.20
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/ Toxic relationships
A doctor, who wished to be identified only as Gilles, started a “data strike” when the Health Data Hub was officially
launched in December 2019. He and others called on colleagues to stop filling out the forms that feed the Hub. Since
the 1980s, he said, France moved from “a healthcare that
cures to a healthcare that counts,” pointing to the cost management systems. He saw no benefits in the new database,
saying that research does not need it. “Software only robs
time that should be spent on caring for patients,” he added.
Even if the success of the strike cannot be quantified, Gilles’
anger is widely shared. In January 2020, over 1000 doctors
resigned their administrative duties, citing the pay-per-procedure system as one of the largest problems.21
It was also revealed that the designer of the Health Data
Hub quit his job to work for a private sector firm specialized
in selling health data. He saw no conflict of interest.22

/ Health data shrug
The main breakthrough of the Health Data Hub is that, for
the first time, a French government decided to use an English name for an official project.23 The rationale that led to
its creation is a direct continuation of 200 years of efforts
by the French government to gather data on its citizens, to
make its population more legible, and more governable.
No one knows what the Health Data Hub will bring, but
history offers some insights. The information system that
Brussels set up in the 1870s, which Mr. du Mesnil so admired, might have worked. The city was spared any large
epidemic until the Spanish flu of 1918. But then again, so
were all large cities in France. On the other hand, life expectancy in Brussels, relative to the Belgian countryside and
other large cities, decreased between 1885 and 1910.24
It could be that health data and actual health do not always
go hand in hand.
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Research
By Nicolas Kayser-Bril

Contextualization
Many people within French institutions and large corporations see themselves as front-runners in artificial intelligence. However, only a few of these same people would
argue that they are the best in the world, and yet almost
all of them complain that they are not. This paradox seems
to imply that they see their natural position as being in the
leading pack.
This state of mind makes for some almost farcical situations, like the time when the government called its AI strategy “AI for humanity” (without, of course, asking the nonFrench sector of humanity for their opinion). Despite this
touch of arrogance, the French make several arguments for
their lofty claims. Firstly, France will likely be the first European country to have a centralized database of biometric
identity of all its citizens, allowing public services to offer
(or require) identification via face recognition. Secondly,
almost all ministries and large cities have completed their
digitization drives, and many now use their data troves to
implement algorithms. Thirdly, the French tax authorities
are the most active participants in the European automated information exchange system. Over the course of 2018,
they sent and received information on close to 3 million taxpayers, more than any other country. Furthermore, France
leads the way when it comes to legislation to keep algorithms in check, even if the law is enforced patchily, if at all.
Private-sector companies such as Thales or Idemia (formerly Morpho-Safran) are world leaders in biometrics. If you’ve
ever crossed an international border, chances are you were
submitted to automated tools from Idemia, which operates
the Schengen area’s Visa Information System and the TSA
PreCheck program in the United States. These companies
actively lobby public officials at all levels to support their
work. This often takes the form of surveillance projects carried out under the umbrella of “smart city” initiatives. However, this sometimes leads to disproportionate measures;
for example, the schools where hundreds of children are
required to use biometric identification to access canteens.
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In a country where measuring racial discrimination is a
criminal offense punishable by five years’ in prison1, few
studies exist on algorithmic bias. Despite this limitation,
several watchdog organizations, both within the administration and in civil society, regularly document the many
instances where automated decision-making goes against
the freedom of French citizens. However, the growing list of
occasions when their opinion, or findings, are disregarded
by the authorities casts doubt on the sustainability of the
French model, at least when it comes to automated and
democratic decision-making.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ ALICEM
Although not an automated decision-making system in itself, Alicem is a government program that should allow any
part of the French administration system to offer identification via face recognition. Planned for early 2020, it has been
put on hold after a public outcry in late 2019.
Citizens register their face’s biometric characteristics using a smartphone app. They can then use the app to go
through administrative procedures that currently require
them to physically visit a government agency.
Alicem could work as a centralized database of its citizens’
face biometrics (the government is adamant that no biometric data is stored). Even though officially, there are no plans
to use the database further, it potentially opens the way for
a wide array of applications, not least blanket face recognition by video surveillance cameras in the country’s streets.

1	Article 226-19 of the French criminal code forbids the collection of
racial statistics. A 2007 ruling by the Constitutional Court confirmed
that racial statistics were strictly forbidden.
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In early September 2019, a security expert revealed that the
developers of the app posted some of the code to Stack
Overflow (a forum for computer developers), published private project videos publicly on YouTube, and also made the
staging servers of the project freely available online (Alderson, 2019). These are all signs of extremely sloppy security
procedures for any project, let alone an official biometric
database. As was the case with Aadhaar, India’s notoriously
leaky biometric database, it is almost certain that the data
held by France’s Alicem will eventually land in the hands of
criminals (BBC, 2018).
After Bloomberg reported about the scheme in October
2019 (Fouquet, 2019), the public outcry led to the government delaying the launch of the app. Now, it is expected to
launch in 2020, but no official launch date has been made
public.

/ Automating surveillance in large
cities
In Saint-Étienne (pop. 175,000), the city planned to deploy
microphones in order to automatically detect suspicious
sounds. The project was to be implemented in a poor
neighborhood, in coordination with CCTV cameras and an
autonomous drone equipped with a camera. The plan was
to register all “suspicious” sounds, including things like gunshots but also electric drills, sprays, and whistles (Tesquet,
2019 ; La Quadrature, 2019).
Another plan, this time in the two largest southern cities of
Nice and Marseille, proposed that some high schools should
introduce face recognition at the building’s entrance. Under
the plan, students would pass a face check prior to entering their high school. The program was to be funded and
implemented by Cisco, a US company.
However, both projects are on hold after the French data
protection authority considered them illegal. The SaintÉtienne microphones would infringe on the privacy of citi-

The Saint-Étienne microphones
would infringe on the privacy of citizens, and the use of face recognition
at the entrance to high schools was
deemed disproportionate.
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zens, and the use of face recognition at the entrance to high
schools was deemed disproportionate, they said (Hourdeaux, 2019a).

/ The heart score
In early 2018, and following similar measures for patients
with liver and kidney problems, French hospitals introduced a “heart score” for patients in need of a heart transplant. Previously, patients waiting for a heart transplant
were divided into two categories – “emergency” and “super
emergency” – depending on the severity of their condition. However, a review of past practices revealed that one
in four patients classed as “super emergency” for a heart
transplant was not actually at high-risk. Whereas, a third
of those who were high-risk were not in the “super emergency” category.
The current system computes a score each time a new
heart is available for transplant. The algorithm that computes the score is transparent and fairly understandable
(younger people, for instance, are given more points. And,
where there is lower compatibility between the donor and
the potential recipient, this results in fewer points), and the
score is available for doctors to access online. Based on the
score, doctors decide who will benefit from the fresh organ
(Guide du Score Cœur, 2018). The court of auditors praised
the new system in a 2019 report. However, they cautioned
that patient data was often erroneous because hospital
personnel had not updated their digital files. The report
stated that bogus data concerned up to one in four patients
at one hospital. Such flaws endangered the objectivity and
acceptance of the system, the auditors wrote (Cour des
Comptes, 2019).

/ Machine-learning to detect tax
fraud
The finance ministry introduced a legal amendment in the
2020 budget law that will let them scrape data from social
networks, websites for classified advertising, or auction platforms to detect tax-fraud. They could, for instance, compare
a person’s lifestyle on Instagram with their tax returns. Machine-learning is expected to find the patterns of wrongdoing from a training data set. However, the French data protection authority strongly criticized the plan (Rees, 2019a).
The draft law will let the program run for the next 3 years.
Several MPs appealed to the Constitutional Court, in the
hope of striking down the measure (Rees, 2019b). But, in
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a final decision, the court found the scheme to be legal (La
Voix du Nord, 2019).

/ Automation at the employment
agency
The national employment agency has digitized every procedure in an attempt to speed up the treatment of cases.
While the move proved beneficial for simple situations,
it created bottlenecks for complex cases. The scanned
documents, for instance, are treated by contractors that
sometimes classify them wrongly, leading to erroneous
decisions. In the end, caseworkers complained that their
workload increased, as they must redo by hand many of
the automated processes (Guedj, 2019).

/ “Health Data Hub”
In early December 2019, the government created a legal
structure to host the “Health Data Hub” (HDH). HDH is
a platform that will gather all the data produced by the
public health system, and it will make this data available
for start-ups and companies that have a project “in the
public interest.” The project
follows the AI strategy
that President Macron
They could, for
defined in 2018, where
instance, compare a
health was one of four
person’s lifestyle on
pillars. Public hospitals
Instagram with their
are unhappy about the
tax returns.
move as it takes the
data they have independently maintained over
the years away from them. The
fact that the platform is partly-hosted on Microsoft Azure,
a cloud computing solution, compounds the fears that
sensitive data might be shared with foreign, third-parties.
All the information on the “Health Data Hub” is said to be
anonymized, but because it might be shared in a nonaggregated format, re-identification could be possible
(Hourdeaux, 2019b).

/ Hate speech on social networks
The “Avia” law, largely copied from the German NetzDG, was
adopted by the French parliament in early 2020. This law
would have forced social networks to remove any piece of
content identified as hate speech within 24 hours. Given
the required speed, such take-downs would have been
made automatically (Rees, 2020).
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The law also extended the censorship powers of the police.
Under current legislation, police officers can censor any
website that “praises terrorism” after giving a 24-hour notification to the website’s owner. The new law would have
reduced the notification period to one hour. French police
interpret “terrorism” very loosely, using the charge against
left-wing groups, environmentalists, and many Arab or
Muslim communities regardless of their intentions.
However, these key points of the law were struck down
by the constitutional court in June. The definition of hate
speech was extremely vague, including “praise of terrorism”
and “publication of pornographic content that minors could
see” (Untersinger, 2020).

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ A handful of the administration’s
algorithms are now open, many
more remain closed
The 2016 “Digital Republic” Act states that any citizen can
ask to see the rules that define an algorithm used to make a
decision. However, since the law became effective in 2017,
only a handful of algorithms have been made public, but
the administration remains confident that transparency will
happen, eventually (Acteurs Publics, 2019).
Change might be coming, as the law states that, starting 1
July 2020, any decision taken by the administration on the
basis of a closed algorithm would be considered void.
A researcher analyzed the freedom of information requests containing the word “algorithm” in the archive of
the freedom of information authority (Commission d’Accès
aux Documents Administratifs, CADA). Out of the 25 requests he analyzed (between 2014 and 2018), his main
finding was that the French were not aware of their right to
be given the rules governing public-sector algorithms (Cellard, 2019).

/ The much-hated automated
radars are back
Gilets jaunes, the “yellow vest” protesters, have destroyed
over 3,000 of France’s 4,500 automated speed cameras, ac-
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cording to the government. The radars were a symbol of
government overreach for protesting car-owners.
The speed cameras automatically assess the speed of all
vehicles, and newer versions of the radars can check for
other illegal behavior, such as a driver using a phone while
driving. The much-hated devices are coming back as the
government plans to deploy 6,000 new, improved units by
the end of 2020 (L’Express, 2019).

/ Two watchdogs down, one up
Algotransparency and La Data en Clair, two watchdogs and
news organizations that featured in the previous Automating Society report, ceased activities in 2018. No reason has
been given for the discontinuation of either organization.
La Quadrature du Net, together with 26 other civil society organizations, launched Technopolice in August 2019,
a watchdog for “smart city” initiatives. The group calls for
“methodical and continuous resistance” against what it
sees as an implementation of the surveillance state.

/ Bob Emploi
Bob Emploi – an online service that claimed it could reduce
unemployment by automatically matching job seekers with
job offers – failed to gain traction in 2019. Approximately
50,000 accounts were created during the year (there are
over three million unemployed people in France). While
the project is still under development, the claims of algorithm-driven matching have disappeared from the official
website. It is now about providing data to “accompany” job
seekers in their job search.

/ Parcoursup – Selection of
university students
A students’ union sued the government to obtain the source
code behind an algorithm that sorts university applicants.
A first tribunal granted them their request; however, that
decision was later overruled by the Supreme Court for administrative matters (Conseil d’Etat). Although the administration must, by law, provide the details of any algorithm
used to make a decision that affects a citizen’s life (as per
the 2016 Digital Republic Act mentioned above), lawmakers
carved an exemption for university selection. The judges
did not assess the legality of this exemption. Instead, they
based their decision solely on it (Berne, 2019).
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Key takeaways
France continues to enthusiastically experiment with automated decision-making at both the national and the local
level. Watchdog organizations, such as the data protection
authority (Commission nationale de l’informatique et des
libertés, CNIL) and La Quadrature, are active and visible in
public debates, but their power remains limited, especially
given heightened political tensions. After CNIL declared
the face recognition program in the Provence-Alpes-Côte
d’Azur region illegal, local strongman Renaud Muselier took
to Twitter to declare CNIL a “dusty” organization, which
ranked the security of students “below its ideology”.
The government followed through on parts of its AI strategy. Of the four pillars put forward in 2018, transportation,
security, and health received support in the form of funding
or fast-tracking legislation. We could not find any measures
related to ADM and the fourth pillar, the environment.
Despite a highly volatile political situation, issues relating to
ADM and data collection do still enter into both public and
political debate. Stories on Parcoursup were headline news
in early 2019. In the fall, the program of mass data collection by the tax authorities, dubbed “Big Brother Bercy”
named after the location of the finance ministry, provoked
an outcry loud enough for some members of parliament to
propose amendments to the project.
Similarly, a project that would have forced all citizens to use
face recognition on a mobile app to access e-government
services, called Alicem, was put on hold after newspapers
and other detractors denounced the project as disproportionate. Although several civil society organizations have
been active on the issue, it took the publication of the story
in the US media outlet, Bloomberg, for the uproar to begin
in earnest (Saviana, 2019).
The lack of political stability may prevent French proposals and experience from feeding the debate across Europe.
Mr. Villani, an MP for the presidential party, for instance,
wrote the country’s AI strategy in 2018. However, after he
declared his candidacy for the Paris mayoral race against
his party’s candidate, he is now a political adversary to President Macron.
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germany

Thomas,
stop there, you
can’t set fire to
this place.

dangerous
behavior in cell
number 14. we need
to move.

Fire? I’m
just having a
cigarette,
guys.

Oh, this
one, guys?
It’s just a love
letter to my
fiancee.

And the
letter?

AH AH
AH AH!

AH AH
AH AH!

Find out more on page p. 115 in the research chapter under “Suicide Prevention in Jail”.
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Can AI
mitigate the
climate crisis?
Not really.
Several institutions have
claimed that AI will contribute
to solving the climate crisis,
but the evidence is scant. On
the contrary, AI has a track
record of helping emit more
greenhouse gases.
By Nicolas Kayser-Bril
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“Artificial Intelligence (AI) will change our lives by … contributing to climate change mitigation and adaptation.” So
began the White Paper on AI published by the European
Commission on 19 February 2020. On 23 October last year,
the German Data Ethics Commission wrote the same thing,
stating that “AI holds enormous potential for … implementing effective climate protection measures.”
Inspired by these bold statements, I set out to find examples of how AI contributed to solving the climate crisis.
Germany, where AlgorithmWatch is located, was the perfect testing ground.
Germany is a land of contrasts. On the one hand, it is
home to the most popular Green party in Europe. On
the other, its political class supports Europe’s largest
carmakers, even though some of them pleaded guilty to
conspiring to cheat emissions tests and actively harmed
the health of millions of Germans. The country has more
wind farms than any other in Europe, but it is the continent’s largest emitter of CO2 (its per capita emissions are
largely above the European average, too).
If AI can tip the balance one way or another, it should show
in Germany first.

/ Smart washing machines
I started by reading through the 500-page report of the German Advisory Council on Global Change. It stressed that
any strategy to mitigate the climate crisis needed a rethink
of the moral values on which the market system is based,
but it was much less clear on the specifics. New technology, the authors wrote, could be a “low-carbon enabler” as
well as a “power drainer”. Indeed, data centers alone consumed about 1% of the global electricity output and produced 0.3% of all CO2 emissions in 2014, a share that could
be higher today. Automated home appliances could reduce
energy consumption, but the production of devices in itself
leaves a large CO2 footprint.
In the hope of finding more concrete examples of how AI
could contribute to climate preservation, I met with two
academics close to the authors of the report. After our
one-hour conversation in their shiny offices in the center
of Berlin, my hopes were in tatters. One of the very few examples they came up with was – half-jokingly – the smart
washing machine. An AI-powered washing machine could
be automatically programmed to run at night, they said.
This would spread electricity consumption more evenly
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over the day, allowing for more efficient production systems.
I’m no scientist, but my experience of washing machines
has taught me that they already have a timer and that the
reason we don’t run them at night is that it’s very noisy and
will anger neighbors.

"Artificial Intelligence (AI)
will change our lives by …
contributing to climate change
mitigation and adaptation.  "
European Commission

/ Muddy waters
If academia couldn’t help, maybe civil society would. Germany is home to the largest Friday For Future group, a
worldwide movement of pupils and students who demand
the implementation of the Paris Agreement on climate. I
asked Annika Rittmann, one of their spokespersons, if she
knew of an instance where AI led to a net decrease in greenhouse gases emissions.
“We base our work on scientific results,” she wrote back.
“In this area, they are still very muddy, so that we can’t say
much on the topic.”
I wasn’t getting closer to an answer, but it seemed clear that
the European Commission and the Data Ethics Committee
might have been overenthusiastic in their statements.

/ Wind turbines
Another civil society organization, GermanWatch (no relation to AlgorithmWatch), published a report in 2019 on the
chances and risks of AI for the Energiewende. This is a German concept that literally means “energy turnabout” and
concretely means that German consumers pay one third
more than the EU average for their electricity in exchange
for promises of making energy generation sustainable.
I finally found concrete examples. BirdVision, for instance,
is the subsidiary of Bürgerwindpark Hohenlohe, a company
operating nine wind farms in southern Germany. It operates
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computer vision software to detect birds and automatically
reduces the turbine speed if they come too close. Eight turbines are equipped with the system, and the company says
that, although the product is still in development, potential
users have expressed interest in seeing the system as soon
as it is brought to market. This, GermanWatch wrote, could
lead to more acceptance of wind energy and encourage the
construction of more wind turbines.
Energy efficiency is the area where AI is most promising,
according to the report. Smart appliances could be programmed to run only when electricity from renewable
sources was abundant, for instance. On the distribution
side, “smart grids” could better balance production and
consumption, reducing demand at peak times.

/ “AI is not an end”
By now, I knew that report writers could get carried away. I
asked a dozen companies active in renewable energy how
they used AI.
Next Kraftwerke, which distributes electricity, uses machine
learning to forecast the production levels of solar farms
and the consumption volumes of its clients. The information is used by the commercial department and by personnel in charge of grid stability. A software developer at the
company said that other projects were less successful (they
tried to model the energy market, for instance). AI is “not an
end in itself,” he said, but “a tool in a wider toolbox.”

gy consumption, as cheap LEDs open the way for brighter,
interactive advertising screens, among other innovations.
They require more than 2,000 watts each, adding up to
about six times the electricity consumption of a household
each year.

"AI is not an
end in itself,
but a tool
in a wider
toolbox."
A software developer at
Next Kraftwerke

Others, such as Naturstrom AG, a production and distribution company with over 250,000 customers, or VSB, a turnkey supplier that has installed over 650 wind turbines and
close to 60 solar farms, told me they didn’t use AI at all.

/ The efficiency problem
Mitigating the climate crisis requires reducing the number
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, either by capturing them, a very expensive and immature technology, or by
preventing their release.
While it seems clear that AI can boost energy efficiency,
whether or not energy efficiency does anything to mitigate
the climate crisis remains an open question. Take light
bulbs, for instance. LED technology allows light to be produced without heat so that a 15-watt LED bulb is equivalent
to a 120-watt tungsten bulb, an eightfold efficiency gain.
However, it’s unclear whether this translates to lower ener-
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The basic tenet of a market economy is that lower consumption for some translates into lower energy costs and
higher consumption for others. This is why the German Advisory Council on Global Change warned that a change in
rules was needed before discussing any technical solutions.

/ Fire detectors
In the last two years, over 2,000 hectares of German forest
went up in flames. A low number compared to southern
Europe (43,000 hectares burnt in Portugal alone in 2018),
but very high for Germany. Only Sweden and Latvia have
seen larger increases compared to the 2008-2017 average.
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Considering the fact that each hectare of burnt land releases between 15 and 35 tons of CO2, German wildfires were
responsible for over 40,000 tons of CO2 emissions in 2019.
Less than one-hundredth of one-hundredth of a percent of
all the greenhouse gases emitted in the country that year,
but still a consequent amount. And one where the rebound
effect does not apply: Preventing a single wildfire is an actual contribution to climate mitigation, not a potential one.
AI can contribute to the fight against wildfires in several
ways, from predicting where they’ll flare up to detecting fire
activity using satellite imagery. The technology is so promising that Fast Company, a US magazine, ran an article two
years ago entitled “Future wildfires will be fought with algorithms.”
Again, I was hopeful that I could find an example of AI having a net positive effect on climate. I emailed the emergency
services and forest management authorities of the German
regions most affected by wildfires (Brandenburg, Saxony,
and Saxony-Anhalt). I was eager to know how they used or
planned to use AI. Alas! They don’t. Not that they’re technology-shy. They do use sensors and software to detect fires,
such as automated smoke detectors, satellite imagery,
drones, and infrared cameras, just nothing that involves Artificial Intelligence. (The Brandenburg region does not rule
out using AI, but a 2015 doctoral thesis showed that the
system it operates, FireWatch, outperformed all machine
learning models).

/ AI for oil
I was about to look into another area where AI might be
used to mitigate the climate crisis when Greenpeace ruined
my quest. On 19 May, they published Oil in the Cloud, a
report on how AI helped energy companies extract more
oil and gas, a net contribution to the climate catastrophe.
Even though the report focused on the United States, it
revealed that Amazon, Microsoft, and, to a lesser extent,
Google, encouraged the fossil fuel industry to use their services. AI could, and did, help them find more hydrocarbons,
faster.
In one case, Microsoft noted that its technologies could
support production growth by “as much as 50,000 oil-equivalent barrels per day.” Once burned in a combustion engine
or power plant, that’s over 20,000 tons of CO2 released into

the atmosphere, half the amount released by German wildfires in 2019, every day, for just one project.
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/ Getting to the source
Any efficiency gain that AI offers to operators of renewable energy also applies to those who burn hydrocarbons.
Because fossil fuel companies are much bigger and more
powerful, it seems fair to say that AI contributes to more
CO2 emissions, not less. As long as AI is not demonstrably
used in projects that lead to net decreases in CO2 concentrations, such as carbon capture and storage, stating that it
contributes to mitigating the climate crisis is, at best, wishful thinking.
Finally, I sought out the source the European Commission
relied on to come to the conclusion that “AI would change
our lives by contributing to climate change mitigation and
adaptation.” After all, they might have access to documents
and experts that I might have missed.
A source with knowledge of the matter sent me three links.
The first one was a listicle titled “8 ways AI can help save
the planet,” written by a PwC consultant, containing zero
references and published by the World Economic Forum,
a business group famous for its yearly gathering in Davos.
The second one was a blog post based entirely on a report
by the same World Economic Forum. The third was a peerreviewed article in Nature, which stated that AI had the potential to mitigate the climate crisis, but very clearly mentioned that it also had the potential to make it worse.
The lead researchers of the German Data Ethics Commission did not answer my request to see their sources.

"We would be happy if
climate mitigation used less
Artificial Intelligence, and
more human reason."
Karsten Smid

I’ll leave the last word to Karsten Smid, who’s in charge of
climate-related issues at Greenpeace Germany. In an email
to AlgorithmWatch, he wrote: “We would be happy if climate mitigation used less Artificial Intelligence, and more
human reason.”
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Research
By Louisa Well

Contextualization
Issues concerning ADM systems keep coming up in public
discussions, but they do not usually make the headlines.
ADM is commonly referred to under the label “Artificial Intelligence” (AI) and the lines between digitization, automation, and machine learning tend to be blurry. Discussion
around ADM was sparked when the federal police piloted a
face recognition system at Südkreuz railway station in Berlin. The program was criticized by civil society actors for its
low-quality output and the potential for fundamental rights
infringements. Many ADM systems are rolled out in Germany and most of them do not get as much attention as
the Südkreuz case.
Risk-prediction applications are on the rise. Within the police force they are used to analyze the threat levels of Islamists under observation or to predict burglary hot spots.
The Federal Foreign Office uses software to identify where
the next international crisis is likely to occur. Schools and
offices use an automated analysis tool to identify risks of
violent behavior, be it from a school shooter, a terrorist,
or a violent partner. Automated text, speech, and image
recognition are deployed to prevent suicides in jail, analyze
migrants’ dialects or to identify child pornography. Automation can also be found in the welfare system where it is
mainly used to speed up administrative processes.
These cases show that ADM systems are beginning to permeate many different sectors of society, a trend that will
intensify over the coming years. At a
governmental level in Germany, the course is
set for AI applications to be develThe Federal
oped and rolled
Foreign Office
out. The governuses software to
ment’s AI Stratidentify where the next
egy focuses on
international crisis is
funding research
likely to occur.
and
supporting
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small and medium sized enterprises (SME) and start-ups
to make Germany a strong player in the European AI landscape.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Predictive Policing
/ Federal Level
Since 2017, the Bundeskriminalamt (Federal Crime Agency,
BKA) has used the risk-assessment tool RADAR-iTE (Bundeskriminalamt, 2017) to sort “militant Salafists” into three
threat levels (high, conspicuous, and moderate). The system
was developed in cooperation with the Department of Forensic Psychology at the University of Konstanz. In order to
assess a person already known to the authorities, the caseworker fills in a standardized questionnaire about the “observable behavior” of the subject, drawing on data the police previously gathered on the person and everything the
police is legally authorized to access. Once the results of the
corresponding threat levels are provided, the caseworker
(or the respective department) decides what action to take.

/ Federal State Level
At the federal state level, several police forces have been
running trials with predictive policing software (Heitmüller,
2019), some of which are currently in use. In Bavaria, the
tool PRECOBS (Institut für musterbasierte Prognosetechnik, 2018) calculates where burglaries are most likely to occur, however the same software was discontinued in Baden
Wurttemberg in 2019 due to data quality issues (Mayer,
2019). In the field of burglary prevention, the state of Hesse
deploys the KLB-operativ forecast tool (Polizei Hessen,
2017), and Berlin uses KrimPro (Dinger, 2019). Both of these
tools analyze data to identify where a potential break-in is
most likely to occur. Based on IBM products, North Rhine-
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This software aims
to reduce the workload and
mental strain police endure while
investigating child abuse.

Westphalia developed SKALA (Polizei Nordrhein-Westfahlen, 2020), while Lower Saxony uses PreMAP (Niedersächsisches Ministerium für Inneres und Sport, 2018); these two
tools make predictions about burglary hot spots, which the
police incorporate into action plans.

/ Identifying Child Pornography
An AI tool to identify pornographic images of children
was developed in a collaboration between (Richter, 2019)
Microsoft and the Ministry of Justice of the State of North
Rhine-Westphalia, the Zentral- und Ansprechstelle Cybercrime (Contact Office for Cyber Crime, ZAC NRW) based in
the department of public prosecution in Cologne. In order
to comply with strict regulations related to data and child
protection, software is used to blur images in police investigations on the police servers in Germany before they are
uploaded to Microsoft servers in a non-identifiable way. In
the cloud, algorithms analyze the images for pornographic
content, identify the faces of victims and abusers and compare them to existing profiles stored in a database. These
results are returned to the police for further analysis. This
software aims to reduce the workload and mental strain
police endure while investigating child abuse.

/ Suicide Prevention in Jail
In 2019, the Ministry of Justice of the State of North RhineWestphalia launched a program aimed at preventing suicide in jail (Schmalen, 2019). The ministry employed the
Chemnitz-based firm FusionSystems GmbH (Systems, 2019)
to build a video surveillance system that can detect suspicious objects such as a knotted rope or a fire lighter inside a
cell and alert officers on duty. The system is supposed to be
used on inmates who are categorized at a medium to high
suicide risk level and it is meant to substitute the current
in-person checks carried out at 15-minute intervals, which
have been criticized (Schmalen, 2019) because they potentially increase the emotional strain on inmates.

/ Crises Management in Foreign Policy
The Federal Foreign Office uses the data analytics tool PREVIEW– Prediction, Visualization, Early Warning (Auswärtiges
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Amt, 2019) to identify evolving international crises. The tool
analyzes publicly available data related to current political, economic, and societal trends and conflicts in order to
identify developing crises. According to the Federal Foreign
Office, AI is used to process the data, which is then used
to produce infographics and maps to help provide insights
into the state of a particular conflict. Furthermore, trend
analyses illustrate how political and societal developments
may evolve. PREVIEW is deployed by the Federal Foreign
Office’s Department S, which oversees international stabilization measures and crises engagement. The output also
supports the civil servants in determining which steps to
take next.

/ Identity Check of Migrants
The Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge (Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, BAMF) has been using automated text and speech recognition systems to identify
refugees (Thüer, Köver and Fanta, 2018) since 2017. Agency employees can ask asylum seekers to give them access
to their cell phone, tablet, or laptop to verify if they are
telling the truth about where they come from. The agency
has the ability to obtain all the data contained on the devices and run software on it. The software presents the
employee with a limited overview of the content, which
also includes language analysis of the text retrieved. According to the BAMF, both the software and the hardware
was provided by the firm Atos SE (Biselli, 2017), however
VICE Magazine found evidence (Biselli, 2018b) that the
mobile forensic technology firm MSAB was also involved.
Another tool deployed by the BAMF aims to identify disguised dialects in speech (Biselli, 2018a). When an asylum
seeker does not have a valid proof of ID, a two-minute
voice recording of the person describing a picture in their
mother tongue is analyzed by software, which then calculates a percentage of how close the speech comes to a
certain dialect.

/ Social Services/ Welfare Administration
Since 2012, the Behörde für Arbeit, Soziales, Familie und
Integration (Agency for Labor, Social Affairs, Family and Integration) in Hamburg has been using a piece of software
called JUS-IT (Behörde für Arbeit Soziales Familie und Integration, 2018) for the General Social Service, the Child Care
Service and the Economic Help for Youths Programme. It is
used to administer cases and automate payments and is
equipped with interfaces that connect it to police reports
and health insurance funds. The system is based on Cúram
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– a modular off-the-shelf IBM product that can be tailored
for specific needs – which has been criticized for functioning inaccurately in Canada (Human Rights Watch, 2018). In
2018, an expert commission on child protection (BÜRGERSCHAFT DER FREIEN UND HANSESTADT HAMBURG, 2018)
found that JUS-IT lengthens administrative processes, leaving less time for much needed family visits. As a result, the
commission recommends major revisions or a complete
shut-down (Lasarzik, 2019) of the software.
The Bundesagentur für Arbeit (Federal Labor Agency) uses
an IT-system called ALLEGRO to administer unemployment
benefit. The agency workers input an applicants’ data and
the system calculates the corresponding benefit levels. The
system can connect to health insurance and pension funds
and cooperate with customs and the Central Register of
Foreign Nationals (Ausländerzentralregister) (Deutscher
Bundestag, 2018). In 2012, ALLEGRO replaced the administration’s previous software, called A2LL, which was an error prone system developed by T-Systems. The new software was developed in-house at the Federal Labor Agency
(Borchers, 2008).

/ Risk-Scoring of Violence
Similar to the tool used by the Federal Crime Agency described above, researchers from the Institute of Psychology
and Threat-Management at the University of Darmstadt
have developed a tool called Screener Islamismus (Screener
Islamism) (DyRiAS, 2019c). This tool is used to calculate the
level of risk a person has of causing violence due to Islamic
extremism. The Screener Islamismus tool is based on the
DyRiAS IT-system (short for Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems) (DyRiAS, 2019a). The philosophy behind the tool is
that violence is not linked to character traits but that it occurs at the end of a process where perpetrator, victim, and
situational influences interact. Users answer several questions about the behavior of the person they want to check.
The system organizes the answers into an overview and
adds guidance (DyRiAS, 2019c) on how to handle the situation. It remains to be seen, which institution will implement
the system as it does not seem to have been built for the
police, but other institutions such as schools and offices,
etc.
Other DyRiAS applications are already in use. For example
(DyRiAS, 2019b), protection centers for women in the cities of Singen and Weimar use DyRiAS-Intimpartner (DyRiAS
intimate partner) to determine the threat levels of abusive male partners. Another example can be found at the
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Landesschulamt Sachsen-Anhalt (Federal State Education
Agency). It deploys DyRiAS-Schule (DyRiAS school) to analyze
the threat levels of students who have the potential to go
on a school shooting rampage. In another case, Swiss employers screen employees with DyRiAS-Arbeitsplatz (DyRiAS
workplace) to look at their potential for violent behavior or
if they might become a stalker. After a member of staff fills
in a questionnaire about the person they suspect of potentially acting violently, the tools “automatically create a report” that provides the user with a threat score.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Policy – Government and
Parliament
/ German AI Strategy
The German AI Strategy (Die Bundesregierung, 2019), published in November 2018, has three key aims:
1) To make Germany, and Europe, leaders in the
development and deployment of AI and to keep
Germany competitive at an international level.
2) To ensure the responsible development and
deployment of AI for the common good.
3) To embed AI ethically, legally, culturally, and
institutionally into society, shaped by politics and based
on a broad dialogue across society.
The strategy mandates 3 billion euros to fund AI projects and, following a written query from the Green Party
(Deutscher Bundestag, 2019), the Federal Government disclosed how the funds will be distributed.
The lion’s share goes to the Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (170 million euros). This will consolidate existing German AI research institutions, fund additional professorships, attract international experts to Germany, improve
academic teaching and, allow for investment in junior scientists. A slightly smaller portion goes to the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (147 million euros), followed by the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs
(74 million euros) while the rest is divided between seven
further ministries and the Federal Chancellery.
As part of the AI Strategy, the German government decided
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to create an ‘AI Observatory’ at the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. This will carry out technological assessments of the distribution and effects of AI regarding
the labor market and society in general. The aim is to foster
European interinstitutional cooperation, develop a shared
understanding of AI and design a framework of guidelines
and principles for the deployment of AI in the labor sector.
The AI Strategy will be updated, and many projects concerned with issues around research, innovation, infrastructure, administration, data sharing models, international
standards, and civic uses are currently in the making.

/ German Data Strategy
In November 2019, the government published the key points
it would like to include in the forthcoming data strategy. The
strategy’s goals are to make data more accessible, support
19 competencies in society,
responsible data use, improve data
and make the state a pioneer in data culture. As data plays
an integral part in ADM-systems, the strategy will have a high
impact on which applications can be rolled out in the future.
The development process of the data strategy was accompanied by expert hearings with participants from civil society,
the economy and science, and the public took part online.

Level 5

Figure 2:
Criticality pyramid and risk-adapted regulatory system
for the use of algorithmic systems

Applications with an untenable
potential for harm

complete or partial ban of an
algorithmic system

Level 4

Ban
Applications with serious potential
for harm

Level 2

Level 3

Applications with
regular or significant
potential for harm

Applications with some
potential for harm

additional measures such as live
interface for “always on“ oversight
by supervisory institutions
additional measures such as
ex-ante approval procedures
measures such as formal and
substantive requirements
(e. g. transparency obligations,
publication of a risk assessment)
or monitoring procedures (e. g.
disclosure obligations towards
supervisory bodies, ex-post
controls, audit procedures)
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with zero or
negligible
potential for
harm

no special measures

Source: Report Datenethikkommission 2019

Level 1

Beginning of specific regulation
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/ Data Ethics Commission
In 2018, the German government appointed the Data Ethics Commission (Datenethikkommission, 2019) to discuss
the ethical implications of Big Data and AI. A year later, the
Commission presented a report with several recommendations concerning algorithmic systems. A general requirement they called for is that algorithms should have a human-centric design. This includes; consistency with societal
core values, sustainability, quality and efficacy, robustness
and security, minimal bias and discrimination, transparency, explainability and traceability, and clear accountability
structures. Interestingly, they also introduced the concept
of “system criticality”, especially with respect to transparency and control. With this approach, they demand to include the likeliness and scope of potential damage caused
by algorithmic systems. In addition, the commission recommended that algorithms should be audited according to a
“criticality pyramid”. The criticality of an algorithmic system
is assessed using a scale where 1 = not critical, no action
needed, to 5 = high potential of damage, partial or complete ban of the system. Between these two extremes, they
propose heightened transparency obligations, ex-ante approval mechanisms and continuous supervision by oversight bodies.

/ Enquete Commission on Artificial
Intelligence
At the end of 2019, one year after the commission was installed in parliament, the working groups published interim
results from expert hearings and discussions carried out
during the previous year. The economic working group
(Enquete-Kommission Künstliche Intelligenz, 2019c) stated
that AI holds the potential to both heighten productivity
and improve sustainability as well as to reinforce social injustices and restrict participation in the labor market and
society. The working group on issues around government
and the state (Enquete-Kommission Künstliche Intelligenz,
2019b) stressed the duty of care binding the state when
rolling out AI systems, and it proposed mechanisms that
support the ability of citizens to decide and to trace back
decisions. Bearing in mind the fact that health data is very
sensitive and needs to be highly protected, the working
group on health (Enquete-Kommission Künstliche Intelligenz, 2019a) sees AI as one potential driver for improved
diagnoses, therapies, and care for the sick and elderly.
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/ German French Working Group on
Disruptive Innovations and Artificial
Intelligence
To face global competition in the area of technology and innovation, especially in AI, a working group (Deutsch-Französische Parlamentarische Versammlung, 2019) on the topic
was established between the French and the German parliaments in 2019. The group aims to coordinate the work of
the two governments regarding AI issues and to foster a European frame for enhanced innovation capabilities guided
by European values.
In 2017/18, a pilot project on face recognition was run by
the police at the Südkreuz train station in Berlin. It was criticized by civil rights and data protection activists and also
provided a high number of false positives and negatives.
When Horst Seehofer, Minister of the Interior, introduced a
bill that would authorize the federal police to roll out face
recognition software nationwide, his plans were met with
criticism from many parties. Early on in 2020, Minister Seehofer withdrew the bill.

/ Civil Society and Academia
/ Civil Society
Civil society is active in the field of digitalization in general and around ADM processes in particular. An important
stream in public discussions focuses on AI and sustainability. Highlights in this debate were the Bits & Bäume Conference (Bits and Trees) (Bits und Bäume, 2019) in 2018,
which aimed to connect both the ecology and technology
communities to discuss the interaction between digitization
issues and the environment. In 2019, and after analyzing
the complex interactions between the two topics, the German Advisory Council on Global Change (German Advisory
Council on Global Change (WBGU), 2019) presented a thorough report called Towards Our Common Digital Future.
The report pointed out a gap in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) concerning ADM-processes, and called
for traceability, legally enforceable rights, and a regulatory
discussion around liability rights concerning algorithmic
systems. The Bertelsmann Foundation Ethics of Algorithms
(Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2019b) project developed the Algo.
Rules (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2019a). These consist of nine
guidelines on how to design an algorithmic system. In addition, they also published working papers on a broad range
of issues as well as conducting studies on the societal state
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of knowledge and acceptance for algorithms in Germany
and Europe (Grzymek, 2019). The Stiftung Neue Verantwortung think tank (Stiftung Neue Verantwortung, 2019)
ran a two-year project on algorithms and the common
good, focusing on the importance of a strong civil society,
health issues, recruitment, predictive policing, corporate
digital responsibility, and the charity sector. The investigative platform Netzpolitik.org (Netzpolitik.org, 2019) and the
watchdog-organization AlgorithmWatch (AlgorithmWatch,
2020a), continue to report on new ADM cases (AlgorithmWatch, 2020b). AlgorithmWatch also carries out research
projects on the topics of platform governance, human resource management and credit scoring, as well as mapping
the state of ADM in Germany and Europe.

/ Academia
Academic discourse on ADM occurs at different levels: some
of it focuses on developing ADM systems, while other parts
focus on research into ethical implications. An example of
the research into ADM in action can be found in the health
sector. The Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
funds two medical projects (under the frame of the Smarte
Datenwirtschaft Wettbewerb Smart Data Economy Competition) (Hans Böckler Stiftung, 2018) in which AI is supposed
to be used on patient data. In 2019, the Smart Medical Doctor – From Data to Decision began (Bundesministerium für
Wirtschaft und Energie, 2019). This is a project aimed at developing a medical data platform where AI anonymizes and
prepares data from hospital cases to make them available
for use in a diagnosis support tool for doctors called Ada
DX. Ada Health GmbH, Helios Kliniken GmbH, the University Hospital Charité, and the Beuth University of Applied
Sciences are all involved in the project. A second project,
called Telemed5000 (Telemed5000, 2019), aims to develop
a remote patient management system which allows doctors to manage large numbers of cardiologic patients. This
is a German-Austrian collaboration and it aims to combine
Internet of Things (IoT) systems with deep learning technology to monitor heart patients.

Germany / research

Key takeaways
The narratives around ADM run between the poles of technological solutionism, where AI and ADM are praised to be
the fix to all our societal problems and technophobic rejections of everything that is new. In many cases, the truth
lies somewhere between and it is important to learn more
about the intricacies of ADM systems to judge good from
bad. Maybe the cure for cancer will be found with the help
of machine learning, and ADM can potentially help to manage the task of reducing carbon emissions. At the same
time, a ubiquitous datafication of many aspects of life and
their incorporation into ADM systems can pose dangers to
fundamental rights and must be scrutinized for injustices.
One thing is certain; things are going to change. The shifts
that ADM systems bring to the economy, science, labor,
health care, finance, social services, and many other sectors
will need to be accompanied by a society that is ready to critique flaws and, at the same time, embrace changes where
they are useful and wanted. For too long, discussions about
ADM linked back to autonomous driving or the image of robots replacing humans. It is timely and necessary for society
to learn more about the challenges and opportunities that
come with ADM systems. At a governmental level, the Enquete Commission on AI is a good start for policy makers
to get a better perspective on the topic. Civil society actors
such as AlgorithmWatch continuously labor to shed light on
the workings of hidden algorithms. What is needed now, is a
broad societal discussion about how ADM can make life better and where we see red lines that should not be crossed.

There are also several research projects underway that
are looking into the societal implications of algorithms in
Germany. A few examples worth mentioning are the Weizenbaum Insitut – Research for a Networked Society (Weizenbaum Institut, 2019); the Algorithm Accountability Lab
(TU Kaiserlautern, 2019) and the Socioinformatics Degrees
at the Technical University Kaiserslautern; and the newly
founded Politics Department at the Technical University
Munich (TUM, 2019).
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Suspected
activity on the border.
We need an immediate
intervention.

We know
you’re hiding in
there! Get out now
or we’ll have to
open the fire.

?

?

?

?

Find out more on p. 131 in the research chapter under “Patrolling and surveillance at the borders”.
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Horizon:
In Greece,
research into
automation
fails to find
applications
Greek researchers have led
hundreds of research projects
involving automation, but very
few found their way into real-life
uses. Opinions differ as to where
the innovation pipeline
is clogged.
By Nikolas Leontopoulos
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“Roborder” is a European research project. If its name
sounds fancy or dystopian, wait for the tagline: “Autonomous swarms of heterogeneous robots for border surveillance”.
Roborder is endowed by Horizon 2020. The 80 billion
euro fund is “the biggest EU Research and Innovation programme ever” according to the European Commission,
which oversees the program. Horizon 2020 is divided into
thematic “challenges”. Roborder belongs to the “Secure
Societies” challenge, which aspires to protect Europeans
against a series of threats: Crime and terrorism, natural
and man-made disasters, border security, and cyber-security. (The European Commission makes little secret that
“Secure Societies” is about preventing asylum seekers from
reaching Europe, according to research by Mark Akkerman,
who studies border militarization.)

where machine learning shall be put to use to detect asylum-seekers when they enter the EU overland. Spirit, where
the Greek police is an end-user, “will take a novel approach
in the development of a new scalable privacy preserving intelligence analysis for resolving identities system prototype
(sic).” (The Greek police did not answer requests for clarification.) These are just a few examples, there are many
more.
However, despite this flurry of research projects, where
Greek research institutions or end-users play a major role,
very little evidence of automation can be found in Greece.
This raises the question: if Greece is such a prolific producer of AI research, why does it have so little to show for it?

/ Not more than meets the AI

George Vardoulias, a researcher at the American College
of Greece, who has extensive research experience both in
academia and in the industry, deplores the resistance to
embrace automation: “Often automation is not compatible
with the end-users’ wishes and stumbles on human prejudice. In Greece, we tend to politicize everything,
labeling things as right-wing or left-wing,
looking [for] who to blame for the tech,
who is behind it. In the past ten years, irGreece is only
rationalism has grown globally, not just in
the 9th-largest
Greece. More and more people see sciEU country by
ence and engineering as a tool of control
population,
and oppression.”

Almost all Horizon 2020 consortia consist of a coalition of
research centers, large and small companies, and public
bodies, which the European Commission calls “end users”.
Roborder’s consortium is made up of 26 partners from 12
countries; its coordinator is CERTH, a Greek
research center in Thessaloniki. This
should come as no surprise.

/ Greek champions

Greece is only the 9th-largest EU country by population, but Greek researchbut Greek
ers rank first in winning Horizon 2020
researchers
rank
We challenged various stakeholders of
grants in the field of security, accordfirst
in
winning
the Greek research ecosystem, from reing to data from Horizon 2020’s dashHorizon 2020
search centers to end-users, to provide
board. “This is a huge breakthrough
grants in the field
examples of Horizon 2020 research pro– and evidence that the security rejects that were transformed into products
search ecosystem in Greece is blosof security.
or have been applied in real life. Almost all
soming,” said Dimitris Kyriazanos, a
our interlocutors had little or nothing to say.
leading researcher for Greece’s top research organization, NCSR Demokritos, in
Only one official from the Ministry of Maritime Affairs, one
Athens. Mr. Kyriazanos has been Greece’s delegate to the
of Horizon 2020’s main end-users, pointed to one emblem“programme committee” for Secure Societies, an advisory
atic ‘success-story’ involving AI: “Optinet”, which was fundbody to the European Commission, since 2019.
ed by the European Commission’s regional development
fund. Optinet is “an innovative tool to optimize the network
Greek organizations were part of several Horizon 2020
of coastal navigation,” according to Athina Foka, the head of
projects that developed automated decision-making systhe EU Structural Funds service at the ministry. But Optinet
tems. Thessaloniki’s CERTH is part of Anita, a program to
started in 2018 and is scheduled to be delivered in 2021.
spot criminals active in online marketplaces, and of TenCurrently, it does not even have a website, and it is unsor, which aims at “retrieving and analyzing heterogeneclear what parts of the project involve automated decision-
ous online content for terrorist activity recognition.” Kemea
making.
received half a million euros to develop Foldout, a project
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Mr. Vardoulias, the researcher at the American College of
Greece, argues that “major breakthroughs are rare in research by definition. In most cases, EU-funded research
does not directly lead to products; but it makes procedures
better, it changes the way of thinking, it enhances crossborder collaborations. The closest you can get to a tangible effect is the impact research has on the rationale of
designing the products in the next five to ten years. And
the only way to achieve this is in the ‘casual’ environment
of research.”

/ No blue skies in Greece
But another Greek researcher, who asked to be identified
only as “Artemis” and who has worked on several Horizon
2020 projects, strongly disagrees: “This is not ‘blue skies’ research [research projects with no implementation goals];
this is supposed to be applied science. Projects are funded
in order to lead to products or platforms, to serve real-life
needs.”
Mr. Artemis is vindicated by Horizon 2020’s official motto:
“Taking great ideas from the lab to the market”. Even the
European Commission acknowledged this shortcoming. In
the “interim evaluation” of the Horizon 2020 programme,
among the “lessons learned” was the need for more “impact” and “breakthrough innovation”.
If Horizon 2020 does not lead to impact or breakthrough
innovation, then where is the added value?
Mr. Vardoulias lays out its implicit rationale: “Since direct
funding of companies is prohibited in the EU, the alternative was to find an indirect way to provide funding for the
companies so that they remain competitive on a global
scale. The US and China support their companies, so the
EU should do the same. This is a very competitive process
and funds are very limited. But it can provide both an initial boost for start-ups and an incentive for innovation for
larger companies.”

/ Greece’s research on life support
The benefits are even more critical for a country such as
Greece. Since 2010, hundreds of thousands of highly educated graduates have emigrated. Austerity, imposed by
foreign creditors including the EU Commission, exhausted
the last drops of public funding to research. Mr. Vardoulias
points out that during the crisis years, one of the only imports of capital was via the research programs. They still
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fulfill an existential need for university graduates active in
AI research, which is extremely difficult in a country with
very limited industry.”
Mr. Kyriazanos from Demokritos agrees: “Currently, many
highly-skilled executives in Greek companies of the security
sector originate from the research ecosystem. This would
not have been possible without EU research programmes
and the contribution of research institutions.”
However, research programs are not without flaws, says Mr.
Vardoulias. “The research projects’ mantra is innovation.
But calls are not always compatible with reality, with what
is needed and what is feasible. In some cases, this along
with the fierce competition leads the applicants to promise
far-fetched things. Proposals that sound cool may get promoted at the expense of others that may be [a] better fit for
the reality imposed by budget and time constraints.”

/ Short life spans
Mr. Kyriazanos says: “At the end of each project, there will
be some tangible results that could be placed on track for
commercialisation. However, if there are no national grants,
support, or calls to assist the researcher, they will move on
to ensure funding for the next project. If there are no favorable conditions for the ‘next logical step’ in innovation,
results either remain on a low maturity prototype or worse:
they are shelved. This means lots of lost opportunities.”
In other words, Greece might only lack a way to take automated decision-making from the lab to the streets. But not
all agree.
In 2018, a wildfire at Mati on the outskirts of Athens cost
102 lives. It was the second-deadliest forest fire in the 21st
century after the 2009 bushfires in Australia. Mr. Kyriazanos says: “It makes you wonder if things could have turned
out differently. In 2014 we ran a big drill in forest firefighting in the framework of AF3” (Advance Forest Fire Fighting),
a research project financed by the European Commission
under Horizon 2020’s predecessor, called FP7. AF3 included
several automated systems to predict the evolution of fires
and evacuate communities. “And this has been hanging
over me, Mr. Kyriazanos added. It was never used – actually, even if we offered it for free to the Fire Service, they
still would not use it.”
In the aftermath of the wildfires, it was reported in the
Greek press that several projects and platforms that pro-
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vided an automated response to such incidents and that
had been developed at a cost of dozens of millions had
been cast aside.

/ “Researchers should get out of
their labs”
One of the main end-users of Horizon 2020 projects is the
Greek Coast Guard. Ms. Foka, of the Ministry of Maritime
Affairs, oversees the European research projects. She is
critical of the work done by research centers, and not just
in Greece. “Researchers should get out of their labs and see
the real needs. If the deliverable is not tailored to the needs
of the end-user, then nobody’s going to use it.”
But Mr. Artemis, who has dealt with
the Coast Guard within Horizon 2020
projects, tells a completely different story. “By design, the end-user
is tasked to define specifications for
the project. The Coast Guard rarely
does so, and in the end, researchers
themselves have to define the specifications.”

/ KEMEA, a rookie that tops the
charts

Historically, research in Greece has mostly been done by
publicly-funded research centers such as NCSR Demokritos
in Athens, the Centre for Research and Technology Hellas (CERTH) in Thessaloniki, and
the Foundation for Research and TechCurrently, many
nology-Hellas (FORTH) in Crete. But in
highly-skilled
the last few years, there’s a new entry
on the scene: KEMEA, the Centre for
executives in Greek
Security Studies.
companies of the

security sector
originate from
the research
ecosystem. This
would not have
been possible
without EU research
programmes and
the contribution
of research
institutions.

Almost two years after the end of a
Horizon 2020 project in the field of
security, Mr. Artemis received a call
from a Coast Guard officer. The officer asked the researcher on which
workstation the software had been
installed. Mr. Artemis realized that
for almost two years the so-called ‘deliverable’ had been standing idle in one of
the ministry’s computers. The ministry’s own staff probably
did not know where it had been installed, and certainly did
not use it.

/ Erasmus for grown-ups?
Mr. Artemis says: “The sad reality is that behind a significant
proportion of Horizon 2020 projects on AI, there is nothing but hot air. The acronyms are cool, the wording too but
what’s really cool is the lifestyle! European research institutions and companies are in for the money. As for individuals, both in the research institutions and the end-users, it’s
about a lifestyle of free travel, food, and socializing around
Europe. It’s an ecosystem addicted to EU funding; without
it, it would die.”
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Mr. Vardoulias rejects this approach as an over-simplification, but he asserts that, for some European companies,
funding depending on EU research grants becomes an end
in itself, as if this were the product: “It’s a Europe-wide problem. There are many start-ups across the continent that exist
only to attract EU funds. In reality, they have no marketable
product. What is their activity? European research funding.”

Despite being a rookie, KEMEA has
grown to become the biggest recipient in total funding for the entire
Horizon 2020 Secure Societies program. For the years 2018-2020, it has
received more than 24 million euros
when the second European recipient
lags behind with 11 million euros. (KEMEA’s share is so big that it still ranks
first even when earlier years are taken
into account.)

KEMEA is a hybrid. From an administration point of view, it is fully controlled by the Ministry of
Citizen Protection (the equivalent of the Ministry of the
Interior, also responsible for the police) which appoints
its seven-member board of directors and its executive
director. From a legal point of view, KEMEA is a private
structure, which frees it from some public scrutiny. Although it answers directly to the government, KEMEA is
a member of the European Organisation for Security, the
European lobby representing corporations such as Airbus, Thales, and G4S.
KEMEA has participated in more than 100 European research programs. To what avail?
We tried to approach KEMEA for months in order to understand the impact of the many projects it contributed to in
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the field of security and automated decision-making. Despite communications via phone, email, and a preliminary
meeting with its executive director, KEMEA declined to answer questions.
We also addressed questions to three of the most important end-users in Greece: the Ministry of Defense, the police, and the coast guard. Only the latter responded – and
not in writing but over a casual phone conversation.

Researchers should get out
of their labs and see the real
needs. If the deliverable is not
tailored to the needs of the
end-user, then nobody’s going
to use it.
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Research
By Eleftherios Chelioudakis

Contextualization
The discussions in Greece about automation have become
intense both at the institutional and the public level. According to the Digital Government factsheet for Greece
(European Commission, 2019), the Greek government – in
cooperation with the Ministry of Digital Policy, Telecommunications and Information – aims to drastically transform
the Hellenic State. This involves simplifying procedures and
implementing big changes, especially in the field of new
technology.
Moreover, with its National Digital Strategy (Hellenic Ministry of Digital Policy, Telecommunications & Media, 2016),
Greece aims to kick-start its economic development, create
new jobs, enhance the efficiency of public administration,
eliminate geographical and social exclusion, and strengthen the inclusion of all citizens in the economic and social
life of the country. This strategy focuses on seven priorities,
with an emphasis on the digitalization of public governance
and the strengthening of security.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Patrolling and surveillance at the
borders
The Center for Research and Technology Hellas (ITI/CERTH),
the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (UoA),
and the Hellenic Ministry of Defense participate in the
research project consortium ROBORDER (“autonomous
swarm of heterogeneous RObots for BORDER surveillance”). The aim of the ROBORDER project is to deliver a
fully-functional, autonomous border surveillance system.
The system consists of unmanned mobile robots including aerial, water surface, underwater and ground vehicles,
capable of functioning both on a standalone basis and in
swarms. The project started in May 2017 and will conclude
in February 2021. Twelve other countries are also participating in this consortium: Portugal, United Kingdom, Romania, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Bulgaria, Spain, Hungary,
Belgium, Finland, and Estonia (ROBORDER, 2017).

The Greek government has not yet adopted a national AI
strategy. However, ADM systems are thriving at the national
Furthermore, a considerable number of public and private
level, especially on research projects, and there are a constakeholders in Greece are taking part in a research project
siderable amount of use-cases. Academic institutions and
called TRESSPASS (“robusT Risk basEd Screening and alert
scientific research centers in Greece focus their activities on
System for PASSengers and luggage”). The Greek National
the development and deployment of ADM tools based on
Center for Scientific Research “Demokritos” is coordinating
national grants, funds from the European Union (such as
the project, while six other Greek actors are part of the prothe Horizon 2020 programs), and collaboration with private
ject’s consortium. These include the Piraeus Port Authorindustry. Finally, the Greek state
ity, the Greek Ministry
is struggling to keep up with the
of Maritime Affairs and
technological developments in
Insular Policy, the HelADM and reflect on the challenic Customs AdminisThe
aim
of
the
lenges that arise by participattration, and the Center
ROBORDER project is to
ing in common initiatives at the
for Security Studies (KEdeliver a fully-functional,
EU and Council of Europe level,
MEA), which is a research
autonomous
border
and by establishing scientific
center within the Helsurveillance system.
committees for the examination
lenic Ministry of Citizen
of the role of algorithms and AI.
Protection. TRESSPASS
promotes the idea of
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“risk-based” security checks and offers an analytic framework for modelling risk as well as a systematic approach
of quantifying risk, based on a set of indicators. Once an
estimate of these indicators is made using data collected
from background information, sensors and applications, a
level of risk is calculated for each traveler, based on the risk
management approach introduced in the TRESSPASS project (TRESSPASS, 2018).
In the field of border management, another research project that has attracted attention over the past year is the
iBorderCtrl project (“Intelligent Portable Control System”).
According to the project’s website, the aim of this project is
to enable faster and more thorough border control for third
country nationals crossing the land borders of EU Member
States. iBorderCtrl was implemented on the Hungarian,
Greek, and Latvian borders as a pilot project, but it is not an
authorized law enforcement system. KEMEA and the TrainOSE S.A., a Greek railway company, participated in piloting
the project in Greece. The project came to an end in August
2019 (iBorderCtrl, 2016). In November 2018, the Greek civil
society organization Homo Digitalis filed a petition to the
Greek Parliament regarding the pilot implementation of the
iBorderCtrl project at Greek borders (Homo Digitalis, 2018).
Finally, based on a successful access to information request
it was revealed that during the pilot project in Greece the
role of travelers was primarily “played” both by the Border
Guards and Hellenic Police Officers. Furthermore, staff from
KEMEA and other consortium members voluntarily played
the role of travelers. Thus, it appears that no real travelers
participated in the Greek pilots (iBorderCtrl, 2019).
Finally, KEMEA is also involved in another research project – related to the use of ADM for border management –
known as FOLDOUT (“Through-foliage detection, including
in the outermost regions of the EU”). The aim of FOLDOUT
is to build a system which combines various sensors and
technologies and fuses them into an intelligent detection
platform for border surveillance. According to FOLDOUT’s
website, the project will improve the speed of the work of
border guards by combining events from various sensors
to give a situation threat assessment followed by suggested reaction scenarios. According to the project’s website,
a two-year pilot project in Bulgaria and demonstrations of
the project in Greece, Finland, Lithuania, and French Guiana
are all planned. However, there are no details on the exact
dates of such demonstrations. Nevertheless, the goals are
described as follows: detection of irregular border crossings (illegal migrants + vehicles) in forest terrain border surveillance for the Bulgarian and Greek demonstrations, and
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detection of illegal transport and entry of goods (trafficking)
in temperate broadleaf forest and mixed terrain border
surveillance for the demonstrations in Finland, Lithuania,
and French Guiana (FOLDOUT, 2018).

/ Automated Car Insurance
In November 2017, two companies – Interamerican S.A.
and OSEVEN – informed the Hellenic Data Protection Authority (HDPA) about their car insurance program called
“Smart Drive”. The price of the insurance for the “Smart
Drive” program is determined by the driver’s behavior
based on an application installed in the driver’s smartphone. Following two years of wide consultations between
the HDPA and the companies, the HDPA announced they
would postpone the adoption of a decision on this case
until the European Data Protection Board has finalized its
guidelines on processing personal data in the context of
connected vehicles and mobility related applications (Hellenic Data Protection Authority, 2020a). The related decision that the HDPA will hand down in the coming months
is awaited with much interest.

/ Autonomous driving
In 2015, the city of Trikala was in the spotlight because of
a self-driving, 10-passenger electric bus. The autonomous
vehicle was part of a European Union-funded project called
CityMobil2 (CM2). The maximum speed of the bus was
only 20 kilometers per hour, and it could not change lanes,
however it stopped when any obstacles, such as parked
cars, got in its way (Rainey, 2018). Now, the city is looking
into autonomous driving a little further. AVINT (“Autonomous vehicles integrated within the urban context”) is a
project set up to study urban transport in Trikala. It will
integrate a line of automated buses – three buses in total,
carrying 10 passengers each – into the city’s transportation network. This automated bus line will connect Trikala
city center with the university campus. The project started
in January 2019 and will be completed in December 2021.
According to the project’s website, Greece is a pioneer in
autonomous driving, as it has had a legal framework in
place since 2014. The framework allows for the operation
of automated buses without a driver under strict conditions. The partners in the project are the e-Trikala company, owned by the municipality of Trikala, the Institute
of Communications and Computer Systems (ICCS) of the
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the National Technical University of Athens, and the private company Space Hellas (AVINT, 2019).
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Lastly, the University of Patras,
Finally, the pharmaceutical comITI/CERTH, and the Foundation
pany Pfizer has chosen the city of
The ANPR can recognize
for Research and Technology
Thessaloniki for the creation of
15,000
license
plates
per
hour,
Hellas (FORTH) took part in
one of its six digital laboratories,
and the cameras can detect
the ADAS&ME project (“Adapaimed at capitalizing on technoltive ADAS to support incaogies such as AI and big data analicense plates at speeds above
pacitated drivers & Mitigate
lytics for the development of new
170 km per hour.
Effectively risks through tailor
treatments. The investment was
made HMI under automation”).
announced in September 2019 by
The aim of the research project is
the Greek Prime Minister, Mr. Kyriakos
to develop robust detection/prediction
Mitsotakis, at the 84th edition of the Thesalgorithms to monitor the physical and emotional state
saloniki International Fair (TIF), the largest exhibition
of the driver/rider to mitigate accidents related to driver faevent in the Balkans (Konti, 2019).
tigue, sleepiness, stress, inattention or high emotions. The
project focused on seven use-cases, covering a wide variety
/ Automated processing of traffic
of critical driving scenarios, using different types of vehioffenses and Automatic Number
cles (cars, trucks, buses, and motorcycles). The results of
Plate Recognition cameras
the project were demonstrated in December 2019 and the
project came to an end in February 2020 (ADAS&ME, 2016).
Automated processing of traffic offenses was introduced
in Greece back in 2001 based on Presidential Decree
287/2001. However, in recent years, because of the finan/ Healthcare and Medicine
cial crisis, the purchase of photo radars has been limited.
As a result, the number of available traffic enforcement
NCSR Demokritos is the coordinator of the research procameras on national highways is low. According to a 2017
ject IASIS (“Integration and analysis of heterogeneous big
interview with the then Deputy Minister for Citizen Prodata for precision medicine and suggested treatments for
tection, Mr. Nikolaos Toskas, traffic enforcement cameras
different types of patients”). In addition, the private Greek
were only present on a single section of the entire national
company Athens Technology Center also participates in
highway network. However, 14 traffic enforcement camthis project. The goal of IASIS is to integrate data from varieras have been installed on the Attica toll road, which is a
ous sources, including genomics, electronic health records
privately owned motorway system (Kathimerini, 2017). It is
and bibliography, and apply advanced analytical methods
also worth noting that the number of normal traffic camto discover useful patterns. Data resources for two differeras on national highways is high, while police officers use
ent disease categories, namely dementia, and lung cancer,
manually operated tools to detect drivers who exceed the
will be explored during the project’s implementation phase.
speed limit (Lialos, 2017).
It is not known whether and how the consortium aims to
integrate such a system into clinical decision making (IASIS,
2017).
Furthermore, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH)
coordinated the research project i-PROGNOSIS (“Intelligent
Parkinson eaRly detectiOn Guiding NOvel Supportive InterventionS”), while three other Greek stakeholders, including
ITI/CERTH, the Greek telecommunications company COSMOTE, and the Microsoft Innovation Center – Greece, participated in it. Among the aims of the project was a plan
to develop and employ advanced big data analytics and
machine learning techniques, in a distributed and privacyaware fashion, to create a Parkinson’s Disease Behavioral
Model and construct reliable early symptoms detection
alarms. The project concluded in January 2020 (i-PROGNOSIS, 2016).
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In addition, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
cameras were openly introduced in 2019. According to
a Greek news report, around 50 Hellenic police vehicles
are equipped with such cameras and they are capable of
detecting the license plates of stolen vehicles or vehicles
used in criminal activities. The ANPR can recognize 15,000
license plates per hour, and the cameras can detect license
plates at speeds above 170 km per hour. In the near future,
they will also be able to detect uninsured vehicles (To Vima,
2019).

/ Predictive Policing
Greece participates in several predictive policing projects.
Firstly, in the spring of 2019, Intracom Telecom, a global
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telecommunication systems and solutions vendor, signed
a four million euro contract with the Hellenic Police and
the Hellenic Ministry of Citizen Protection for the development of “Smart Policing” software. The contract states that
Intracom Telecom will develop an integrated information
system which will include the core building blocks for face
recognition, automated fingerprint identification, document authentication, and complex information searches in
existing databases. The system will allow the police to run
checks in real-time during police stops (Intracom Telecom,
2019 and Hellenic Police, 2019). Based on the implementation timetable of the project, the vendor will deliver the
system to the Hellenic Police within 20 months of signing
the contract (Hellenic Police 2018).
Secondly, the Hellenic Police and four other law enforcement authorities (i.e. the West Midlands Police (UK), the Police and Crime Commissioner for Thames Valley (UK), the
Serbian Ministry of Interior (RS), and the Police Academy in
Szcytno (PL)) are taking part in a project called SPIRIT (“Scalable privacy preserving intelligence analysis for resolving
identities”). The information available on the project’s website is very limited, even though the project has been up
and running since August 2018. Nevertheless, it is evident
from the website that the project aims to use tools such
as face extraction and matching, to correlate information
from social media data, and to continuously initiate complex associative searches across all sources relevant to
criminal investigation. A successful freedom of information
request revealed that trial runs will be organized, including in Greece, involving end users and practitioners, such
as law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders. The
Hellenic Police (Border Unit) is involved in trials that run between January and August 2020, while reports of trial runs
and tests are expected in the form of deliverables in April
2020 and January 2021 (Ask the EU, 2020). Two of the Greek
stakeholders in SPIRIT’s consortium are the private companies Singular Logic and Nydor System Technologies. The
project is due to end in July 2021 (SPIRIT, 2018).
Thirdly, the Center for Security Studies (KEMEA) is a member of the COPKIT project, which is developing data-driven
policing technologies to support law enforcement agencies (LEAs) and help prevent, investigate and mitigate
crime and terrorism. Europol and nine LEAs from eight
different countries are members of this project as well.
The first private demo of the COPKIT tools took place in
Athens in November 2019 at the premises of KEMEA. A
second private demo was held in Madrid in May 2020 and
the third will take place in Brussels in November 2020, fol-
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The system will allow
the police to run
checks in real-time
during police stops.

lowed by a public demonstration at the project’s final conference (COPKIT, 2018).
Furthermore, ITI/CERTH is a participant in the ANITA research project (“Advanced tools for fighting oNline Illegal
TrAfficking”), which started in May 2018 and is set to conclude in April 2021. The aim of the project is to design and
develop a knowledge-based user-centered investigation
system for analyzing heterogeneous (text, audio, video, image) online and offline content for fighting the trafficking
of drugs, counterfeit medicines, and firearms. According to
the project’s website (ANITA 2018), ANITA will combine the
following benefits:
a. data source analysis of crypto-currency networks,
transactions, and blockchain technologies
b. advanced big data analytics tools for the automatic
analysis of vast amounts of multimodal content from
identified sources
c. methodologies for capturing, modelling and inferring
knowledge in human understandable forms (e.g.
expressive ontologies), also extracting relevant and
new knowledge from neural networks and formally
storing it in the form of ontologies.
d. domain-related and user-oriented intelligence
applications, which will enable users to identify
patterns for correlations among illegal trafficking
events, entities and activities, and will support decisionmaking processes for countermeasures.
e. lastly, the project’s goal is to develop a cognitive
user modelling framework that will capture, analyze,
interpret, mimic, and integrate key human cognitive
and information processing functions to represent
the incorporation of human perception/cognition
principles in the system processing pipelines (i.e.
integrating the investigators/officers/practitioners ‘inthe-loop’ of the overall analysis process).
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Finally, ITI/CERTH also participates in a project called CONNEXIONs (“InterCONnected NEXt-Generation Immersive IoT
Platform of Crime and Terrorism DetectiON, PredictiON,
InvestigatiON, and PreventiON Services”), which started in
2018 and will end in August 2021. The aim of the project
is to enhance operational and (near) real-time situational
awareness of the consortium’s law enforcement authorities, through automated identification, interpretation, fusion and correlation of multiple heterogeneous big data
sources. Such multimodal data includes surface, deep, and
dark web, as well as social media content in seven languages (English, French, German, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish, and Arabic). Other sources include data acquired by IoT
devices and digital evidence (CONNEXIONs, 2018).

Policy, oversight
and public debate
/ Policy
Establishment of the Legislative Committee for the transposition of the new Copyright Directive and its controversial.

/ Article 17
In September 2019, Ms. Lina Mendoni, Greek Minister of
Culture and Sports, issued her decision to establish a legislative committee entrusted with the transposition of Directive 2019/790 on copyright and related rights. There is great
interest in the transposition of the controversial Article 17,
which relates to the use of content moderation software in
the Greek legal framework. The Committee is scheduled to
deliver its work by the end of June 2020 (Hellenic Ministry of
Culture and Sports, 2019).

/ Greece at the Ad Hoc Committee on AI
of the Council of Europe
In September 2019, the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe set up an Ad Hoc Committee on AI (CAHAI). The Greek delegation at the CAHAI is composed of
representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of Digital Governance. The Greek digital rights organisation Homo Digitalis is an observer of the CAHAI since
June 2020, as well. The Committee aims to examine the feasibility and potential elements of a legal framework for the
development, design and application of AI, based on the
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Council of Europe’s standards on human rights, democracy
and the rule of law (Council of Europe, 2019a).

/ Greece signs the Protocol to amend
Convention 108 of the Council of Europe
In September 2019, ambassador Mr. Panayiotis Beglitis,
Permanent Representative of Greece at the Council of Europe, signed the protocol amending the Convention for the
Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Council of Europe, 2019b). The new
Article 9 of the Modernized Convention 108 states that
every individual shall have a right not to be subject to a
decision significantly affecting him or her based solely on
the automated processing of data without having his or her
views taken into consideration (Council of Europe, 2018a).
According to the protocol’s explanatory report, the data
subject should have the chance to argue the irrelevance
of the profile to be applied to his or her particular situation, or other factors that could influence the result of the
automated decision. For instance, when the application of
algorithmic reasoning ends up limiting an individual’s right
to social benefits (Council of Europe, 2018b).

/ Greece finally enforces the GDPR and
Law Enforcement Directive, but raises
criticism
In August 2019, the Greek Parliament adopted the Law
4624/2019, which enforces the provisions of the GDPR
and implements the Directive 2016/680 (the Law Enforcement Directive – LED) into the national legal framework.
Article 52 of L.4624/2019 transposes Article 11 of the LED
(Automated individual decision-making). In September
2019, the Greek digital rights organization Homo Digitalis
and the Greek consumer rights organization EKPIZO challenged the clarity of L.4624/2019 and requested the Hellenic Data Protection Authority to issue an Opinion on its
conformity with the provisions of the GDPR and the LED
(Homo Digitalis & EKPIZO, 2019). Also, in October 2019,
Homo Digitalis filed a complaint (CHAP(2019)03059) to the
European Commission against a breach of the provisions
of the EU data protection law (GDPR and LED) by Greece
and L.4624/2019. According to Homo Digitalis, while Article 52, para.1 of the L.4624/2019 states that a decision
based solely on automated processing, including profiling,
which produces an adverse legal effect concerning the
data subject or significantly affects him or her is only allowed when it is authorized by law. It does not state that
such a law shall provide appropriate safeguards for the
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rights and freedoms of the data subject, not even the right
to obtain human intervention on the part of the controller. This omission is very serious and could jeopardize the
rights of the data subjects in the age of technology-led
predictive policing (Homo Digitalis, 2019a). The Hellenic
DPA issued its Opinion on L. 4624/2019 in January 2020,
which heavily criticized the lack of conformity of some of
its provisions with the GDPR and the LED. Concerning Article 52, the Hellenic DPA stated that Article 11 LED has
been poorly transposed because the L. 4624/2019 does
not provide the appropriate safeguards for the rights and
freedoms of the data subject, at least the right to obtain
human intervention on the part of the controller (Hellenic
Data Protection Authority, 2020b, p.23).

/ Scientific Committee to examine the
impact of AI in the Greek Judicial System
In February 2019, Mr. Michael Kalogirou, the then Minister of Justice, Transparency, and Human Rights, issued
a Ministerial Decision to establish a scientific committee
entrusted with the task of examining the impact of AI
on the Greek judicial system. The scientific committee is
composed of members of the Greek Courts and Supreme
Courts, academics, members of Greek law bars, and civil
servants. The committee will submit proposals, inter alia,
to the ministry, for the modernization of the existing legal framework taking into account technological developments (Hellenic Ministry of Justice, Transparency, and Human Rights, 2019).

/ The potential impact of AI on human
rights in the Constitution?

than twenty other representatives. The petition requested
the PACE to develop a recommendation examining the role
of algorithms and AI in the criminal justice system bearing
in mind the Council of Europe standards on human rights
and the rule of law (Cilevičs et al, 2018).

/ Greece signs a declaration of cooperation on AI with EU Member States
In April 2018, 25 EU Member States signed a declaration of
cooperation on AI. With this declaration, the Member States
agreed to work together on different challenges raised by
AI, from ensuring Europe’s competitiveness in the research
and deployment of AI, to dealing with social, economic, ethical, and legal questions. In May 2018, Mr. Costas Fotakis,
the then Alternate Minister for Education, Research, and
Religious Affairs, signed the declaration on behalf of Greece
(Hellenic Republic, 2018).

/ Civil Society and Academia
/ Hellenic Data Protection Authority
(HDPA)
The Hellenic Data Protection Authority (HDPA) is a constitutionally consolidated independent authority. The HDPA
posted guidance on its website stating that citizen rights
should not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling under Article 22
GDPR. By using simple language, the HDPA has attempted
to clarify the GDPR’s provisions of Article 22 and explain its
connection with Articles 13, 14, 17, 18, and 21 (Hellenic Data
Protection Authority, 2019).

In February 2019, during the Greek Parliament’s Plenary
Session on the revision of the Greek Constitution, Mr. Yiannis Maniatis acting as a rapporteur for the Movement for
Change (KINAL) political party, proposed an amendment to
Article 25 of the Greek Constitution regarding the potential impact of AI on the rule of law, and respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms. Τhe suggestion was not
voted through (Maniatis, 2019).

/ National Commission for Human Rights
in the Hellenic Republic (GNCHR)

/ Greece signs a motion for the
examination of the role of algorithms
and AI in the criminal justice system

/ Hellenic Artificial Intelligence Society
(EETN)

In September 2018, Ms. Ioanneta Kavvadia, the then representative of Greece at the Parliamentary Assembly (PACE)
of the Council of Europe, signed a joint motion with more
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The Greek National Commission for Human Rights (GNCHR) is an independent advisory body to the state and specializes in human rights issues. It was established by Law
2667/1998, in accordance with the UN Paris Principles, and
inaugurated on 10 January 2000.

The Hellenic Artificial Intelligence Society (EETN) started in
1996 and it is a non-profit scientific organization devoted to
organizing and promoting AI research in Greece and abroad.
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/ The Center for Security Studies (KEMEA)
The Center for Security Studies – KEMEA is a scientific, consulting, and research agency supervised by the Minister of
Citizen Protection involved in many of the research projects
described above.

/ The Foundation for Research and
Technology – Hellas (FORTH)
The Foundation for Research and Technology – Hellas
(FORTH) was founded in 1983 and is one of the largest research centers in Greece and it has a reputation for being a
top-level international research institute.
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/ The Hellenic Scientific Council for
Information Society (HSCIS)
The Hellenic Scientific Council for Information Society (HSCIS) was established in 2001 and its main purpose is to
contribute to the development of the Information Society
within a privacy preserving environment.

/ The Hellenic Association of Data
Protection & Privacy (HADPP)
The Hellenic Association of Data Protection & Privacy
(HADPP) is a non-profit group of professionals with a passion to exchange, analyze, communicate and educate on
the ongoing issues of data protection, privacy and security.

/ The National Center of Scientific
Research “Demokritos” (NCSR
Demokritos)

/ The Institute for Privacy Law, Data
Protection and Technology (IPL)

Founded in 1961, the National Center of Scientific Research
Demokritos is the largest multidisciplinary research center
in Greece. Together with Ernst & Young Greece, it founded the Hellenic Artificial Intelligence Center of Excellence
(NCSR Demokritos & EY, 2019).

The Institute for Privacy Law, Data Protection and Technology (IPL) was established by the European Public Law
Organization and aims at advancing and promoting knowledge and policy in the fields of privacy and data protection
law, technology, society, and fundamental rights.

/ The Center for Research and
Technology Hellas (ITI/CERTH)

/ The Open Technologies Alliance (GFOSS)

The Center for Research and Technology Hellas (ITI/CERTH)
was founded in 2000 and it is listed among the TOP 20 EU
research institutions with the highest participation in competitive research grants.

/ The Research and Innovation Center
in Information, Communication and
Knowledge Technologies “ATHENA”
The ATHENA Research and Innovation Center was founded
in 2003. It is comprised of the Institute for Language and
Speech Processing (ILSP), the Information Management
Systems Institute (IMSI) and the Industrial Systems Institute
(ISI).

/ The Institute of Communications and
Computer Systems (ICCS)
The Institute of Communication and Computer Systems
(ICCS) was founded in 1992 and belongs to the School of
Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) at the National
Technical University of Athens (NTUA).
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The Open Technologies Alliance (GFOSS) is a non-profit
organization founded in 2008. Its main goal is to promote
openness through the use and the development of open
standards and open technologies in education, public administration, and business.

/ Consumers’ Association The Quality of
Life (EKPIZO)
EKPIZO was established in 1988 to protect consumer rights
and improving the quality of life. It is a non-governmental,
non-profit association with more than 24,000 members. EKPIZO is a member of the European Consumer Organization
(BEUC).

/ Center for Consumer protection
(KEPKA)
KEPKA is a non-governmental, non-profit, independent consumer organization founded in 1982. KEPKA is a member of
the European Consumer Organization (BEUC).
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/ Homo Digitalis
Homo Digitalis is the first Greek civil society organization focused on the protection and promotion of digital rights. Its
activities cover a range of topics related to data protection,
privacy, freedom of expression and information online, intellectual property, non-discrimination, and net neutrality.
It was founded in 2018, and it is a member of European
Digital Rights (EDRi).

Key takeaways
The use of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
cameras by the Hellenic Police is a practice that requires
special attention, since it could pose important challenges
for the protection of the rights of individuals in Greece. Since
the cameras are deployed in police vehicles they could, in
theory, monitor nearby pedestrians or scan details of vehicles that are not stolen. This raises important questions
regarding the rights to privacy and data protection. The national law should provide thorough details and safeguards
on the collection of this data, the purpose of the processing
activities, and the retention period, as well as details of access to this information by competent authorities.
In addition, the four million euro contract given to Intracom Telecom to work with the Hellenic Police to develop
an information system related to face recognition, automated fingerprint identification, document authentication, and complex information searches in existing da-

tabases, raises important human rights’ concerns. The
police intend to use the software during routine stops to
verify the identity of individuals. However, a national legal
framework providing for the legal basis of such activities
and for the appropriate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of the data subjects involved is lacking. Also, one
could argue that such a measure does not meet the criterion of strict necessity that allows for the processing of
biometric information provided for in Article 10 of the Law
Enforcement Directive.
Moreover, it is clear that there are many Greek, or Greek
stakeholder-led, research projects with a focus on the development and deployment of ADM systems currently taking place. The fields of predictive policing and border management appear to be two of the most developed. However,
the participation of state actors in these research projects,
including national research centers such as KEMEA, the Hellenic Police, and various ministries, including the Hellenic
Ministry of Defense, is particularly noticeable. It is important to mention that through these projects valuable technical expertise is acquired by the partners involved, which
at a later stage could potentially be applied in real-life case
scenarios.
At the same time, projects that focus on the use of ADM in
the fields of healthcare, transportation, and medicine are in
line with the National Digital Strategy of Greece and the aim
is for these projects to assist the country in kick-starting its
economic development. Such projects could create the infrastructure needed to boost the economy and make Greek
stakeholders in these fields more competitive.

The use of Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) cameras could
pose important challenges for
the protection of the rights of
individuals in Greece.
138
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italy

What a
lovely day. It’s
great to eat
outside.
Yes,
except
that I’m in this
shadow. I’m
cold!

You know what?
I’m going to sue them.
That’s it. We won’t have
this problem ever
again.

No, I just
wish they were able
to respect our
borders.

We
could move
the table, if
you’d like.

No.

You’ll
see how easily
I’ll win it! Trust
me.

That’s nonsense!
The case could last
forever and you might
not even win it!

What is it? Some
trees over your wall. Hold
on a second, I’m going to tell you
right now. I’m using a new system
that makes everything quicker.
Just give me a minute.

No, I wouldn’t
recommend doing it, it’s
not worth it.

Ask your
friend, the lawyer,
and we’ll see!

Do you want me to call
Paolo? alright, I’ll do
it straightaway.

Ok. Talk
to you
soon.
Bye,
thank you
again.

Are you
sure?

Absolutely.

What did
I say? Let me
do this.

May I ask you to cut
the branches that grew over
the fence, please? Would
that be a problem?

Of course not, madam.
Not at all. I apoligise, we
just moved in and we hadn’t
noticed it. I’ll cut them as
soon as possible.

Find out more on p. 150 in the research chapter under “
Is my complaint algorithmically sound? Predictive justice in Genoa (and beyond)”.
Automating Society Report 2020
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In Italy, an
appetite
for face
recognition
in football
stadiums
Right before the pandemic, the
government and top sports
authorities were planning
a massive deployment of
face recognition and sound
surveillance technologies in all
Italian football stadiums. The
reason? To help fight racism.
By Fabio Chiusi
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At the beginning of 2020, just as the whole world was grappling with increasing evidence of the discriminatory and
racist outcomes of face recognition technologies, Italy
mulled its widespread adoption in football stadiums as an
essential tool in the fight against racism.
The issue had been at the forefront of the country’s mainstream media coverage over the previous months, most
notably because of the repeated racist chants and slurs
made by supporters of Verona, Lazio, and other teams
against Brescia superstar Mario Balotelli, who is black.

italy / Story

talked about the same idea: “using technology will lead to
high-definition face recognition of individuals who will be
guilty of committing such crimes,” he had said in January.
To Gravina, the project was meant to see the light in a relatively short time span: “Experimentation will start rapidly,
and then we will sensitize all interested parties, both clubs
and leagues, towards using this technology.”

/ The police want to listen to your
conversations in the football
stands

In February, right before the COVID-19 pandemic took Italy
But it’s not just face recognition: the plan also included
by storm, the Minister for Youth Policies and Sports, Vinadopting sound surveillance systems, so-called “sonic racenzo Spadafora, had had enough, and he thought that
dars”. Already, in October 2019, Gravina had hypothesized
technology should come to the rescue. He, therefore, anthe adoption of the “passive radars” currently in use by
nounced that the Italian government was about to exanti-terrorism units, to “spot the source
periment with, and deploy, “new technologies
of a noise”, including private conto support the work of police forces” in footversations between supporters
only those clubs
ball stadiums all over the country. And not
in the stands – a feature that
implementing the
just to prevent individuals who are banned
Gravina himself described as
adequate technologies
from sports competitions from entering
problematic in terms of priwould
be
shielded
Italian stadiums: he wanted them to spot
vacy. However, this supposfrom liability for acts
racist supporters, in real-time.
edly meant that such systems
committed by supwould also be able to pick up
porters.
Spadafora did not specify which “new techracist conversations. Offenders
nologies” he was talking about. But others did.
could then be identified through
Luigi De Siervo, CEO of Lega Serie A, Italy’s top footface recognition.
ball league, spoke about “the silent work” that institutions
were doing. “We need to get all of the people who are ruinDeploying such technologies would also bear legal coning this wonderful sport, one by one”, he said. “With face
sequences, according to Gravina. In fact, Federcalcio was
contextually planning to adopt a new regime of “objective
responsibility” for football clubs: only those implementing
the adequate technologies would be shielded from liability for acts committed by supporters. This way, according
We need to get all of the
to Federcalcio, they would also be free from extortion by
people who are ruining this
hardcore, “ultra” fans, who often use racism as a threat to
wonderful sport, one by
attain the goals of their blackmailing strategies. For examone. With face recognition,
ple, in September 2019, when Juventus FC stopped giving
this is now possible.
in to alleged extortion – demanding cheap season tickets,
free drinks at stadium bars, and even invitations to club
parties – ultras started singing racist chants as a reprisal,
knowing all too well that it would have meant sanctions for
the club. As a result, 12 ultras were arrested.
recognition, this is now possible.” According to La Repubblica, De Siervo even went to Israel to study its latest apWhile various media reports argued that some staffers
plications.
within the Interior Ministry had serious doubts over the effectiveness of such technologies in real-life scenarios, othThe head of the Italian Football Federation (Federazione
ers uncritically praised them as “the next frontier of antiItaliana Giuoco Calcio, or FIGC), Gabriele Gravina, also
racism”. De Siervo even compared himself to former UK
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Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher: “We will achieve in two
years what Thatcher achieved in ten”, he argued.

live face recognition from real-time video feeds (“REAL
TIME” function).

But then, the pandemic struck, and everything changed.

Conceived in 2014, and deployed in several different settings (from the port of Bari to a casino in Las Vegas), this
system was also trialed in June 2019 at the Stadio Friuli,
Udine, before the final match of the Under-21 European
Cup. The objective was to pilot the monitoring function at
the gates to keep supporters out who had previously received a restraining order that bans them from entry.

/ The government vaguely
confirms its plans, others remain
silent
With the COVID-19 outbreak raging throughout northern
Italy, the government brought Serie A to a halt on
March 10. Stadiums would remain closed to
the public until June, crucially delaying the
even
planned deployments.

in the
absence of any
publicly available
evidence, De Siervo
hinted at a future
adoption of S.A.R.I.
for all Italian
football stadiums.

And yet, in an email exchange in May
2020, a spokesperson for the Ministry of Youth and Sports “surely” – but
vaguely – confirmed that “we are trying to implement a series of tools to
prevent racism in stadiums and that
we’re working on that together with the
FIGC.” No updates were deemed necessary in a further written exchange
in September, and no further answers
have been provided to the precise questions asked by AlgorithmWatch concerning the plan.

Neither Lega Calcio Serie A nor Federcalcio replied to our
questions also. And yet, that hasn’t stopped clubs from
experimenting with face recognition in stadiums. Thanks
to media reports, we are aware of pilot deployments both
in Udine and Naples, where 190 face recognition cameras
were activated in September 2019. A month later, video
surveillance at the Neapolitan San Paolo stadium proved
crucial in identifying some 32 supporters who were then
each issued with a fine of 500 euros – 166 euros if paid
within five days of notice – for the violation of the stadium’s
security regulations.

/ Yet another job for S.A.R.I.
But it’s the Udine pilot that introduces the most relevant
development. As detailed in the first edition of our ‘Automating Society’ report, an “automated system for image
recognition” (“Sistema Automatico di Riconoscimento Immagini”, or “S.A.R.I.”) was already in use by the Italian police
to apprehend criminals, both to match the face image of
a suspect with those included in databases maintained by
law enforcement (“ENTERPRISE” function) and to perform
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AlgorithmWatch repeatedly asked both
Udinese FC and Reco 3.26, S.A.R.I.’s Pugliabased creators, about the results of that
trial deployment, but the football club
delegated all answers to the developers, and the developers never replied
to any questions.

And yet, even in the absence of any
publicly available evidence, De Siervo
hinted at a future adoption of S.A.R.I. for
all Italian football stadiums, explicitly stating
that the system should realize this technological
revamp of football stadium security would be “the same as
that in use by police forces”.
The lack of any public discussion around this topic did not
prevent S.A.R.I. from being portrayed by mainstream media as a default security measure in both Inter and Milan
FC’s plans for a new stadium to replace San Siro in the
Lombardy capital. Here, it would not only check for banned
individuals, but also for “potential terrorists”, according to
Corriere della Sera Milano – its main selling point being that
the software could allegedly analyze “a face at a 60 meters
distance”.
But, again, there’s more. According to the same article, the
plan that both Inter and Milan football clubs have shared
with the municipality’s office includes “geolocalisation and
sound sensors”, together with “software that is able to recognise abnormal behaviour, such as “loitering” or “the sudden presence of an object in a certain place.”

/ Former president of Italian DPA:
“caution” should be applied
Racism. Terrorism. Loitering. Face recognition in stadiums
takes on many guises – and even more deployments. Face
recognition cameras are, for example, also installed at Ata-
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lanta’s newly named “Gewiss Stadium” in Bergamo. The restyled “Curva Pisani” features seven turnstiles and 40 video
surveillance cameras, some of them equipped with face
recognition technology. In 2016, the Italian Data Protection
Authority authorized the use of the technology in Rome’s
Stadio Olimpico.
But things have changed since then. In recent years, evidence of inaccurate and discriminatory outcomes of face
recognition technologies has increased. And that evidence
should matter, argues the former president of the Italian
DPA, Antonello Soro, in a written interview with AlgorithmWatch conducted when he was still in office.

italy / Story

hidden from public view. But then, the COVID-19 pandemic
struck, halting competitions and emptying public spaces.
A foundational issue then came to the fore: when stadiums
reopen, supporters will need to wear a mask to be allowed
to enter the premises. But that spells doom for the accuracy of face recognition technology, as documented in a recent National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
study. What to do? Could face recognition be upgraded in
such a way that it can still recognize people, even though
they are wearing masks?
While many companies claim to have solved
the issue, the available evidence suggests
otherwise. This is possibly the reason
why current pilots (and PR material from
vendors) mostly focus on face recognition technology, without, rather ambitiously, claiming to recognize an individual who is wearing a mask. The solutions
that claim to do this mostly work in conjunction with thermal scanning technology and other tools used to scan public
health during the pandemic.

In the interview, Soro acknowledged
In recent
that “the absolutely peculiar context
years,
evidence
of [a football] stadium is one… which
of inaccurate and
… extensive use of biometric techdiscriminatory
nologies… [is]… more evident.” As a
outcomes of
result, safeguards are all the more
face recognition
important. And, since 2016, the “pecutechnologies has
liar dangers” of biometric surveillance
– “especially when instrumental to an
increased. And that
algorithmic decision-making process”
evidence should
– have become apparent, Soro calls
matter.
for “further caution” before deploying
One example of a pilot project is in Tusuch systems. In particular, they have to
rin. The “Feel Safe” system – an “automatbe made consistent with the law and need
ed anti-virus gate” – was trialed at the match
a privacy impact assessment. This is what the DPA has been
between Turin and Hellas Verona. The gate is designed to
talking about in his dialogue with the FIGC too, Soro wrote.
safely speed up the entrance of fans and is produced by the
Milan-based company, Worldwide Exhibition System (WES).
However, the “real time” function of S.A.R.I., the one that
No information is available regarding what kind of biometric
would be relevant for Spadafora’s technological plans
data the system takes into account, not even in corporate or
against racism, has only been subject to “preliminary diaPR material. A WES presentation only says that the FeelSafe
logues” with the Interior Ministry during his time in office,
system can “interface with a company’s entry management
wrote Soro. As a result, the proposal “has not been transsystem, thanks to a system of biometric controls.”
lated into a detailed project” – mainly because of the lack
of an “adequate normative framework”, one that “details
Italy is, of course, not alone in experimenting with face recchecks and balances” of the treatment of biometric data,
ognition technology in stadiums. While Denmark, Belgium,
especially for such a “significative one, both in terms of size
and the Netherlands deployed the system for security
and typology of performed operations.”
checks – with varying results and legal challenges – it is also
being thought about as a tool “to give fans personalized exNo further updates have been provided under the current
periences” at the Dodger’s Stadium in Los Angeles.
presidency of the DPA, which started in July 2020.
And yet, no country – apart from Italy – has tried to apply
face and sound recognition systems to identify the authors
/ The COVID-19 pandemic as a way
of racist slurs.
to repurpose face recognition
In the absence of clear transparency rules, pilots and deployments of face recognition technology began to multiply,
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Whether this idea will actually be implemented remains to
be seen. We’ll be watching.
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Research
By Fabio Chiusi

Contextualization
/ A louder conversation, but mostly
around “AI”
Even though it is still unrecognized as such, automated
decision-making systems are increasingly at the forefront
of policy and public debates in Italy. Specific legislative
measures are absent, and — as noted in the first edition of
this report — there is no formal definition of ADM for both
government and private use. And yet, two sentences pronounced in 2019 now prescribe clearer limitations around
the use of ADM systems in education. This particularly refers to the “Buona Scuola” algorithm, that mistakenly assigned thousands of teachers to the wrong professional
destination according to mobility rankings in 2016, and
which has since been discontinued.
ADM systems are at the heart of the debate surrounding
the use of data to fight the COVID-19 outbreak, through
a mobile phone app which has received consistent media
coverage, and also related to Big Data predictive analytics
when checking for fiscal consistency with the ISA Fiscal Reliability Index implemented by the current government. Predictive policing has also made its mark in Italy and findings
unearthed in this report clearly show how solutions like
XLAW are widely deployed, tested, and implemented. Predictive justice and health projects are also being explored,
mostly at the local level.
However, for most Italians, the debate is about “artificial intelligence” and not ADM. In fact, the social and political implications of “AI” still constitute the bulk of the mainstream
rhetoric around the challenges and opportunities of automation, strongly hingeing on moral panics and “clickbait”
mainstream media articles. At the same time, the public
dimension of the tech-policy debate around algorithmic
fairness, discrimination, and manipulation often proceeds
almost entirely devoid of the mounting evidence coming
from both academic literature and investigative journalism.
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/ Face recognition is suddenly
everywhere
This might help explain why the increasing deployment of
invasive ADM solutions — such as face recognition technologies — is still not properly appreciated by the population
at large in Italy, despite the fact that an October 2019 Comparitech report (Forbes Italia 2019) bashed Italy’s “extensive
use of biometrics, including face recognition in airports”
adding that it was “causing concern among citizens”. And
while face recognition has become wildly popular through
smartphone applications like FaceApp, experiments with its
uses have been taking place in public venues, and institutions, such as stadiums, hospitals, and schools throughout
the country and in the absence of any meaningful democratic debate, more experiments are already being planned.

the “Buona Scuola”
algorithm, mistakenly
assigned thousands of
teachers to the wrong
professional destination
according to mobility
rankings in 2016.

As a result, no significant activism campaign has grown in
response, thus allowing these experiments to go on mostly
unchallenged or, when challenged by journalists and pundits, to be met with a disconcerting lack of transparency.
This is most apparent in the case of the — ever-evolving
— SARI face recognition system used by law enforcement
agencies. The system’s mysterious functioning has yet to be
made fully public.
This lack of detailed scrutiny has also led to an increasing
tendency to frame algorithms in a “dystopian” fashion, and
(unjustly) identify them as the culprit of many of the current
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drawbacks within Italian society. Algorithms are regularly
blamed for polarization, lack of trust in institutions and the
media, “fake news” — whether automated or not — and
for the crisis in democracy. Furthermore, rising racism, hate
speech, far-right nationalism, and intolerance have been
substantially attributed to the personalization and microtargeting algorithms of digital platforms. Again, this has
mostly happened without solid, peer-reviewed evidence or
reporting on the actual persuasive effects of social media
campaigns.

/ What Italians think about when
they think about ADM
But what do Italians actually think about when they think
about ADM? The best available proxy is to look into how
and what Italians think about “AI” in decision-making contexts. In 2019, two polls tried to understand several aspects
of the role of artificial intelligence in the daily lives of Italians, and some of the findings are relevant to the ADM
debate. The AIDP-Lablaw survey, conducted by BVA DOXA
and published in November 2019 (BVA DOXA 2019), argues
that Italians are generally hopeful that AI will unearth solutions and discoveries that would otherwise be inconceivable (94%), and they widely believe that AI is beneficial to
well-being and quality of life (87%). Also, 89% think robots
will never fully replace human intervention — this broadly
refers to the job market, but it might also be relevant in
terms of ADM.
However, the Italians who were surveyed still fear that AI
will end up having a commanding role in their lives (50%
think there is a risk of machine predominance on mankind),
and a large majority (70%) believe that “many jobs” will be
lost as a result of the increase in automation. A crucial finding was the startling consensus around regulating AI: 92%
agreed that laws are necessary.
Another survey, also published in November 2019, tried
to address a narrower issue: Are Italians concerned about
“killer robots” — part of what we may label “ADM in war”?
According to a YouGov poll within the international “Campaign to Stop Killer Robots” (Rete Disarmo 2019), managed
in Italy by Rete Disarmo, 75% of Italians are in favor of an
international ban on fully autonomous systems equipped
to kill human beings, and they go as far as proposing Italy
as a leader in the design of international norms around the
issue. A previous IRIAD Archivio Disarmo poll (March 2019)
showed similar results. Support for the ban is also consistent across the whole ideological and party spectrum.
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Also, relevant to help understand attitudes towards ADM in
Italy is a monster.it poll concerning automation in the hiring
process. Published in December 2018, the poll concluded
(Sole 24 Ore 2018) that almost half of the sample (45%)
firmly believe that “robots will never be able to assess an
applicant better than a human”. However, almost a quarter
of respondents think that algorithms might be — and will
be — helpful in assisting the evaluation of candidates. Six
percent agreed that “algorithms will be so reliable and precise that they’ll be able to substitute humans”.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Your boarding pass is your face:
face recognition at airports
Face recognition technologies are being deployed, or are
about to be deployed, at airports in Milan, Linate, Malpensa,
and at Rome Fiumicino — three of the biggest hubs for both
national and international flights in the country. The idea
behind the adoption of the technology is to allow travelers
to experience a “frictionless journey” by replacing identification and boarding passes with the traveler’s own face.
Airport authorities claim that this will make checks quicker,
while at the same time the technology will increase security.
On February 12, 2020, a pilot deployment of face recognition technology started at Linate airport, and will last until
the end of the year (Corriere Milano, 2019; Corriere della
Sera, 2020). Called “Face Boarding”, the project initially involves Alitalia flights to Roma Fiumicino only, and just for
frequent and “Comfort” (i.e. business) class flyers.
A trial deployment of face recognition is also expected to
begin at Malpensa airport by the end of 2020 (Mobilita
2019).
At Rome Fiumicino, the trial started in November 2019, and
initially involved just one company, KLM, and one destination, Amsterdam (TgCom24, 2019). However, airport managers claim that it will soon expand and that it will ultimately apply to all flights and all destinations in and out of the
international airport.
Developers of the system, deployed through a collaboration between ADR (Aeroporti di Roma) and electronic iden-
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tity solutions provider Vision-Box, claim that it only acquires
biometric information of the traveler temporarily, and that
all data is erased “within an hour of departure”: “Nothing
will remain on ADR’s servers”, they write on the airport’s
website.
The biometric-based technological overhaul of both the Milan hubs, Linate and Malpensa, will cost 21 million euros,
wrote all-news broadcaster TgCom24, and will include “six
kiosks for enrollment (subscription to the program that links
biometric data to a passport or ID card), 25 electronic boarding gates, 10 pre-security gates and 7 face security spots”.

predict the beginning of chronic pathologies and post-surgery complications (Giornale Monza 2019).
Building on a decade spent digitizing medical records,
Vimercate hospital aims to more efficiently manage patients, including by personalizing treatments according to
machine learning-powered analytics, thus reducing costs
and optimizing logistics, while at the same time improving
its “precision medicine” solutions.
“This is the first structured usage of AI within a hospital in
Italy”, says Head of AI Solutions at Almaviva, Antonio Cerqua, who also revealed that the objective is to provide his
company’s IoT platform, Giotto, “to a national network of
hospitals”. According to Cerqua, “many have already shown
their interest” (Il Giorno 2019).

Face recognition-powered “Automated Border Control
Gates” (or “ABCGates”) were first installed at Naples airport
in 2016, and manage the transit of some 2,000 passengers a
day (Repubblica Napoli 2016). “The new technology
helped providing Naples Airport passengers
Representatives from the conNo independent
with a better experience”, says Alessansulting giant Deloitte also visauditing
or
finding
dro Fidato, the facility’s Infrastructure
ited the Vimercate hospital
concerning any of these
& Operations Director, “making transpecifically because of this
face recognition systems is
sit and controls quicker and at the
project, wrote Giornale di
publicly available, and none
same time assuring that the stricter
Monza.
standards in security are observed at
has been adequately debated
Italian borders”. The IT solution is pro“AI must not replace physiamong the general
vided by Sita, described in the media as
cians”, says Head of Informatpopulation.
a “world leader” in airport security technolics at ASST Vimercate, Giovanni
ogy. The company claims to already serve some
Delgrossi, “but support them, a tool that
thirty governments worldwide.
helps them making better decisions” (Sole 24 Ore 2019b).
More deployments are to be expected, especially in the
aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to media
reports (Il Messaggero, 2020).

/ Is my complaint algorithmically
sound? Predictive justice in Genoa
(and beyond)

No independent auditing or finding concerning any of these
face recognition systems is publicly available, and none has
been adequately debated among the general population.

In 2019, the first experiment with automated decision-making within the justice system was developed at LIDER Lab
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna in collaboration with EMbeDS,
KDD Lab and the Tribunal of Genoa (Gonews 2019).

/ These automated systems predict
your health
Experiments with automated decision-making systems for
predictive health are not new in Italy. And while projects
such as RiskER and Abbiamo i numeri giusti are still ongoing, another interesting predictive health project has been
added to the Italian landscape throughout 2019. In the city
of Vimercate, in the Lombardy region of northern Italy, the
local branch of the public health authority (Azienda Socio
Sanitaria Territoriale, ASST) has adopted open source cloud
solutions (developed by Almaviva) which use algorithms to
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Called “Predictive Jurisprudence”, it allows researchers
to access and analyze — through machine learning techniques — the corpus of rulings pronounced by the judiciary
in the Liguria capital. The purpose of this is to extract meaningful information for further processing, starting with the
identification of common trends in jurisprudence focused
on a specific subject matter (e.g., past judgments on a certain typology of crime or around similar court cases).
This would provide a benchmark against which each human judge might assess the case before him or her, and
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easily check for consistency with previous rulings in analogous situations. Ideally, it might even produce predictions regarding a practitioner’s future behavior in similar
cases.
Genoa Tribunal president, Enrico Ravera, argues that the
aim of the project is not a mere “extrapolation of statistics from case studies”, but rather to “apply artificial intelligence techniques to jurisprudence”. More precisely, “Predictive Jurisprudence” is described by the research team,
coordinated by Prof. Giovanni Comandé, as “a multilayer
project unfolding into five interconnected but autonomous
levels”.
In a written reply to an email request by AlgorithmWatch,
Comandé and colleague Prof. Denise Amram said: “In the
start-up phase, the project aims to analyze decisions with
the corresponding files of trial courts according to the criteria and methodologies developed in the Observatory on
personal injury, applicable to areas of litigation other than
non-pecuniary damages (level 1). The same materials are
used also through techniques of Machine Learning to develop both tools for annotation and automatic extraction
of information from legal texts (level 2) and algorithms for
analysis and prediction (so-called Artificial Intelligence level
3).”
In particular, the researchers argue, “the architecture of the
database designed to host the data acquired by the courts
will be designed and trained for developing algorithms to
automatically identify trends with reference to the criteria
known to the interpreter, as well as to highlight new trends
on the basis of possible bias/tendencies found by the algorithm.”
Especially notable in terms of automated decision-making is
the fact that “the algorithm aims to recreate and mimic the
legal reasoning behind the solution(s) adopted in the judgements by making predictable subsequent decisions on the
same subject.” Automation is, therefore, applied to the summarization and explanation of ideas: “These tools should
also help to explain the reasoning underlying each decision,
while the development of suitable tools to explain the criteria defined by the developed AI (level 4) will be tested.”
Finally, in the last phase, “efforts and results in the different
levels of research and development will be traced back to
the attempt to structure the analysis of the legal argument
at such a level of abstraction and systematicity as to contribute to the simplification of all tasks (level 5).”
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Selected case-studies currently involve a first pilot on
“alimony in case of divorce”. Here, “queries are pre-determined by law, but their judicial interpretations continuously
evolve”, write the researchers. “At this regard, current reform bills are proposing to introduce new criteria, whose
efficacy could be discussed in light of our analysis.”
“The second pilot and the third one,” wrote Comandé and
Amram, “develop within the Observatory on Personal Injury
Damage studies. The algorithm may contribute to the identification of criteria for awarding non-pecuniary losses compensation beyond the current interpretations and attempts
to standardize these highly subjective head of damages.
Within this core- analysis, the algorithm could be bettertrained to explain non-pecuniary losses in case of burn out,
whose boundaries are still discussed both from clinical and
legal perspectives.”
According to the researchers, “several Tribunals are joining
the project. Among them the Tribunal of Pisa and Bologna.”
In 2018, the Appeals Court and Tribunal in Brescia also started their own experiment with “predictive justice” through
a pilot project that aims to extract predictions about the
length of a lawsuit, and the principles that will most likely
be adopted in evaluating it and goes as far as providing
an estimated probability of having a complaint approved.
(BresciaOggi 2018)
This is part of a two-year long collaboration between the
justice system and the University of Brescia which consists
of the following steps: identification of the subject matter
to analyze, creation of a database for each topic, designing of the “work groups” among university resources that
will operationally interface with the tribunal, extraction of
predictions by researchers and, finally, publication and dissemination of findings (AgendaDigitale 2019) — which, at
the time of writing, are not yet available.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Learning from the Buona Scuola
algorithm debacle
The most important developments in the field of automated
decision-making over the last year concern how the Italian
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Courts responded to the claims of teachers affected by the
structural mistakes made by La Buona Scuola algorithm.
The algorithm was used to sort 210,000 mobility requests
from teachers in 2016. The evaluation and enforcement of
the mobility request procedure were delegated entirely to
a faulty automated decision-making system (Repubblica,
2019).
The algorithm has since been discontinued, and yet appeal
cases against the decisions it made are still in the thousands (10,000 teachers were affected, according to La Repubblica), and, as noted in the first edition of the Automating Society report, these complaints are strongly grounded
in facts — from bad programming choices, to deliberate obfuscation strategies to prevent meaningful auditing of the
source code of La Buona Scuola algorithm itself.
As a result, teachers were unjustifiably moved from Puglia
to Milan, instead of within their own region, or displaced
from their natural location in Padua. The system even automatically forced two teachers with autistic children to move
from the southern region of Calabria to Prato, in the northern region of Tuscany.
Over the course of 2019, two specific rulings determined
precisely how and why these automated mistakes resulted
in illegal discrimination and choices over the professional
and personal lives of thousands of individuals employed in
the public education system. The first case was from the
Consiglio di Stato (State Council 2019), and the second was
from Section 3rd-Bis of the Tribunale Amministrativo (Administrative Tribunal, TAR) of Lazio (n. 10964, September
2019) (TAR Lazio 2019).

appeal cases
against the
decisions Buona
Scuola made
are still in the
thousands.
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And while both institutions recognize the technical flaws that
affected the performance of the ranking algorithm, they are
also clear that the actual flaw is even more fundamental, as it
involves the very rationale behind its deployment — according to the TAR, even contradicting the Italian Constitution
and the European Convention on Human Rights.
In fact, even though the State Council reminds us that the
automation of decision-making processes within the administration brings about “unquestionable benefits”, it also
prescribes that these benefits can only be realized when
such processes do not involve any “discretional judgment”
on the part of the system. In particular, its “technical rules”
(the programming and functioning) and decisions must
always ultimately be the result of human judgment. Algorithms might even work by themselves, but only when highly standardized, repetitive procedures are involved.
Similarly, the TAR of Lazio concluded that “informatics procedures, were they to attain their best degree of precision
or even perfection, cannot supplant, by entirely replacing it,
the cognitive, acquisitive and judgmental activity that only
an investigation entrusted to a physical person can attain”.
Crucial, again, is the fact that the “whole” procedure was
delegated to an “impersonal algorithm”, when instead automation may only serve an “instrumental”, “merely auxiliary”
role within the administrative process – clearly specifying
that algorithms may “never” be put in a “dominant” position
when compared to human beings.
This has clear implications for the transparency and explainability of the motives behind the public administrations’ decisions, as both rulings remark. However, the interpretative frameworks differ.
The State Council does not rule out the possibility of a transparent, fully automated decision. It only bases its favorable
response to claimants in the fact that the particular algorithm deployed for La Buona Scuola was so compromised
and chaotic as to be “unknowable”—neither to the affected
teachers nor to the Court itself. However, the ruling immediately adds that when full automation is involved, an even
stronger notion of “transparency” should apply. A notion
that “implies the full knowability of any rules expressed in
languages other than the judicial”.
The TAR of Lazio, instead, defines the very possibility of
such full automation as “deleterious Orwellian perspective”,
suggesting that both transparency and explainability would
be fundamentally compromised as a result.
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/ Algorithmic fiscal reliability
rankings in practice
First introduced by the Gentiloni government in 2017, the
ISA Fiscal Reliability Index finally came into use in 2019.
Developed by SOSE (Soluzioni per il sistema economico), a
subsidiary of both the Ministry of Finance (MEF) and Banca
d’Italia, the system consists of an algorithmic scoring of fiscal trustworthiness. The system assigns precise benefits
to higher rankings (above 8 out of a scale of 10), while at
the same time prescribing stricter controls on those below
6. This is based on the mere automated presumption of
anomalies in consumption, properties, investments, and
other financial behavior. Its rationale is to give fiscal subjects a way to self-assess their position and preemptively
fill any gaps that might alert authorities and lead to further
scrutiny.
And again, detractors pointed out that the system is essentially flawed. Corriere della Sera’s Dataroom interviewed
“several accountants” in “many different regions of Italy”,
and even though the methodology does not give statistical
attribution and/or scientific weight to her findings, investigative journalist Milena Gabanelli concluded that errors might
concern as many as 50% of taxpayers. As a result of the introduction of ISA “we found”, Gabanelli wrote, “that 40 to
50% of taxpayers shifted from a “congruous and coherent”
fiscal position in income tax return for 2018 to an “insufficient” one in 2019, and vice versa” (Corriere della Sera 2019).
Errors allegedly resulting from the fact that taxpayers are
not allowed to share which factors actually contribute to
their annual incomes, thus facilitated misrepresentations
and misunderstandings. It only takes a pregnancy, some
vacant real estate, or a contingent surge in legal expenses
to alert the system and potentially find yourself automatically flagged for “anomalies”, claims Gabanelli, as the algorithm is “badly programmed” and even less flexible and affordable than the widely criticized “studi di settore”, based
on an “inductive” method of fiscal scrutiny. Official data are
still lacking.
Also, claims of a “Fiscal Big Brother” being algorithmically
implemented, noted in the previous edition of this report,
still represent the main framing around automated decision-making about fiscal matters in public debate. This is
especially the case regarding a new, “anonymized” tool for
predictive, Big Data analysis of taxpayers’ behavior which
was also introduced with the 2019 Budget Law (Sole 24 Ore
2019c).
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Called “Evasometro Anonimizzato”, the tool will include
“specific algorithms”, wrote financial newspaper Il Sole 24
Ore, and will be able to cross-check the different databases
held by the Italian fiscal authorities for inconsistencies in
consumption patterns or in any other financial operation.
Anomalies recognized by the “digital eyes” of the system
will alert fiscal authorities, who can then summon flagged
individuals for further scrutiny.
This algorithmic-driven monitoring has to be coupled with
that of “open sources”, such as “news articles, websites and
social media”, by the Italian fiscal authority, Agenzia delle
Entrate. The monitoring system has been active since 2016,
but was largely unknown to the public until January 2020.
It was devised to “acquire all elements that could be useful in knowing the taxpayer”, thereby helping the institution
check the consistency of each individual’s fiscal behavior
(Corriere della Sera 2019b).
Proof of how this system works revealed in several Court
rulings — for example, from the Appeals Court of Brescia
and Ancona — in which judges explicitly mentioned damning “documentation extrapolated from Facebook”. One example is that of an ex-husband who was forced to pay living
expenses to his former wife because of Facebook posts that
depicted a lifestyle patently incompatible with the 11,000
euros income he declared in his tax return for the previous
year.

/ Predictive policing: the new
normal?
Predictive, automated policing is rapidly widening its scope
in Italy. While the 2019 Automating Society report showed
how the KeyCrime software had been deployed in the city
of Milan, experiments of implementation of another algorithm-based solution, called XLAW, have recently spread to
several other important municipalities.
Like KeyCrime, the XLAW software was also developed by a
law enforcement official and it has already been deployed
in the cities of Naples, Modena, Prato, Salerno, Livorno, Trieste, Trento, and Venice (Business Insider 2019), where it
led to the arrest of a 55 year-old man accused of theft (Polizia di Stato 2018). Law information website Altalex reports
that the system’s accuracy is 87-93% in Naples, 92-93% in
Venice, and 94% in Prato, but, at the moment, no independent auditing or fact-checking is publicly available for each of
these trials (Altalex 2018).
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XLAW has a strong predictive component to it. In the case
of Venice, for example, State Police boasted that “84% of
felonies (“fatti-reato”) that have been either attempted or
committed had been foreseen by the system”. As a result,
XLAW, just like KeyCrime, is regularly portrayed as a success
story.

/ Strategic documents on AI, and
their relevance for ADM

And yet, the only official response concerning the actual
results produced by KeyCrime in Milan over the years tells
a different story. In reply to a FOIA request by VICE journalist Riccardo Coluccini, the Dipartimento per le politiche
del personale dell’amministrazione civile e per le risorse
strumentali e finanziarie of the Interior Ministry stated that
it does not possess any “data or study concerning the software’s impact on tackling crimes”, not even around the “variables” considered by the system in making its automated
decisions. (Vice Italy 2018)

The hypothesized Parliamentary Committee on AI Ethics
has been shelved, with all three of the current governing
parties proposing one focused on disinformation — still labeled “fake news” even in the face of wide opposition from
academia — instead (Valigia Blu 2019).

In addition, full disclosure has been opposed by the administration as the software is patented and proprietary,
and as such the data enjoys “special protection” in terms
of intellectual property rights. The Direzione Centrale Anticrimine of the Interior Ministry only uses it on a gratuitous
loan, Vice reported.
The creator of XLAW, Elia Lombardo, describes the software
as a probabilistic, machine learning-powered solution for
trends and pattern discovery in crimes. The rationale behind its workings is the “hunting reserves” model of crimespotting, that assumes “predatory” crimes (e.g. burglary,
robbery) to be both “recurrent” and “residing”. This implies
that one can deduce — or more accurately, induce — how
criminal behavior will unfold, before it has happened, by
intelligent analysis of the criminal history of a location over
time. Lombardo claims to have done this by carefully analyzing 20 years of data and also by calling on his experience in the field. As a result, thanks to XLAW, law enforcement officials can be alerted and deployed on the scene
before a crime has even happened. At the same time, XLAW
provides police officers with details as precise as “genre,
height, citizenship, distinguishing features, and biometrics”
of a potential suspect.
Lombardo states that this approach was validated by the
“independent” analysis of two universities in Naples — the
Federico II and Parthenope — before it was implemented.
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Even in the face of a proliferation of examples of automated decision-making systems in every Italian citizen’s public
life, policy responses have been notably absent.

A trans-disciplinary center on AI, proposed in the 2018 Digital Transformation Team’s White Paper, has not been realized either.
However, from January to June 2019, thirty experts convened by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development
(Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico, MISE) outlined a
document that provides a foundation for the government
when drafting the Italian Strategy on AI (“Strategia nazionale per l’intelligenza artificiale”).
The resulting document was open for public consultation
between 19 August 2019 to September 13 2019 (MISE
2019), and its final version was published on July 2, 2020
(MISE 2020).
The strategy claims to be fundamentally rooted in the principles of anthropocentrism, trustworthiness, and sustainability of AI, with a strong accent on the necessity of an
ethical use of AI and on the need to ensure technical trustworthiness starting from the very design of such systems.
The ambition is no less than to spur a new “Renaissance”
based on artificial intelligence, called “RenAIssance” in the
final document.
To steer the country in that direction, the report outlines 82
proposals, some of which are relevant to understand how
automated decision-making is framed in Italy. Even though
not explicitly mentioned, ADM systems might benefit from
the “national mapping” of experiments in regulating, testing, and researching AI (“regulatory sandboxes”) that, according to the Strategy, would be held by a newly hypothesized inter-ministerial and multi-stakeholder “cabina di
regia” dedicated to tackling the multifaceted regulatory,
educational, infrastructural, and industrial issues raised by
the implementation of AI.
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Echoing EU law, the document also asserts that explainability of algorithmic decisions should be ensured through procedural transparency, “every time a decision that strongly
impacts on personal life is taken by an AI system”. As per
the EU Commission’s White Paper on AI, transparency
should be proportional to the risk embodied by the AI system under consideration.
Creators and vendors of such systems should also be
obliged to inform users whenever they deal with a machine,
instead of a human, reads the Strategy, while appropriate
sanctions and remedies should be put in place for automated decisions that entail discriminatory/illegal effects. Consistent with the GDPR, this means that users must be able
to effectively oppose any automated decisions, in a “simple
and immediate” way.
Even though still under development, “Trustworthy AI Impact Assessment” is also explicitly mentioned as a tool to
better understand actual risks implied by the use of automated systems. Benefits are strongly highlighted, though,
as adoption of “AI” solutions should be promoted, according to the document, for every “societal challenge”, and in
particular to achieve a “better quality of life”, for example
through deployments in the health, education, and “digital
humanities” sectors.
Artificial intelligence is also prominently featured in the
“2025 Strategy for Technological Innovation and Digitization” by the newly created Ministry for Technological Innovation and Digitization within the current, second Conte
administration. In It, AI is envisioned as “in the Nation’s
service”, with an implicit reference to automated decisionmaking processes, and especially useful in enabling “efficiency” in repetitive administrative procedures that require
a low degree of discretion.
At the same time, an ethical, trustworthy AI could help with
respect regarding the constitutional principle of a fair and
timely trial, according to the document. In fact, the judiciary
system is explicitly mentioned as the first sector of public
life in which the 2025 Strategy envisions experimentation.
A newly formed “Alliance for Sustainable Artificial Intelligence”, a joint committee made of both private entities and
public institutions, will, therefore, have the task of devising
an “Ethical and Judicial Statute for AI”.
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for both the public and private sector”. According to the
2025 Strategy, respect of these guidelines could become, in
time, equivalent to an official “certification” that a certain AI
solution is both ethically and judicially viable.
The document, however, contains no mention of the National Strategy on AI, and provides no coordination among
the two official plans for Italy’s AI-powered future.
Lastly, in April 2019, +Europa MP Alessandro Fusacchia
launched an “Intergruppo parlamentare” on AI (CorCom
2019).

Key takeaways
Italy needs to be more aware of how quickly automated
decision-making systems are spreading in many sectors
of public administration and public life. Face recognition
technologies and other invasive ADM systems are being increasingly adopted without any meaningful democratic debate and/or dialogue with civil society and academia, thus
potentially setting the stage for further problematic deployments.
The Buona Scuola algorithm failure, now enshrined in multiple rulings, should stand as a warning: automation can
lead to very painful consequences when rushed and ill-conceived, both for specific categories (in this case, the thousands of teachers unjustly displaced by the faulty automated system) and the general population (the taxpayers who
are ultimately paying the price of their legitimate appeals).
A general principle seems to be emerging. If it is to be truly
beneficial and trustworthy, and bring about what Paola
Pisano from the Innovation and Digitization Ministry, defines as a “new Humanism of AI and a digital Renaissance”,
machine intelligence must work with human intelligence,
augmenting it rather than replacing it. Whether this
means that full automation must be ruled out for public
uses of ADM, or that we only need a better definition of
what tasks and decisions should be fully automated is still
a contentious issue. And it is an issue that will probably
shape the Italian policy response to ADM-related issues —
when there is one.

“Beyond fixing a minimal set of guidelines”, the Alliance —
through the so-called “AI Ethical LAB-EL” — will “establish a
set of basic requirements for the acceptance of AI solutions
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What a clever
move, claiming benefits
while living somewhere
else.

Let’s
have a look
at the next
case.
The next swindler
found by SyRI is someone called
Stephan Dredd. He’s getting the single
person benefits but the electricity
and water consumption in
his flat is very low.

Good
morning, guys.
How can I help
you?

See?
What did I
say?

You’re going
to see, he won’t
be at home and we’ll
have to ask the
neighbors.

I told
you, it’s
all dark
inside.

Good morning,
Stephan. We’re here
for an inspection
concerning your
benefits.

No
problem,
please come
in.

May I ask
why do you keep a
bike in the middle
of the room?

Oh, that
one? I keep fit
and produce energy
at the same
time.

Would you
like a glass of water?
Don’t worry. It’s just a
rainwater filter, it’s
really good.

Well,
ok. Thank
you.

for every 30
minutes of cycling
I get 10 minutes of energy
to use the computer.
It’s amazing,
isn’t it?

Find out more in the story on the next page.
Automating Society Report 2020
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How Dutch
activists got
an invasive
fraud detection
algorithm
banned
The Dutch government has been
using SyRI, a secret algorithm,
to detect possible social welfare
fraud. Civil rights activists took
the matter to court and managed
to get public organizations to
think about less repressive
alternatives.
By Koen Vervloesem
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In its fight against fraud, the Dutch government has been
cross-referencing personal data about citizens in various
databases since 2014. This system, called SyRI (for “system risk indication”), seeks out “unlikely citizen profiles”
that warrant further investigation. Despite major objections from the Dutch Data Protection Authority and the
Council of State, SyRI has been implemented without any
transparent process for citizens to see what happens to
their data.
The idea is this: if some government agency suspects fraud
with benefits, allowances, or taxes in a specific neighborhood, it can make use of SyRI. Municipalities, the Employee
Insurance Agency (UWV), the social security bank, inspectors of the Ministry of Social Affairs, and the employment
and the tax authorities all have access to the system. SyRI
decides which citizens in the neighborhood require further
investigation.
SyRI has not been a success for the government. In its
first five years, five municipalities asked to analyze various neighborhoods. Only two of these projects were actually executed, the other three were canceled. According to
research in 2019 by the Dutch newspaper De Volkskrant,
none of these algorithmic investigations have been able to
detect new cases of fraud.

/ False positives
Government agencies that want to use SyRI must follow a
detailed procedure. Two agencies should cooperate and
ask the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (SZW)
to conduct an analysis. Before a SyRI project starts, SZW
publishes an advisory in the online version of the official
gazette. “The municipality has no obligation to inform citizens of a neighborhood that they are being analyzed,” said
Ronald Huissen, from Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten (Platform for Civil Rights Protection). “And if they are
informed, it is by a city bulletin that is not necessarily read
by them, and in very vague terms, without the details of
what data SyRI uses and how.”
The agency that asked for the analysis cannot just penalize citizens who are flagged for an unlikely combination of
data: it has to investigate, for every flagged citizen, whether
an actual case of fraud took place. Moreover, flagged citizens are first examined at the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment for false positives. Data on citizens who are
deemed false positives is not handed over to the agency
that asked for the analysis.
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In its first five years, five
municipalities asked to analyze
various neighborhoods. Only
two of these projects were
actually executed, the other
three were canceled.

/ No transparency
But even with these checks in place, the lack of transparency is still a big issue. Residents of whole neighborhoods
were put under a magnifying glass without them even
knowing which privacy-sensitive data SyRI had about them.
Each ‘risk indication’ is logged into a register that citizens
can look into if they ask. But citizens are not automatically
warned if they are flagged as a fraud risk by SyRI, and they
cannot access the reasons why they have been flagged.
At the beginning of 2018, Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten, together with a couple of other Dutch civil rights organizations, filed a case against the Dutch state to stop the
use of SyRI. At the same time, they wanted to spark a public
debate about SyRI via a media campaign Bij Voorbaat Verdacht (Suspected from the outset).
According to the official resolution that is the legal basis
for SyRI, the system can cross-reference data about work,
fines, penalties, taxes, properties, housing, education, retirement, debts, benefits, allowances, subsidies, permits,
exemptions, and more. These are described so broadly
that, in 2014, the Council of State concluded in its negative
opinion on SyRI that there is “hardly any personal data that
cannot be processed”.

/ Black box
SyRI pseudonymizes the data sources it uses with a ‘black
box’ method. That is, for each data source that is linked,
all citizen names are replaced by a unique identifier for
each individual. The identifier makes it possible to link data
about the citizen from these various data sources. After
the analysis, the result is a list of identifiers that represent
possibly fraudulent beneficiaries. These identifiers are then
translated back to their real names.
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In the case of Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten versus
the Dutch State, the latter gave some examples of “discrepancies” that could lead to a risk indication. One of these
discrepancies is a low usage of running water. This could be
a sign that someone who receives benefits is living together
with someone else at another address and thus does not
have the right to the higher benefit for singles. However,
there are many other possible causes for low water usage,
such as using rainwater, a frugal life, or even a broken water meter.

/ A secret sauce
It is still unclear what is happening in this ‘black box’, and the
Dutch government blocked all attempts from concerned
parties to shed light on this. In 2017, the Ministry of Social
Affairs decided that the risk models it used should be kept
secret. In 2018, the political party D66 wrote a motion (but
did not file it) to publish SyRI’s algorithms or to conduct a
technical audit if publishing the algorithms is not possible.
Tamara van Ark, State Secretary for Social Affairs and Employment, strongly advised against filing the motion (so that
it was never put to a vote), and she warned that potential
offenders could adapt their behavior if the state disclosed
SyRI’s risk models. But many of the factors in the risk models are already known or expected, or have already been
used before SyRI to detect fraud, such as low water usage.
It is hard to imagine that someone who commits fraud to
get a higher benefit will leave the faucet open to increase
their water usage.

/ Primarily used in low-income
neighborhoods
There’s another problem with SyRI: according to freedom
of information requests by Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten, it turns out SyRI has been primarily used in low-income neighborhoods. This exacerbates biases and discrimination: if the government only uses SyRI’s risk analysis
in neighborhoods that are already deemed high-risk,
it is no wonder that it will find more high-risk citizens
there.
Philip Alston, United Nations Special Rapporteur on
extreme poverty and human rights, expressed his
concerns about SyRI in a letter to the Dutch court
on 26 September 2019: “Whole neighborhoods are
deemed suspect and are made subject to special scrutiny, which is the digital equivalent of fraud inspectors
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knocking on every door in a certain area and looking at
every person’s records in an attempt to identify cases of
fraud, while no such scrutiny is applied to those living in
better-off areas.”

/ A repressive position
Mr. Alston does not question that welfare fraud exists and
that it should be punished, but he warns that SyRI’s focus
seems to be wrong: “If the focus on fraud seen to be committed by the poor is highly disproportionate to equivalent
efforts targeted at other income groups, there is an element of victimization and discrimination that should not be
sanctioned by the law.”
Maranke Wieringa, a PhD candidate at Utrecht University
researching algorithmic accountability in Dutch municipalities, sees another problem: “One goal of municipalities using SyRI for specific neighborhoods is to improve their living
standards. However, SyRI is not designed for that purpose.
If you take a national instrument that is designed for fraud
detection and then apply it with a social purpose of improving living standards and social cohesion in a neighborhood,
you can question whether you should depart from the
same repressive position for both goals.”

/ SyRI is not necessary
On 29 November 2019, SyRI won the Big Brother Award
from the Dutch digital rights organization, Bits of Freedom.
This prize is awarded to the biggest privacy intrusion of
the year. When director-general Carsten Herstel accepted
the award in the name of the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment, he told the audience “I find it logical that the
government gets alerted when someone gets a rental allowance and owns the house at the same time.”

"Whole neighborhoods are
deemed suspect and are made
subject to special scrutiny, while
no such scrutiny is applied to
those living in better-off areas."
Philip Alston
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According to Mr. Huissen, from Platform Bescherming
Burgerrechten, the government does not need this kind of
mass surveillance to prevent fraud: “The government already has information about who owns which house, so it
could check this before granting the person a rental allowance. For all big fraud scandals in social security we have
seen in the past decades it became clear afterwards that
they could have been prevented with simple checks beforehand. That happens far too little. It is tempting to look for
solutions in secret algorithms analyzing big data sets, but
often the solution is far simpler.”
Ms. Wieringa agrees that this is a better way. “SyRI has been
introduced from the point of view of a repressive welfare
state: it does not trust the citizens. But that is just one stance
of many possible ones. For instance, the government could
check, perhaps even while using fewer data sources, who
has the right to an allowance.”

/ No fair balance
On 5 February 2020, the Dutch court of The Hague ordered
the immediate halt of SyRI because it violates article 8 of
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which
protects the right to respect for private and family life. Article 8 requires that any legislation has a “fair balance” between social interests and any violation of the private life
of citizens.
SyRI’s goal, or “social interest”, is to prevent and fight
fraud. The Dutch state claimed that the SyRI legislation
offered sufficient guarantees to do this while protecting
the privacy of citizens, but the court disagreed. The legislation is insufficiently transparent and verifiable, and there
are not enough safeguards against privacy intrusions, the
judges wrote.
According to Ms. Wieringa, the court’s decision makes it
clear that the biggest problem with SyRI is not that it is used
to battle fraud (this is a legitimate aim, the court says), but
it is the way it does it: “The system is deemed too opaque
by the judges. If the government wants to ‘fix’ this problem, it will have to add more transparency to SyRI. A ‘SyRI
2.0’ will likely be SyRI but less opaque. Previous experiences
point to that course of action. The “Waterproof” system, a
forerunner of SyRI, was deemed illegal in 2007 on privacy
grounds. Later, the government simply passed a law to circumvent the problem, thus creating SyRI. Another ‘lazy fix’,
this time geared towards increasing transparency, would
be a logical step for SyRI.”
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/ A new way of dealing with
algorithms
On the other hand, two public organizations in the Netherlands, the UWV and the tax authority, have reacted to the
court’s decision by reassessing their own algorithmic systems for fraud detection. “This is a sign that the court’s decision is urging everyone to find a new way of dealing with
algorithms in the public sector,” Ms. Wieringa added.
Tijmen Wisman, chairman of Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten, hopes that the government will do more. “Just
adapting SyRI to be more transparent will still result in information asymmetry. Citizens do not want to give information anymore to their government if the latter can use this
information in all possible ways against them.”
According to Mr. Wisman, public organizations need to
change the way they manage data: “Data must no longer be
allowed to roam freely, but must reside in an authentic data
source. Each organization should keep logs for every time
that their data is consulted. Citizens should be able to easily
access these logs. This way it becomes clear to citizens what
their data is used for, and they can challenge this use. This
requirement of transparency also follows from the court’s
ruling in the SyRI case, as well as the GDPR.”
In the Netherlands, welfare fraud is estimated at 150 million
euros a year. Together, the municipalities, the UWV, and the
social security bank have detected fraudulent claims totaling more than 744 million euros between 2013 and 2018.
This compares to an estimated 22 billion euros lost to tax
fraud, each year.
Editor’s note: Since this article was written, the Dutch government introduced the Data Processing by Partnerships Act (Wet Gegevensverwerking door Samenwerkingsverbanden), on 24 April 2020, which was
immediately dubbed “Super SyRI”. Several political parties and civil
society organizations expressed dismay at the new project, which, they
claim, does not address the grave faults of the initial SyRI.
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By Ronan Ó Fathaigh & Naomi Appelman

Contextualization
The use of automated decision-making (ADM) in the Netherlands came to international attention in late 2019 and
early 2020. This followed the intervention by one of the
UN’s top human rights experts in a high-profile court case
in The Hague concerning the controversial SyRI (System
Risk Indication) system. Professor Philip Alston, the UN
Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights,
described the case as the first legal challenge he was aware
of that “fundamentally and comprehensively” contested the
use of an ADM system in the welfare state on human rights
grounds. Particularly noteworthy in the Court’s ruling that
declared SyRI to be in violation of Article 8 of the European
Convention of Human Rigths (Rechtbank Den Haag, 2020)
[here] is that governments have a “special responsibility”
for safeguarding human rights when implementing new
technologies such as these automated profiling systems
(Idem, par. 6.84). The case led to a major public and political
debate on ADM systems, and the use of algorithms in the
Netherlands, and by the government more generally.
In contrast, the previous edition of Automating Society described how ADM and artificial intelligence (AI) was “predominantly discussed as part of the larger Dutch strategy
on digitization,” and that no work, specifically focused on
ADM and AI, had been done in the Netherlands on a national agenda. Yet, in the space of a year, a lot has changed.
As we will discuss in this chapter, the Dutch government
has now published a national Strategic Action Plan for Artificial Intelligence, with actions including major government
investment in research on the legal aspects of decisionmaking algorithms, and the transparency, explainability,
and supervision of algorithms. Indeed, in summer 2019, the
main coalition government party, Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en
Democratie (VVD), published a report proposing a new supervisory authority for the use of algorithms (Middendorp,
2019a) [here]. In a similar vein, in autumn 2019, another
coalition government party, Democraten 66 (D66), also published proposals on the establishment of an oversight body
for ADM systems. The proposals suggested prohibiting the
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use of certain ADM systems (like SyRI) and automated face
recognition systems until proper legislation and supervision is first put in place (D66, 2019) [here].
In this edition of Automating Society, we aim to highlight
new applications of ADM systems in the Netherlands. This
chapter provides updates on both the political and public
debates, and the regulatory and self-regulatory measures
concerning ADM and AI. We also look at how civil society
and the media in the Netherlands continue to play a crucial role in the current public debate on ADM systems, and
the government’s use of algorithms that affect individuals.
For example, in summer 2019, the Dutch public broadcaster, Nederlandse Omroep Stichting (NOS), revealed the
widespread use of predictive algorithms by government
agencies, based on confidential inventories on the use of
such algorithms obtained by the broadcaster (Schellevis
& de Jong, 2019) [here]. This report led the Chairman of
the Dutch Data Protection Authority (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens) (AP) to state publicly that the Dutch government
must be more transparent about its use of predictive algorithms (NOS, 2019) [here]. Indeed, in November 2019, the
AP announced that two of its high-risk focus areas for supervisory work during the 2020-2023 period would be digital government, and the use of algorithms and AI (Autoriteit
Persoonsgegevens, 2019) [here] The AP is concerned about
the increased use of algorithms and AI by more and more
government authorities and private companies, which carries risks of harmful effects - while the irresponsible use of
algorithms can lead to incorrect decisions, exclusion, and
discrimination. The AP also highlighted an ongoing trend
within local government and law enforcement authorities
giving them access to large amounts of data on individuals.
The AP added that it is important that government authorities handle such data responsibility.
The chapter also shows how it is not just the data protection authority that is increasing its oversight of the use of
ADM systems, but that other regulatory authorities are too.
A prominent example of this is the Dutch Central Bank (De
Nederlandsche Bank) (DNB), which supervises financial institutions in the Netherlands. In 2019, the DNB recognized the
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risks associated with the use of AI by financial institutions in
decision-making processes (De Nederlandsche Bank, 2019)
[here]. As a result, the DNB published general principles for
the use of AI in the financial sector, in order to ensure that
financial institutions use AI in a responsible manner. The
DNB will be examining the issue of responsible use of AI in
its supervision of financial institutions in 2020.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Alternative Dispute Resolution
Over the past few years in the Netherlands, the use of
online and automated dispute resolution systems as an
alternative to costly and time-consuming court cases has
increased. Organizations, such as the E-Court and Stichting
Digitrage (Digitrage Foundation), are the most well-known
examples. Legally, these dispute resolution mechanisms
are a kind of automated arbitration, where both parties
contractually agree to use one specific automated method
to resolve a dispute. At the E-Court, the entire process is
conducted online. The parties upload the required documents and an ADM system creates a verdict. A (human)
arbiter then reviews that verdict and signs it. Especially in
sectors with a high turnover of small court cases, these fast
and cheap alternatives are attractive. For instance, in 2018
most Dutch health insurers, and many debt collection agencies, included these automated dispute resolution companies in their policy agreements (Kuijpers, Muntz & Staal,
2018) [here].
However, as the use of these automated online arbitration systems increased, a large societal backlash ensued.
The E-Court, for example, was criticized for the opacity of
its underlying system that produces the verdicts. This was
due to the fact that the verdicts were not published, and
because people were inadequately informed that they had
the choice of going to a state court (Kuijpers, Muntz & Staal,
2018) [here]. There was extensive negative reporting on
these practices in the media, and a report by the Landelijke Organisatie Sociaal Raadslieden (National Association of
Social Lawyers) heavily criticized the E-Court (Sociaal Werk
Nederland, 2018) [here]. These criticisms and concerns
grew to such an extent that the lower courts decided to
temporarily stop confirming the arbitration decisions of
the E-Court, effectively shutting down their operation. This
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resulted in an extended legal battle (e-Court, 2018) [here].
In February 2020, Dutch state and e-Court were still engrossed in this dispute, now arguing over whether a settlement has been reached (Driessen, 2020) [here]. Despite
these concerns, the Minister of Legal Protection recently
stated that he views digital innovation and online arbitration, such as the E-Court, as positive developments, as long
as they operate within the bounds of the law (Minister voor
Rechtsbescherming, 2019a) [here].

/ Municipal Governments
ADM systems are used extensively at a municipal level in the
Netherlands. Many municipal governments either already
use ADM systems to aid them with executing their policies
or are conducting pilot programs on how to productively
use ADM. However, exact numbers are not known, and most
municipal governments do not clearly explain how their systems operate, and how they are employed. This makes for a
very fragmented, and quite vague landscape. Nevertheless,
several clear cases can be found. For example, the municipal government of Amersfoort in the province of Utrecht is
using an ADM system to predict which children are most
at risk of dropping out of school in order to effectively allocate resources to help these children. Another example
is a co-operation between several municipal governments

as the use of
automated
online
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systems
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large societal
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ensued.
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to use an ADM system to create risk profiles for cases of
welfare fraud (Schellevis & de Jong, 2019) [here]. Another
municipality, ‘s-Hertogenbosch, is looking into the ways in
which ADM systems can help reintegrate people back into
the labor market. The ADM system would predict the rate
of success of a possible reintegration track. Based on the
score the system comes up with, the municipal government
would then decide whether to invest in such a track for an
individual (Wesselink et al, 2018) [here]. The four largest
municipalities, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and
Utrecht, use so-called ‘scan vehicles’ – cars equipped with
smart cameras – to automatically detect parking violations,
which has increased the number of fines considerably (Niewold 2018) [here]. The city of Amsterdam is developing
additional software to make the scan vehicles capable of
recognizing litter polluting the city (AT5 2019) [here]. The
police are also cooperating with municipal governments in
local projects involving ADM systems. For example, in the
municipality of Roermond, the police are using “smart cameras” to detect shoplifters (Andringa, 2018) [here].

a step further, and now there are several examples of automatically generated news articles. For example, during
the provincial elections of March 2019 the national broadcaster NOS published automatically generated articles with
updates on the election results. The system works with
standard texts and automatically inserts the latest results
(Waarlo, 2019) [here] and (Duin, 2019) [here]. A large private
broadcaster, RTL, also recently implemented an automatic
news generator. The automatic news generating software
is called ADAM, short for “Automatische Data Artikel Machine” (automatic data article machine), and is mainly used
to create local news, such as traffic updates. ADAM will also
be used to generate articles on trends where much of the
information is publicly available, such as national trends
regarding schools or hospitals. The initiative was partially
funded by the Google Digital News Initiative (Wokke, 2019)
[here] and (Bunskoek, 2019) [here].

/ Finance and Trading

One of the largest Dutch banks, the ING, has created several financial services that are based on ADM systems. For
/ Health Care
instance, the ING Smart Working Capital Assistant uses
A striking example of ADM is the use of the growth tracking
ADM to predict events “that have a positive or negative imsoftware, called Growth Watch, used in the Dutch health
pact on the working capital of the company in question”.
care system. The software tracks the development of chilSuch assessments are sent directly to the client’s smartdren and automatically flags discrepancies that indicate eiphone, who can then use the information accordingly (Visther disease or child abuse (RTV Utrecht, 2019) [here]. The
ser, 2018) [here]. Another example is the ING Katana Lens
software is said to contain several anomalies that make it
that the bank created in cooperation with a pension fund.
unreliable for children under a certain age, or with a specifThis web-based application is aimed at helping investors by
ic health history. In one instance the system
giving them predictions of price trends
flagged a case of probable child abuse,
for specific bonds. The ADM system
which resulted in an infant being unworks by collecting and analyzing
Dutch law
justly separated from its parents (RTV
past and current price data, and
Utrecht, 2018) [here] and (van Gemert
predicting the future price trends
enforcement
et al., 2018) [here]. This case promptbased on past patterns (Banken.
is experimenting
ed doctors to advise against using the
nl, 2018) [here] and (Mpozika,
extensively with ADM
software without a proper disclaimer
2019) [here]. The ING also has a
systems.
or major adaptations (van Gemert,
similar product, Katana, but this is
2019) [here].
aimed at the sales-side of bond trading and not investors (ING, 2019) [here].

/ Journalistic Reporting
Automated news reporting is also on the rise in the Netherlands. The previous Automating Society report discussed
several news agencies that had implemented automated
recommender-systems that semi-automatically decide
which articles are shown to each visitor or subscriber. These
trials have continued and have been deemed successful. In
the past year, ADM in journalistic reporting has been taken
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/ Law Enforcement Initiatives
Dutch law enforcement is experimenting extensively with
ADM systems. The police are conducting several local pilots, such as the project in the municipality of Roermond,
discussed earlier, and several other nationwide projects.
ADM is also used to fine people for using a mobile device
whilst driving. The Dutch national police issued a state-
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ment that, from October 2019 onwards, the police will use
advanced cameras to automatically detect drivers using
phones while operating a vehicle, as this is illegal in the
Netherlands. These so-called “smart” cameras will automatically flag when a driver is using a mobile device. The camera will then automatically take a picture of that person and
register the license plate. This information is subsequently
sent to a police officer for review. When the police officer
determines that the information is correct, a fine of 240 euros is automatically sent to that driver’s home address. (RTL
nieuws, 2019) [here] and (Politie, 2019b) [here].
The police are also using ADM to try and solve “cold cases” –
or unsolved crimes. The national police conducted an experiment using artificial intelligence to analyze several cold cases, and to help prioritize which cases should be reopened.
This experiment has been deemed successful and the police
will continue using ADM to analyze cold cases. (Politie, 2018)
[here] and (Tweakers Partners, 2019) [here]. Furthermore,
the national police are actively collaborating with academia
to develop ways in which artificial intelligence can help law
enforcement. In 2019, the University of Utrecht established
the National Police Artificial Intelligence Lab, where seven
PhD candidates will, in close collaboration with the police,
research how artificial intelligence can be used in a law
enforcement context. This lab builds on the work already
done in the Police Data Science Lab that the University of
Amsterdam created in 2018 (Politie, 2019a) [here]. Another
example of the Dutch police using ADM is in their online reporting system for Internet fraud. ADM is used to adjust the
reporting questionnaire, give people advice, and automatically alert the police when there is a high likelihood that a
crime is committed (Blik op nieuws, 2019) [here].
Of specific importance is the use of the predictive policing
tool ‘Crime Anticipation System’ (CAS, Criminaliteits Anticipatie Systeem). Based on past police reports and conviction
records, CAS predicts which places have the highest risk of
specific types of violent crimes, with the aim to effectively
spread police presence throughout a city to prevent these
crimes from happening (Minister van Veiligheid en Justitie,
2015) [here]. On a bi-weekly basis, the system produces a
125 by 125-meter color coded grid indicating the highest
risk areas where police presence is subsequently increased.
Different versions of CAS have been in use since 2014 (Politie, 2017) [here].
Finally, the Dutch police’s Catch face recognition system
is of particular importance. An investigation published by
VICE in July 2019 uncovered the existence of over 2.2 million
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images in the Catch system of a total of 1.3 million individuals who may be suspected of committing a serious criminal
offense (van Gaal, 2019) [here]. In November 2019, the police confirmed that its face recognition system now has access to a complete database of people suspected of serious
crimes. Current figures are unknown, but in 2017, 93 suspects were identified using the system (NU.nl, 2019) [here].
Furthermore, the national police introduced a smartphone
app last year that allows police officers to send images to
Catch (NU.nl, 2018) [here].

Policy, oversight
and debate
Having described the ADM systems currently in use in the
Netherlands, this section examines how Dutch society is
debating these developments. We will look at the debate
from the perspective of the government, civil society and
academia.

/ Government and Parliament
It was noted in the last Automating Society report that little
work had been done on a national agenda concerning ADM
or artificial intelligence by the Dutch government. However,
over the last year, there have been major developments in
terms of new national agendas concerning the use of ADM
systems and artificial intelligence.

/ Strategic Action Plan for Artificial
Intelligence
One of the most important developments at a policy level
has been the Dutch government’s new Strategisch Actieplan
voor Artificiële Intelligentie (Strategic Action Plan for Artificial Intelligence) (SAPAI), which was launched in October
2019, and contains a number of initiatives in relation to
ADM and algorithms (De Rijksoverheid, 2019) [here] (see
also the letter to parliament from the Minster for Legal
Protection, 2019b) [here]. The SAPAI is built upon three
tracks:
Track 1 involves “capitalising on societal and economic opportunities” presented by AI, and how the Dutch government will make optimal use of AI in the performance of public tasks. The government also intends to engage in intensive
public-private partnerships to realize the benefits of AI.
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Track 2 is “creating the right conditions”. This includes ensuring that the Netherlands has access to more usable data
for AI applications to realize better AI developments.

launched the first national AI research agenda, (Artificial
Intelligence Research Agenda for the Netherlands) (NWO,
2019) [here].

Importantly, track 3 of the SAPAI is “strengthening the foundations”. On this track, the government will ensure that
public values and human rights are protected. In this regard, the SAPAI’s actions will include research into the legal
aspects of decision-making algorithms, research into the
risks of face recognition technology, and European certification of AI applications in the administration of justice. In
addition, there will be action on the effective supervision
of algorithms, including research into the transparency/
explainability of algorithms, and crucially, the supervision
of algorithms. The Dutch government will also establish a
transparency lab for government organizations, and stimulate the participation of Dutch companies and public organizations in the pilot phase of the ethical guidelines for
AI from the High-Level Expert Group of the European Commission.

/ Dutch Digitalization Strategy 2.0

The SAPAI also tasked the Nederlandse Organisatie voor
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (Dutch Research Council)
(NWO) with funding research on explainable, socially conscious, and responsible AI. In November 2019, the NWO

the strategy
recognizes
that AI can
put pressure
on key basic
rights and
public values.
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The previous edition of Automating Society noted that the
first Nederlandse Digitaliseringsstrategie: Nederland Digitaal (Dutch Digitalization Strategy) was launched in 2018.
In 2019, the Dutch government built upon this by implementing an updated Nederlandse Digitaliseringsstrategie 2.0
(Dutch Digitization Strategy 2.0) (De Rijksoverheid, 2019b;
2019c) [here and here]. This strategy sets out the government’s priorities in relation to the impact of digitization on
society, the economy, and government. These include applying AI solutions to resolve social issues and stimulate
economic growth and developing digital inclusion, digital
government, digital connectivity, and digital resilience. Notably, the strategy recognizes that AI can put pressure on
key basic rights and public values (such as human dignity,
autonomy, and the prohibition of discrimination). As a result, the importance of inclusiveness and transparency and
the explicability of algorithms will be key issues. Furthermore, the potentials and risks of algorithm-based decisionmaking will also be assessed in the context of safeguarding public values; and the government will engage in case
studies in the area of social security, law, self-driving cars,
and content moderation. In March 2019, the Ministry of the
Interior and Kingdom Relations also presented the NL DIGITAAL: Data Agenda Government to the House of Representatives (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken, 2019a) [here].
In addition, in February 2019, the first Conferentie Nederland Digitaal (Digital Netherlands Conference) was held,
bringing together government ministers, industry, researchers, and civil society, in order to better cooperate
on digitization (Nederland Digitaal, 2019) [here]. Notably,
Nederland ICT, an organization representing industry, presented its AI ethical code of conduct to the State Secretary
for Economic Affairs.
Finally, in the previous Automating Society report, the government was supposed to react to a report on algorithms
and fundamental rights during the summer of 2018. In
March 2019, the government sent its response to parliament. In its reaction, the government acknowledges that
new technologies can have a large impact on fundamental rights. The government mainly focused on the need for
procedural safeguards and fairness. Central to its policy is
neutrality, non-discrimination, transparency, and data pro-
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tection. The government is looking
into additional legal safeguards for
reducing bias in its big data initiatives and it is creating guidelines
to be used for the ex-ante review.
Additionally, the government
stressed the importance of robust
data protection laws and effective
enforcement (Minister van Binnenlandse zaken, 2019b) [here].

/ Supervision of ADM System and
Algorithms
Members of the current Dutch government have also been
quite active in terms of the debate concerning ADM systems
and algorithms. As mentioned in the introduction above,
in May 2019, the main coalition government party, VVD,
published a report proposing a new supervisory authority
for the use of algorithms (Middendorp, 2019a) [here]. The
following month, Jan Middendorp, a government MP, sent
an initiative to the House of Representatives, proposing supervision of the use of algorithms by the government (Middendorp, 2019b) [here].
Furthermore, in November 2019, another coalition government party, D66, also published a report with proposals to
limit the use of ADM systems by government and technology companies (D66, 2019) [here]. The proposals include:
WW creating a proper legal framework for the use of ADMs
systems, where linking and analyzing individuals’ data
would only be permissible where it is required for a
compelling purpose, and with sufficient guarantees for
protecting individuals’ human rights.
WW establish a central overview of the number of
databases, the degree of linking, and the use of ADM
systems.
WW establish an algorithm authority, and a reporting
obligation for algorithm use.
WW prohibit face recognition systems and certain uses
of algorithms until there is proper legislation and
oversight.

/ Algorithms and the Administration of
Justice
In the previous Automating Society report, it was noted that
the Minister for Legal Protection promised to send a letter to parliament in the fall 2018 on the possible meaning
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of ADM and AI for the judicial branch.
At the time of publication, this letter
had not been received. However, in
December 2018, the Minister sent
a letter to parliament about the application and use of algorithms and
artificial intelligence in the administration of justice. The overall aim of
the letter was to give an overview of
current experiments in the field of ADM
and the administration of justice and to identify benchmarks for judicial use of ADM, based on
fundamental rights. These benchmarks are accessibility, internal and external transparency, speed, independence, and impartiality of the judge and the fairness of the
trial. The government goes on to list several elements of
the judicial process where ADM systems could be used and
also identifies possible pitfalls. The overall conclusion is to
tread carefully, to conduct experiments apart from actual
cases, and to properly assess each experiment to see what
the added value of the use of technology is (Ministerie van
Justitie en Veiligheid, 2018) [here]. Finally, in March 2020,
the Minister for Legal Protection sent a letter to parliament
in response to questions on algorithmic analysis of court
judgments (Minister voor Rechtsbescherming, 2020) [here].
The Minister set out the benefits of algorithmic analysis of
judgments, including allowing more insight into judicial
reasoning and pointed to a scheme at the District Court of
East Brabant on AI analysis of court documents and cases,
The Minister confirmed that only 2-3% of court rulings are
published online in the Netherlands, but it is planned to
increase this to 5% over the next three years; and that there
is currently no specific legal framework for applying AI to
court rulings in the Netherlands.

The
government goes
on to list several
elements of the
judicial process where
ADM systems could be
used.

/ Algorithms and Law Enforcement
The extensive use of ADM systems by the Dutch police, as
described in the previous section, became a topic of debate in the Dutch Parliament after the Minister of Justice
and Safety outlined the Government’s policy on the use of
AI by the police (Kamerstukken 2019) [here]. In response,
the Parliamentary Committee for Justice and Safety drafted
more than 80 questions. The Minister answered in February
2020 emphasizing, firstly, that the Dutch police currently is
not using AI systems on a large scale with only the online Internet fraud reporting system as a concrete example. However, the Minister did confirm that algorithmic systems,
as outlined above, are used throughout the Dutch police,
and outlined several fields where algorithmic or AI systems
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are being developed. Examples of these, are speech to text
software, image/face recognition, and natural text processing, all to shorten the time needed for desk research. Further, the letter elaborated on the ethical, legal, and privacy
safeguards in place for the use of AI. Crucially, the Minister
clearly stated that it is the government’s conviction that the
future development and use of AI-systems for the police is
deemed necessary (Kamerstuken 2020) [here].

/ Regulatory and self-regulatory
measures
/ Automatic Number Plate Recognition
On 1 January 2019, a law that had been enacted in 2017
on Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) came into
effect [here]. The civil society organization, Privacy First, is
currently preparing legal proceedings, arguing that the law
violates international and European privacy and data protection laws (Privacy First, 2019) [here].

/ Data Processing Partnership Act
In the previous edition of Automating Society, it was reported that a public consultation was completed on a proposal
for the Wet gegevensverwerking door samenwerkingsverbanden (Data Processing Partnership Act). The act aims to
provide a basis for public-private cooperation, and make
collaboration between them easier in relation to the processing of data, specifically used for surveillance or investigation purposes (e.g., to prevent crimes or detect welfare
fraud). In June 2019, the Minister for Justice and Security
sent a letter to parliament on the progress of the proposed
law [here]. The Ministerraad (Council of Ministers) have
agreed on the bill, and it has been sent to the Raad van
State (Council of State) for its advice.

/ Data Protection Authority focus on AI
and algorithms
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens (Dutch Data Protection Authority) (AP) announced in November 2019 that two of its high-risk focus
areas for supervisory work during the 2020-2023 period
would be digital government, and the use of algorithms and
AI (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2019a) [here]. This is because the AP is concerned about the increased use of algorithms and AI by more government authorities and private
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companies, which carries the risk of harmful effects, while
the irresponsible use of algorithms can lead to incorrect
decisions, exclusion, and discrimination. The AP also highlighted the continued trend of local government and law
enforcement authorities now have access to large amounts
of data on individuals, and that government authorities
must handle such data responsibly.
In addition, the AP also announced in 2019, that it would be
investigating the developments of Smart Cities by municipalities in the Netherlands, to ensure the privacy of residents
and visitors is protected. The AP noted that municipalities
are increasingly using data-driven and automated decisions
and that the digital tracking of people in (semi) public places
is an invasion of privacy that is only permitted in exceptional
cases (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2019b) [here].
Finally, in April 2020, in the context of the coronavirus crisis,
the AP released a statement on possible government use of
location data from telecommunication companies to track
the spread of the virus. The AP stated that, under Dutch
privacy law and the Telecommunication Act (Telecommunicatiewet), telecom companies “may not simply share customer data with the government”. The AP concluded that
statutory regulation would be needed, which would be
required to be proportionate and contain sufficient safeguards (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2020) [here].

/ Dutch Central Bank recommendations
on AI and ADM
In July 2019, the Dutch Central Bank (de Nederlandsche
Bank, DNB) published a discussion document titled “General principles for the use of Artificial Intelligence in the financial sector”. This document was created as a response
to the growing use of automated systems within the financial sector and is meant to give guidance to financial service
providers planning to use ADM systems. The DNB explicitly
recognizes the risks involved in using ADM in a financial context. The bank summarized their recommendations in the
form of an acronym: “SAFEST”. This stands for soundness,
accountability, fairness, ethics, skills, and transparency. The
guidelines are meant to start a sector-wide conversation on
the use of ADM. The DNB called on relevant stakeholders to
send input and will report on the results at the end of 2020
(De Nederlandsche Bank, 2019) [here].
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/ Civil Society and Academia
/ Civil Society
The previous Automating Society report listed several civil
society organizations doing important work on ADM, including Bits of Freedom [here], De Kafkabrigade (The Kafka
Brigade) [here], Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten (Platform for the Protection of Civil Rights) [here], and Privacy
First [here]. In the past year, these organizations have continued their efforts. For example, Bits of Freedom is actively campaigning against face recognition software and it
recently published a report arguing for a ban on face recognition in public spaces. For that report, they conducted
an experiment where they showed how even one publiclyaccessible camera in the inner city of Amsterdam made
it possible to identify the people walking past (Hooyman,
2019) [here]. Furthermore, the Platform for the Protection
of Civil Rights has been one of the driving forces behind,
and the main claimant in, the SyRI system court case. This
organization has been campaigning against the system for
years (Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten, 2019) [here].

/ Public-Private Partnerships
Consistent with the Dutch government’s policy of promoting public-private partnership, there are now several prominent examples of such partnerships. Two such examples
are the launch of the Strategic Action Plan for AI by the
State Secretary for Economic Affairs in 2019, and the Dutch
AI Coalition, which, was also launched the same year (Nederlandse AI Coalitie, 2019) [here]. It is a public-private partnership comprised of over 65 parties from industry, government, education, and research institutions (Martens, 2019;
Wageningen University & Research, 2019) [here and here].
In addition, the Kickstart AI Initiative is also relevant. This
brings together a range of large Dutch companies Ahold
Delaize, ING, KLM, Philips, and the NS, to fund AI research
and education (Kickstart AI, 2019) [here].

/ Scientific Research
There is also a great deal of scientific research on ADM systems and AI taking place in Dutch universities. As mentioned
previously, the Dutch Research Council (NWO) launched the
first national AI research agenda in 2019. In addition, one of
the most significant research initiatives has been the establishment of the national Innovation Center for Artificial Intelligence (ICAI). This is a national initiative focused on joint
technology development between academia, industry and
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government in the area of artificial intelligence. The ICAI
involves a number of research institutions, including Delft
University of Technology, Radboud University, University of
Amsterdam, Utrecht University, and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (Innovation Center for Artificial Intelligence, 2019)
[here]. There are a number of labs established under this
collaboration, such as the National Police Lab AI. As mentioned above, at Utrecht University, the National Police Lab
AI works in collaboration with the police, to research how
artificial intelligence can be used in a law enforcement context.
Furthermore, at the University of Amsterdam, there is
the Digital Transformation of Decision-Making research
initiative. The purpose of this initiative is to examine how
automated decision-making systems are replacing human
decision makers in a range of areas, from justice, to media, commerce, health, and labor. In particular, researchers are looking at how the digitization of decision-making
affects democratic values and the exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms (UvA, 2019a) [here]. In relation to
this, there is the AI & the Administration of Justice research
initiative which is also at the University of Amsterdam. This
initiative is engaged in normative research into the fundamental rights, societal values, and ethics of automated
decision-making, specifically oriented towards the role and
responsibilities of judges, public prosecutors, and lawyers
(UvA, 2019b) [here]. And finally, there is the Human(e) AI research priority area of the University of Amsterdam which
stimulates new research on the societal consequences of
the rapid development of artificial intelligence and ADM in
a wide variety of societal areas (UvA, 2019c) [here].

Key takeaways
This chapter reveals several important new findings about
ADM and AI in the Netherlands during the past year. Perhaps the most important point is that there is currently
an incredible amount of activity in the field of ADM and
AI, whether at the government policy level, in political and
public debate, or the ever-increasing new uses of ADM
systems by both government and private companies. Secondly, it is striking that the use of ADM systems and AI by
law enforcement has seen major development in the Netherlands. Thirdly, it also seems that a lot of the use of ADM
systems by the government is in the realm of local government and government agencies that have discretion in how
to allocate recourse, such as welfare, unemployment, tax
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exemptions, etc. However, in terms of the challenges that
ADM systems present, the case of the Netherlands perhaps
highlights major issues concerning the lack of transparency
with regards to ADM systems used by government. This has
been one of the key criticisms of ADM systems, such as the
SyRI system for welfare-fraud detection. Indeed, in the SyRI
judgment, one of the biggest faults was the lack of transparency, with the Court even noting the “deliberate choice” by
the government, of not providing “verifiable information”
on the nature of SyRI. Finally, sector-specific regulators are
also stepping-up, such as the data protection authorities
and financial institution regulators, which are bringing a
new level of guidance and scrutiny to both public and private uses of ADM systems.

there is
currently an
incredible amount
of activity in the
field of ADM and
AI, whether at the
government policy
level, in political and
public debate, or
the ever-increasing
new uses of ADM
systems by both
government and
private companies.
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Of course!

Make sure
you won’t let me
beat you again
today.

A HA HA HA H.

In the
meantime, would
you like to hear
a joke?

The smile
competition,
darling!

What
do you
mean?

Oh, yeah.

Easy
game again,
my dear.

A HA HA HA H.

Ok, thanks
a lot. That was
really kind
of you.

What
could be so
funny?

Forget it.

I thought
that maybe we could
get a beer together
some day.
Why
not? I’ll call
you.

Find out more on p. 185 in the research chapter under “Smile-monitoring
of employees and consumers by PKO bank”.
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Pre-crime at
the tax office:
How Poland
automated the
fight against
VAT fraud.
In their fight against fraud, Polish
tax authorities use STIR, an
algorithm that sifts through the
data of millions of entrepreneurs.
The government claims success,
but dozens of companies have
been hit, some say wrongly.
By Konrad Szczygieł
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“We have broken the group of VAT fraudsters”, “We have
detected the artificial vegetable oil trading being a carousel fraud”, “National Revenue Administration liquidated the
Asian mafia thanks to STIR”.
These are just a few of the headlines from recent months.
They showcase the success of the tax authorities in their
fight against tax fraud, and all of them feature STIR prominently.

/ It’s not about stirring
To begin with, a brief explanation – STIR has nothing to do
with stirring. This is an abbreviation (System Teleinformatyczny Izby Rozliczeniowej) for a technical system aimed at automatically identifying suspicious transactions and fraudulent
entrepreneurs.
STIR was set up in 2017 by the government but it was built
by the National Clearing House (Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa,
KIR), a private company owned by private banks as well as
the national bank, which holds a third of the shares. KIR is
a technical hub that provides Polish banks with the infrastructure they need for inter-bank transactions.
Representatives of the Ministry of Finance who discussed
STIR with AlgorithmWatch described STIR as a “warehouse
of data”. “It is not a magic box showing final results. There
is always a human at the end of it, analyzing what the system found,” said one of them, who wishes to remain anonymous.
Since April 2018, the main user of STIR has been the National Revenue Administration (Krajowa Administracja Skarbowa,
KAS). This new public authority was set up in 2017 after the
Law and Justice (PiS) government made fighting VAT (valueadded tax) fraud a priority. KAS was born of the merger of
the tax administration and the customs service.

/ VAT carousel
As in all Member States of the European Union, VAT fraud is
a large and profitable business. It is commonly measured using the “VAT gap”, which represents the difference between
expected VAT revenues and actual VAT revenues (part of the
gap is due to other causes, such as bankruptcies).
In 2018, according to CASE, a think-tank, the VAT gap was
about 140 billion euros in the EU and 5.8 billion euros in
Poland, with a clear downward trend.
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The fraud, also known as the VAT carousel, involves at
least two companies. Company A sells a product with VAT
to company B, but does not transfer the VAT it received to
the public treasury as is legally required. Company B, which
paid VAT to company A, then asks the public treasury for
reimbursement, as it legally should. In real-life, the scheme
involves many more intermediary companies and crossborder transactions.

Closing the gap
Missing VAT as a share of expected VAT.
STIR starts

25 %
20 %

Poland
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10 %

European Union
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0%
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2016

2017
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Data for 2018 is preliminary
Chart: AlgorithmWatch Source: CASE Created with
Datawrapper

/ A data warehouse
What information about Polish entrepreneurs does STIR
collect? Quite a lot. The list includes all bank accounts
opened and maintained by a company, including the daily
statements of transactions, identification data of senders
and recipients of transactions and their account numbers;
the date, amount, currency, title, and description of transactions, and the initial and final balances of statements.
Since July 2019, banks must also provide STIR with the IP
addresses from which account holders log into their accounts.
“Determining the IP addresses which were used to carry
out untypical transactions and the dates and times of
these transactions will allow [us] not only to identify the
persons, but also to check the places from which the instructions to carry out these transactions were made, the
links between these places and the persons using these IP
addresses,” the Ministry of Finance explained in a memorandum.
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/ Over 5 million people under
surveillance
Data released by KAS, the National Revenue Administration,
shows that STIR collected data on over 11 million transactions in 2019, related to close to four million entities. Five
and a half million individuals were connected to these entities, according to the KAS report.
STIR can be accessed by analysts working in a special unit
of KAS. Every day, reports from STIR land on their desks,
which include information on transactions that were automatically labeled as suspicious as well as “entities classified
as high-risk groups using the financial sector for tax evasion”, according to KAS documents.
Analyses based on STIR data are then submitted for approval to the head of the National Revenue Administration, who
can decide to freeze bank accounts that are deemed suspicious. Freezing an account can be done without informing the bank or the account owner, and can last 72 hours.
The freeze can then be extended up to three months. Since
March 2019, the decision to freeze an account can also be
made by regional heads of tax offices.
STIR does not seem to have links to judicial authorities. It is
less a tool to find past fraud and bring wrongdoers to justice than a predictive tool aimed at preventing fraud.

/ Ministerial satisfaction
How effective is STIR? A glance at the statistics shows that
the system is developing slowly.
In 2018, thanks to the algorithm, 41 accounts belonging
to 23 entities were frozen, containing about 10.2 million
Polish złoty (2.3 million euros). KAS reported that the operation prevented the theft of 132 million złoty (30 million
euros) in VAT fraud, slightly above 0,5% of the estimated
VAT gap.
The number increased five-fold in 2019. 537 accounts belonging to 113 entities were frozen, holding over 67 million
złoty (15 million euros) in assets. The estimated savings for
the state coffers amount to 584 million złoty (133 million
euros).
According to the latest data we obtained, data from STIR
has already lead to the freezing of 383 accounts in 2020.
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since 2018, 52 complaints
have been filed by
entrepreneurs whose bank
accounts had been frozen
after a decision by KAS
based on STIR data.

The Ministry of Finance is satisfied with the algorithm, according to a report by the newspaper, Dziennik Gazeta Prawna. “In December 2019, the Ministry hosted a delegation of
the Chinese treasury to learn about the functioning of the
latest solutions in the implementation of the split payment
mechanism and the STIR system,” Mariusz Szulc, the journalist, wrote. A system similar to STIR, the Central Electronic
System of Payment information (CESOP), is expected to take
effect throughout the EU in 2024. It will collect information
on the recipients and senders of cross-border transfers.

/ Seeking redress
Entrepreneurs whose accounts have been blocked by KAS,
based on the result of STIR analysis, are often helpless in
the fight against the algorithm. They seek help in the courts.
Until March 2019, when regional tax offices received the
right to freeze bank accounts themselves, the Voivodeship
Administrative Court in Warsaw was the only place where
entrepreneurs could file complaints against KAS. Judge Ewa
Marcinkowska of the Court Information Department told
AlgorithmWatch that, since 2018, 52 complaints have been
filed by entrepreneurs whose bank accounts had been frozen after a decision by KAS based on STIR data.
Ms. Marcinkowska added that in 41 cases the court dismissed the complaints, and thus ruled against the entrepreneurs.

/ No investigation needed
In a judgment of the Warsaw Administrative Court of 20
September 2018, judges wrote that the tax office does not
have to conduct evidentiary proceedings when freezing an
account.
In January 2019, the court made itself even clearer, stating
that “a rational entrepreneur should reckon with the fact that
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the authority may apply procedures in force against him, in
particular those consisting in blocking [their bank] account”.

/ Complaining to the ombudsperson
What can a long-term account lockout mean for an entrepreneur? This can be seen in the content of complaints received by the office of the Polish Commissioner for Human
Rights. “In one of the complaints, the complainant raised
general allegations about the nature of the provisions introduced, claiming that this was an abuse of power. In his opinion, the blocking of the entrepreneur’s funds may cause the
company to become insolvent and consequently bankrupt,”
said Łukasz Starzewski, from the press office of the Commissioner for Human Rights. The entrepreneur pointed out
that the most painful thing in the case of account blockage
was the inability to pay out salaries to employees. (Current
legislation allows for lifting an account freeze to pay salaries, but the procedure is long and cumbersome.)

According to the KAS press office, “the tasks of KIR include
running STIR and processing data in this system, determining algorithms and indicators of risk”.
I then asked the National Clearing House for more details.
Agnieszka Sobczak-Malinowska, from the KIR press office,
referred me to the provisions of the law that allowed the
deployment of STIR. “Due to the confidentiality of information about STIR, also protected by law, it is not possible to
provide data in response to your questions in a wider scope
than it results from the above-mentioned documents,” she
said.
The law in question, passed on 24 November 2017, does
not answer our questions. It refers in general terms to the
use of the algorithm and that KAS, by means of STIR, is
tasked to establish risk indicators.

Rzeczpospolita, a daily newspaper, wrote about this case:
“The blockade ‘by surprise’ prevented the entrepreneur
from defending his rights, leading to the deregistration of
his company from the register of active VAT payers. The
Commissioner for Human Rights stated that such actions
by the tax authorities may violate civil rights and freedoms
and the rule of law”.

The 2017 law states that STIR’s algorithm is to be developed
by KIR, taking into account “best practices of the banking sector and the cooperative savings and credit unions
in terms of preventing their activities from being used for
fiscal evasion.” According to the law, the algorithm, when
selecting suspicious transactions, uses criteria such as
whether an entity made unusual, sudden movements on its
bank account and whether it transfers money to “countries
where there is a high risk of fraud”.

/ False positives

/ Stirring discontent

How does KAS explain their approach? Their philosophy is
simple: better safe than sorry. In simple terms, the idea is
to ensure that the money belonging to the state treasury
will not disappear from accounts of suspected companies,
for example.

Since the beginning of work on STIR, the lack of transparency related to the algorithm has been a matter of debate.
Objections were raised by NGOs, including Panoptykon,
which advocates for the citizens’ right to privacy.

But there is a silver lining for entrepreneurs. In June 2020,
another court, in Poznań, changed its stance, compared to
the Warsaw court. The Poznań judges ruled that if the decision to block an account for 72 hours is insufficiently justified, it would also be illegal to extend it for three months.

/ The secret algorithm
What kind of algorithm does STIR use? What does it look at?
It is a closely guarded secret. One official from the Ministry
of Finance I talked to, when asked about the details of the
algorithm, quickly cut the conversation off, saying that the
cook does not reveal the secrets of his recipes.
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During the development of the 2017 STIR law, Panoptykon
experts frowned at, among other things, the collection of
IP addresses that account holders use to log into their accounts. “In what situations should this IP address be disclosed? Does it concern only entrepreneurs or regular people? And what about people who are permanently (e.g. by
phone) logged into banking: will the IP address used at the
time of logging in or the one from the moment of executing the transaction be transferred?” the organization asked.
These questions were not addressed but the change in
regulations passed anyway. The collection of IP addresses
has been effective since July 2019. No public consultation
on this matter took place.
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such as whether an entity
made unusual, sudden
movements on its bank
account.
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Research
By Natalia Mileszyk & Alek Tarkowski

Contextualization
In 2018, the Polish government initiated a public debate
on artificial intelligence technologies by preparing a draft
AI strategy through a participatory process that involved a
broad range of experts and stakeholders. Throughout the
debate, we observed limited interest from stakeholders to
discuss ADM specifically, and, more broadly, the societal
impact of algorithms – although the ethics of AI were nominally included in the process. The debate among stakeholders, initiated by the government, has focused on defining
Poland’s strategy for supplying AI solutions. Key topics concern: support for Polish entrepreneurs, provision of necessary digital talent, and the capacity of Polish research institutions. Some attention has been paid to regulatory issues,
in particular those related to the availability of data for AI
solutions.
At the same time, for the purposes of this report, we looked
at institutions employing ADM systems but we found a very
limited number of cases. One prominent example stood
out: an automated system for assigning court cases to judges. This is a case that received public attention by virtue of
being part of a broader, controversial (political) reform of
the judicial system. Yet even in this case, the lack of transparency around the project made it difficult to establish
the characteristics of the system and its real impact. There
were a few other cases, but they received little attention
from the media or wider society and caused limited controversy. One example – an important ADM development case
study – is the system used to profile unemployed people.
However, it did not garner any significant public attention.
At the end of 2018, the government unveiled its draft AI
strategy, which was scheduled for finalization the following
year. 2019 was to be the year in which the Polish government would define the final shape of its AI strategy. In Poland, the public administration is seen as a key actor that
can help shape the national approach to AI. This is due to
the high level of public funding available to core parts of
the IT sector. Additionally, academic researchers – whose
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we observed limited interest
from stakeholders to discuss
ADM specifically, and, more
broadly, the societal impact
of algorithms - although the
ethics of AI were nominally
included in the process.

work is predominantly funded from public sources – are
also seen as an important part of the Polish AI ecosystem.
The third key group of actors – startups and other IT companies – have not been very active in these public conversations, despite the fact that other stakeholders assign them
key roles. These private companies are largely software
houses that provide AI-based solutions directly to their clients, largely foreign ones. As a result, they have little interest in participating in national debates about AI and ADM.
Throughout 2019, it became clear that it would not be possible to finalize the national AI strategy quickly. A final draft
of the strategy was made available for public consultation
in late August. However, the whole process had yet to be
finalized by the end of 2019. During 2019, no significant
ADM-related initiatives were announced in the public sector and a very limited number of AI-based solutions were
introduced by commercial actors. The ADM systems that
directly impact Polish citizens can mostly be found in the
financial sector and on various online platforms – yet these
receive very limited public attention or oversight, mostly
due to their global scope. Finally, 2019 has been the year
in which ADM as a public policy issue was introduced into
the public debate, largely due to the activity of several nonprofit organizations.
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The broad issue of “artificial intelligence” remains a popular
topic in the media – for example, the development of “deep
fake” technologies has received widespread attention in the
mainstream media. However, media coverage rarely concerns specific ADM cases. Mainstream media outlets generally offer limited coverage of “tech” topics and focus on
subjects that are seen by media titles as controversial or
possibly interesting to the general public. For this reason,
there is very limited coverage of ongoing developments that
concern the development of AI or ADM solutions in Poland.
In this context, it should be noted that in early 2019 the
National Information Processing Institute (OPI) launched a
dedicated service covering topics related to AI technologies.
However, the most controversial ADM-related debate focused on “content upload filters” used by Internet platforms, which was a highly contentious issue in the European copyright reform debate. Poland was one of the
countries, in which this debate was the most heated. In
late March 2019, the ruling party (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość)
declared that protecting users’ freedom online through an
appropriate implementation of the new Directive would
be one of its electoral promises in the upcoming elections
to the European Parliament. In practical terms, this declaration meant that Poland will strive not to implement the
rules that enforce the controversial content upload filters.
The decision was an attempt to build support among rightwing voters, seen by the party as being largely opposed to
the new content filtering provisions. In May 2019, Poland
challenged the content filtering provisions at the European
Court of Justice. While the term ADM was never used during this policy debate, this challenge should be seen as an
important case where the societal impact of ADM systems
came up for public debate.

A catalog of ADM
cases
There were no major developments regarding the use of
ADM in 2019. Having said that, significant change can be
seen when it comes to policy debate and judicial decisions
although not when it comes to implementation. The reasons for such a state of play are multifaceted. Firstly, Polish
administration, which is perceived as a key actor when it
comes to the development of AI and ADM solutions, does
not treat the development of ADM solutions as a priority.
Up until now, the development of an e-administration infra-
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structure – which is the task of the Ministry of Digital Affairs
– has focused on systems that do not employ ADM mechanisms. Secondly, Poland is still a country where the supply
of ADM solutions remains higher than demand. Whereas,
Polish IT companies provide ADM solutions across the
world, there is no need to implement them locally – whether it be in the public or the private sector. Generally, the
demand for AI services in Poland is limited and this creates
a natural tendency to seek out clients abroad. In Poland,
73% of companies receive at least some of their revenue
from clients abroad and 33% receive most of their revenue
from foreign clients.
According to the Map of the Polish AI 2019 report, published by Digital Poland Foundation, the commercial ADM
solutions that are most frequently supplied by Polish AI
companies are analytics, big data, and business intelligence, together with sales, marketing, and advertising (one
of the examples, Mr. Wolf, is presented below). In addition,
companies often provide services in areas such as; financial
services and insurance, the Internet of things, and industry 4.0. This is probably due to the relative competitiveness
and openness to innovation in the Polish financial and industrial sectors. However, it has to be underlined that AI
solutions used by companies are usually related to automatization, not necessarily to taking any decisions. The more
general overview of such companies is presented in the report Iloraz Sztucznej Inteligencji 2 (only available in Polish).
ADM solutions are employed to a limited extent by the Polish business sector, however growth in this regard can still
be seen. As mentioned above, Polish companies develop AI
solutions largely for foreign markets, and thus have limited
influence upon the Polish ecosystem.

/ Detection of bank accounts being used
for illegal activity
STIR – System Teleinformatyczny Izby Rozliczeniowej (Clearance Chamber ICT System) is a new tool that gathers monetary information from banks, Cooperative Savings, and
Credit Unions. The aim of the system is to examine financial
activity and to discover potential illegal activity. The system
is operated by Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa (State Clearance
Chamber – a key entity of the Polish payment system infrastructure, which renders complex clearing services and
provides solutions for the banking and payment sectors).
The ADM tool in this system provides suggestions to tax
authorities by assigning risk indicators to accounts. For example, if there is suspicion that an offense has been committed related to a certain account, then (at the request of
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the tax authorities) the bank can block the account for 72
hours (which can be extended).
Legal regulations regarding STIR have been in force since
January 13, 2018, when amendments introduced to the Act
of August 29, 1997 – on Tax Ordinance – came into force.
The algorithm used by STIR is not publicly available, nor
transparent. Moreover, the law introducing STIR states that
disclosing or using algorithms or risk indicators, without being entitled to do so, is an offense. A person who discloses
algorithms can be imprisoned for up to five years (if the act
was unintentional, then a fine can be given).
1) The risk indicators, which are a result of an assessment
to see if money has potentially been used for illegal
activities, is determined by the algorithms developed
by the Clearance Chamber. This risk indicator takes
into account the best practices of the banking sector
in the field of counteracting financial and tax offenses,
and it is a key factor when deciding whether or not to
block an account. These criteria might be as follows
(according to Tax Ordinance): economics (based on the
assessment of overall economic activities of an entity,
especially taking into consideration any transactions
unjustified by the nature of the business),
2) geography (consisting of transactions with entities from
countries in which there is a high risk of tax fraud),
3) subject-specific nature of certain entities (conducting
high-risk business activities when it comes to the
possibility of tax extortion),
4) behavior (any unusual behavior of the entity) and
5) connections (the existence of links between the entity
and entities that are at risk of participating in activities
related to tax fraud).
The Clearance Chamber can assign the task of maintaining or modifying the STIR system to an external contractor.
Such delegation is made based on a civil law contract, but
the public supervision of the process whereby an entrepreneur is selected is not sufficient. This is due to the limited
application of public procurement rules (the State Clearance Chamber is a stock company). This might lead to insufficient transparency and oversight of this ADM system. In
reply to a freedom of information request by the ePaństwo
Foundation for more information about this particular entrepreneur, and the contract itself, the Ministry of Finance
refused to disclose the information on the basis that the
State Clearance Chamber is a private entity and that its operations cannot be revealed under FOI laws.
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In December 2018, the Administrative Court in Warsaw issued a precedent judgment in the STIR case. The court stated that in the case of extending the account lock by three
months, there is no need for an evidence proceeding to be
conducted. In such a case, it is enough for a public officer
to analyze the flows of money and to assume that there is a
risk of using a certain bank account for a tax scam.

/ Smile-monitoring of employees and
consumers by PKO bank
A rare example of media coverage of ADM occurred in September 2019, when the Gazeta Wyborcza daily wrote about
a test pilot of Quantum CX, an ADM system that has at
its heart a machine vision algorithm which is able to distinguish the smiles on people’s faces. As part of the pilot,
the system was installed in several branches of the PKO BP
bank. The system tracks smiles of both employees and clients. The former can exchange smiles for prizes, while on
the basis of the number of smiles of the latter, the company
pays funds to a charity.
The creators of the system present it as a modern, AI-based
approach to employee motivation and corporate charity
programs. Participation in the pilot is voluntary and em-
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ployees are able to independently regulate their own privacy settings in a specially designed application. Using the
highest-level privacy settings means that the manager cannot check the results of a particular employee, but only the
sum of smiles in a given bank branch.
After the initial article, the system was criticized by lawyers
working on digital rights and labor law issues. The issue was
addressed by the Polish Ombudsperson (Rzecznik Praw
Obywatelskich), who questioned the legality of the system
on the basis of both labor law and GDPR compliance. The
Ombudsperson has sent a formal request to the Chief Labor Inspector to investigate the case.

employees modify the
system’s selection in less than
1% of cases. This shows that, even
if ADM systems are only being used
to offer suggestions to
humans, they greatly influence
the final decision.

At the same time, the system has received a positive response from potential clients. Another pilot has been initiated by the office of the city of Sopot. In addition, several
companies have expressed an interest in the system as
well.

tool should have been set out in the legal act adopted by
parliament and not decided by the government. As a result,
the government decided to end its experiment with profiling the unemployed, and the system was finally scrapped
in December 2019.

The case of Quantum CX clearly demonstrates the varied
responses to ADM systems, and we will have to wait and
see how the case will further develop in 2020 and whether
any further evaluation of this system will be conducted.

The case of this ADM system shows that assessing the impact of even a simple ADM system is a resource and timeintensive effort. The case also proves that – while the public
administration lacks the necessary procedures, institutions,
and skilled staff – the role of non-profit watchdogs who
monitor ADM development is crucial.

/ The ADM system for profiling the
unemployed is scrapped
As presented in last year’s report, in May 2014, the Ministry
of Labor and Social Policy introduced a simple ADM system
that profiles unemployed people, and assigns them three
categories that determine the type of assistance they can
obtain from local labor office. Panoptykon Foundation, and
other NGOs critical of the system, have been arguing that
the questionnaire used to evaluate the situation of unemployed people, and the system that makes decisions based
on it, is discriminatory, lacks transparency, and infringes
data protection rights. Once the system makes a decision
based on the data, the labor office employee can change
the profile selection before approving the decision and
ending the process. Yet according to official data, employees modify the system’s selection in less than 1% of cases.
This shows that, even if ADM systems are only being used
to offer suggestions to humans, they greatly influence the
final decision.
The issue was finally solved in 2018, when the Constitutional Tribunal decided that the system needs to be better secured in a legislative act – although its main objection
was rather formal: the scope of data used by the profiling
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/ Mr. Wolf
Mr. Wolf is a commercial tool that helps to automate text
communication in customer service by automatic classification of notifications, interpretation of their content, and by
providing automated answers to repetitive questions. The
system makes automated decisions related to consumer
service communication at various levels, starting from classification to content decisions. After being sent to the system, notifications are categorized by algorithms. Mr. Wolf’s
task is to identify what kind of information is contained in
the notification: is it a bug report, parcel order or a password reset? It then assigns the case to the appropriate
category. In the event that the question cannot be categorized, it redirects the task to a human and then the process
of answering begins. After receiving the information, the
software provides answers or transfers the matter to the
employee. What is important is that the cases that are resolved by employees teach the system how to solve more
difficult cases – which make ADM systems more effective
and failure-proof. Mr. Wolf is an example of an ADM tool
that makes repetitive actions less burdensome and timeconsuming. At the same time, from the way the software
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has been programmed, it accepts the fact that not all cases
can be solved automatically and that there is a need for humans in the process.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Policy
/ Artificial Intelligence Development
Policy for 2019-2027 and other
governmental actions
The Polish government has been working on the issue of
Artificial Intelligence since June 2018, when Jarosław Gowin,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Science and Higher
Education, declared that Poland will create its own Artificial
Intelligence strategy. As of July 2020, the final version of the
national AI strategy still hasn’t been published.
The work on a national AI strategy, and programs emerging from this strategy, have been relatively slow. Efforts
related to AI development were initiated by two different
Ministries: The Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Technology, and the Ministry of Digital Affairs. These two agencies
have coordinated their efforts to a small extent. The former
is focused on industrial policy related to the “Industry 4.0”
model, while the latter is developing educational programs
aimed at increasing the supply of skilled digital talent in the
IT sector.
On February 26th, 2019, the Minister of Digitization, Minister of Entrepreneurship and Technology, Minister of Science and Higher Education, and the Minister of Investment
and Development all signed a memorandum on the development of Artificial Intelligence in Poland which aimed
to provide a strategic and cross-sectoral framework for AI
development. The Ministries agreed to create an AI ecosystem, to coordinate activities aimed at providing interdisciplinary education and research on AI, to provide citizens
with skills related to data science, and to cooperate in order
to create a roadmap to get there.
In late August 2019, the Ministry of Digital Affairs published
the much awaited final draft of the Artificial Intelligence Development Policy for 2019-2027 for public consultation. At
the time of writing this report neither the results of the con-
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sultation nor the final version of the policy document have
been made public.
The key goal of this document is to provide Poland with an
important place in the global economy, which is already being shaped – and will be further shaped in the near future
– by AI technologies and applications. In the opinion of its
authors, the use of AI by Polish companies is necessary to
build a strong internal market for AI solutions. As written
in the document, the mission of Poland’s strategic policy in
the field of AI is to support AI science, research and development for the growth of innovation, and productivity of
the knowledge-based economy, as well as to support citizens in the process of transformation in the work environment, and the improvement of competences while taking
into account the protection of human dignity, and ensuring
conditions for fair competition. So far, AI development in
Poland has led to the creation of a supply strategy in which
Poland is a country providing AI-based solutions that are
then used in other parts of the world. Creating a demand
strategy is necessary if AI technology is to benefit Polish society. Such ambition is visible in the draft policy.
Even if the term ADM is not mentioned in the draft of the
document, the policy refers in many places to decisions
taken by AI, which constitute part of general ADM mechanisms. The authors of the policy acknowledge that using AI
in ADM is inevitable, but that these systems shall be implemented with respect to certain standards, such as transparency (including how algorithms work). Moreover, ADM
development shall be in accordance with international
standards, legal framework, and ethical considerations.
The documents also put legal challenges related to ADM
in the spotlight, such as the automatic conclusion of civil
contracts. There are also certain proposals to help regulate
ADM, such as a system of norms, certification or data management standards – although a single perfect solution has
not been identified.
The authors of the document summarize the framework
by concluding that, in order to strengthen AI development
in Poland, coordination is necessary in the following areas:
construction of a 5G network; development of digital competences at all levels of education; support for the possibility of creating inter-university networks to create consortia
dealing with specific research problems; promote the latest
technological solutions among entrepreneurs to raise the
level of development and establish a dialogue with other
EU economies; support and promote joint entrepreneurial
solutions (e.g., joint R&D, exchange of experiences, cluster
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solutions); support cooperation between academic centers
and business entities, support projects in the field of cyber
security; support the creation of an API standard for access
to industrial data and open interoperability standards.

/ Oversight
/ The right to explain credit decisions
Up until recently, in Poland and other European Union
countries, only entrepreneurs had the right to ask a bank
to explain a decision to decline credit. Poland is the first EU
country to extend this right to individual customers and to
clarify what information banks must provide to their customers – including cases where ADM was used to calculate
a credit decision. At the end of April 2019, an Act of 21 February 2019 amending other acts (including banking law and
the Consumer Credit Act) in connection with ensuring the
application of the General Data Protection Regulation came
into force.
According to the new law, everyone has the right to clarify
their credit assessment if:
WW they are applying for any kind of loan. It does not
matter if the decision was negative or positive or
whether the application is for a mortgage or just for
the ability to shop in installments.
WW they are applying for a consumer loan at a loan
institution (companies such as Provident, Vivus, and
Stork operate in the Polish market), and the final
decision was negative.
If a credit or loan decision was made automatically (without
human intervention), citizens have the additional right to
have the basis for that decision explained to them. This permission is independent of whether the automatic decision
was positive or negative. In this case, the customer also has
the right to express their own position. If someone does
not agree with the ADM decision, their application can be
reviewed, and the resulting decision will be made by a human (e.g., a bank analyst). This procedure applies both at
banks and at lending institutions.
The clarification can be requested as soon as the bank, or
loan institution, issues a credit decision. The additional right
to explain the grounds for an automatic decision can also
be exercised as soon as the result of the decision is known.
In practice, this occurs immediately after submitting the ap-
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plication – automatic decisions are made as soon as all the
required data has been entered into a computer.
The Polish non-governmental organization, Panoptykon
Foundation (which focuses on privacy) played a key role in
getting this right extended to customers.

/ Civil society and academia
While the general public and policy debate in Poland focuses on AI and its commercial potential, civil society actors
are trying to shift the narrative more towards ADM-related
issues. According to NGOs (Centrum Cyfrowe Foundation,
Panoptykon Foundation, Klub Jagielloński, and others), discussion about ADM systems – as opposed to discussion
about AI – allows for a better understanding of the impact
of new technologies on the individual and society. What
is worth underlining is the fact that this shift is not purely
dominated by NGOs, but also allows the space for dialogue
with various other actors, especially administration and
business.

/ AlgoPoland. Automated Decision
Making in service of the society
The AlgoPoland Automated Decision Making in service of
the society report is the result of cooperation between the
Centrum Cyfrowe Foundation (Polish digital think-and-do
tank, of which the authors of this chapter are members) and
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Klub Jagielloński. The key assumption of the report’s authors
is that Poland has so far implemented fewer ADM systems
than other European states and developed economies. To
encourage sustained development of ADM systems, Poland
can take advantage of the benefits of its delayed economic
growth. While implementing these systems, Poland is able to
learn from the mistakes made by other countries which have
pioneered the way, but have often made faulty attempts at
implementation. A rational strategy for the implementation
of ADM systems – one based on clear principles aimed at
serving the public interest – can be of great benefit to the
Polish economy, society, and public administration.
The AlgoPoland report consists of three parts: presentation
of various applications of ADM systems around the world,

and specifically in Europe and Poland, in the following key
areas of social life: predictive policing, job market, social
welfare, and healthcare, education, access to information
and culture, finance, the judiciary system, and finally, the
challenges and opportunities related to ADM and recommendations.
The recommendations from the report are as follows:
WW To build socio-economic trust regarding ADM systems,
it is vital to proceed within the quadruple helix
model which combines academia, industry, public
administration, and civil society.
WW ADM systems must be regulated. Due to their
considerable impact on individuals and societies, we
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need to cooperate to develop regulatory measures
which will ensure that ADM systems serve the joint
interests of the economy and society.
WW ADM systems are only as good as the data which
they process. High quality and, most importantly,
the availability of datasets are necessary for avoiding
biased and corrupt results of using ADM systems.
WW ADM systems must be based on a transparent and
explainable mechanism.
WW The key to sustainable development of ADM is public
awareness: understanding of the mechanism and
results of the application of such systems.

/ AlGOVrithms. State of play report
In May 2019, another digital NGO – ePaństwo Foundation,
in cooperation with partners from the Czech Republic,
Georgia, Slovakia, Hungary, and Serbia, published a report
called AlGOVrithms. State of play report. The report identifies examples of algorithms used in the public administration systems of the previously mentioned countries. The
report describes how they work, verifies whether they
were introduced through legal regulations, checks how
open and transparent they are, and sees if there is any
system in place that secures citizens’ rights against potential abuse as a result of algorithms. While working on the
report, researchers mainly used three methods to collect
the required information: desk research, freedom of information requests, and interviews with recognized experts
and decision-makers.
The authors did not outline the existing overall state policy
regarding the implementation of alGOVrithms in any of the
countries participating in the research. Moreover, they did
not find any examples of the existence of a legal framework
comprehensively describing the rights and obligations of the
states and citizens regarding ADM. The legal documents that
do exist refer to some aspects of examples of alGOVrithms,
such as systems to allocate judges to specific court cases.
The authors proved that algorithms used in ADM software
are not subject to transparency and that access to the algorithms or the source code is not possible. In addition, the
authors did not find any cases where a single institution
oversees, or even possesses comprehensive knowledge of,
which ADM systems exist in each country. Apart from the
example in the Serbian system, where judges are allocated
to cases, and where the donor (EU) has audited the system,
no external and independent audits are in place to monitor the accuracy and fairness of the operation of algorithms.
The report shows that there is a long way to go in the region
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before a sustainable and human rights-proof policy framework for ADM development is created.

/ Digital Sustainability Forum
The Digital Sustainability Forum (DSF) is a joint initiative
between the Centrum Cyfrowe Foundation, Digital Poland
Foundation, and Microsoft. The goal of the initiative is to
develop recommendations for decision-makers who are
responsible for building strategies, policies, and regulating emerging technology. These recommendations are the
result of cooperation between representatives of science,
business, non-governmental organizations, and public
administration. The cooperation of all participants of this
innovative ecosystem has resulted in the development of
pragmatic recommendations which take into account the
reality of a constantly changing world. It is also a tangible
example of a project using a quadruple helix model which
combines academia, industry, public administration, and
civil society.
Up until now, the Digital Sustainability Forum was the place
to discuss two issues: AI and cybersecurity. The AI discussion addressed the questions of how to build digitally sustainable policies in the AI sector, how to ensure that the
opportunities provided by the development of AI technology overcome social risks and challenges, and how to use
Poland‘s digital transformation to achieve its sustainable
development goals. The issue of safeguards that need to
be implemented when it comes to ADM systems that use
AI was also discussed. The scope of the forum shows that
the issue of ADM (and other systems) need to be addressed
from various perspectives. Such an approach creates room
to help answer the challenges of ADM from both a societal
and a business perspective – the inclusion of diverse voices
will be crucial in this process.
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How is it going
today? Any gambling addicts
trying to get in?
Nobody.
The surveillance
system for facial
recognition
never fails!

Uff!
Next
time I’m going
to do as you
suggested.

This
fake beard
is making me
feel really
hot.

a Moustache is
much better, I told you.
Hahahahahaha.

Ha ha
ha ha ha
ha ha!

Find out more on p. 198 in the research chapter under “Casinos”.
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Automated
verification of
prescriptions
helped
crackdown on
medical fraud
Portugal’s national health
service introduced a centralized,
automated system to verify
medical prescriptions in 2016.
One year later, it flagged
20 million euros of fraud.
By Paula Simoes
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Which doctors give more medical prescriptions? Which
ones prescribe more expensive medicines? How many
doctors have more than 100 packages dispensed from the
same pharmacy, on the same day? How many packages
are dispensed from each pharmacy when the expiry date
is about to end?
These are some of the questions answered by the Control
and Monitoring Center from the Portuguese Public National Health Service, Centro de Controlo e Monitorização do Sistema Nacional de Saúde (CCM-SNS), using data from several
databases, to detect and fight prescription fraud. The “paperless prescriptions” program and the electronic medical
prescription system started in 2016 and were made mandatory for the public sector, although exceptions were allowed in some cases.
Doctors fill in the prescription, using software certified by
the Shared Services of the Ministry of Health, Serviços Partilhados do Ministério da Saúde (SPMS), sign it digitally, either
with their Portuguese Citizen Card or with their Order of
Doctors’ card, and send it to the patient’s mobile phone by
text message or email, or print it out. Doctors can also use
a mobile app to issue prescriptions, even remotely, by signing them with their Digital Mobile Key. This is a means of
authentication created by the Portuguese government that
connects a mobile phone number to a Portuguese citizen
identification number. Patients can also use their Citizen
Card to buy prescribed medicines from a pharmacy.
When the system was announced, back in 2015, the national
newspaper, Público, reported that about 15% of the seven
million prescriptions written each month were not bought,
either because patients could not afford them or because
they decided to forego treatment. The new system lets doctors know if the prescriptions were bought or not. Another
novelty is that patients can buy the prescribed medicines
from different pharmacies, in case one pharmacy does not
stock all of them.

/ Controlling fraud
One of the major motivations, as well as optimizing resources and reducing costs, for using the electronic prescription
system was to control the use and detect fraud.
Fraud was reduced by 80% during the first year of the new
system, according to the National Health Service (SNS). In
2019, 97.28% of the prescriptions in the public health sector were electronic (the share of electronic prescriptions is
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they decided to forego
treatment.

much lower in the private sector, where the practice is not
mandatory). The system allows the SNS control center to
quickly monitor and detect irregularities by automatically
analyzing patterns in the prescription and dispensation of
medicines.
The Control and Monitoring Center uses data from invoices
issued by pharmacies and other providers of services, such
as medical exams. This data set is complemented by information from electronic or paper prescriptions from the databases of the Ministry of Health, such as the National Prescription Database (Base de Dados Nacional de Prescrições,
BDNP); the Vignettes and Prescription Requisition Portal;
and the National Medicine Database. The control is made
at the prescription phase, where the system verifies that
the doctor is registered and can make the prescription and
that the patient exists and can benefit from it.

/ Phony prescriptions
In 2011, RTP, the public sector broadcaster, reported that
the police were investigating a case of fraud that happened
in 2009 and 2010, before the new system was in place. Prescriptions had been written in the name of deceased doctors, using falsified signatures, or to deceased patients.
Several doctors were using the same professional license
number and one doctor made 32,000 prescriptions in only
one year – one every 3 minutes. The targets were expensive
medicines with a high percentage of reimbursement by the
SNS. With a drug costing 100 euros and a reimbursement
rate of 90%, a pharmacy can get 90 euros from the SNS
by presenting a prescription written by a doctor, without
having sold the medicine. The news report mentioned that
medicines represented 40% of all public expenditure fraud.
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Another type of fraud can happen when
patients from the public sector are
referred to the private sector. In January 2014, SIC, a private TV channel,
reported that the private health group
Sanfil invoiced ADSE, a public health
sub-system, for medicines and medical exams that had not been provided
to the referred patients.

rigor,
transparency and
permanent monitoring
are essential
instruments in the
fight against fraud and
corruption.

The fraud control system also uses the Ministry of Health’s
National Registry of Health Users, which contains information about the benefits patients are entitled to (the reimbursement rate varies depending on employment status,
with different schemes for pensioners and public-sector
employees). This allows for the immediate verification of
each transaction to the different health providers. The National Commission for Data Protection authorized the practice.

/ Back in public hands
The computerization of the system of fraud detection for
complementary means of diagnosis and therapy dates
back to the 1980s. The system was extended to medicine
prescriptions in 2003, under the aegis of the Central Administration of the SNS, with data coming from regional health
administrations.
In 2007, the Council of Ministers earmarked over 30 million
euros over four years to create and implement the Invoice
Control Center (Centro de Conferência de Faturas, CCF), now
called Control and Monitoring Center. The project was carried out by a private company, PT Comunicações, from the
design to the implementation and operation phases.
Until then, the system to control the invoices involved
around 500 workers spread across a variety of offices
around the country, leading to high costs for the National Health Service and difficulties in obtaining results in a
timely manner. In 2005, there were 23 million prescriptions
for complementary means of diagnosis and therapy and 55
million prescriptions for medicine.

The Invoice Control Center (CCM)
started operations in 2010. Two
years later, the Information Exploration Unit was created to analyze data gathered by the CCM
and to detect anomalous and
potentially fraudulent situations,
to develop a fraud risk analysis
model, and to forward suspicious
cases to the police.

Over the first seven years, the central unit detected irregularities amounting to hundreds of millions of euros and
was instrumental in starting many prosecutions for fraud
in the health system. According to the Ministry of Health, in
the first semester of 2017, the Invoice Control Center processed prescriptions worth 356.2 million euros and flagged
21.1 million euros to the State prosecutor.
Although the Invoice Control Center was always under the
Central Administration of the SNS, the management, maintenance, and operation of the center were provided by a
private operator until June 2018. At that time, the Council
of Ministers transferred responsibilities for this unit to the
Shared Services of the Ministry of Health (SPMS), putting it
entirely under the control of the public sector.
The government justified the transition by considering the
activity of the center as strategic to the efficiency of the SNS
and to the management of public expenditure. Data protection considerations also played a role.
In December 2019, the adjunct Secretary of State for
Health, Jamila Madeira, made an official visit to the premises of the Invoice Control Center. She said the center was
a priority for the government because “rigor, transparency
and permanent monitoring are essential instruments in the
fight against fraud and corruption”. Each month, the center
checks 8 million documents, 70% of them digital.

At the same time, the Ministry of Health tried to increase
the use of electronic prescriptions – from an estimated 40%
at the time. The promise of timely and easy fraud detection was a big motivation for the push towards digitization.
However, it could only be done if the entire technological
ecosystem was updated to deal with it.
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Research
By Eduardo Santos

Contextualization
ADM in Portugal is still at an early stage. A lot of work has
already been done, and there is a lot of knowledge in the
field. However, in general, citizens do not yet feel the presence of ADM in their daily lives. This is either; because it
is not present at all or, when it is present, it is not obvious
and/or it plays a limited role.
In recent years, new companies have emerged that mostly
aim to work with and sell to international markets. These
companies use decent AI tools provided by local universities and build upon scientific knowledge from the field and
the human resources sector. Some of these companies, although they are not well known in Portugal, have achieved
significant commercial success abroad. This has led to increased attention from the national media who are interested in the activities of these companies and the potential
of AI for the country.
Unlike other countries, where the use of ADM has led to
public criticism and debate, in Portugal, the absence of
ADM processes – or the lack of awareness of them – has
so far meant that there has been little public debate on the
issue. The media often writes about AI from a critical angle,
pointing out the dangers and challenges. However, the coverage mostly focuses on events in other countries which
can seem distant to the reality of life for Portuguese people.
This might change soon, as many projects are starting to
develop, or are already being implemented, in the country.
At the same time, the government has taken the lead by
presenting the first National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence and by promoting programs to support AI initiatives
in Public Administration. The government is also encouraging Portuguese companies to develop in the field of AI
and ADM and to take advantage of opportunities abroad.
The prime minister, António Costa, recently traveled to India where he visited a Portuguese company working on a
pilot project for the installation of biometric face identification technology at New Delhi International Airport. In addi-
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tion, Costa has encouraged Portuguese companies to take
advantage of the economic opportunities offered by India,
especially for engineering and tech companies in this sector, as India is currently building one hundred new airports.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Banking
Banks and financial service companies are promoting services that they claim give their clients an immediate decision on their personal loan requests. For example, BPI’s
“immediate credit” solution states that clients can simulate
the desired loan conditions and, upon submitting their
data, “know immediately if the funding is approved”. However, the small print indicates that there is a human decision before the credit is granted.
Younited Credit Portugal also promises an immediate first
answer with their online system.
Puzzle, from Banco BNI, advertises a one-minute response
to online loan requests. The small print states that it will
take 48 hours if the client uses a manual process instead,
although it is not clear what that means.
In early 2019, Jornal de Negócios reported that Caixa Geral
de Depósitos, the public bank founded in 1876 and one
of the biggest banks in the country, expected “automated
credit decision (services) to be coming soon”

/ Police Forces
In January 2020, for the first time, the Data Protection Authority (DPA) has given an opinion on the use of AI in video
surveillance systems. It refused to give its approval in two
projects that would implement such systems in public
spaces in the cities of Leiria and Portimão, as requested
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by the police. This system would allow the use of technology “to search for people by physical characteristics, gender, clothing or hair colours”. However, the DPA pointed
out the lack of justification for the use of this technology.
This conclusion refers not only according to proportionality criteria and taking into account the amount and type of
information that can be collected, but also to the opacity
of the process of pattern analysis. The DPA strongly criticized the projects, as they involved “large-scale systematic
monitoring and tracking of people and their habits and
behavior, as well as identifying people from data relating
to physical characteristics, being undeniable the high risk
to the fundamental rights to data protection and respect
for privacy”. The DPA also considered that there was a risk
of “not being able to understand whether the results presented by the system, which would serve as (the) basis for
the police to make decisions about the targeted citizens,
are discriminatory”, pointing out that this would be “inadmissible” under the Portuguese Constitution. (Sources:
TSF, Público).
In January 2018, Diário de Notícias reported on the use of
face recognition by the Laboratory of the Forensic Science
Police to monitor foreign citizens in airports. However, it
remains unclear the exact context in which such a system
is used. The involvement of a forensic laboratory from the
police might indicate that such technology is not used as a
large-scale standard solution for the control of foreign citizens, but rather as an alternative resource, available to the
police, for investigation purposes.

/ Casinos
Under the Portuguese gambling law (DL n.º 422/89, de 02
de Dezembro), specific people can be banned from casinos.
This includes the possibility of self-exclusion, to help people
who are struggling with gambling addiction. Casinos cannot allow persons on the non-authorized list to enter their
premises. Traditionally, this law is enforced by the security
staff of the casinos using CCTV and personal contact for
recognition purposes. In this context, the rise of face recognition was seen as an opportunity to improve the efficiency
of law enforcement.
In 2016, Turismo de Portugal (the national tourism board)
contracted IBM for 110 licenses and the central software
needed to activate and run the face recognition modules
of the CCTV systems installed in casinos. The contract cost
337,833.63 euros (plus VAT) and was comprised of 401
CCTV cameras which were set up in all 11 casinos in Portu-
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Over the last few years
algorithms have played
a key role in detecting,
investigating and prosecuting
cases of fraud associated
with medical prescriptions
within the national health
service.

gal. According to the publicly available contract, the implementation period should have taken 90 days.
In August 2018, the Jornal de Notícias newspaper reported
(paywall) that casinos were installing face recognition systems intended to stop, for example, self-excluded gambling
addicts from entering the premises.
However, in May 2019, the Público newspaper reported
(paywall) that the system was still not up and running. The
article cites a representative from a casino who confirmed
that the system did not produce the expected results, “for
technical reasons“, but he thought that such a goal may still
be achievable. A representative from another casino confirmed the claim, saying that the system “does not work
very well, (but it) is in the implementation phase”. Público
further reported that the system was installed back in 2017,
but it has not been operational since then. The technical difficulties are related to the poor lighting at the entrances to
the casinos, and to the fact that the cameras need to zoom
in on the customer’s face. The failure of the system meant
that the casinos had to hire more staff to do this work. Turismo de Portugal did not reply to questions concerning
the renewal of licenses and their plans to continue the contract with IBM. Público also reported, back in 2017, that it
was said that the CCTV cameras would only work with IBM
software. This would explain why the contract was signed
directly with IBM instead of going through a normal public
tender process.

/ Prescription fraud detection in
the National Health Service
Over the last few years algorithms have played a key role
in detecting, investigating and prosecuting cases of fraud
associated with medical prescriptions within the national
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health service (Serviço Nacional de Saúde). Sábado reported how a team of three or four people processed between six to seven million prescriptions a month, written
by 40,000 medical doctors and picked up at the 3000 pharmacies throughout Portugal. The team uses algorithms to
detect patterns and to flag cases of higher fraud probability. For example, the system checks to see if there is a large
concentration of prescriptions from a single doctor filled in
at the same pharmacy, if a doctor prescribes above-average quantities, which doctors give out the most prescriptions, or who gives the most value, etc.
This information is then forwarded to the criminal investigation police. Between 2012 and 2016, the reports forwarded for police investigation involved 432 doctors, and
more than 122 service providers and prescriptions worth
a total of 1,098 million euros. The police then investigated
which of these cases might have illicit origins, which resulted in several police operations and subsequent criminal prosecutions with significant impact in the press and
with the public.

/ Pensioners prove they are alive
via face or voice recognition
Every year, approximately 11,000 retired Portuguese citizens who live abroad must demonstrate “proof of life” in
order to continue receiving their pension. Now, a pilot project launched by Caixa Geral de Aposentações, a welfare
institution for civil servants, aims to simplify the process by
allowing pensioners who live abroad to demonstrate the
required proof of life via face or voice recognition. The pilot
project started in Macau (a former colony that remained
under Portuguese administration until 1999), where hundreds of people are already using the system.
A representative of a pensioner’s association in Macau
told Antena 1 that, while he found the system easy to

retired
Portuguese citizens
who live abroad must
demonstrate “proof
of life” in order to
continue receiving
their pension.

use, he also heard criticism from other pensioners who
had trouble with it. The problems were mainly related
to the fact that these are senior citizens who are not familiar with computers and, in some cases, even mobile
phones.

/ Uber announces real time face
recognition to identify drivers
In December 2019, Uber announced that it had started using its new driver identity verification and validation system
in Portugal. The company said that “the new feature will
require drivers and delivery partners to take a picture in
‘selfie’ mode before going online. The picture is then immediately cross-checked with the profile photo of the driver
or delivery partner and so we make sure you are the right
person behind the wheel or making the delivery”, Expresso
reported. The Real Time Identity Verification system was
already being tested in the United Kingdom, after the passenger transport platform faced problems in London, with
the local taxi regulator refusing to extend its license due to
safety concerns.

/ Airports
/ Portuguese Immigration and Border
Service
In 2019, the Portuguese Immigration and Border Service
spent 4.2M euros + VAT to update Project RAPID (Automatic
Identification of Passengers Holding Traveling Documents),
a system that started in 2007 and that automatically controls passengers who cross Schengen’s external borders.
“This system combines the operations of reading and
checking electronic passports with an innovating feature
for assessing biometric data which operates an automatic
gate opening device. This device checks on a first phase the
genuineness of electronic passports and validates all data
stored in the chip and, on a second phase, appraises the
passenger’s identification by establishing a comparison
between the photo stored in the chip and the information
of the passenger in loco, automatically opening the border
gate when the features of both images are coincident”. The
recently purchased devices will be installed in the airports
of Lisbon, Porto, Faro and Madeira (source).

/ BOM – Biometrics on the Move
During October 2019, the Humberto Delgado International
Airport in Lisbon tested a voluntary trial called Biometrics
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on the Move. This is a Frontex (the European Border and
Coast Guard Agency) project together with the Portuguese
Immigration and Border Service and the Lisbon Airport
Authority (ANA). It uses face recognition and touchless
scanning of fingerprints enabling passengers to cross the
border “almost seamlessly”, “without even taking out their
passport or other documents”, according to Frontex.

/ “Seamless flow“ system in Lisbon’s
Airport
Vinci Airports, a company that develops and operates airport platforms, chose the Humberto Delgado International Airport in Lisbon to pilot a center of excellence on flow
management, within the network of airports the company
operates.
The center of excellence in Lisbon is currently developing
innovative projects related to a barrier-free system, which
will allow a seamless flow of passengers from the entrance
of the terminal until boarding the flight, without having to
stop or show documentation. In order to use this system,
the passenger will have to submit passport data and allow
a photograph to be taken. Then, biometric reading devices
(fingerprint or face recognition) scattered throughout all
the necessary stages will read this data as the passenger
is moving, and allow him or her to pass without stopping.
The company intends to start implementing the new system in Terminal 2, which is used mostly by low-cost airlines,
but there’s no date set for the implementation.

/ Justice: Algorithm for assigning
judges to a case under suspicion
“Operação Marquês” is the nickname of a highly controversial judicial process where the ex-prime minister of Portugal, José Sócrates, was detained (preventive detention)
while facing charges of corruption, qualified tax fraud, document forgery, and money laundering.
Following an indictment at the investigation phase, the
defense requested the opening of an optional phase (“Instrução”). This phase takes place before the trial phase and
allows the investigating judge to assess the consistency of
the evidence gathered by the public prosecutor. The judge
can then determine whether the evidence is sufficiently robust to lead to the possible conviction of the defendant. For
this specific case, this optional phase would fall under the
jurisdiction of a specialized court that has only two judges,
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one being the judge that oversaw the investigation phase
and made decisions that the ex-PM and his lawyers heavily
contested in public. They also argued why the same judge
who oversaw the investigation should end up being the one
to lead the next phase of the process.
The selection of the judge in charge of the next phase became a contentious topic. Public opinion on which judge
should be selected was divided, and often influenced by
personal views on the ex-PM. Some argued that the same
judge who was thought to be tougher should continue.
Whereas, others preferred to have the alternative judge,
who, in their view, was fairer. In the end, it was left up to
“the algorithm” to randomly “choose” which judge it would
be.
A TV cameraman and a photojournalist were brought into
the room as the random algorithm decided who would be
the judge to take the case. This led to public criticism from
the first judge, effectively putting the algorithm under
suspicion. According to him, the algorithm was not purely
random as it took into account several factors, such as the
number of opening cases each judge had been involved in,
and, as such, it could be manipulated, to a degree. This led
to the opening of a disciplinary process for the judge, later
filed. In a press release, the independent judicial entity
responsible for the management and disciplinary action
of judges said that “the electronic distribution of cases is
always random, not balancing on a daily basis or in any
other time period, that may be known in advance, the
cases distributed to each judge”. However, a fact-checking
agency has confirmed from several sources that the system is not entirely neutral and that it is influenced by external factors, including the number of cases assigned to
each judge.
None of the criticism has ever focused on the fact that true
randomness is actually very difficult to generate in a computer system or the fact that the algorithm is not public. In
fact, very little is known about the algorithm, as the previous contradictions show. For example, it is not known if it
was ever audited. The judicial process is still ongoing, and
it is still not known if the ex-prime minister, José Sócrates,
will face a trial.

/ Human resources
In 2017, Expresso reported how human resource companies in Portugal were taking the first steps in automation.
At the time, Manpower confirmed that they were not us-
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the project Urban Cocreation Data Lab intends to
respond to five challenges
in the area of municipal
management: micro-mobility,
waste, parking, pollution and
crowd management.

ing it in the country yet, but that they were preparing for
such a possibility. Randstad confirmed that they were using
assessment and applicant’s validation tools. Expresso says
that despite the clear and fast disruption of the human resources sector in the EUA, change has been slow-paced in
Portugal, “both because of legal issues (such as data protection) and because the human component continues to be
highly valued in this market”.

/ Urban Co-creation Data Lab
With one million euros in funding from the European Union
(under the Connecting Europe Facility), the project Urban
Co-creation Data Lab intends to respond to five challenges in the area of municipal management: micro-mobility,
waste, parking, pollution, and crowd management. The
project started in Lisbon, but it will also be tested in two
other European cities which have yet to be selected. According to the project’s leader, the main objective is “bringing together the best European brains in urban analytics
to collaboratively create models of artificial intelligence to
support decision-making in municipal planning and management”. (source)

asks a set of questions to the citizen, in order to understand
their particular situation and thus be able to create an optimal experience in the renewal of the Citizen’s Card”. The
system is currently being tested and is available on IRN’s
website.

/ Security video analytics
Founded in 2017, Heptasense offers a video analytics service for surveillance cameras to automate and optimize
security management. The company claims to be “against
facial recognition” and believes that “video surveillance
systems have always taken this path of espionage, of invasion of privacy”. Their idea is to detect suspicious behavior
without face recognition turning conventional surveillance
cameras into intelligent systems. In their own words: “the
system is able to analyze a person’s behavior and thus
anticipate its possibly illegal or suspicious actions, helping the security to prevent dangerous incidents”, adding
that “it is the first AI software that learns and understands
human behavior patterns, mimicking the way the human
brain works and identifying potential threats to safety and
security”.
It is not clear if this is the system used in the previously
mentioned projects in Leiria and Portimão related to the
use of AI in video surveillance systems, although there are
similarities in the description of the features. However, the
criticism put forward by the Data Protection Authority also
applies, namely the issues concerning fundamental human
rights and the opacity of the system. (please see “Police
Forces” section).

Policy, oversight
and public debate
/ Government

/ Irene – Your citizen’s card
assistant

/ AI Portugal 2030 – The National
Strategy for Artificial Intelligence

In 2019, at the Web Summit, the Institute of Records and
Notaries (IRN) presented Irene – a virtual assistant whose
mission is to help users on matters regarding the Citizen’s
Card. At the event, IRN’s vice president described the capabilities of the service: “In addition to answering a set of
questions, Irene engages in a conversation in which she

In 2019, the government presented the National Strategy
for Artificial Intelligence. The document was created by the
Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher Education and
its main objective is to make Portugal part of the European
network of centers of excellence in artificial intelligence, in
the short to medium term.
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The Action Plan includes seven points of action:
1) Inclusion and Education – widespread dissemination of
knowledge in AI,
2) qualification, and specialization,
3) thematic areas for research and innovation in
European and international networks,
4) public administration and its modernization,
5) specific areas of specialization in Portugal with
international impact,
6) new developments and support areas in European and
international networks, and
7) new challenges of society brought by AI: Ethics and
Safety.

/ Program in Data Science and AI in
Public Administration
In 2018, the government launched a program to support
new R&D projects in a partnership between the Public Administration and scientific institutions: “The projects should
be oriented to deepen the processing of public data and
stimulate the production of new knowledge relevant to citizens, based on the use of advanced techniques of artificial
intelligence and data science”.
In 2018, the following projects were the winners: Use of Artificial Intelligence to Enhance Teledermatological Screening; Data Science for Emergency Medical Service Optimization; Identification and Prediction of Hospital Emergency
Demand; Ground Recognition System. A new edition of the
program was launched in 2019.

/ Oversight
While there is no specific law or oversight entity for ADM
processes, ADM might be relevant for the activity of sector
regulators.

/ The National Competition Authority
warns: algorithms might be breaking the
law
In July 2019, the Competition Authority alerted companies
that sell goods or services online to the possible implications of the algorithms they use. In its report, the authority
included a survey of 38 companies with an online presence
in Portugal. 37% of the companies surveyed admitted using
algorithms to monitor the prices of competitors. Of those,
78.6% said they adjusted prices according to the results,
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and 7.9% of those made those adjustments automatically,
and without human intervention.
The regulator considers that “the monitoring of competitors’ strategies and the adjustment of the price or other
strategic variables based on the information collected have
always been part of the normal functioning of the markets”.
However “their frequency and extent intensify in the digital
economy”, and so “the frequency of their use can facilitate
collusion strategies”. It adds that ultimately companies “are
responsible for the algorithms they use”.

/ Civil Society and academia
/ APPIA
Founded in 1984, the main purpose of the Associação Portuguesa Para a Inteligência Artificial (Portuguese Association for Artificial Intelligence, APPIA) is “promoting research,
teaching and dissemination of artificial intelligence as a scientific field”. With over 300 senior researchers as members,
APPIA has long been an active voice in the field, especially
within academia. APPIA organizes multiple events around
AI, the main ones being a yearly AI conference and an advanced course on AI.

/ Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation is a Portuguese institution
dedicated to the promotion of the arts, philanthropy, science, and education. As a major reference in the promotion
of such areas, especially through funding, the foundation
plays a vital role in the areas of activity it covers. Furthermore, Gulbenkian offers scholarships intended to attract
students from Portuguese higher education institutions to
research in Artificial Intelligence.

/ Associação D3 – Defesa dos Direitos
Digitais (D3)
D3 is a digital rights organization, and a member of the European Digital Rights network. The organization has voiced
its public position against the use of artificial intelligence
systems by police forces for public surveillance purposes.
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slovenia

What a
nice baby bump
you have
Vesna.
Thank you.

look, I wanted to ask your advice about
the subsidy application. do you have any idea of where
I should go, and which documents I should bring with
ME? I’m just terrible with bureaucracy.
Have
you already
chosen a
name?

It’s been a long while. If I remember
correctly you are gonna need a lot of
documents and most of all you’ll have to
be careful about following the procedure
otherwise it might take
a very long time.

It’s much easier
now Vesna. You can
find everything
on è-social.

We’re
still all
at sea.

How come everything’s so
complicated all the time. I don’t
have the energy for getting lost
in paperwork right now.

A very simple
and fast service
that gives you
step-by-step
instructions.

I know,
my dear, things
are always so
hard!

Actually
things have changed
quite a lot since
your day.

Another
good news,
no?

haha
haha
ha!

ha
haha
ha!

Find out more on p. 214 in the research chapter under “E-social services”.
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Slovenian
police acquire
automated
tools first,
legalizes them
later
The Slovenian police legalized its
use of face recognition five years
after it started to use it. Despite
formal safeguards, no institution
can restrain the Interior ministry.
By Lenart J. Kučić
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When Slovenian journalists or activists ask officials whether the police, the secret service, and the army are using
any technological tools for mass surveillance, they are often reluctant to admit even the existence of such devices.
However, when they meet their colleagues at international
security conferences or receive questions from foreign
journalists, they want to make a positive impression. “Of
course, we are testing (or using) the latest new gadgets to
fight terrorism, organized crime or illegal migration,” they
say. “We are a modern and technologically advanced security force, after all!”

slovenia / Story

The elderly man smashed one of the side mirrors with his
fist and then tried to hit the woman as well. She took a
photograph of the couple with her phone and reported the
attack to the police. She also published the photographs
on Facebook where some users said they recognized the
violent couple.
The tabloid article mentioned that the police had been using a new piece of face recognition software called Face
Trace to find suspects by using open source investigation
methods (such as searching social media and other online
sources).

This may sound anecdotal but it happens to be true.
When Slovenian civil society activists and privacy experts
read the 2019 AlgorithmWatch report on face recognition
in the EU, they were surprised to find Slovenia listed among
the countries where the police use face recognition.
“Slovenian police personnel have been using face recognition since 2014. The software has been developed internally,” the report claimed, quoting the Slovenian Police as
the source.

The tabloid article was originally published in December
2015 – four years ahead of the AlgorithmWatch report on
face recognition. The CEO of the company that developed
the Face Trace software even linked to the piece from his
social media account. After thorough research of the Slovenian media archives for this feature, I found an even earlier
mention of Face Trace in one of the major Slovenian daily
newspapers, Delo, where a journalist talked to the police
operator who was responsible for face recognition in 2014.
But no-one in Slovenian civil society took notice at the time.

It turned out Slovenian journalists and privacy activists
might have been following the wrong sources.
How do you detect evil aliens before they can invade human
society? You need to follow the “hot sheets”, said special
agent “K”, played by American actor Tommy Lee Jones in the
hit sci-fi movie “Men in Black”.
What he meant by “hot sheets” were the supermarket tabloid magazines reporting on alien abductions and other
strange and bizarre stories. You may also get lucky by reading the New York Times, “K” explained to the rookie agent
“J” (Will Smith). But tabloids are a much better source of information if you want to control alien activity on Earth and
protect humanity.

/ “I saw my friend in the police
database”
The articles in Slovenske novice and Delo about face recognition are not isolated examples.
In January 2017, a woman contacted a journalist writing for
the national television website MMC. She was stopped by
traffic police. She was not carrying her ID, so the police officer brought her to his car to confirm her identity on the
police computer. She gave her personal information (name,
address, date of birth) and photographs of her appeared on
the screen. She expected to see her official photographs –

But the “hot sheets” do not only reveal potential aliens. They
can also alert privacy advocates to unusual police activity.
“Aggressive pensioners recognized on Facebook,” claimed
the headline in Slovenske novice, the biggest Slovenian print
tabloid. A woman from Ljubljana, the Slovenian capital, left
her car on a bicycle track. She left it with the blinkers on,
and she ran to a nearby restaurant. It only took her a minute to come back, the tabloid wrote, but her parked car had
already annoyed an elderly couple.
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Slovenian police
have been using face
recognition software
since 2014.
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from her ID, passport, and driving license – but she also noticed photographs that she had published on her personal
Facebook profile.
Why would the police store her Facebook photographs in
their database? she wondered. Was that even legal?
The police declined to confirm or deny that they gathered pictures from social media profiles in their database.
Their spokesperson then suggested to the journalist that
the police officer may have also checked publicly available
photographs on the Internet during the procedure, which
could have given a wrong impression to the driver (that her
Facebook photographs were stored in the police database).
Instead, they claimed that everybody could access the information on social media and provided a lengthy legal
argument on why citizens must always carry a valid ID to
avoid such police procedures and paying a fine.
A similar example dates back even further – before Face
Trace was officially introduced. A citizen told us that they
filed a complaint to the Information Commissioner in September 2013. The complaint included a passage where a
young woman reported an attempted sexual assault to the
police. When she browsed through the police database to
find and recognize the alleged attacker, she also saw a photo of her friend.
“He was never accused or convicted of any wrongdoings,”
the complaint states. He did join some peaceful public protests, though. Is it possible that the police take photographs
of protesters and store them in a database of photographed
individuals, or in a database of “extremists”? she wondered.
And on what legal basis could the police do such a thing?
The Information Commissioner replied to the complaint in
February 2014. The police denied that a database of “extremist” protesters existed, the Commissioner wrote. But
they explained that the database of photographed individuals could also contain a photograph of one’s friend or
relative if this person has ever been suspected of a criminal
act. The police can also record or photograph public events
and keep “relevant pieces” of the material. At that time, the
police database of photographed individuals contained
around 30,000 people, according to the Commissioner.
From the examples above, it is possible to conclude that
Slovenian police have been using face recognition software
since 2014. Also, the police confirmed to me that they use
face recognition systems to compare, for example, police
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the police are often
allowed to interpret the
legislation as it best suits
their needs - without much
opposition from the public,
politicians, or privacy
experts.

sketches to pictures in their database of photographed
individuals. This is important because the database could
contain photographs from personal social profiles and
mass public events.
We are using conditionals because we do not know for
certain what photographs the police actually keep in their
database. During our investigation, the official answers
provided by the police remained ambiguous and the Information Commissioner has not yet decided to investigate
the matter and evaluate the use and content of police databases.

/ Hacking the law
In addition, the police are often allowed to interpret the
legislation as it best suits their needs – without much opposition from the public, politicians, or privacy experts. “The
police always follow the same pattern. First, their representatives dramatically demonstrate all the new threats to
public life: international terrorism and organized crime, migrant crisis, and online threats – from pedophilia to cyberattacks. Next, they express their frustrations and concerns
because they cannot efficiently fight the bad guys who have
all the latest tools and no legal restrictions on how to use
them. So, they wait for every opportunity to amend the
existing legislation and expand their powers,” explained a
public official who took part in several negotiation rounds
with the police and who requested anonymity.
The police always present a very ambitious wish list, our
source said. Some wishes are clearly not realistic and would
never pass the legislative process: weakening the encryption on communication apps or using drones for mass
surveillance. But they can be used in negotiations with the
Information Commissioner and other privacy advocates.
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“Fine, let us not touch the encryption,” say the police. But
we still need to amend the outdated law on duties and powers of the police and include, for example, biometrics. After
biometrics is mentioned in the legislation the police can interpret this as a legal basis for using face recognition.
“They are hacking the legislation this way. This is like installing a piece of malware to the operating system and then
using the exploits to legalize whatever you are doing,” concluded the anonymous source.
Such hacking of the legislative process by the police is not
merely hypothetical. When the Slovenian police bought its
first IMSI catcher (a tool to snoop on cell phones) in 2004,
there was no legal basis for its use, the Slovenian online
medium Slo-Tech revealed. Nevertheless, the police secretly
used the machine in more than 300 cases, from 2006 to
2012, and then bought another IMSI catcher in 2012.
When lawyers, journalists, and activists first challenged the
allegedly illegal use of the IMSI catchers the police spokesperson denied the existence of such devices. However, they
had to change their communications strategy after a senior
police official said in an interview on public radio that they
were using IMSI catchers “to find missing persons”. Instead
of denying their purchase and use, the police tried – with a
lot of help from the government – to retroactively legalize
IMSI catchers.

The police approach to face recognition was very similar.
The Slovenian Information Commissioner confirmed that
the police informed them about the use of the face recognition software, Face Trace, back in 2014. The police claimed
that the Commissioner agreed to their suggested uses of
the product. But the Commissioner’s office actually issued
several critical comments regarding the use of biometric
methods and face recognition between 2015 and 2019. The
Commissioner’s office also appealed to the Slovenian Human Rights Ombudsman to file a formal complaint to the
constitutional court when the Slovenian Ministry for Internal Affairs introduced a new law on the duties and powers
of the police in 2017.
The new amendments allowed the police to use biometric
and face recognition tools, and thus provided a legal framework for the use of the Face Trace software. Again, the police tried to retroactively legalize its use and the government
ignored all the warnings from the Information Commissioner. How was this possible? There was no public pressure,
argued the Information Commissioner. Nobody seemed to
care about their warnings against potential police abuse of
biometry and face recognition. As a consequence, the police are now allowed to automatically combine face recognition with other biometric data like fingerprints and DNA
profiles.

the police tried to
retroactively legalize its
use and the government
ignored all the warnings
from the Information
Commissioner.
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/ No public pressure?
The police, nonetheless, did face some opposition. In the
2019 Automating Society report, we learned that the Slovenian Human Rights Ombudsman, and the Information
Commissioner, filed a formal complaint to the constitutional court in 2017. They claimed that the new law on the
duties and powers of the police legalized some excessive
and inadmissible measures for gathering personal data
without sufficient protection of citizens who have not been
accused or suspected of any wrongdoing. In addition, they
warned against the use of drones and automated systems
for recognizing license plates, as well as the unregulated
use of passenger name records at Slovenian airports. But
for some reason, biometric systems (such as face recognition) were not included in the complaint.
How so? The Information Commissioner explained that
they suggested to the Slovenian Human Rights Ombudsman that biometrics should also be included in the complaint. But that did not happen. The representatives of the
Ombudsman explained (to us) that there had been no public debate or controversy surrounding the use of biometrics by the police at the time. They had a legal option to file
another complaint to the constitutional court and address
the use of face recognition but they did not take any action.
Why? Because they did not want to over-use this exceptional legal measure, according to the Ombudsman.
This argument clearly illustrates some of the problematic
aspects regarding the implementation and use of Artificial Intelligence (AI), algorithms, and automated decisionmaking systems (ADM) in Slovenia. During our research for
the 2019 Automating Society report, very few civil society
organizations or individuals addressed the social impacts
of automation on society. In addition, conferences about
AI are usually sponsored and organized by commercial
companies and industry groups who want to promote their
solutions. Furthermore, many of the specialized journalists
who cover such issues have quit the media in recent years.
As a result, there is no rigorous coverage on the topic and
privacy experts or activists have lost access to the general
public.
Civil society should not be blamed for this state of affairs.
“Slovenian non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are
small and understaffed. As far as I know, no NGO is monitoring the police and the use of their powers systematically,” said Katarina Bervar Sternad from the Legal Centre
for the Protection of Human Rights and Environment. “We
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cannot afford to dedicate one staffer to this particular field.
This is unfortunate because we receive many questions regarding potential abuses of police powers.”
Domen Savič, from the NGO Državljan D, makes a similar
point. “The NGO sector is mostly funded by the government
or international EU grants,” Savič said. If there are no tenders available for the information society, then NGOs cannot
afford to cover this field. Furthermore, the media and politicians rarely understand how technology impacts human
rights. “When AlgorithmWatch revealed that Slovenian police
[were] using face recognition software to profile… citizens
and some Slovenian media investigated the story, there was
not a single voice of protest raised in the parliament.”
To make things worse, there is almost no collaboration between politics, the media, and civil society, warned Savič. “It
takes an extraordinary amount of effort, time, and pressure
to actually change a policy or a police practice. But most of
the issues die out pretty quickly even if there is someone
who tries to get answers from the people involved.”
Consequently, the police face almost no opposition when
handing in their “wish-list” to the government.
Another worrying example is a recent attempt by the Ministry
of Justice to use the GDPR – to which the necessary amendments to Slovenian legislation must comply – to exclude the
police from civilian control. The Information Commissioner
warned that the ministry wanted to redefine its role under
the new (amended) law on personal data protection. According to the ministry’s proposal, the Information Commissioner would no longer be able to oversee the police.

/ Authoritarian tendencies
Such safety mechanisms are critical and monitoring of
the police should not be left only to NGOs and activists.
Mr. Savič, Ms. Bervar Sternad, and the anonymous official
all agreed that a common European regulatory approach
would be necessary because national NGOs cannot effectively monitor how the police use the technology. EU
Member States, on the other hand, can use the sense of
emergency to adopt new pieces of legislation and bypass
parliamentary debate. The current health crisis is the most
recent example of such an attempt.
Soon after the COVID-19 pandemic started earlier this year,
the Slovenian government began using the crisis as an excuse to significantly expand police powers.
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The method they used was similar to the previous attempts
at legislation hacking. In March 2020, the Slovenian government proposed a first draft of the “Act on the intervention
measures to mitigate the consequences of the communicable disease SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) for citizens and the
economy”. They submitted the text to the National Assembly for consideration and adoption under an emergency
procedure. However, the draft also included two articles
that dramatically increased the powers of the police.
Article 103 suggested that the police could use various
methods to ensure that the citizens obey the quarantine
and the Communicable Diseases Act. They could – among
other measures – use face recognition when stopping and
identifying individuals, enter their houses or apartments,
limit their movement as well as collect and process protected personal information such as medical data provided
by the National Institute of Public Health. Article 104 went
even further. It suggested that the police could trace the
location of the mobile phones of individuals without a court
warrant.
All the suggested measures were introduced under an
emergency procedure – without any consultations or public debates. The Information Commissioner thus described
the anti-COVID-19 measures as an attempt to potentially
“establish a police state”. They considered the new police
powers to be too broad and potentially unconstitutional
and undemocratic. The Human Rights Ombudsman wrote
that it was hard to believe that such measures were really
necessary and proportional (neither institutions were consulted during the process). A critical commentary was also
published by the members of the Institute of Criminology
who wrote that mass surveillance is not compatible with
European legal culture.
Article 104 was eventually removed from the amended act
because of strong criticisms from the public and the opposition political parties. However, article 103 on the powers
of the police remained in the “COVID Act” that was adopted
in April 2020. Furthermore, the government insisted that
contact tracing applications were necessary to help health
officials stop the pandemic. They also suggested that citizens would have to install such an application when traveling across the country. Data from the application would
be collected and used by the National Institute of Public
Health, but the police would also be allowed to access the
database.
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/ Public protests
When the first groups of citizens started protesting against
the government in April 2020, Interior minister Aleš Hojs
demanded on Twitter that the police use their new powers
to identify and prosecute the protesters, such as collecting and analyzing all available images from traditional and
social media. The government claimed that the protesters
were violating laws on public health, and that any public
gathering was illegal.
According to what we know, the police can collect and
analyze photographs from social media. The police also
routinely record public events, protests, and other mass
gatherings. Furthermore, the new legislation could allow
the police to access other kinds of personal information
(contact tracing) to curb future anti-government protests.
It takes many small steps to build a – partly automated –
surveillance infrastructure. The Slovenian police have been
consistently taking such steps and the “COVID Act” has
most likely legalized most of the items on their “wish-list”,
from face recognition to contact tracing.

a common European
regulatory approach
would be necessary
because national NGOs
cannot effectively monitor
how the police use the
technology.
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Research
By Lenart J. Kučić

Contextualization
In biology and medicine, viruses are considered to be
agents that provide a stress test for the host organism.
They can show how robust the immune system is, and
where its weaknesses are. The new coronavirus is no exception. Not only has the virus attacked its human hosts,
it has also shown that many European governments could
not resist the temptation to use the pandemic to increase
the powers of the police. And that their immune system –
civil society, experts or activists – has often been too weak
to prevent their attempts.
Why such an analogy?

/ Hacking the legislation
There are no policies, strategies, or guidelines on how to
implement new technologies for collecting and processing data in Slovenia. The systems for automatic decisionmaking (ADM) have, therefore, been implemented in many
branches of government, such as social services and tax authorities, without much (if any) public debate. Furthermore,
whenever the police have attempted to “hack the legislation” – to use any kind of crisis to increase its powers – it has
faced only weak opposition from individual privacy experts
and activists.
The global pandemic of “the new coronavirus” COVID-19 is
the most recent example. During the first wave of the pandemic, the government introduced the Act on intervention
measures to mitigate the consequences of COVID-19. But
this huge legislative package also included some articles
that have significantly increased the powers of the police,
which was allowed to collect and process some “special
kinds” of personal information, e. g., medical, location, and
biometric data (photographic and video images for face
recognition).
Furthermore, the government adopted another package
of anti-COVID-19 measures in July, which provided a legal
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basis for introducing the mobile application for contact
tracing before the application was introduced and tested
According to the new law, the app is obligatory for citizens
who are tested positive for the coronavirus or who are in
quarantine.
The recent pandemic has shown that the power of the
state has increased significantly during the crisis and that
the “immune system” was too weak to prevent the new increase of police powers. The European Union should, thus,
prepare a common framework that is also legally binding
for Member States. Slovenian NGOs are too small and do
not have enough expert knowledge to be the principle protectors against state and private misuse of ADM. And Slovenia is probably not the only such example.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ E-social services
In 2010, the Slovenian government introduced the e-Sociala (e-social services) program to optimize social transfers,
such as social and unemployment benefits, child benefits,
subsidies, etc. that make up the welfare system. The system
consists of many connected databases (Ministry of Public
Administration, 2009) and was designed to optimize the
work process for social workers, evaluate their work, and
prevent errors when processing applications for social welfare. We learned from the Ministry of Labor, Family, Social
Affairs and Equal Opportunities that the system has been
upgraded since its introduction and that it now includes AI,
ADM, and machine learning capabilities.
The ministry spokesperson provided several examples
of ADM. For example, citizens can use ADM to learn their
social rights and see a prediction of benefit payments so
that they can make an informed evaluation and calculation before applying for social benefits. Furthermore, the
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whenever the police
have attempted to “hack the
legislation” - to use any
kind of crisis to increase
its powers - it has faced
only weak opposition from
individual privacy experts
and activists.

 pplication processes for several social rights/benefits is
a
fully automated, e.g., to research previous decisions related
to social benefits and to see new (informative) ones for particular applicants. E-sociala can also detect people from the
same family and access their financial information, thereby
simplifying the process for social workers.
The goal is to further automate the process so that the
system can create a full “social rights profile” for every applicant. The system will then be able to see what benefits a
particular citizen is eligible for, for how long, and for what
amount of money. For legal reasons, social workers still
need to personally evaluate, print, sign, and send every
application. At the moment, the process still requires
some manual (human) intervention which is recorded and
analyzed in order to improve the system and prevent errors.
The ministry admits that some human input will always be
necessary because of changing and ever more complex life
scenarios, and the quality of the input data. However, they
hope to automate their system to such a level that social
workers will only need to intervene in very specific situations.

/ Face recognition at Jože Pučnik
International Airport
In May 2019, the former Slovenian airline company, Adria
Airways, announced (STA, 2019) that they had successfully
tested a pilot project on biometric boarding together with
Polish airline operator LOT.
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The two airline companies were a testing ground for the US
IT company, Amadeus, which is developing and implementing a large centralized database of biometric data for the
airline industry. The biometric boarding system helped 175
passengers to board in “a record short time”. Boarding took
only two seconds per passenger instead of five to seven
seconds, according to the press release.
The passengers were asked to install the Amadeus smartphone app, take a selfie, photograph their passport (including their portrait photograph), and upload the data to a
remote server. The passenger photographs were then captured at the time of boarding, and the system automatically
verified each individual. Following a positive match, a confirmation message was sent to the boarding system, and
the passenger was allowed to board. All the biometric data
used during the test was deleted within 48 hours of the test,
the Adria representatives said.
During the research for this report, we learned that Amadeus has signed a partnership agreement with Ljubljana
airport, which is operated by the German company, Fraport. Amadeus helped Fraport to upgrade its information
systems, and biometric boarding was also a part of this update. The system should have been fully functional by the
end of 2019. However, there was no additional information
available at the time of writing.

/ Smart Cities
An increasing number of Slovenian cities, and local municipalities, have joined the “smart city” initiative. These cities
include Maribor, Kranj, Ljubljana, and Novo Mesto, among
others.
However, there are many problems with these “smart city”
projects. The state provided no strategy or guidelines on
how to implement “smart” solutions (like ADM) and it has
no oversight on what is happening at the local level. Furthermore, some local municipalities seem to have little or
no knowledge of how their systems are designed and operated, who hosts and analyzes the data, and whether or not
there are any ADM systems, etc.
Furthermore, “smart city” initiatives are still relatively unsophisticated. For example, the most ambitious “smart city”
plans were announced in the city of Novo Mesto in 2018
(Rajšek, 2018). The city authorities announced that – in
collaboration with the German IT company, SAP, and the
Slovenian national telecommunications operator, Telekom
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Slovenije – Novo Mesto would become
the “first reference smart city” in Slovenia. Among the “smart” services were
the real-time measurement of air quality, availability of public parking spaces,
traffic analysis, intelligent street lighting systems, and the measurement of
public opinion (i.e. the public’s satisfaction with public services). The city
is also testing IoT (Internet of Things)
solutions to gather and analyze data
more effectively.
However, according to a spokesperson
for Novo Mesto, this “first reference
smart city” is not using any ADM or AI
systems as the city officials are still trying
to find practical use of the data.

some local
municipalities seem
to have little or
no knowledge of
how their systems
are designed
and operated,
who hosts and
analyzes the data,
and whether or
not there any ADM
systems.

/ Financing Hate Speech
In 2018, Slovenian NGO Državljan D started a campaign
(Državljan D, 2018) to document online ads from big Slovenian advertisers – including state and state-owned companies – that appeared on various media websites, and regularly featured problematic, hateful, and false articles on
migrants, ethnic, and religious minorities (Muslims, LGBTQ
members, etc.). Državljan D argued that advertisers were
financing hate speech and called on companies to stop advertising on such websites.
At the beginning of the campaign, the advertisers tried to
blame “advertising algorithms” for the problematic placement of their ads and they denied any responsibility.
However, what looked like an anecdotal example of ADM
turned bad, soon became a political (and politicized) story.
In November 2018, Slovenian Prime Minister Marjan Šarec
joined the debate when he published a public statement
calling for advertisers to reconsider their marketing strategies when their clients promote hate speech (e.g., racism
and homophobia).
However, state and state-owned companies continue to advertise on websites that promote hate speech. Among such
companies are the national incumbent telecommunications operator Telekom Slovenije, Slovenian Railways, and
some other companies where the state has some influence
over the advertising budgets. Meanwhile, financing hate
speech through (state) advertising has become a regional
and international problem. The Slovenian investigative
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medium Pod črto published a series
of articles about Slovenian media
(Kučić, 2019) and learned that political actors have built a parallel media
system that also includes a network
consisting of 17 regional Internet
portals.

Since 2017, the portals have published more than 20,000 articles.
Most of the content is neutral, but
the anonymous authors also publish a lot of articles about migrants
and other political (or politicized)
topics. This content is then promoted on social media platforms to
target individuals on their profiles. The
financing for the portals likely comes from
Hungarian media businessmen close to the Hungarian political party Fidesz and Prime Minister, Viktor Orban, who is
expanding his party media empire to neighboring states to
support his political allies according to many cross-border
investigations by journalists ((see, for example, Cvetkovska,
Zöldi, and Delić, 2020).
Similar attempts have also been documented in other
countries in the region, including Macedonia, Hungary, and
Poland, among others. State advertising and the money
from state-owned companies have been used – sometimes
illegaly – to promote political agendas of the ruling political parties and influence public opinion. Playing with algorithms on social media platforms has become an essential
part of the game. And this “game” also includes targeted
attacks on the political opposition, journalists, NGO’s, and
private individuals, according to media reports.
Since we included the story in our first report, the focus
of this example has shifted from ADM to computational
propaganda. But it should be seen as a warning, because
some recent examples have shown (e.g., The Cambridge
Analytica case) that the use of big data, machine learning,
and targeted advertising (which is often automated) has a
strong potential to distort public opinion. Especially when
the government or a political party can finance such an operation with state and public money.

/ Tax evasion and tax fraud
The Ministry of Finance’s financial administration has been
using machine learning to detect tax evasion schemes,
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and tax fraud, and to find errors in tax reports. During the
research for this report, we also learned that the ministry
ranks “risky” citizens who it thinks are more likely to become tax evaders.
This year, we learned about some additional information
about this system. In 2017, the financial administration
started using a fraud management software system, produced by SAP. The administration also formed working
groups to find the most likely scenarios for tax evasion and
tax fraud. The groups were asked to define the indicators
of risk that may help detect illegal activities. They listed 158
risk factors and used them to select around 17,500 individuals and companies for tax inspection. The inspectors found
irregularities in more than 75% of all the selected cases.

The system proved to be a useful tool for tax inspectors, according to the spokesperson. The tax authority would not
give us specific examples on how they are using their prediction models because they would not want help future
tax-evaders to “game their system”.
The spokesperson explained that every new tax evasion indicator (alert) is instantly shared with all users of the system
(tax inspectors). The system can also reduce the risk of tax
inspectors deliberately avoiding more demanding or “untouchable” cases. However, a spokesperson for the financial administration explained that fraud detection cannot
be fully automated. The quality of data and the rapid evolution of tax-evasion systems being the biggest obstacles for
a tax ADM.

The Ministry of Finance’s
financial administration
has been using machine
learning to detect tax
evasion schemes, and
tax fraud, and to find
errors in tax reports.
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/ Early warning for educational
problems
Slovenia was one of the first countries in the world to develop and test an intelligent system to detect early learning problems in primary schools (METIS).. The system was
designed to monitor pupils’ grades and absences, to search
for specific learning patterns, and help teachers find “problematic” pupils. Unfortunately, METIS was also an example
of how not to implement an ADM process into the educational system.
Firstly, the budget was too small. The Ministry of Education,
Science and Sport allocated only 70,000 euros for the project. Thus, the researchers had to take many shortcuts. They
apparently used “interpolated” data, together with the “real
data”, to build a detection model. The educational experts
were also critical of the methodology and they claimed that
grades and absences by themselves were not sufficient indicators to reliably detect learning problems. “You do not
need AI to see that a pupil has got worse grades in the second semester. You can do that with Excel,” said a speaker at
the Grounded festival.
The ministry argued that they never endorsed METIS as an
official tool for detecting learning and behavioral problems.
However, the public debate also addressed another related
issue: that a lot of school data is collected and owned by a
private (commercial) contractor. And that the contractor is
probably the only institution in Slovenia capable of building an efficient ADM system for educational purposes. Or to
provide personalized profiles of pupils for future employers and universities that could predict their performance as
workers and students.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Government
In the first edition of this report, we learned that Slovenia
had not adopted any strategic document at the national
level regarding the use of AI, algorithms, or ADM systems.
That has not changed. However, according to a spokesperson, the Ministry of Public Administration has initiated preliminary activities that will eventually lead to a national AI
strategy. The ministry formed a cross-sector working group
that was expected to present a first draft of the strategy by
the end of February 2020 (the draft was still not published
at the time of publication). The ministry also invited representatives from industry groups, research institutions, and
NGOs to join the working group. In addition, the ministry
states that it wants to establish an efficient model of support for research, development, and implementation of AI
solutions by 2025.
In October, the Slovenian mission to the UN, the Council of
Europe, and UNESCO hosted an event to discuss the challenges of AI at the UN headquarters in New York. The debate focused on the legal and ethical issues of existing and
future uses of AI. Slovenia’s Ambassador to the UN, Darja
Bavdaž Kuret, said in conclusion that Slovenia would remain at the forefront of discussions on AI, according to a
report by the Slovenian Press Agency STA (STA, 2019).

/ Civil Society, Arts, and Academia
Despite these bold
claims at the UN, AI and
ADM have hardly been
“at the forefront” of
national discussions in
Slovenia.
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Despite these bold claims at the UN, AI and ADM have hardly
been “at the forefront” of national discussions in Slovenia.
Only a few events have attracted public and media attention.

/ International AI research center
In November 2019, UNESCO’s general conference decided
that the first UNESCO-sponsored international center for AI
will be located in Ljubljana. The Department of Intelligent
Systems, at the Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI), will transform
into a center that focuses on governance and policies surrounding AI. Furthermore, the International Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence (IRCAI) was also established in
May 2020, said the spokesperson for the JSI.
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The new facility will “aim to provide an open and transparent environment for AI research and debates on AI, providing expert support to stakeholders around the globe in
drafting guidelines and action plans for AI,” according to the
Slovenian Press Agency (STA, 2019). The center will advise
governments, organizations, legal personnel, and the public on systemic and strategic solutions related to the introduction of AI in various fields. It will also run consultations
with the wider public about the impact of AI.
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Ironically, dog breeders
and trainers are abandoning
such behavioral approaches
and conditioning that are
now being applied to humans,
because they destroy the
dog’s “personality”.

The new center will retain its existing research staff and
funding structure. It currently has an annual budget of
around €500,000 from a combination of national and EU
funds (Banovic, 2019).

/ Grounded Festival

mandate of ever-faster and more data-rich connectivity,
warned the Grounded festival organizers.

Automation and Power was the central theme of the
Grounded festival in November 2019 (Grounded, 2019).
The festival addresses current social issues by combining
theoretical debates, social activism and progressive electronic club culture.

/ Brute Force Art Project

Speakers at the festival presented some examples of ADM
that were mentioned in the first edition of this report.
Among these examples were a system for detecting children with potential learning and educational problems
and another for predicting potential tax evaders. In many
cases, it was the first time that discussions, Q&A sessions,
and presentations on these topics had happened in public.
It was also the first time that state representatives – from
the Ministry of Education, the financial administration, and
other departments – had to answer some hard questions
about the current and future uses of AI and ADM.

Brute Force is one of the first art projects in Slovenia to look
at aspects of AI that challenge our social and political reality
(Ars Electronica, 2019).

Such opportunities are important. The speakers and organizers agreed that Slovenian civil society rarely has any
insight into the operation of such systems, let alone any
influence on the desirability of their introduction. They believe that the political, social, economic, health, justice, and
education systems can no longer be discussed without a simultaneous debate on the automation that underpins their
development. Instead, automation (as a process) is shying
away from democratic scrutiny due to the complexity and
specialization of knowledge, high financial input, and related interests.
In addition, Slovenia is in the process of implementing a 5G infrastructure, under pressure from the EU,
and without any public participation, following the
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What can AI learn from dogs? This is a question of practiceoriented, artistic research aimed at developing an algorithm
for artificial neural networks co-programmed by dogs.

The artist, Maja Smrekar, who started Brute Force explained
(to us) that the algorithms for automating societal processes often follow behavioral doctrine once used for training
dogs. Technology companies rely heavily on behavioral experiments by the late psychologist B. F. Skinner. They use
social constructivism and social conditioning to influence
human behavior – to either buy a product, vote for a particular political candidate, or change our mood. Ironically,
dog breeders and trainers are abandoning such behavioral
approaches and conditioning that are now being applied to
humans, because they destroy the dog’s “personality”.
Smrekar uses the analogy with dog training to unveil this
behaviorist regime and its possible social impact. Can algorithms predict a dog’s behavior, and how can we use
such information? To learn from it, and to train them better and influence their behavior? Can algorithmic prediction be used to control and enslave humans as feared by
some contemporary thinkers like Yuval Noah Harari? Such
futures are possible, Maja Smrekar believes. But resistance
to such conditions also requires technological understanding, which might lead to turning the system’s logic against
itself and to the emancipation of humans.
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Key takeaways
The absence of a national strategy and public debate on AI
and ADM are the two defining factors that influence the use
and implementation of IT solutions for automating Slovenian society.
There is a global trend towards automation, and Slovenia
is no exception. Slovenian companies, ministries, public
institutions, and local authorities are buying and testing all
kinds of solutions that use AI and ADM, but nobody knows
the full extent of such testing and implementation.
In addition, there are many inconsistencies. On the one
hand, the politicians and state officials emphasize the role
of AI and ADM for the future of society and the economy,
but they are unwilling to finance research and development in this field. Furthermore, they are vocal about

humane uses of AI, social equality, and respect for human rights, but they ignore all the warnings against the
increasing economic inequality and the potentially unconstitutional powers of the police to collect personal information and monitor Slovenian citizens secretly or even
illegally.
Consequently, the state plays a retroactive instead of a proactive role. The government, and regulators, react when
something goes wrong or catches public attention, but they
fail to start solving problems that could most likely be both
predicted and prevented. In addition, too much pressure
is put on NGOs and privacy activists to protect the citizens
from the police surveillance infrastructure because they do
not have enough staff, specialized knowledge, and funding
for such a task. Nor can they rely on European institutions
to provide a legal framework and political pressure to the
Member States that have shown repressive tendencies during the pandemic.

the politicians and state
officials emphasize the role
of AI and ADM for the future
of society and the economy,
but they are unwilling
to finance research and
development in this field.  
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License and
registration please
and her identification,
thank you.

madam,
are you
alright?

check the
situation of isabel
ramos through viogen,
driver’s license
34569...

I didn’t
ask you.
madam?

All good,
thank you.
Yes,
she’s
fine

alright,
listen , we’ve been
standing here for
three hours, maybe
she really just
fell and...

What were
you saying?

Stop
it! You re
hurting
me

Police!
Open the door,
now!

What
do you
want?

Find out more in the story on the next page.
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In Spain,
the VioGén
algorithm
attempts to
forecast
gender violence
As part of a program to curb
feminicides, Spain built VioGén, an
algorithm that assesses the risk
faced by victims of gender violence.
It remains a work in progress.
By Michele Catanzaro
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In the early morning of 24 February 2018, Itziar P., a psychologist living in the Spanish city of Castellón, went to a police station to report threats from her husband, Ricardo C..
In audio recordings she made with her mobile, the husband
could be heard saying: “We will all end up dead and me in
jail,” or “I will take away from you what you love most.”
According to Itziar P., Ricardo C. had also broken in pieces
the buggy of their smaller child (Martina, two-years-old)
and slapped the older one (Nerea, six-years-old) when both
children were in his custody.
The police officer asked Itziar P. a set of questions and fed
the answers into VioGén, a piece of software that helps the
Spanish police estimate the risk of recidivism in gender
violence. The officer issued a report in which that risk was
deemed as low.

/ Critical failure
In the following days, both Itziar P. and Ricardo C. were
called to declare in court. She asked that he be forbidden to
visit their children, but the judge denied the request, based
on the low-risk estimation made by the police, among other
reasons.
Seven months later, on 25 September 2018, Nerea and
Martina were sleeping at Ricardo C.’s place. In the early
morning, he killed them “with cruelty” and threw himself
out of a window.
Itziar P.’s story was shocking. Why was the case deemed
low-risk? VioGén had failed in its role to support police personnel in assessing the risk of new assaults, and, therefore,
assigning the right level of protection. Since the software
was first deployed, in 2007, several “low-risk” cases have
ended in the homicide of women or children.

/ Better than nothing
The VioGén program is by far the most complex of its sort in
the world. It has reasonable performance indexes. Nobody
believes that things would be better without it – except the
far-right, who make spurious claims that it helps women
report innocent men.
But critics point out some flaws. Police officers are seldom
educated in gender-based violence, while others blindly
rely on the outcome of the software. Moreover, the pro-
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gram may systematically underestimate risk. Some victims’
organizations believe that the possibility of a low-risk score
is nonsense. They say that reporting to the police is a highrisk situation in itself because abusers perceive it as a challenge.
As of January 2020, 600,000 cases had gone through VioGén. About 61,000 of them were considered active, meaning they were being followed-up by the police (the system
is designed to periodically check on women until they are
deemed safe).

/ Reporting an assault
When a woman goes to report an assault from an intimate
partner, she triggers a process that takes at least a couple of
hours. First, the police officer goes through an online form
with her. The officer ticks each of the items of the VPR form
(from the Spanish initials of “Police Risk Assessment”) as
“present” or “non-present”. There are 39 items in the latest
published version of the form (the VPR4.0). Officers can also
rely on police databases, witnesses, and material proofs.
Questions explore the severity of previous assaults (for example, whether weapons were ever used); the features of
the aggressor (jealous, bully, sexual abuser, unemployed,
drug addict, etc.); the vulnerability of the victim (pregnant,
foreign, economically dependent, etc.); and aggravating factors (like assaults by other men).
Answers are thrown automatically into a mathematical formula that computes a score, measuring the risk of whether
the aggressor will repeat violent actions. This quantitative
approach is different from the one used in DASH, the British equivalent of VioGén. The latter is a paper check-list that
helps agents to get an idea of the situation.

The VioGén program is
by far the most complex of
its sort in the world. It has
reasonable performance
indexes. Nobody believes
that things would be better
without it - except the
far-right.
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/ Keeping the score
In theory, Spanish agents can increase the score manually
if they believe there is a higher risk. But a 2014 study found
that in 95% of the cases, they stuck to the automatic outcome.
The formula used in VioGén is a “simple algorithm”, according to Juan José López Ossorio, a psychologist who has been
in charge of VioGén from its early stages, in a written statement to AlgorithmWatch. The algorithm gives more weight
to items that empirical studies have shown to be more related to recidivism, Mr. López Ossorio wrote. He declined to
disclose the exact formula.
Once a case’s score is established, the officer decides on a
package of protection measures associated with that level
of risk. For the lowest scores, officers will discreetly check
on the woman from time to time. For the highest, the police
will give the victim an alarm button, track the aggressor’s
movements, or guard her house. Officers also send the
forms and risk scores to the prosecutors and judges that
will see the woman’s case.
After the first report, the police meet again with the woman
to fill in a second form, in order to assess whether the situation has worsened or improved. This follow-up happens
periodically and depends on the risk level. Police only stop
following-up if judicial measures are not pursued, and the
risk level falls below medium.
VioGén is one of the outcomes of a pioneering law on gender-based violence that Spain approved in 2004, ten years

a 2014 study found
that in 95% of the
cases, they stuck
to the automatic
outcome.

before the Council of Europe adopted a common framework on the subject, the Istanbul Convention. Nowadays,
the software is used by the main Spanish police forces
(Policía Nacional and Guardia Civil) and by hundreds of local police forces (except in Catalonia and the Basque Country that have independent police bodies).

/ The best available system
VioGén is the best device available to protect women’s lives,
according to Ángeles Carmona, president of the Domestic
and Gender-Based Violence Observatory of the Spanish
General Council of the Judiciary (CGPJ).
She recalled a case she saw in a court in Seville, of an aggressor who had a high-risk of recidivism, according to VioGén.
A control wristband was attached to the man. One day, the
police saw that the signal of the wristband was moving fast
towards the victim’s home. They broke into the home just
in time to prevent him from suffocating her with a pillow.

Compared with what is around
and within the existing
limitations, VioGén is among
the best things available.
226
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It’s impossible to know how many lives have been saved
thanks to VioGén, according to Antonio Pueyo, a professor
of psychology at the University of Barcelona who has advised VioGén from the beginning.
However, a 2017 study by Mr. López Ossorio and his team
tried to measure how good the protocol was. They found
that VioGén’s Area Under the Curve (AUC), a widely-used
measure of performance for predictive models, stood between 0.658 and 0.8. An AUC of 0.5 is as good as the toss of
a coin, and an AUC of 1 means the model never fails. Cancer
screening tests are considered good when their AUC is between 0.7 and 0.9. In other words, VioGén works.
“Compared with what is around and within the existing
limitations, VioGén is among the best things available,” says
Juanjo Medina, a professor of quantitative criminology at
the University of Manchester, who has compared instruments that assess the risk of intimate partner violence.
Spain is the only place where victims can be followed-up
across different regions. Close to 30,000 police officers and
other agents across the country had access to VioGén in
2018.
However, the cases that have slipped through the cracks
of VioGén have raised concerns. The latest one happened
in February 2020, when a 36-year-old woman, and mother
of two, had her throat cut by her former partner, who then
threw her body in a container in the town of Moraira. The
two had been registered in the VioGén system after the police reported him for attacking her, but the case had become inactive after a judge cleared him.

/ False negatives
In 2014, the newspaper El Mundo published a leaked document from the General Council of the Judiciary that showed
that 14 out of 15 women killed that year, having reported
their aggressor before, had low or non-specific risk (the
classification used for any person reporting a threat to the
police).
Some critics say that low-risk should not even be an option.
Reporting is a maximum risk moment for a woman, according to Carme Vidal Estruel, spokesperson of Tamaia, an association that helps victims in Barcelona. She says that the
situation is akin to divorcing or becoming pregnant, both
moments in which the aggressor realizes that he is losing
grip on the victim.
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Another widespread criticism is that few officers among
those who should validate the computer’s outcome receive
enough training in gender issues. Some VioGén items are
embarrassing, like those related to sexual violence, humiliation, or intimate messages on mobile phones.
Officers should ask circular questions (instead of blunt, direct questions) and avoid transmitting the feeling that the
object of investigation is the woman, according to Chelo
Álvarez, president of Alanna, an association of former victims in Valencia. Ms. Carmona of the General Council of the
Judiciary recalls a woman who reported her husband for
robbing her car keys. She was so scared that she could not
say anything else. The day after, the man killed her.
Few officers are aware of these nuances. In 2017, there was
a total of 654 officers in the whole of Spain attached to the
Women-Children Teams (EMUME) of the Guardia Civil. That
is much less than one for every police station.

/ Ignored requirements
This situation is very different from what the 2004 law
that created VioGén required. According to the law, cases
should be dealt with by an interdisciplinary team, including
psychologists, social workers, and forensic doctors.
This team should go into psychological aspects that the VioGén form does not cover. Moreover, the team should carry
out a forensic assessment of the aggressor. Critics point out
that the current system evaluates how dangerous a person
is, without ever talking to him. Several teams were created
after the law was passed in 2004, but the process was cut
back, following the 2008 financial crisis.
Mr. Pueyo, the psychology professor, acknowledges some
of the criticism but believes that VioGén should be judged
on its ability to predict new assaults, not homicides, because these events are very rare. The probability that a
woman will be killed, after reporting, is about one in ten
thousand, according to Mr. López Ossorio.
However, the Istanbul Convention seeks to reduce the
risk of death, and not only of women but also of children.
Overlooking the risk to children is another criticism VioGén
faces.
The convention came into force in Spain in 2014, but VioGén forms were not changed accordingly until Itziar P.’s
case in 2018, according to her lawyer.
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/ VioGén 5.0
A new protocol was put in place in March 2019, the fifth
big change VioGén has gone through since its first deployment in 2007. Now, the program identifies cases “of special
relevance”, in which the danger is high, and includes cases
“with minors at risk”.
This is done through the “dual evaluation procedure” of the
new VPR form (VPR5.0-H), Mr. López-Ossorio explained. Two
calculations are carried out in parallel: one related to recidivism and a new one related to lethal assault.
Depending on the outcome of the latter (called the “Hscale”), the risk score increases automatically. Moreover,
the case can then be signaled to the prosecutors and judges as being “of special relevance”.
Mr. López-Ossorio declined to disclose how the H-scale was
built, but he wrote that it was based on a four-year study his
group carried out to find which factors specifically relate to
cases that end up in homicides.
The new protocol seems to have triggered a major shift in
the risk scores of VioGén. Passing from VPR4.0 to VPR5.0-H,

The new
protocol
seems
to have
triggered a
major shift
in the risk
scores of
VioGén.

the number of extreme risk cases rose, and those of high
risk almost doubled, according to Mr. López Ossorio.
As the president of Valencia’s former victim’s association,
Ms. Álvarez puts it: “Things are improving, but they should
go faster because we are being killed.”
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Research
By Jose Miguel Calatayud

Contextualization
Public administration bodies at the local, regional, and national levels in Spain have been using ADM for years now,
and while entirely autonomous ADM systems seem to be
rare – according to publicly available information – protocols in which ADM makes part of the whole decision process seem to be fairly common.
“Automated administrative actions” are regulated by law,
and before implementing any action, public bodies are supposed to establish which competent authority will define
its function and, if necessary, take responsibility for auditing the source code. Also, the transparency law mandates
public bodies to be proactively transparent and to generally
grant citizens access to any information held by the public
administration.
However, in practice, public bodies proactively release
very little information on the ADM systems they use, and
they are also reluctant to do so when requested by citizens or organizations. This could all change depending
on the outcome of an ongoing court case, in which a nonprofit foundation is asking the government to publish
the source code of an ADM system in the same way law
texts need to be public (we discuss this case below in this
chapter).

As reported in last year’s chapter and as updated in this
one, ADM is most common in Spain in the surveillance and
predictive policing fields, the health sector, and the analysis of social media content; and it’s also been increasing its
presence in the delivery of financial and social aid, and the
automatization of different administrative procedures.
The fact that, at the time of writing [11 May 2020], Spain
hasn’t had a stable central government for more than four
years (since late 2015), and that the public administration
is quite decentralized (with regions and also towns and
cities having a great deal of autonomy to implement their
practices), means that there can be normative differences
between regions, and that towns and cities have had an
almost free rein to implement ADM processes at the local
level, especially within the frame of the so-called Smart City
platforms.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Distribution of financial aid

In recent years, universities have been producing academic
research on the use of ADM by the public administration,
which some watchdog organizations are also trying to
monitor. But such ADM systems rarely feature in the mainstream media and political discourse, and there seems to
be a general lack of awareness among the public of the use
of ADM by public bodies and its consequences for public
and individual life.

In November 2017, the office of the Secretary of State for
Energy released some software, known as BOSCO, to companies providing electricity. The aim of BOSCO was to determine whether people were entitled to financial aid to help
them with their electricity bills. The reasoning behind the
ADM was twofold. Firstly, that it would make the process
much easier for aid applicants (although, this didn’t seem
to be the case judging by the large number of complaints
the system received) and secondly, that it would also make
the process easier and more efficient for the public utility
companies.

Spanish companies, big international corporations, Spanish start-ups, and universities have all been developing
and providing the public administration with ADM systems.

After receiving many reports that the software was not functioning properly, Civio, a Madrid-based non-profit investigative newsroom and citizen lobby, discovered that BOSCO
was systematically denying aid to eligible applicants. Civio
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asked the government for the BOSCO source code to identify why those errors were happening. The request passed
through three different ministries before ending up at the
Committee for Transparency and Good Governance, which
refused to share the code saying that it would violate copyright regulations (even though the software had been developed by the public administration itself).
In July 2019, Civio filed an administrative complaint arguing that the source code of any ADM system used by the
public administration should be made public by default, in
the same way that legal texts are made public (Civio, 2019).
The case – which at the time of writing was ongoing – could
end up at the Spanish Supreme Court, and could set a legal
precedent.

/ Risk assessment in cases of
domestic violence
Probably the one ADM system that has received the most
public scrutiny in Spain is the VioGén protocol, which includes an algorithm that evaluates the risk that victims of
domestic violence are going to be attacked again by their
partners or ex-partners.

els implies different compulsory protection measures, and
only the “extreme” level of risk asks for permanent protection. However, according to official documents about VioGén, the police may decide to grant additional protection
measures apart from those established by the protocol.
The set of questions and the algorithms were developed in
collaboration between police and academic experts. They
have been updated five times since their first implementation, as officers and experts on domestic violence learned
from its application.
There is a fair amount of public information available about
the whole VioGén protocol, and a book, published in September 2018 by the Ministry of the Interior, provides a
candid (by the usual standards of available information on
ADM systems) and very informative account of the protocol’s history, design, and implementation (Spanish Ministry
of the Interior, 2018). However, the book stops short of revealing the algorithms’ code or inner workings to calibrate
and measure the weight given to the different factors and
their interrelations.
The sensitivity of the subject of domestic violence and the
fact that a fair amount of information about the whole protocol (if not about the algorithm itself) is available have contributed to making VioGén quite visible in the mainstream
media (Precedo, 2016). That’s especially the case when official figures about victims of domestic violence are released,
and they include references to cases not deemed high or
extreme risk by VioGén and which nevertheless ended up
in the aggressor killing the woman (Álvarez, 2014).

VioGén was launched in 2007 following a 2004 law on gender-based violence that called for an integrated system to
protect women. Since then, whenever a woman makes a
complaint about domestic violence a police officer must
give her a set of questions from a standardized form. An algorithm uses the answers to assess the risk that the women
will be attacked again. These range from: no risk observed,
to low, medium, high or extreme risk. If, later on, an officer
However, a careful revision of the available figures shows
in charge of the case thinks a new assessment is needed,
that these are published inconsistently, in a way that agVioGén includes a second set of questions and a different
gregates together the initial and the follow-up risk assessform, which can be used to follow up on the case and which
ments of different cases (with some reports describing the
the algorithm uses to produce an updated assessment of
number of assessments as the total number of individual
the level of risk. The idea was that the VioGén protocol
cases), and that on some occasions several years had gone
would help police officers all over Spain produce consistby between an initial assessment of low
ent and standardized evaluations of the risks
risk and the aggressor finally attacking
associated with domestic violence, and
again and this time killing the womthat all the cases that are denounced
an after having been convicted and
would benefit from a more structured
An algorithm uses
served his prison sentence. All of
response by the authorities, including
the answers to
which makes it hard to extract cofollow-up assessments when needed.
assess the risk that
herent conclusions about any posthe
women
will
be
sible correlations between the casAfter the protocol has been followed,
attacked again.
es calculated to be of low risk and
the officer can override the algothose in which the aggressor ended
rithm’s response and decide to give the
up killing the woman.
case a higher level of risk. Each of the lev-
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When discussing VioGén, most of the experts on sexual
and gender-based violence quoted in the press complain
that although police officers follow the protocol, they often
haven’t been properly trained in how to deal with cases of
domestic abuse (Precedo, 2016). The book which was published by the Ministry of the Interior quotes a 2014 study
stating that officers who followed the protocol didn’t change
the level of risk given by the algorithm in 95% of the cases.
This would seem to support the argument that the code
should be made public so that it can be properly audited.

/ Detecting fraud in public
procurement
In October 2018, the regional Valencian parliament passed
a law that included the use of ADM to detect possible cases
of fraud in public procurement (Europa Press, 2018). The
parliamentary majority in government at the time was
made up of a coalition of progressive parties that came to
power in 2015. This coalition came about after 20 years of
rule by the Conservative People’s Party, which in the end
became marred in a series of corruption scandals regarding, among other things, public procurement.
The ADM system, known as Saler, was funded by the Valencian government and the human rights organization FIBGAR,
and developed by the Polytechnic University of Valencia.
Saler cross-checks data from various Valencian public administration databases and the official gazette of the Commercial Registry. The purpose is to raise red flags when it
finds suspicious behavior (for example, a high number of
small contracts given to the same company). Saler then
automatically sends the information to the corresponding
authority: the Anti-fraud Agency, the Public Prosecutor’s Office or the Court of Audits.
The idea, yet to be proven, is that Saler will become more
effective in raising relevant red flags as it’s fed more databases and as it learns by being used by public servants. Its
creators would like to export it to other regional administrations in Spain, and to the national central administration
too, but the fact that each region uses different databases
and indexes makes this quite a complicated process for the
time being.
The public launch of this ADM by the Valencian authorities
got a fair amount of press coverage by usual standards,
probably because it dealt with corruption and that its original acronym was Satan (Cid, 2018).
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/ Video surveillance and (quasi-)
face recognition
In November 2019, Ifema, a state-owned consortium,
started installing face recognition surveillance cameras in
the big congress facilities it runs in Madrid (Peinado, 2019).
Ifema specifically stated in the public procurement information from March 2019 that it was looking for “technical
improvements in face recognition licenses”.
It should be noted that these cameras weren’t still in use
by the time of the UN Climate Change Conference COP25,
hosted at Ifema between 2 and 13 December 2019, according to a representative of the consortium quoted in the
press (Peinado, 2019).
In late 2018, the city of Marbella, a tourist hub on the southern coast of Spain, started using a video surveillance system with, reportedly, the highest definition in Spain, and
developed by the American firm Avigilon (Pérez Colomé,
2019). Only the border between the Spanish enclave of
Ceuta and Morocco and some football stadiums use similar
cameras, according to press reports. Officially, the system
doesn’t have face recognition features, but the software
used by these cameras does use “appearance search” and
“face analytics”. Apparently this allows the system to search
people by how they look by identifying a series of unique
facial features, clothes, age, gender, and hair color, according to Avigilon’s PR.
A company representative quoted in the press said their
face recognition software wasn’t being used by public authorities in Spain, but he added that the company had indeed installed face recognition software in private surveillance systems in Spain (Pérez Colomé, 2019).
In both the Ifema and Marbella cases – in which the systems
are justified as they are said to increase security while also
increasing the efficiency of surveillance – it’s not clear how
exactly the recognition software works and what kinds of
checks and other measures may be in place to protect people’s biometric information and other personal data.

/ Predictive policing
In 2016, the local police of Rivas-Vaciamadrid, a town of
86,000 people in the Madrid region, ran a pilot of the PredCrime software, developed by Spanish company EuroCop
(Europa Press, 2015). Pred-Crime analyzes historical data to
predict where and when it’s more likely that different types
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of common misdemeanors and offenses, like traffic violations and robberies, will be committed.

tions, according to a press report (Pérez Colomé, 2019b).
No more details are known about this case.

Reportedly, the plan was to fully implement this software
during 2016, but after testing it for nine months the municipality decided not to go on using it. “It needs to keep
on being developed to become properly efficient”, a representative of the municipality is quoted as saying in a May
2019 press report (García, 2019).

According to the same press article, in mid-2019, the Environmental Ministry signed an agreement with the Autonomous University of Barcelona to develop software that can
predict the most likely profile of pyromaniacs.

EuroCop says on its website that it has dozens of municipalities from all over Spain among its customers, but it doesn’t
specify whether those local authorities are using its predictive software or any of the other non-predictive tools the
company also markets.
In another case of predictive policing, the Spanish police
have reportedly been using software that analyzes the
available data about the victim of a killing and the context of the crime, and then produces the likely profile of
the killer. Between 2018 and 2019, agents of the office of
the Secretary of State for Security have collaborated with
the police by using such software in at least five investiga-

It needs
to keep
on being
developed
to become
properly
efficient.  
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/ Automated analysis of social
media content
In January 2018, the regional Government of Catalonia
started a pilot project to try and measure the impact among
the public of its STEMcat’s initiatives, a plan aimed at promoting scientific and technological vocations among young
people.
For a month and a half, the Catalan government used Citibeats. This text-analysis software used machine-learning algorithms to collect and analyze around 12,000 tweets that
spoke about the STEM disciplines in Catalonia. One of the
insights the authorities said that they had gained was that
women were more responsive to messages about natural
sciences than about technology, according to the Catalan
government’s PR. The authorities then used that and other
insights to “optimize their strategy and propose new initiatives” to make young people interested in the STEM disciplines. The project was part of SmartCAT, the Catalan government’s strategy to become a smart region (as noted in
this chapter, regional governments in Spain have a high degree of autonomy to develop their policies). The SmartCAT
director said the software had allowed them “to evaluate in
a more objective way the impact of the (government’s) initiatives” to make people interested in science and technology.
Citibeats, developed by Social Coin, a Barcelona-based
start-up, was also used in December 2017 by the Barcelona municipality to gather people’s attitudes towards public transport and mobility in the city by analyzing around
30,000 comments by more than 15,000 people. In a case
study of this project, Citibeats spoke of “citizens as sensors”
In the two cases described above, and while the authorities praise the software’s ability to gather and analyze thousands of online comments (something it would take much
more time and money to do using traditional survey methods), it’s not clear how representative those samples are
and how valid the conclusions might be; and there doesn’t
seem to be any information on how those analyses then
influenced public policy.
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Since March 2019, the regional government of Navarra has
also been using the Citibeats software to detect online hate
speech by analyzing text published on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram.

900 to 165 per week. And, reportedly, the automated assistant went from receiving around 200 questions per week,
when it was launched in July 2017 to around 2,000 by November 2017 (Computing, 2018).

As with other cases dealing with personal data, it’s not clear
how the software works and what oversight mechanisms
the public authority may have in place when using it.

/ Smart Cities: from smart waste to
smart tourism

/ Automated evaluation of offers
for public procurement through
e-tendering

As cities aim to start using big data and automated processes to become “smart”, a series of ADM systems have been
embedded at the municipal level in Spain. These systems
usually support decision-making rather than working entirely autonomously.

The current law governing public procurement in Spain,
which was passed in November 2017 to adhere to EU regulations, allows public authorities to run digital bidding processes using electronic devices that can sort the different
offers “through automated evaluation methods”.
This kind of digital bidding can only be used when the “requisite specifications of the contract to be awarded can be
established in a precise way” and the “public services that
are its object are not of an intellectual type, as in engineering, consultancy and architecture”. Contracts to do with
food quality can’t be awarded through digital bidding either.
According to the law, before using this method a public authority needs to make public which “electronic device” it is
going to use in the bidding process.
Before running the digital bidding itself, the authority needs
to carry out a complete evaluation of all the offers and then
send a simultaneous electronic invitation to all the eligible
bidders. When such an invitation is sent, the authority has
to include “the mathematical formula” that will be used in
the automated classification of the eligible offers.

/ Automated assistance in tax
filing
Since July 2017, the Tax Authority in Spain has been using
the IBM Watson software to provide automated assistance
regarding a particular aspect of VAT filing which mostly affects big companies. In public communications about it,
both IBM and the Tax Authority highlighted that the software can work 24/7 and, as such, was freeing public servants from having to deal with a large number of emails
from people trying to do their VAT filing. According to their
PR, between July 2017 and February 2018, the number of
emails to civil servants about VAT issues decreased from
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One such example is the Smart Waste platform, which collects data from sensors installed in bins and trucks, and
also from social media, surveys, the census, and satellite
information. The combined data helps local authorities decide what services will be needed when and where.
Smart Waste was developed by The Circular Lab (from the
innovation center of Ecoembes) which is a non-profit organization charged with collecting plastic packaging, cans,
cartons, paper, and cardboard packaging for recycling. Minsait, a division of Indra, a Spanish multinational transport,
defense, and security technology consultancy company
also helped develop the platform.
During 2018, the Logroño municipality and the La Rioja and
Cantabria regional governments first ran the platform as a
pilot and today it is available to local and regional authorities all over Spain.
As is the norm in almost every case in Spain, there does not
seem to be any available information on how the software
works, what kind of output it produces, and what decisions
or changes the different authorities have adopted due to
its use.
In another example of the involvement of local governments with ADM systems, the Barcelona municipality and
the Sagrada Familia basilica, one of the city’s tourist attractions, partnered with the private company Bismart to develop a mobile application, called Smart Destination. This
application analyzes publicly available data about people
(including social media posts and the number of people
queuing to enter a tourist attraction), vehicles and traffic,
the weather, bar and hotel occupancy, etc., and also the
preferences given by the user to automatically generate
personalized tourist plans and routes.
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As is the norm in
almost every case in Spain,
there does not seem to be
any available information on
how the software works.
Once again, it is not known exactly how the system works
and how it comes up with the output it gives to the public.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Government
/ The delayed Spanish National AI Plan
and the National Strategy for AI
In November 2017, the Ministry of Industry and Trade
presented a Group of Experts on AI and Big Data, formed
by individuals from academia and the private sector (representing entities like BBVA – the second biggest bank in
Spain – , Telefónica – one of the largest phone operators
and network providers in the world – , and the Vodafone
Institute – which the British company describes as its European think-tank) and tasked it with writing a White paper
on AI to be published in July 2018. That paper was expected
to inform the elaboration of a code of ethics about the use
of data in public administration. It was to be the first step
towards a Spanish National AI Plan, but nothing seems to
be publicly known about it as of the time of writing (Full disclaimer: when it was created, this group of experts included
among its members Lorena Jaume-Palasí, co-founder of Algorithm Watch who, at the time, was still involved with the
organization.)
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As a prelude to that plan, in March 2019, the Ministry of
Science, Innovation and Universities published a Spanish AI
National Strategy. It was released shortly before the April
2019 general elections, and it was criticized as vague and
rushed by the specialized press (Merino, 2019). Indeed, the
strategy reads like a mere overview of the possibilities and
dangers of AI for the state and the public administration.
The document welcomes the use of AI systems by the public administration, which the strategy assumes will increase
efficiency (for instance by advancing towards interoperability between public bodies and to generate “automated administrative procedures”) and save the state huge amounts
of money (“billions of euros” alone in the health sector, the
document says, referencing a study from June 2017 by the
global consultancy company PricewaterhouseCoopers)
(PwC, 2017). The strategy also says that AI-based threats
to security require AI-based solutions, and it advocates for
transparency in “algorithms and models” and wants to see
an “honest use of the technology”, without describing any
precise plans or norms to explain how it will advance in that
direction.
On 18 November 2019, in the closing act of the II International Congress on AI, the acting Science Minister, Pedro
Duque, said that he expected the Spanish AI National Plan
to be ready in the following weeks (Fiter, 2019). However,
at the time of writing there has not been any other news
about it.
In general, Spain hasn’t had a stable government since
2015 – in fact, on 10 November 2019 Spain held its fourth
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general election in four years (El País, 2019). In addition, at
the time of writing, a minority government established on
13 January has been struggling to contain one of the worst
COVID-19 outbreaks in the world, and has probably contributed to those delays and the lack of a more comprehensive and decisive political leadership in the development of
strategies and plans concerning the use of AI systems by
the public administration.

/ Oversight
/ The law regulating public
administration
In Spain, the use of ADM processes by the public administration falls under the law 40/2015. This text defines “automated administrative action” as “any act or action entirely
performed through electronic means by a public administration body as part of an administrative procedure and
with no direct intervention by any employee”. And the text
also states that before any automated administrative action is taken it must be established which of the competent
authorities are “to define the specifications, programming,
maintenance, supervision and quality control and, if applicable, the audit of the information system and its source
code”. It must also be known which body will be responsible
in case of any legal challenge to the automated action.

/ Transparency and access to
information
Besides that, the 2013 law regulating citizens’ access to
public information mandates that public bodies have to be
proactively transparent and generally grant citizens access
to any content and documents held by the public administration.
Yet, in practice, public bodies rarely publish detailed information on the ADM systems they use. When citizens or organizations request information about them, the public administration is usually reluctant to grant it, which in effect
means their use of ADM processes happens in a context of
opacity. The ongoing court case launched by non-profit Civio,
commented on earlier in this report, illustrates that point.
Since 2014, the central public administration has been
making Open Government Plans, which outline its commitments to advance towards a transparent government and
administration. The current one, the III Open Government
Plan 2017-19, doesn’t include any actions explicitly related
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to ADM systems. The IV Open Government Plan 2019-21 is,
at the time of writing, being developed by an interministerial working group.

/ Data protection law
When it comes to people’s data protection, Spanish law
3/2018 (which was passed after the GDPR was approved)
gives citizens the right to consent to the collection and processing of their data by the authorities. In principle, citizens
then also have the right to request and access information
about which body has their data and what it intends to do
with it. The text explicitly mentions that the law applies to
“any completely or partially automated processing of personal data”. It also says that when personal data is used “to
create profiles” then the people affected “must be informed
of their right to oppose automated individual decisions that
have legal effect over them or that significantly affect them
in a similar way”.

/ Towards a Digital Rights Charter for
Spain
On 16 June 2020, the Spanish government announced it had
kicked off the process to develop a Digital Rights Charter for
Spain by naming a group of experts who will make suggestions. The aim of the Charter is to add new specific ‘digital
rights’ to those included already in Spanish law. This new
Charter should include rights relating to “protecting vulnerable groups, new labour conditions, and the impact of new
technologies like AI”, among other issues, according to the
government’s press release. The announcement said at a
later stage the process would be open to the public too, and
in the end the government will write up the Charter taking
into consideration the expert’s and the public’s inputs. At
the time of writing, there was no information on the calendar of the whole process or any other details about the
scope and content of the Charter.

/ Political decision-making and oversight
In terms of political decision-making, the office of the Secretary of State for Digital Advancement, which depends on
the Ministry of Economy and Business, is charged with coordinating the different strategies, plans, and actions for
the “connectivity and digital transformation of Spain”, and
includes a section focusing on AI.
Only one of the 11 specific plans promoted by that office, the one devoted to “smart territories”, which was
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/ Civil Society and Academia
It claims that
people’s quality of life will
increase when automatization
allows the government and the
public administration to proactively
identify individual persons’
problems and propose
solutions to them.

published in December 2017, mentions the use of ADM
systems. It claims that people’s quality of life will increase
when automatization allows the government and the public administration to proactively identify individual persons’
problems and propose solutions to them. Regarding data
collection, the plan states that “the data collection and processing mechanisms must be defined, (aiming to) limit the
amount and type of data to collect, control their uses, and
facilitating access to them and to the logic of the algorithms
on which future decisions will be based”.
The body charged with “executing and deploying the plans
of the Digital Agenda for Spain” is Red.es, a public corporate
entity that depends on the office of the Secretary of State
for Digital Advancement. Red.es includes a National Observatory for Telecommunications and the Information Society, which, as of the time of writing [11 May 2020], doesn’t
seem to have produced work explicitly on ADM systems.
Spain is a decentralized state, with each of the 17 regions
having a high degree of autonomy over their public administrations, which can be different from one another. In the
Spanish central public administration, the top governance
body regarding the use of IT is the Commission of IT Strategy, in which all ministries are represented and which takes
on an intermediary role between the executive power, embodied by the Council of Ministers, and the public administration itself. The 2014 legal text that regulates this Commission states that digital transformation should mean “not
only the automatization of services [offered by the public
administration] but their complete redesign”, but it doesn’t
go into any other details regarding ADM.
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/ Academic research and debate
In recent years, there has been a lively debate in academia
regarding the use of ADM systems in the public administration (as well as in the private sector), and there are several
academic researchers specifically looking into ADM in the
public administration. However, few of these debates seem
to make it into the mainstream public discourse and to the
general public.
In April 2019, the Network of Specialists in IT Law noted the
“striking lack of algorithmic transparency and the absence
of the appropriate awareness by the public administration
of the necessity to approve a specific legal frame. We only
see some concerns over compliance on data protection,
which is perceived as a limitation”. The document reads like
a fair summary of the situation in Spain, and calls on the
authorities to “launch new mechanisms to guarantee [people’s] fundamental rights by design and by default”. The
conclusions also point to the topic of smart cities as one
area in need of urgent attention, as municipalities are freely
experimenting with ADM systems without a proper debate
or regulations (Cotino et al., 2019).
Some other notable academic research groups
working in this field are Idertec at the University of Murcia,
and the Research Group on Web Science and Social Computing at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona, which
has a research area devoted to algorithmic fairness and
transparency.

/ Non-profit watchdogs
In recent years, several private organizations have been doing research and advocacy that includes ADM. In Barcelona,
there is the Eticas Foundation, a non-profit associated with
the private consultancy company, Eticas Consulting, which
researches issues that include algorithmic discrimination,
law and practice, migration and biometrics, and policing
and security. Its founder and director, Gemma Galdón, has
published several op-eds on these questions and is often
quoted in the mainstream press. But, according to its website, the foundation itself doesn’t seem to have been very
active recently.
In September 2019, a new association called OdiseIA
launched in Madrid, describing itself as an independent
“observatory of the social and ethical impact of AI”. Odis-
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eIA was founded by 10 people from academia, the public
administration, and the private sector, some of whom are
well-known in expert circles regarding ADM in Spain.

/ ADM in the press
When it comes to the general public and mainstream political and media discourse, there seems to be a general lack
of awareness about the use of ADM systems in public administration, the opportunities, challenges, and risks posed
by such systems, and the implications for public and individual life. This is something about which all experts consulted have remarked upon and complained about.
While the specialized press has had a more consistent
critical approach regarding ADM systems in the public administration, until recently, most of the mainstream press

coverage of ADM seemed to be based on the PR materials
released by the companies developing the software and by
the public bodies using it. However, and maybe driven by
the bad image that the word “algorithm” has been getting
in connection with scandals at Facebook and Google, more
recently the mainstream press has been taking a more critical approach. Having said that, the majority of articles and
items in the general press still seem to be about individual
ADM systems that gain visibility for a particular reason (like
VioGén, discussed above, which deals with the sensitive issue of domestic violence) rather than about the use of ADM
by the public administration, its normative frame and its
implications for public and individual life as a subject on its
own. Often, when the media talk about the lack of transparency and accountability regarding ADM systems in the public administration, it is on an individual case-by-case basis
rather than as a structural issue.

there seems to be a general
lack of awareness about the
use of ADM systems in public
administration, the opportunities,
challenges, and risks posed by
such systems.
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Key takeaways
Even though they don’t explicitly mention ADM systems as
such, the present laws governing public administration in
Spain (which include a definition for “automated administrative actions”) and citizens’ access to public information
do offer a good opportunity to call the authorities to account regarding the use of ADM in public administration.
Such current normative frames will be put to the test by
the ongoing court case in which a non-profit foundation
is asking the government to release the source code of
an ADM system in the same way that legal texts are made
public.
There are also good practices, like the proactive way in
which the authorities have been publishing information
concerning the VioGén protocol, which could serve as an
example for other authorities to follow. Even though more
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transparency – including ways to audit the functioning of
the ADM systems themselves – is welcome, a greater explanatory effort by the authorities is also needed.
The number of active academic researchers looking into
the field of ADM in public administration (and also in the
private sector) and the increasingly comprehensive coverage of the issue by the mainstream press offer another opportunity for the general public to become more aware of
how ADM systems are used to deliver public services, and
the consequences for public and individual life of such systems.
On the other hand, the normalization of the use of ADM by
the public administration without a proper public debate
or putting clear oversight mechanisms in place, especially
as low-key ADM systems spread at the local level among
municipalities, risks creating an opaque administrative environment in which citizens may end up lacking the means
to hold the authorities accountable about such systems.
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sweden

Good
morning Karin. It’s
Henning from the job
center. How can
I help you?

w e e eh!
w e e eh!

be quiet,
darling. I have
a Call.
Good morning.
I would like to
know why my social
security has been
refused.

Ok. Let me
see. Your social
security has been refused
because the system decided
your practice is
not suitable.

I can’t
believe it. How
can you let a computer decide such
an important
thing?

well, everything’s
automated. the decision
has been taken on the dates
you put into the system and it’s
decided you’re not suitable.
I can’t do anything
about it.

Sorry.
how come?
there must be
a mistake.

I’ve checked
karin, but there hasn’t
been a mistake. I can only
tell you what I already
said. you are not
suitable.

I can’t
believe it.
I’m really in
trouble
now.

Sorry Karin,
I have got another
call now. Have a
good day.

sometime later.

Can your
algorithm
calculate
all this?

Keep
calm love.
Please.
you ‘re
Henning,
aren’t
you?

yes.

Find out more in the story on the next page.
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Central
authorities
slow to react
as Sweden’s
cities embrace
automation
of welfare
management
Trelleborg is Sweden’s front-runner in automating welfare distribution. An analysis of the system’s source code brought little
transparency – but revealed that
the personal data of hundreds
was wrongly made public.
By Katarina Lind & Leo Wallentin
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Trelleborg is a city of 40,000 in Sweden’s far south. Three
years ago, it became the first municipality to introduce
fully automated decision-making in its social services. They
named their robot Ernst and introduced it as a digital coworker.
Sweden’s social services are governed at the local authority level. The 1992 Local Government Act gave decisionmaking powers to municipal committees, but this right
can be further delegated to an employee. With the exception of Trelleborg and their lawyers, all other instances
forbid the delegation of decision-making to an automated
system, and, therefore, made automated decision-making
illegal.
The same does not apply to state agencies. In 2018, automated decisions were allowed after a change in the Administrative Procedure Act (Förvaltningslagen), the law that
regulates governmental agencies. Welfare payments, such
as parental benefits and dental care subsidies, are now allocated without any human intervention.

/ Full automation
Trelleborg uses a process called robotic automation, or
RPA, to handle applications for financial aid. The software
is based on different rules that lead to a yes or no decision.
The first time Trelleborg residents apply for financial aid,
they meet a caseworker in person. After that, they must
reapply every month, and if they apply online, the decision is made by a machine. They fill in details on their
income and expenses, which the RPA compares with the
previous month. It also pulls information such as tax and
income statements and student loans from a database
that gathers personal data from seven agencies for control purposes. A decision is then made based on these
data points.
Should the applicant’s situation significantly change from
one month to the next, the software stops and forwards the
application to a human caseworker. Around one in three
reapplications are currently handled by the software. The
rest is treated by caseworkers, because of circumstances
the software cannot handle.
Because every beneficiary meets a caseworker the first
time they apply – and new circumstances are checked by
a human being – an individual assessment is always made,
Ms. Schlyter, of Trelleborg municipality, said.
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The first time
Trelleborg residents apply
for financial aid, they meet
a caseworker in person.
After that, they must reapply
every month, and if they apply
online, the decision is made
by a machine.

/ Saving time
The main reason for deploying RPA was to save time and reallocate resources to meet beneficiaries in person instead
of handling documents, according to Ms. Schlyter. It also
shortens the time beneficiaries are notified of a decision,
as decisions that previously could have taken two days can
now be reached in less than a minute.
The introduction of the RPA and the relocation of staff also
led to lower payments for the municipality, Ms. Schlyter
said.
In recent years, many towns started using online applications for welfare distribution, a first step towards automating the process. A report by the Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen), a national authority, showed that the
number of municipalities that introduced online applications for welfare more than tripled over the last three years,
from 9% in 2017 to 29% in 2019.
Another report, published in November 2019 by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SKR),
showed that the trend continued upwards, with 36% of
municipalities saying that they used online application systems.
However, few municipalities use automated processes. The
SKR survey found that 8% of the municipalities used some
form of automation and only one (Trelleborg) used it for
decision-making. Things may change rapidly, as 40% of the
municipalities said they were planning to automate administrative work over the next few years.
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/ Redefining social work
Most of the automated tasks, such as handling invoices,
are uncontroversial. These programs are not especially
“smart”: they are quite simple rule-based algorithms. But
the introduction of automated decision-making into the
welfare system sparked a discussion about the profession
of social work and what social assistance should be.
“Financial aid is society’s safety net, and has to be assessed individually by a professional social worker. When
you replace these professionals with software, many social
workers feel it is a threat to their profession,” said Lupita
Svensson, a researcher at Lund University’s School of Social
Work.
Ms. Svensson recently wrote a report about automating the
welfare sector (Technology is the easy part, published in November 2019). She said that, over the last 20 years, decisions
about financial aid moved away from individual assessments
and towards more general, rule-based decisions.

The municipal
sector has a
naive view of
technological advances.
They think a
“robot” will
be impartial
and objective.
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“Initially, the legal text about financial aid gave social workers a great deal of room to manoeuver, since the law
was saying that you couldn’t generalise. When this law is
converted to code, it becomes clear that social work has
changed. By converting law to software, the nature of financial aid changes, as you can’t maintain the same individual
assessments as before.”
Ms. Svensson is also concerned by the idea that an algorithm could be impartial.
“The municipal sector has a naive view of technological advances. They think a “robot” will be impartial and objective.
But how were these robots constructed? When I asked municipalities about this, they told me they followed the social
workers’ processes. This means there’s a risk of copying in
the norms, ideas and values that are already present in the
system. There’s very little critical discussion of this.”

/ Mass resignation
When Kungsbacka, a town of 20,000 inhabitants, 300 kilometers north of Trelleborg, introduced the “Trelleborg model”, as it became known, in 2018, 12 of 16 social workers left
their work in protest. Some of them have returned to their
jobs, but the majority left for good.
Inger Grahn, a local representative of the Union for Professionals in Kungsbacka, said that the protest was about two
things. Firstly, the “Trelleborg model”, or at least its automated component, might not be legal. (As of early 2020,
Kungsbacka has not implemented full automation.)
Secondly, implementing the Trelleborg model requires a
major reorganization of municipal services. It shifts responsibility for financial aid from the department of social services to the department of work.
Kungsbacka’s caseworkers said that this model might prevent them from getting the whole picture of a beneficiary.
By focusing on getting beneficiaries directly into work, social issues such as children’s welfare could be missed.
Technology cannot solve everything, Ms. Grahn said. “As far
as we know, there aren’t yet any algorithms that take individual cases into account sufficiently to follow the law. Not
when it comes to children with special needs, or any other
kind of individual case.”
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/ Looking for transparency
One central concern with automated decision-making is
transparency. How can automated decisions and the underlying algorithms be explained in a way everyone understands? And are algorithms official records that can be
communicated to the public?
Simon Vinge, chief economist at the Union for Professionals (Akademikerförbundet SSR), has sought answers to these
questions for over a year. In June 2018, he asked Trelleborg
how the algorithm made decisions and how their system
worked, but he did not receive satisfactory answers. After
he sent a complaint to the Swedish Parliamentary Ombudsman (JO) in September 2019, he received some screenshots
and a flow chart. Mr. Vinge and the Union for Professionals
argued that the information is not sufficient to really understand how the program works, and he asked for ‘meaningful information’, in the sense of Article 15 of the GDPR,
about how a decision is made.
“When it comes to automated decision-making, no one
knows what they have to share, or when you’ve received
enough information to understand how an automated decision was made. I still don’t know which parameters lead
to a declined application, or what is being fed into the formula,” Mr. Vinge said.
Trelleborg said that they had given all the information they
have been asked for. The JO will decide on the case in the
coming months.

"As far as we know, there
aren’t yet any algorithms that
take individual cases into account
sufficiently to follow the law.
Not when it comes to children
with special needs, or any other
kind of individual case."
Inger Grahn
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“If it’s difficult to explain how a simple rule-based algorithm
works, how can we hope to explain more complex systems
like machine learning?” Mr. Vinge said.

/ Analyzing the code
Last fall, Freddi Ramel, a journalist, requested the source
code of the software being used in Trelleborg under Sweden’s Freedom of Information Act. When Trelleborg said it
was not an official document, Mr. Ramel appealed to the
administrative court. Trelleborg argued that the code was
a trade secret, but the court decided otherwise. The source
code is an official document, judges said, and the code was
then communicated to Mr. Ramel.
The code that Trelleborg finally shared is made of 136,000
lines of rules, spread out across 127 XML files. Some of the
files seem to contain older, unused rulesets. Without access
to the data used by the software, it is impossible to understand the rules with any certainty. The code interacts with
other pieces of software, making the deciphering effort all
the more difficult. But it is possible to (quite painstakingly)
start outlining a general decision tree.
Without a clear explanation from the municipality, the system remains a black box. Having the code does not change
anything, Mr. Vinge of the SSR union wrote in an email.

/ Personal data leak
The analysis of the code yielded more than just some of the
rules guiding the RPA. It contained the names and social
security numbers of approximately 250 people, seemingly
citizens who previously had contact with the municipality
related to welfare. This data seems to have been in the
code since 2017 and is now visible for anyone who files an
FOI request to see the code, as well as the subcontractors
working on it.
Trelleborg municipality is currently investigating why the
personal data ended up in the code, and why the code was
not screened before it was made public.
Even though Trelleborg introduced their “robot” three years
ago, the government has only just begun looking into this
issue. In January 2020, Stockholm ordered an investigation
into the use of automated decision-making by municipalities and regions. It will be published in March 2021.
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Research
By Anne Kaun & Gabriela Taranu

“We are supposed to be
robots, we are supposed to
be idiots”
From an interview with an employee
at the Swedish Public
Employment Services

Contextualization
As the previous Automating Society report stressed, the
Swedish government is strongly invested in placing the
country at the forefront of the development of artificial intelligence (AI) and automated decision-making (ADM).
The previous report addressed the AI initiatives that have
been in place since 2017, including government reports
on self-driving cars and an AI commission. These initiatives continue to function, but not all of them have been
extended.
In 2018, a new public agency for digitalization (DIGG – Agency for Digital Government) was established to coordinate
general efforts in digitalization and especially to develop
AI tools in support of the public administration. One of
the major private investments in the development of AI
– by Wallenberg Autonomous Systems and Software Programme (WASP) – was extended with special research application calls and a graduate school focusing on AI from
the perspective of social sciences and the humanities. The
program is led by Virginia Dignum at the Department for
Computing Science at Umeå University.
Besides these initiatives in research and development,
there have been developments in terms of regulation and
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oversight of automated decision-making in the public sector. Among other things, the National Audit Office began
large-scale oversight of automated decision-making within
public agencies at the national level. Furthermore, we have
seen several litigation cases related to automated decisions for social benefit applications in the municipality of
Trelleborg (the so-called Trelleborg model) as well as the
first GDPR ruling in Sweden concerning a face recognition
system in a gymnasium.

A catalog of ADM
cases
To understand how the public sector is using ADM, we conducted as systematic mapping exercise. In November 2019,
we sent freedom of information requests to 321 government agencies and supporting units to find out if they:
a. Worked with ADM
b. And, if they did, in which areas they use ADM.
By the end of November, we had received 213 responses.
84 agencies did not respond within the timeframe and 24
could not be reached. Out of the 213 agencies who replied,
only 15 said that they relied on ADM (often in the form of
robotic process automation (RPA) or automated process
flows).
The replies showed that there is some confusion as to what
the term ADM encompasses. We received several questions
concerning the definition of ADM, as well as longer elaborations of how ADM is understood at particular institutions.
Several respondents only referred to RPA as a form of ADM,
while others also included algorithms that are part of external infrastructure that they rely on for their work (e.g. social
media tools that are used for external communication).
The agencies that are at the forefront of ADM are the Pensionsmyndigheten (Swedish Pensions Agency), Försäkring-
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skassan (Swedish Social Insurance Agency) and Skatteverket
(the Tax Agency). Another important agency working with
proactive open data initiatives is the Lantmäteriet (Mapping,
Cadastral and Land Registration Authority) that has, among
other things, automated decisions related to real estate
mortgages.

Currently, the Public Employment Services are working
with automation in three areas:
WW self-registration
WW activity reports
WW financial checks of companies applying for support
when employing people who have been unemployed
for a long time (företagsstöd)

One agency that has automated many processes that directly affect applicants is Försäkringskassan (Swedish Social
Insurance Agency). This agency, together with
the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, owns and develops the
84 agencies
SSTBK database. SSTBK is a comprehendid not respond
sive platform that combines databases
within the
from different public agencies to allow
for decisions on social benefits (agentimeframe and
cies included are Swedish Public Em24 could not be
ployment Services, Swedish Board of
reached. Out of
Student Finance, Swedish Federation of
the 213 agencies
Unemployment Insurance Funds, Swedwho replied, only
ish Social Insurance Agency, Swedish
15 said that they
Tax Agency).

relied

/ Public Employment
Services
In the following section, we will focus more closely on
the Public Employment Services for two reasons. Firstly,
the agency is actively working and experimenting with
ADM and machine learning. Secondly, the organization
is currently undergoing a major restructuring including
substantial budget cuts that have contributed to the accelerated development of technological solutions for automation.
Budget cuts of around 2.9 billion SEK in 20191 led to 1700
employees being laid off and the closure of offices, especially those outside the big cities where many vulnerable
communities reside. The agency aims to direct most of its
clients to remote services and only provide assistance at local offices for a minority of cases. Prior to the budget cuts,
the agency had plans to increasingly automate decision
processes. The cuts have led to an increased need to implement automation to handle the workload. However, this
has to be done with decreasing resources at the same time
as the agency prepares for an anticipated recession and a
subsequent rise in the number of unemployed people.

1

The new budget suggests there will be 1 billion SEK of additional
funding for 2020, but lay-offs of 1,700 will not be revoked.
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At the moment, the first contact unemployed people have with the Public
Employment Services is exclusively
digital and self-serviced. Job seekers have to self-register online and
are then booked for a telephone or
video call within a month to evaluate
their prospects of returning to the
work force (arbetsmarknadspolitisk
bedöming).

If clients are eligible for unemployment benefits and enter an educaon ADM.
tional or training program, they have
to report on their job search and program activities to the Public Employment
Services on a monthly basis. The registration, evaluation,
and decision on whether to provide continued support are
automated. Finally, ADM is also used to perform financial
checks on companies seeking financial support to help
them employ the long-term unemployed. The eligibility of
a company to receive this support is automatically rated:
green = eligible for support, yellow = needs an additional
manual check, and red = not eligible). According to an interviewee we spoke with, there are limited possibilities for
caseworkers to challenge the automated decision in this
specific area.

/ Adult Education and Economic
Support – Nacka Municipality
Nacka municipality is part of Stockholm county, and it has
developed and implemented a so-called robot employee
called Yasmine. The robot is part of an RPA service platform
that was provided by the Norwegian company Basefarm.
So far, the administration of Nacka has automated three
processes. Two of these are in the so-called Establishment
Unit (Etablering), and the other is in the Work and Business
Unit. The Establishment Unit is responsible for economic
support, unaccompanied children and minors (refugees).
The Work and Business Unit administers adult education,
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societal orientation, and labor market initiatives (Nacka
Kommun 2018).
The current automation project was modelled on a similar
automation project in Trelleborg municipality (see previous
report), where decisions on applications for social benefits
have been fully automated. Trelleborg is the first municipality to work with fully automated decision-making on social
benefit applications.
Nacka has developed a centralized approach that allows all
units to start automation projects. Different units and departments are supported in developing a detailed project
plan and workflow description for implementing ADM (Hertin & Lindberg, 2019). Units interested in automating can
apply and implement a pilot project and receive support
from the central administration unit to do so.
This centralized approach is supposed to increase the
degree of automation of the whole administration of the
municipality while using a common approach across different units and work processes. The processes that are currently automated are related to adult education (15 rules
developed for RPA) and decisions on economic support
(200 rules developed for RPA). Basefarm provided the plat-

form, and the tool, which was designed by a company partowned by Google Alphabet (CapitalG investment) is called
UiPath (UiPath 2020).

/ Nectarine – AI in elderly care
Nectarine Health (a company previously called Noomi and Aifloo) has developed a wristband for the elderly. It is fitted
with multiple sensors that monitor eating habits, movement, sleep patterns, and can detect if the wearer trips or
falls (Nanalyze 2018)(Svensknarings 2018). Based on data
from the wristband, caregivers are automatically alerted in
case of an emergency. In 2016, Nectarine Health started collaborating with Aleris, a major private healthcare provider
in Sweden, when the wristbands first came into use.
Apart from registering movements, the wristbands also
monitor other health-related data mainly to organize elderly care more efficiently. This example is included here to
illustrate that Sweden is uniquely placed in terms of collecting and sharing patient data in different public and private
registries that are increasingly harvested by international
and transnational private companies (Gustafsson & Röstlund, 2019).

/ Swedish microchipping
movement

Apart from
registering
movements,
the wristbands
also monitor
other healthrelated data.
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The Swedish microchipping movement, which took off in
2015, has been in the international news again (Läsker
2019)(Schwartz 2019). It is estimated that around 5000 people in Sweden currently have RFID technology-based microchip implants that allow them to automatically open doors
and use photocopiers.
On several occasions, microchipping has become a popular
feature at parties. For example, one of these microchipping
events was arranged during Almedalen, a high-profile political week held during the summer of 2017, by the Swedish state-owned company Statens Järnvägar (SJ) (Petersén,
2019).

/ School Placement Algorithm
In spring 2020, a report by the state (statens offentlig utredning) into school segregation was made public (Statens Offentlig Utredning 2020). Among other things, the report
suggests implementing a more complex algorithm for the
placement of school children. At the moment, school selection is based solely on the relative proximity of the school.
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reports often
emerge of parents
who are unhappy with
the automated School
placement decisions.

In Gothenburg, one case illustrates
the failure of the automated system
as the algorithm only considered the
straight line distance to a school, and
not the geography, or the actual time it
takes to get to the school building by foot
or car (Dagens Nyheter 2020). After school placement decisions are made in the spring, reports often
emerge of parents who are unhappy with the automated
decisions. In 2018, parents in Uppsala, a city north of Stockholm, developed a placement algorithm that they believed
would make the assignment fairer. However, the city board
in charge never considered the algorithm (Heimer 2018).

/ Swedish Police Piloting Face
Recognition Software
As part of a broadly discussed special operation to fight
organized crime (operation Rime Ice), the Swedish police
implemented several face recognition pilot projects including searching through visual material such as pictures from
crime scenes and CCTV footage to identify reoccurring people. The police did not inform the Swedish Data Protection
Authority about the pilot testing. Last year the authority approved that the police could continue matching face shots
with an offender register (signalementregister). However,
their application for testing face recognition at Skavsta airport was dismissed in 2019. In 2020, the government submitted a revised application to implement a pilot project
from January 2021 (Munther 2020). At the moment, the
Swedish Data Inspection Authority is reviewing the police’s
use of the American face recognition app Clearview.

Policy, oversight
and debate
/ Report by the Nordic Council of
Ministers
In 2019, the Nordic Council of Ministers published a report
about the use of artificial intelligence at the municipal level
across the Nordic countries (Andreasson & Stende, 2019).
The authors focused explicitly on AI that they define as
autonomous systems that are apparently intelligent. The
report does not explicitly define ADM, but refers to a number of tasks that are or can potentially be automated with
the help of AI. These systems are based on data analysis
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and can solve different tasks with
a certain degree of independence.
AI, according to their definition, is
based on algorithms made up of
mathematical formulas or rules that
define how AI should act. The report focuses, in particular, on machine learning as a
specific form of AI, based on algorithms, that are selflearning, self-adjusting, and self-improving over time, and
that can derive rules, and detect patterns in large datasets.
The report focused on two municipalities in each of the five
Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden) and mapped their work on AI and ADM. One of
the main takeaways from the report is that, while neither AI
nor ADM are used very broadly in any of the Nordic countries, local municipalities are running several different pilot
studies. These studies tend to focus on chatbots, which are
increasingly common at the municipal level.
The report emphasizes that the use of AI and ADM might
have a large impact on trust in public institutions if it is not
implemented in a sustainable and sensible manner. The
Nordic countries have a long history of strong social trust,
and trust in public institutions, and the authors of the report provide three general suggestions. Firstly, municipalities in the Nordic countries should continuously exchange
experience with AI implementation projects. Secondly,
there should be shared ethical guidelines across the Nordic
countries, and thirdly, they should come together to invest
in research and development projects to concentrate resources and spend funding efficiently.

/ Report by the Union for
Professionals
In 2019, the Union for Professionals (Akademikerförbundet
SSR) published a report written by Lupita Svensson, a senior lecturer at the School of Social Work at Lund University,
on ADM within the Swedish social service system (Svensson, 2019). Svensson evaluated and mapped ADM across
all municipalities with the help of RPA. Her report showed
that only 16 out of a total of 290 municipalities have implemented RPA in their administration of social benefits.
However, only one – Trelleborg municipality – has implemented fully automated decisions, while the other 15 municipalities use RPA for decision support. Besides mapping
the extent to which Swedish municipalities use automated
processes in social services, Svensson also conducted interviews with politicians, project leaders, and case workers
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across municipalities. She came to the conclusion that the
technological shift that the Swedish social services are currently going through can be compared to computerization
in the 1980s. However, there are important differences. The
policy for social services during the 1980s emphasized the
importance of trust, whereas current policies, and the technological solutions they utilize, emphasize control. At the
same time, caseworkers argue that they have more time to
actually do social work, although they need to renegotiate
what their basic tasks encompass, besides a strong focus
on administration and documentation. This new wave of
“deep” digitalization that goes beyond earlier e-governance
initiatives is still ongoing and is characterized by contradictions. In the broader context, the need for support including social benefits is increasing, while resources are systematically shrinking. Automation and digitalization are often
motivated with efficiency and cost saving arguments however, the necessary infrastructure is often cost-intensive
and needs continuous maintenance and these problems
are often downplayed in the discussion. Svensson’s findings point to a fundamental shift in how social services are
organized and delivered to citizens.

/ Report by DIGG – Agency for
Digital Government
In Spring 2020, the Swedish Agency for Digital Government (founded in 2018) published a report for the government entitled To Support the Public Administration in Using
AI (DIGG, 2020). The report maps the pre-conditions for
the use of AI in public administration, the main challenges,
and develops a set of recommendations to increase the
use of AI in public administration. The starting point is that
the costs and resource requirements for both the public
and welfare sector will increase considerably over the next
decade. The report states that AI offers huge economic
potential that, until now, has not been fully exploited. AI
is connected with the possibility to increase, and make
more equal, access to health services, improve education,
and implement more just and efficient decision-making
in public administration. The report points out two particular challenges. Firstly, questions of data security and
secondly, ethical considerations. In order to support the
implementation of AI in public administration, the report
makes the following suggestions:
WW Create a center for expertise in AI
WW Establish a platform for coordination, co-development,
and innovation
WW Develop an AI guide for public administration
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the Data Protection
Authority issued the first
recorded GDPR fine in Sweden for unlawful use of face
recognition software.

WW Establish the juridical foundation to allow for test-bed
activities
WW Develop professional and role-based education for AI
WW Develop a national data strategy for public
administration

/ First GDPR fine in Sweden for the
use of face recognition at a public
school
In 2018, a public high school in Skellefteå, in Västerbotten
County, used face recognition to register student attendance (Lindström 2019). One class took part in a three-week
pilot of a system implemented with Tieto (IT Pedagogen
2019), a Nordic IT software and service company with headquarters in Finland. However, the Data Protection Authority (Datainspektionen, 2019) issued a fine of 20,000 euros
(200,000 SEK) to Skellefteå municipality – which is the first
recorded GDPR fine in Sweden – for unlawful use of face
recognition software.
The Data Protection Authority ruled that GDPR had been
violated in several ways (Heinje 2019). Firstly, the use of
face recognition technology was considered excessively intrusive and, in that sense, it violated the principle of data
minimization (article 5(1)(c)). Secondly, face recognition falls
under ‘special categories of data’ (article 9) that require specific consent by the data subject. Even though the students
gave their informed consent, their position as students
(and minors) meant that the decision to participate was not
a real choice. Thirdly, the school did not document a Data
Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) and hence violated
article 35.
The relatively modest fine was imposed because of the
brief duration of the pilot scheme, and the fact that only
22 students were involved. Skellefteå has challenged the
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decision by arguing that participation in the scheme was
voluntary and that students and their parents who opted
into the pilot gave their full consent to the gathering of data
(Lindström 2019).

/ Trelleborg municipality reported
to Parliamentary Ombudsperson
Our first report for Automating Society highlighted the automation project of Trelleborg municipality that fully automated decisions on social benefit applications and has
worked on this particular ADM project since 2017. In 2019,
Simon Vinge of the Union for Professionals (Akademikerförbundet SSR) reported the municipality of Trelleborg to
the Parliamentary Ombudsperson (Justitieombudsmannen JO). His complaint was that the authorities failed to
respond to a Freedom of Information (FOI) request related
to the use of RPA to make automated decisions. As of May
2020, they have not heard back from the Parliamentary
Ombudsmen.

Similarly, the journalist Freddi Ramel started a discussion
about transparency related to the ADM system used in
Trelleborg. After several failed attempts to get access to the
source code from Trelleborg municipality, and after reaching out to the Danish company responsible for the coding,
he took legal action. In contrast to Simon Vinge, Ramel submitted an appeal to the Administrative Court of Appeal, by
arguing that the source code of the software falls under
the Swedish Offentlighetsprincipen (the principle of public
access to official records). Following his appeal, the court
ruled that the source code had to be made publicly accessible and fully included in the principle of public access (Dagens Samhälle 2020).
After this ruling was made public, another journalist at the
financial newspaper, Dagens Industri, submitted an FOI request to view the source code. Trelleborg municipality forwarded the request to the Danish software company, who
then shared the source code with the journalists. However,
the code was not checked beforehand, and sensitive data,

Following his appeal,
the court ruled that
the source code had
to be made publicly
accessible and fully
included in the principle
of public access.
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including personal identification numbers (similar to social
security numbers), names, and information about home
care for the elderly, was also shared with the journalists
(Dagens Samhälle 2020).

/ Mapping and review by the
National Audit Office
In 2019, the National Audit Office (Riksrevisionen) conducted
an initial mapping of ADM currently in use by public agencies. Based on the results, it decided to undertake a larger
review of ADM used by the public sector, and that has a
direct impact on citizens. Their report will be published in
October 20202.

Key takeaways
There is an ongoing and vivid debate about ADM, which is
often framed as AI in the public sector, and there have been
numerous events, panel discussions, reports, etc. At the
same time, there are not too many instances of fully automated decision-making. Having said that, public institutions
continue to test the water and navigate grey legal areas.
The dominant forms of ADM are those made up of RPA and
based on solutions provided by companies like Blue Prism
and UIPath. Automation and pilot projects are often implemented in collaboration with external consulting firms such
as PricewaterhouseCoopers or Boston Consulting Group.
The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions
coordinated the introduction of ADM3. Regarding automation projects, private companies are increasingly becoming
part of, and are responsible for, critical social infrastructure.
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We haven’t
got much time.
Have you ever seen
anything like this
in a patient
before?

Again? Do
you remember
what we risked
last time?

Never, I’ve
always seen all
these medical conditions
in different patients, but
never all toghter
like this.

I’m not
sure about this,
but we haven’t got
much time. We might
at least try.

What
shall I
do?

It
doesn’t make
any sense to me.
Maybe we should
consider asking
Watson.

We could have
a quick look at all
the specific reports and
research, to get at least
an idea of what we’re
going to do.

Your
conditions are
much better. You’ll
just have to focus
on rehabilitation now
and remember to be
careful during the
first weeks.

Just
do it.

Ok,
thank you very
much!

I must
admit, it worked
out quite well
this time.

Find out more on p. 259 in the research chapter under “Cancer diagnoses and treatments”.
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Swiss police
automated
crime
predictions
but have little
to show for it
A review of 3 automated
systems in use by the Swiss
police and judiciary reveals
serious issues. Real-world effects
are impossible to assess due to a
lack of transparency.
By Nicolas Kayser-Bril
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/ Predicting burglaries
Precobs has been used in Switzerland since 2013. The tool
is sold by a German company that makes no mystery of its
lineage with “Minority Report”, a science-fiction story where
“precogs” predict some crimes before they occur. (The plot
revolves around the frequent failures of the precogs and
the subsequent cover-up by the police).
The system tries to predict burglaries from past data, based
on the assumption that burglars often operate in small areas. If a cluster of burglaries is detected in a neighborhood, the police should patrol that neighborhood more often to put an end to it,
the theory goes.

switzerland / Story

partner. Dyrias stands for “dynamic system for the analysis
of risk” and is also built and sold by a German company.
According to a 2018 report by Swiss public-service broadcaster SRF, Dyrias requires police officers to answer 39 “yes”
or “no” questions about a suspect. The tool then outputs a
score on a scale from one to five, from harmless to dangerous. While the total number of persons tested by the tool
is unknown, a tally by SRF showed that 3,000 individuals
were labeled “dangerous” in 2018 (but the label might not
be derived from using Dyrias).

The vendor of Dyrias claims that the software
correctly identifies eight out of ten
potentially dangerous individuals. However, another study
Precobs
has
been
used
in
Three cantons use Precobs:
looked at the false positives,
Switzerland since 2013. The tool
Zürich, Aargau, and Baselindividuals labeled dangeris sold by a German company that
Land, totaling almost a
ous who were in fact harmmakes
no
mystery
of
its
lineage
with
third of the Swiss populaless, and found that six out
“Minority Report”, a science-fiction
tion. Burglaries have fallen
of ten people flagged by
dramatically since the midthe software should have
story where “precogs” predict
2010s. The Aargau police
been labeled harmless. In
some crimes before they occur.
even complained in April 2020
other words, Dyrias boasts
that there were now too few burgood results only because it
glaries for Precobs to use.
takes no risks and assigns the “dangerous” label liberally. (The company behind Dyrias disputes
But burglaries fell in every Swiss canton, and the three
the results).
that use Precobs are nowhere near the best performers.
Between 2012-2014 (when burglaries were at their peak)
Even if the performance of the system was improved, its
and between 2017-2019 (when Precobs was in use in the
effects would still be impossible to assess. Justyna Gospodithree cantons), the number of burglaries decreased in all
nov, the co-director of BIF-Frauenberatung, an organization
cantons, not just in the three that used the software. The
that supports victims of domestic violence, told Algorithmdecrease in Zürich and Aargau was less than the national
Watch that, while cooperation with the police was improvaverage of -44%, making it unlikely that Precobs had much
ing and that the systematic assessment of risk was a good
of an actual effect on burglaries.
thing, she could not say anything about Dyrias. “When we
take in a new case, we do not know whether the software
A 2019 report by the University of Hamburg, could not find
was used or not,” she said.
any evidence of the efficacy of predictive policing solutions,
including Precobs. No public documents detail how much
/ Predicting recidivism
Swiss authorities have spent on the system, but Munich
paid 100,000 euros to install Precobs (operating costs not
Since 2018, all justice authorities in German-speaking canincluded).
tons use ROS (an acronym for “Risikoorientierter Sanktionenvollzug” or risk-oriented execution of prison sentences). The tool labels prisoners ‘A’ when they have no risk of
/ Predicting violence against
recidivism, ‘B’ when they could commit a new offense, or ‘C’
women
when they could commit a violent crime. Prisoners can be
Six cantons (Glarus, Luzern, Schaffhausen, Solothurn, Thurtested several times, but subsequent tests will only allow
gau, and Zürich) use the Dyrias-Intimpartner system to prethem to move from category A to B or C and not the other
dict the likelihood that a person will assault their intimate
way around.
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A report by SRF revealed that only a quarter of the prisoners in category C committed further crimes upon being released (a false-positive rate of 75%) and that only one in five
of those who committed further crimes were in category C
(a false-negative rate of 80%), based on a 2013 study by the
University of Zürich. A new version of the tool was released
in 2017 but has yet to be reviewed.
The French and Italian-speaking cantons are working on an
alternative to ROS, which should be deployed in 2022. While
it keeps the same three categories, their tool will only work
in conjunction with prisoner interviews that will be rated.

turning simulations into
ready-to-use tools gives
them a “cloak of objectivity”
which can discourage critical
thinking, with potentially
devastating consequences
for the people whose
future is predicted.

/ Mission: Impossible
Social scientists are sometimes very successful when predicting general outcomes. In 2010, the Swiss statistics office predicted that the resident population of Switzerland
would reach 8.5 million by 2020 (the actual 2020 population
is 8.6 million). But no scientist would try to predict the date
a given individual will die: Life is simply too complicated.
In this regard, demography is no different from criminology. Despite claims to the contrary by commercial vendors,
predicting individual behavior is likely to be impossible. In
2017, a group of scientists tried to settle the issue. They
asked 160 teams of researchers to predict school performance, the likelihood of being evicted from home, and four
other outcomes for thousands of teenagers, all based on
precise data collected since birth. Thousands of data points
were available for each child. The results, published in April
2020, are humbling. Not only could not a single team predict an outcome with any accuracy, but the ones who used
artificial intelligence performed no better than teams who
used only a few variables with basic statistical models.
Moritz Büchi, a senior researcher at the University of Zürich,
is the only Swiss scholar who took part in this experiment.
In an email to AlgorithmWatch, he wrote that while crime
was not part of the outcomes under scrutiny, the insights
gained from the experiment probably apply to predictions
of criminality. This does not mean that predictions should
not be attempted, Mr. Büchi wrote. But turning simulations
into ready-to-use tools gives them a “cloak of objectivity”
which can discourage critical thinking, with potentially devastating consequences for the people whose future is predicted.
Precobs, which does not attempt to predict the behavior of
specific individuals, does not fall into the same category, he
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added. More policing could have a deterrent effect on criminals. However, the detection of hotspots relies on historical
data. This might lead to the over-policing of communities
where crime was reported in the past, in a self-reinforcing
feedback loop.

/ Chilling effects
Despite their patchy track record and evidence of the nearimpossibility to predict individual outcomes, Swiss law enforcement authorities keep using tools that claim to do just
that. Their popularity is due in part to their opacity. Very
little public information exists on Precobs, Dyrias, and ROS.
The people impacted, who are overwhelmingly poor, rarely
have the financial resources needed to question automated systems, as their lawyers usually focus on verifying the
basic facts alleged by the prosecution.
Timo Grossenbacher, the journalist who investigated ROS
and Dyrias for SRF in 2018, told AlgorithmWatch that finding people affected by these systems was “almost impossible”. Not for lack of cases: ROS alone is used on thousands
of inmates each year. Instead, their opacity prevents watchdogs from shedding light on algorithmic policing.
Without more transparency, these systems could have a
“chilling effect” on Swiss society, according to Mr. Büchi of
the University of Zürich. “These systems could deter people
from exercising their rights and could lead them to modify
their behavior,” he wrote. “This is a form of anticipatory
obedience. Being aware of the possibility of getting (unjustly) caught by these algorithms, people may tend to increase
conformity with perceived societal norms. Self-expression
and alternative lifestyles could be suppressed.”
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Research
By Nadja Braun Binder and Catherine Egli

Contextualization
Switzerland is a distinctly federalist country with a pronounced division of powers. Therefore, technical innovations in the public sector are often first developed in the
cantons.
One example of this is the introduction of an electronic
identity (eID). At the federal level, the legislative process
required to introduce the eID has not yet been completed,
whereas an officially confirmed electronic identity is already in operation in one canton. In 2017, and as part of
Switzerland’s cantonal eGovernment strategy, Schaffhausen canton became the first to introduce a digital identity
for residents. Using this eID, citizens can apply online for a
fishing permit, calculate tax liabilities of a real estate profit
or a capital statement, or request a tax declaration extension, among other things.
Also, an adult account can be set up at the Child and Adult
Protection Authority, and doctors can apply for credit for
patients who are hospitalized outside their district. Another
example, that began as part of a pilot project in the same
canton in September 2019, enables residents to order extracts (via smartphone) from the debt collection register.
These services are in a constant state of expansion (Schaffhauser 2020). Although the eID itself is not an ADM process,
it is an essential prerequisite for access to digital government services, and therefore, could also facilitate access to
automated procedures, e.g., in the tax field. The fact that
a single canton has progressed further down this
path than the Federal Government is typical for
Switzerland.
Direct democracy is another defining element
of the Swiss state. For example, the legislative
process for a national eID has not yet been
completed because a referendum is going to
be held on the corresponding parliamentary bill
(eID – Referendum 2020). Those who have asked
for the referendum do not fundamentally oppose an
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official eID, but they want to prevent private companies
from issuing the eID and managing sensitive private data.
Another element that must be taken into account is the
good economic situation in Switzerland. This allows great
progress to be made in individual areas, such as automated
decisions used in medicine, and in many areas of research.
Although there is no central AI or ADM strategy in Switzerland, due to the distinct federal structure and the departmental division of responsibilities at the federal level, sectoral research is conducted at a globally competitive level.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Cancer diagnoses and treatments
At the moment, Switzerland is investigating the use of automated decisions in medicine, which is why ADM has been
developed further in the healthcare sector than in other domains. Today, more than 200 different types of cancer are
known and almost 120 drugs are available to treat them.
Every year, numerous cancer diagnoses are made, and, as
each tumor has its own particular profile with gene mutations that help the tumor grow, this creates problems for
oncologists. However, once they have made the diagnosis
and determined the possible gene mutation, they have to
study the ever-growing medical literature in order to select
the most effective treatment.

This use of ADM
to analyze medical
images is now standard
practice at the
University Hospital
of Zurich.

This is why the Geneva
University Hospitals are
the first hospitals in Europe to use the IBM Watson Health tool, Watson
for Genomics®, to better
find therapeutic options
and suggest treatment for
cancer patients. The doctors
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still examine the gene mutations and describe where and
how many of them occur, but Watson for Genomics® can
use this information to search a database of about three
million publications. The program then creates a report
classifying genetic alterations in the patient’s tumor and
providing associated relevant therapies and clinical trials.
Until now, cancer doctors have had to do this work themselves – with the risk that they might overlook a possible
treatment method. Now the computer program can take
over the research, but oncologists still have to carefully
check the literature list that the program produces, and
then they can decide on a treatment method. As a result,
Watson for Genomics® saves a great deal of time in analysis
and provides important additional information. In Geneva,
the report from this ADM-tool is used during the preparation of the Tumor Board, where physicians take note of the
treatments proposed by Watson for Genomics® and discuss them in plenary to jointly develop a treatment strategy
for each patient (Schwerzmann/Arroyo 2019).
ADM is also in use at the University Hospital of Zurich, as it
is particularly suitable for repetitive tasks, predominantly in
radiology, and pathology, and, therefore, it is used to calculate breast density. During mammography, a computer
algorithm automatically analyzes X-ray images and classifies the breast tissue into A, B, C or D (an internationally
recognized grid for risk analysis). By analyzing risk based on
breast density, the algorithm greatly assists physicians in
assessing a patient’s breast cancer risk, since breast density
is one of the most important risk factors in breast cancer.
This use of ADM to analyze medical images is now standard
practice at the University Hospital of Zurich. Furthermore,
research into advanced algorithms for the interpretation of
ultrasound images is ongoing (Lindner 2019).
Having said this, more than one-third of breast cancers
are overlooked in mammography screening examinations,
which is why research is being carried out on how ADM can
support the interpretation of ultrasound (US) images. The
interpretation of US breast images contrasts sharply with
standard digital mammography – which is largely observerdependent and requires well-trained and experienced radiologists. For this reason, a spin-off of the University Hospital of Zurich has researched how ADM may support and
standardize US imaging. In doing so, the human decision
process was simulated according to the breast imaging, reporting, and data system. This technique is highly accurate,
and, in the future, this algorithm may be used to mimic human decision-making, and become the standard for the de-
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tection, highlighting, and classification of US breast lesions
(Ciritisis a.o. 2019 p. 5458–5468).

/ Chatbot at the Social Insurance
Institution
To simplify, and support administrative communication,
certain cantons also use so-called chatbots. In particular, a
chatbot that was tested in 2018 at the “Sozialversicherungsanstalt des Kantons St. Gallens” (Social Insurance Institution in the canton of St. Gallen, SVA St. Gallen). The SVA St.
Gallen is a center of excellence for all kinds of social insurance, including a premium reduction for health insurance.
Health insurance is compulsory in Switzerland and covers
every resident in the event of illness, maternity, and accidents, and offers everyone the same range of benefits. It
is funded by the contributions (premiums) of citizens. The
premiums vary according to the insurer, and depend on an
individual’s place of residence, type of insurance needed,
and it is not related to income level. However, thanks to
subsidies from the cantons (premium reduction), citizens
on a low income, children, and young adults in full-time
education or training, often pay reduced premiums. The
cantons decide who is entitled to a reduction (FOPH 2020).
Towards the end of each year, the SVA St. Gallen receives
approximately 80,000 applications for premium reductions. To reduce the workload associated with this concentrated flood of requests, they tested a chatbot via Facebook Messenger. The object of this pilot project was to
offer customers an alternative method of communication.
The first digital administrative assistant was designed to
provide customers with automatic answers to the most important questions regarding premium reductions. For example: what are premium reductions and how can a claim
be made? Can I claim a premium reduction? Are there any
special cases, and how should I proceed? How is premium
reduction calculated and paid out? Also, if it was indicated,
the chatbot could refer customers to other services offered
by the SVA St. Gallen, including the premium reduction
calculator and the interactive registration form. While the
chatbot does not make the final decision to grant premium
reductions, it can still reduce the number of requests as
it can inform unauthorized citizens of the likely failure of
their request. It also performs a significant role in disseminating information (Ringeisen/Bertolosi-Lehr/Demaj 2018
S.51-65).
Due to the positive feedback from this first test run, the
chatbot was integrated into the SVA St. Gallen’s website in
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2019 and there is a plan to gradually expand the chatbot
to include other insurance products covered by the SVA St.
Gallen. It is possible that the chatbot will also be used for
services related to contributions to Old-Age and Survivor’s
Insurance, Disability Insurance, and Income Compensation
Insurance (IPV-Chatbot 2020).

/ Penal System
The Swiss Execution of Penal Sentences and Justice is based
on a system of levels. According to this system, inmates are
generally granted increasing amounts of freedom as the
duration of their imprisonment continues. This makes it a
collaborative process between executive authorities, penal
institutions, therapy providers, and probation services. Of
course, the risk of escape and recidivism are decisive factors when it comes to granting these greater freedoms.
In recent years, and in response to convicted felons committing several tragic acts of violence and sex offenses, the
ROS (Risk-Oriented Sanctioning) was introduced. The primary objective of ROS is to prevent recidivism by harmonizing the execution of sentences and measures across the
various levels of enforcement with a consistent focus on
recidivism prevention and reintegration. ROS divided the

work with offenders into four stages: triage, assessment,
planning, and progress. During triage, cases are classified
according to their need for recidivism risk assessment.
Based on this classification, a differentiated individual case
analysis is carried out during the assessment stage. During
the planning stage, these results are developed into an individual execution plan for the sanction of the corresponding
offender, which is continuously reviewed during the progress stage (ROSNET 2020).
Triage plays a decisive role at the beginning of this process
– both for the offender and in terms of ADM, as it is performed by an ADM-tool called the Fall-Screening-Tool (Case
Screening Tool, FaST). FaST automatically divides all cases
into classes A, B, and C. Class A signifies that there is no
need for assessment, class B equates to a general risk of
further delinquency, and class C corresponds to the risk of
violent or sexual delinquency.
This classification is determined by using criminal records
and is based on general statistical risk factors including
age, violent offenses committed before the age of 18, youth
attorney entries, number of previous convictions, offense
category, sentences, polymorphic delinquency, offensefree time after release, and domestic violence. If risk factors

ROS divided the work
with offenders into
four stages: triage,
assessment, planning, and
progress.
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are met that, according to scientific findings, have a specific
connection with violent or sexual offenses, then a C classification is made. If risk factors are met that have a specific
connection with general delinquency, then a B classification
is applied. If no risk factors, or hardly any, are found, then
an A classification is made. Therefore, the classification
consists of items (risk factors) in a closed answer format,
each of which has a different weighting (points). If a risk
factor is given, the relevant points are included in the total
value. For the overall result, the weighted and confirmed
items are added to a value, leading to the A, B or C classification that, in turn, serves as a basis to decide if further
assessment is necessary (stage 2).
This classification is carried out fully automatically by the
ADM-application. However, it is important to note that this
is not a risk analysis, but a way of screening out the cases
with increased assessment needs (Treuhardt/Kröger 2018
p. 24-32).
Nevertheless, the triage classification has an effect on how
those responsible at a particular institution make decisions
and which assessments are to be made. This also determines the offender’s so-called ‘problem profile’ regarding
how the execution of sentences and measures are planned
(stage 3). In particular, this planning defines any possible
facilitation of enforcement, such as open enforcement, day
release employment, or external accommodation. Furthermore, no ADM applications are apparent in the other stages
of ROS. FaST is, therefore, only used during the triage stage.

/ Predictive Policing
In some cantons, in particular in
Basel-Landschaft, Aargau, and
Zurich, the police use software
to help prevent criminal offenses. They rely on the commercial
software package “PRECOBS”
(Pre-Crime Observation System),
which is solely used for the prognosis of domestic burglaries. This
relatively common crime has
been well researched scientifically, and police authorities usually
have a solid database regarding
the spatial and temporal distribution of burglaries as well as crime
characteristics.
Furthermore,
these offenses indicate a profes-
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sional perpetrator and thus show an above-average probability of subsequent offenses. In addition, corresponding
prognosis models can be created using relatively few data
points. PRECOBS is, therefore, based on the assumption
that burglars strike several times within a short period if
they have already been successful in a certain location.
The software is used to search for certain patterns in the
police reports on burglaries, such as how the perpetrators
proceed and when and where they strike. Subsequently,
PRECOBS creates a forecast for areas where there is an increased risk of burglary in the next 72 hours. Thereupon,
the police send targeted patrols to the area. PRECOBS thus
generates forecasts on the basis of primarily entered decisions and it does not use machine learning methods. Although there are plans to extend PRECOBS in the future to
include other offenses (such as car theft or pickpocketing)
and consequently create new functionalities, it should be
noted that the use of predictive policing in Switzerland is
currently limited to a relatively small and clearly defined
area of preventive police work (Blur 2017, Leese 2018 p.
57-72).

/ Customs clearance
At the federal level, ADM is expected to be particularly present at the Federal Customs Administration (FCA), since this
department is already highly automated. Accordingly, the
assessment of customs declarations is largely determined
electronically. The assessment procedure can be divided
into four steps: summary examination procedure, acceptance of a customs declaration, verification, and inspection,
followed by an assessment decision.

the determination
of the customs
duty will be decided
fully automatically.
In contrast,
human contact is
intended to be
concentrated
only on checking
suspicious goods
and people.

The summary examination procedure represents a plausibility check and is carried
out directly by the system used in the case
of electronic customs declarations. Once
the electronic plausibility check has been
completed, the data processing system
automatically adds the acceptance date
and time to the electronic customs declaration, meaning the customs declaration
has been accepted. Up to this point, the
procedure runs without any human intervention by the authorities.
However, the customs office may subsequently carry out a full or random inspection and verification of the declared
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goods. To this end, the computerized system carries out a
selection based on a risk analysis. The final stage of the procedure is when the assessment decision is issued. It is not
known whether or not this assessment decision can already
be issued without any human intervention. However, the
DaziT program will clarify this uncertainty.
The DaziT program is a federal measure to digitize all customs processes by 2026 to simplify and accelerate border
crossings. Border authorities’ customer relations relating
to the movement of goods and people will be fundamentally redesigned. Customers who behave correctly should
be able to complete their formalities digitally, independent
of time and place. While the exact implementation of the
DaziT program is still at the planning stage, the revision of
the Customs Act that correlates to DaziT is included in the
revision of the Federal Act on Data Protection.
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In the future, the FCA will
also be explicitly entitled
to issue fully automated
customs assessments,
meaning there will be no
human intervention for the
entire customs clearance
procedure.

This is explained in more detail below, and should serve to
clarify the previously mentioned uncertainty regarding the
automated customs assessment procedure: In the future,
the FCA will also be explicitly entitled to issue fully automated customs assessments, meaning there will be no human intervention for the entire customs clearance procedure. Thus, the determination of the customs duty will be
decided fully automatically. In contrast, human contact is
intended to be concentrated only on checking suspicious
goods and people (EZV 2020).

tabase. This technology can be used for various purposes,
but at the moment in Switzerland it is only used to a limited
extent. At the federal level, the system for automatic vehicle
detection and traffic monitoring is only used as a tactical
tool depending on the situation and risk assessments, as
well as economic considerations, and only at state borders
(parlament.ch 2020). The half-canton of Basel-Landschaft
has enacted a legal basis for the automatic recording of vehicle registration plates and alignment with corresponding
databases (EJPD 2019).

/ Accident and Military Insurance

/ Allocation of primary school
pupils

Throughout the revision of the Data Protection Act (explained in more detail below), it was decided that the
accident and military insurance companies will be entitled to automatically process personal data. It is not
clear what automated activities the insurance companies intend to use in the future. However, they may,
for example, use algorithms to evaluate policyholder’s
medical reports. Through this fully automated system,
premiums could be calculated, and benefit claim decisions made and coordinated with other social benefits. It is
planned that these bodies will be authorized to issue automated decisions.

/ Automatic Vehicle Recognition
In recent years, both politicians and the public have become
concerned with the use of automatic systems, such as cameras that capture vehicle license plates, read them using
optical character recognition, and compare them with a da-
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Another algorithm that has been developed, but is not yet
in use, is designed to allocate primary school pupils. International studies indicate that social and ethnic segregation
between urban schools is increasing. This is problematic,
as the social and ethnic composition of schools has a demonstrable effect on the performance of pupils, regardless
of their background. In no other OECD country are these
so-called ‘compositional effects’ as pronounced as in Switzerland. The different composition of schools is mainly due
to segregation between residential quarters and the corresponding school catchment areas. Therefore, the Centre
for Democracy Aarau proposed not only to mix pupils according to their social and linguistic origin but also when
defining catchment areas, so that the highest possible level
of mixing between schools can be achieved. To optimize
this process, a novel, detailed algorithm was developed
that could be used in the future to support school allocation and classroom planning. The algorithm was trained to
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reconstruct the school catchment areas and to survey the
social composition at individual schools using the census
data of first to third graders in the canton of Zurich. Traffic load data, the network of pavements and footpaths, underpasses and overpasses, were also taken into account.
This data could be used to calculate where pupils need to
be placed to mix the classes more. At the same time, the
capacity of school buildings will not be exceeded and the
length of time spent traveling to school will remain reasonable (ZDA 2019).

the Centre for
Democracy Aarau proposed not
only to mix pupils according to
their social and linguistic origin
but also when defining catchment
areas, so that the highest
possible level of mixing between
schools can be achieved.

Policy, oversight
and public debate
/ Switzerland’s federal structure as
the prevailing circumstance
When reporting on policy in Switzerland, the prevailing federal structure must be emphasized. It is a situation that has
already been reflected upon in the previously mentioned
ADM examples. Switzerland is a federal state, consisting of
26 highly autonomous Member States (cantons), which in
turn grant their municipalities extensive leeway. As a result,
the political and public debate on ADM depends greatly on
the corresponding government, which cannot be described
exhaustively in this report. Furthermore, this fragmentation on policy, regulation, and in research, introduces the
risk of working in parallel on overlapping issues, which is
also why the confederation strives for advanced coordination as stated below. However, the Federal Government
has full responsibility over certain relevant legal fields and
political governance, which legally binds all the governments in Switzerland, and thus impacts the entire population. Hence, set out below are those parts of the current
federal political debate.

/ Government
At the moment, the role of ADM in society, generally referred to as AI, is predominantly treated as part of a larger
discussion on digitization. The Federal Government does
not have a specific strategy concerning AI or ADM, but in
recent years it launched a “Digital Switzerland Strategy”,
where all aspects regarding AI will be integrated. More generally, the national legal framework concerning digitization
will be adjusted simultaneously through the revision of the
Federal Act on Data Protection (FADP).
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/ Digital Switzerland
In 2018, and against a background of increasing digitization
beyond government services, the confederation launched
the “Digital Switzerland Strategy”. One focus of this is on
current developments in AI (BAKOM 2020). Responsible
for the strategy, especially its coordination and implementation, is the “Interdepartmental Digital Switzerland
Coordination Group” (Digital Switzerland ICG) with its management unit “Digital Switzerland Business Office” (Digital
Switzerland 2020).
As part of the Digital Switzerland Strategy, the Federal
Council set up a working group on the subject of AI and
commissioned it to submit a report to the Federal Council
on the challenges associated with AI. The report was acknowledged by the Federal Council in December 2019 (SBFI
2020). Alongside discussing the most central challenges of
AI – those being traceability and systematic errors in data
or algorithms – the report details a concrete need for action. It is recognized that all challenges, including this need
for action, depend strongly on the subject area in question,
which is why the report examined 17 subject areas in greater depth, such as AI in the fields of healthcare, administration, and justice (SBFI 2020 b).
In principle, the challenges posed by AI in Switzerland have,
according to the report, already been largely recognized
and addressed in various policy areas. Nevertheless, the
interdepartmental report identifies a certain need for action which is why the Federal Council has decided on four
measures: In the area of international law and on the use of
AI in public opinion-forming and decision-making, addition-
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al reports will be commissioned for in-depth clarification.
Further on, ways of improving coordination, relating to the
use of AI in the Federal Administration, will be examined.
In particular, the creation of a competence network, with
a special focus on technical aspects of the application of
AI in the federal administration, will be examined. Finally,
AI-relevant policy will be taken into account as an essential component of the “Digital Switzerland” strategy. In this
context, the Federal Council has decided that interdepartmental work should continue and that strategic guidelines
for the confederation should be developed by spring 2020
(SBFI 2020 c).
In addition, at its meeting on 13 May 2020, the Federal Council decided to create a national Data Science Competence
Center. The Federal Statistical Office (FSO) will establish this
interdisciplinary center on 1 January 2021. The new center
will support the federal administration in implementing
projects in the field of data science. To this end, the transfer
of knowledge within the Federal Administration as well as
the exchange with scientific circles, research institutes, and
the bodies responsible for practical application will be promoted. In particular, the center of excellence will contribute
to the production of transparent information while taking
data protection into account. The reasoning behind the
new center is backed up by a statement from the Federal
Council, which said that data science is becoming increasingly important, not least in public administration. According to the Federal Council data science includes “intelligent”
calculations (algorithms) so that certain complex tasks can
be automated (Bundesrat 2020).

/ Oversight
Since the Federal Data Protection Act is no longer up to
date, due to rapid technological developments, the Federal
Council intends to adapt the FADP to these changed technological and social conditions, and in particular, improve the
transparency of data processing and strengthen the selfdetermination of data subjects over their data. At the same
time, this total revision should allow Switzerland to ratify
the revised Council of Europe Data Protection Convention
ETS 108 and to adopt the Directive (EU) 680/2016 on data
protection in the area of criminal prosecution, which it is
obliged to do due to the Schengen Agreement. In addition,
the revision should bring Swiss data protection legislation
as a whole closer to the requirements of Regulation (EU)
2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
27 April 2016 on the protection of people regarding the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
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data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (GDPR). The revision
is currently being discussed in parliament (EJPD 2020).
While the total revision of the existing federal law on data
protection will evidently revise the entire Act with all its various aspects, one new provision is of particular interest in
regard to ADM. In the case of so-called “automated individual decisions”, there should be an obligation to inform
the data subject if the decision has legal consequences
or significant effects. The data subject may also request
that the decision is reviewed by a human or that he or she
should be informed of the logic on which the decision is
based. Thereby, a differentiated regulation is provided for
decisions by federal bodies. Correspondingly, even though
federal bodies must also mark the automated individual
decision as such, the possibility that the data subject can
request a review by a human may be restricted by other
federal laws. In contrast to the EU’s GDPR, there is neither
a prohibition of an automated decision, nor is there a claim
not to be subject to such a decision. (SBFI 2019)

/ Civil Society, Academia and other
Organizations
In addition, a number of fora in Switzerland research, discuss, and work on digital transformation and its opportunities, challenges, needs, and ethics. Most of them address
this on a general level, however some address ADM or AI
specifically.

/ Research Institutes
Switzerland has a number of well-known and long-established research centers regarding AI technology. These include the Swiss AI Lab IDSIA in Lugano (SUPSI 2020) and the
IDIAP Research Institute in Martigny (Idiap 2020) as well as
the research centers of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL 2020), and Zurich (EPFL 2020).
In addition, private initiatives such as the Swiss Group of
Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Science (SGAICO) complement the academic initiatives, by bringing together researchers and users, promoting knowledge transfer, confidence building, and interdisciplinarity (SGAICO 2020).

/ Government Research Funding
The confederation also addresses the topic of AI via research funding. For example, the Federal Government
invests in two national research programs via the Swiss
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Machine learning
methods are not used
in state activities in the
narrower sense, as far
as can be seen.
National Science Foundation (SNSF) (SNF 2020). Firstly, the
National Research Programme 77 “Digital Transformation”
(NRP 77) (NRP77 2020) and, secondly, the National Research Programme 75 “Big Data” (NRP 75) (NRP 75 2020).
The former examines the interdependencies and concrete
effects of digital transformation in Switzerland, and focuses
on education and learning, ethics, trustworthiness, governance, the economy, and the labor market (NFP 77 2020).
The latter aims to provide the scientific basis for an effective and appropriate use of large amounts of data. Accordingly, the research projects examine questions of the social
impact of information technology and address concrete applications (SNF 2020).

/ Digital Society Initiative

Another institute working in this area is the Foundation for
Technology Assessment (TA-Swiss). TA-Swiss is a center of excellence of the Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences, whose
mandate is laid down in the Federal Law on Research. It is
an advisory body, financed by the public sector, and it has
commissioned various studies on AI. The most pertinent of
these is a study published on 15 April 2020 on the use of AI
in different areas (consumption, work, education, research,
media, public administration, and justice). According to the
study, a separate law on the use of AI is not considered to be
effective. Nevertheless, citizens, consumers, and employees
in their dealings with the state, companies or their employer
should be informed as transparently as possible about the
use of AI. When public institutions or companies use AI they
should do so according to clear rules, in an understandable
and transparent manner (Christen, M. et al. 2020).

/ Digitale Gesellschaft
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The Digital Society Initiative was launched in 2016. It is a
center of excellence at the University of Zurich for critical reflection on all aspects of the digital society. Its goal
is to reflect on and help shape the digitization of society,
democracy, science, communication, and the economy. In
addition, it aims to critically reflect and shape the current
change in thinking brought about by digitization in a futureoriented manner and to position the University of Zurich
nationally and internationally as a center of excellence for
the critical reflection of all aspects of digital society (UZH
2020).

The Digitale Gesellschaft (Digital Society) is a non-profit society and broad-based association for citizen and consumer
protection in the digital age. Since 2011, it has been working
as a civil society organization for a sustainable, democratic
and free public sphere and it aims to defend fundamental
rights in a digitally networked world. (Digitale Gesellschaft
2020)

/ Other organizations
Several other Swiss organizations are also worth a mention.
These organizations concentrate on digitization in general,
especially in an economic context, e.g., Swiss Telecommunication Association (asut 2020), digitalswitzerland (Castle
2020), Swiss Data Alliance, and Swiss Fintech Innovations.
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united kingdom

I’ll tell
you what, in
a few years we
might lose
our jobs.

Have you
seen this new
face detection system
used by the cameras all
around the city? It’s
incredible.
What
do you
mean?
I’ll go
on my break,
Frank. I’m going
to get a
coffee.

This way,
please.

Stand
back, Paul. They are
suspects, they can be
very dangerous. They
were identified by our
face detection
system.

Dad, what are
you doing here?
You never come
to see me.

Well,
actually...

Very
dangerous,
hey?

Are
you sure this
system really
works?

Find out more on p. 281 in the research chapter under “Challenging face recognition”.
Automating Society Report 2020
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Brexit: How
EU nationals
navigate the
automated
checks of the
“settled status”
program
The British Home Office deployed
a mobile app so that EU citizens
can apply for permission to stay
in the UK. Some are confident
about the partly automated
process; others live Kafkaesque
experiences.
By Hugo Barbieux
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Pablo Duro, a 28-year-old Spaniard, is a PhD student and
member of staff at Manchester Metropolitan University. He
started his research work in October 2019. After applying
to stay in the UK, he was notified that his status was “presettled”. To obtain “settled status”, which would allow him
to remain in the UK for good, he would need to be resident
in the country for five years. He said that remaining a European citizen in the UK was not a concern for him even
though Brexit preparations were already in full swing. Being an immigrant was no big deal, he said.
Mr. Duro first heard about the settlement procedure and
the mobile app it involves during a chat with another Spanish citizen. He visited the Home Office website and followed
the steps. He had to complete a form, download a mobile
application, scan his passport, and upload a photograph of
his face in order to verify his identity. He said the process
was very quick. Within five days, he received a notification
in his mailbox confirming that he had been granted the presettled status.
Mr. Duro said the process was clear and concise. He believed there was no risk in sharing his data via the app as an
official institution created it.

/ Failed attempts
The Tilbrook family, in Newcastle, would certainly envy such
an experience. The grandmother of the family, an 80-yearold who requested anonymity before being interviewed,
found the settlement process distressing.
The elderly Danish woman worked in paid employment in
England for three years from 1961 to 1964 before working at home, like many women of her generation, Jane, her
daughter, explained. The 80-year-old asked her son-in-law
to download the app and fill out the application form for
her.
The first attempt failed – her legitimate claim for settled status was refused – and she received a “temporary status”.
Her daughter and son-in-law shared the experience on social media and contacted the administration to understand
why their elderly relative’s application had failed. They had
to upload additional documents, following which Jane Tilbrook’s mother was granted settled status.
Highly dissatisfied with the process, Mr. Tilbrook, 60, said
his mother-in-law was tech-savvy for her age – she uses a
smartphone – but this operation was “way beyond her”. He
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said using near field communication, or NFC, to upload the
details of a passport chip is beyond the abilities of most
people he knew, let alone an 80-year-old.
He explained that she would have been unable to upload
the required documents. When he did it, the first attempt
took him two hours. The second attempt was even longer.
Mr. Tilbrook described the process as “very intimidating”.
His mother-in-law, reluctantly, had to share private information, and, like many women of her age, most of the required documents were written in her husband’s name.
Understandably, she wanted a written document confirming her status, but the app only provides an electronic confirmation.
The Tilbrook’s case is not isolated. Many similar examples
can be found on social media. For example, the Twitter account “EU Settled Status Horror Stories” lists tweets from
EU nationals who have complained about the process.

/ Beta tests
By the end of the public test of the app, on 21 January 2019,
the system had received over 200,000 applications from nationals of all 27 EU countries. Then, on 30 March 2019, the
Home Office officially launched the simple, free system.
In the “Processing Level Memorandum of Understanding”
document, the Home Office justifies the data sharing process and automated checks they use. The document states
that the algorithm used was developed to support the EU
Settlement Scheme and manage the influx of applications
as the UK leaves the EU. According to the document, this approach improves the user experience, while reducing fraud,
errors, case processing time, and excessive paperwork.
Applicants who downloaded the “EU Exit: ID document
check” app are required to complete five key steps: firstly,
they take an image of the personal details page of either
their passport or identity card. Then, they must scan this
document, via a smartphone, by using the NFC feature. The
smartphone then reads the contents of the electronic chip
stored inside modern identity documents. The applicant
must then take a video and a photo of their face. Finally,
she or he must answer an online questionnaire. Additional
documentation may be required later in the process.
However, this is not the end of the journey. Applicants are
invited to provide their National Insurance (NI) number to
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Alternatively, applicants can send their identity documents
by post or visit their local authority in person to have their
passport or biometric residence card checked manually.

If the automated check
cannot find any evidence
of residence for more
than 6 months in any
12-month period, this
counts as a break in the
applicant’s continuous
residence in
the UK.

/ Not so simple
Settled.org is a UK charity dedicated to guide, inform, and
assist those vulnerable and hard-to-reach EU citizens who
may be at risk of not having the authorization to remain
in the UK by the time the EU Settlement Scheme ends.
They say the EU Settlement Scheme is not as “simple and
straightforward” as the government has stated.
The Home Office uses a surprisingly reassuring tone to
explain the app, considering that Mr. Tilbrook said he did
need to enter an NI number for his mother-in-law, adding
that he was not informed of an alternative to using the app.
“The algorithm simply doesn’t fit,” he said.

verify their residence history in the UK. This is not a mandatory step, but official documentation says that applicants
who submit their NI number will not have to provide further evidence. This step uses an algorithm-based verification process.
Automated processing of tax and other benefits records is
only carried out when an applicant has provided their NI
number. This automated check is done against records
held by the tax authority (HMRC) and the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP).
A Home Office document titled “How the automated check
calculates the period of residence” mentions that, if the automated check finds evidence of UK employment or some
benefits in a month, then that month counts as a month of
continuous residence. If the automated check cannot find
any evidence of residence for more than 6 months in any
12-month period, this counts as a break in the applicant’s
continuous residence in the UK. If this happens, the applicant is told which time periods this applies to.
But not everyone has an NI number. And the online process
has caused several problems (such as email providers erroneously marking official messages as spam), some of which
were spotted during beta trials and subsequently fixed. At
the end of this process, a caseworker looks at the application and makes the final decision.
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Settled.org strongly recommends EU citizens to begin applying for settled status well before the application period
ends on 30 June 2021. Applicants with atypical profiles may
find it challenging to obtain the right status, a spokesperson for the charity said.
Lily Beurrier, a French citizen who moved to the UK in 2003,
applied for settled status in June 2019, two years before the
official end of the process. She said she was fired from her
work and was worried that this could impact her chances of
obtaining settled status.
She said she is confident using IT software and she thought
the process would be quite straightforward. She said that
using the app to submit her application was fairly easy, yet
sometimes frustrating. For example, it took a couple of attempts to scan her passport before it worked. However, the
most frustrating part, she said, was to get the right light in
the room so that the app could recognize her passport and
accept her photo.

/ “Application denied”
The process took about ten minutes, but then she received
her result: “application denied”.
“I never thought this could have happened to me,” she said.
“I have been living in the UK for over 15 years with the same
amount of years employed by the same employer. It was a
real shock.”
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In vain, she phoned the government helpline. Then, she
complained on social media, which is when the BBC contacted her. Her subsequent interview, and contacts with
journalists, allowed things to move forward slightly.

ple, the questionnaire does not consider the social aspect
of her application. “How could an app or automated platform decide on my future in the UK? I am married to an
English man and both our children were born in the UK.”

The Home Office asked her to provide further evidence of
residence. Her employer wrote a letter confirming her 15
years of continuous employment in the UK.

/ Incompatible devices

Interestingly, she said that she was advised to use her computer rather than the app to upload the letter. A couple of
weeks later, she was granted settled status.
Ms. Beurrier said this was a very challenging and upsetting
process and that she felt “cheated” by the app. For exam-

Lady-Gené Waszkewitz’s story also defuses the theory of
the age gap between young tech-savvy students who can
easily deal with apps, and elderly people who might be confused by smartphones. The 28-year-old German moved to
the UK in 2011 as a pupil barrister. In total, she studied for
five years in the UK. But she, too, struggled to obtain settled
status.

"I never thought this could
have happened to me. I have
been living in the UK for
over 15 years with the same
amount of years employed
by the same employer. It was
a real shock. "
Lily Beurrier
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/ Possible discrimination
The settled status process
did not look at Department
for Work and Pensions data
concerning child benefits or
child tax credits, and thus could
be discriminatory towards
women.

She said the app was not compatible with all devices, meaning she needed to take time out of her workday and go to
Southwark Council to have her passport scanned to complete this first part of the process.
Then, she had to photograph five years of bank statements,
council tax exemption forms, enrolment certificates, tenancy, and employment contracts, and forms to account
for five continuous years of living in the UK - the minimum
amount of time needed to obtain settled status.
She said the process was not at all straightforward because
she, like many others, did not have all these documents to
hand and she had to contact the relevant agencies and authorities to obtain them – including her university overseas.
“I did not feel particularly overwhelmed by the process but
rather annoyed at having to obtain this information which
should be in the government’s hands through my National
Insurance number, for example,” she said.
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Lawyers instructed over the summer by The Legal Education Foundation (TLEF) wrote in a public opinion that the
settled status process did not look at Department for Work
and Pensions (DWP) data concerning child benefits or child
tax credits, and thus could be discriminatory towards women. According to their report, 87% of child benefit recipients
were female.
Ms. Beurrier confirmed that she was indeed a recipient of
child tax credit for her children. It is very likely that the
automated checks could not find evidence of residence for
more than six months in any 12-month period. “I never
thought to mention or refer back to the child tax credit,”
she said.
Furthermore, the lawyers pointed out that the process of
proving documentary evidence is far from easy and that the
Home Office gave very few clues as to what type of document would better support an application. Connected to
this idea, Mr. Tilbrook said the process does not take pensions into account. His mother-in-law receives the basic
pension. “They know she’s been in the UK,” he said.
Despite these woes, the Home Office published satisfactory
figures. Public data released puts the total number of applications received, up to 31 January 2020, at over 3.1 million. 88% of those applications have been processed: 58%
were granted settled status, 41% were granted pre-settled
status, and seven applications were refused on suitability
grounds. However, given that there are no precise figures
for the number of EU citizens living in the UK, it is too early
to call the scheme a success.
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Research
By Tom Wills and Fabio Chiusi

Contextualization
Last year, the United Kingdom was notable for its wide
range of policy and research initiatives looking at the topic
of automated decision-making (ADM) across government
and civil society. These fell broadly into two categories:
those driven by the hype around Artificial Intelligence (AI),
which sought mainly to promote the supposed economic
potential of the technology, with ethics as a secondary consideration; and critical initiatives sounding the alarm about
the possible adverse impacts of ADM, especially on minority groups.
Institutional responses to ADM generally remain in the
initial stages of research and consultation. However, a
number of themes are already emerging, both in the identification of risks associated with ADM and in the broad approach to how to moderate the impacts of this technology.
In particular, the possibility of discriminatory bias has been
raised in relation to policing, public services, and other areas of civic life. The need for explicability and accountability
in automated decision-making has been raised in a number
of reports. So too has the current lack of frameworks and
guidelines for organizations to follow in their evaluation
of AI. This is a crucial time for the development of Britain’s
regulatory approach to ADM, with several official organizations collecting their final evidence before launching more
concrete policy recommendations.
Public interest and controversy around several specific
ADM implementations has noticeably increased. This is
particularly so in the case of face recognition. Attentive
journalists have investigated and drawn attention to the
roll out of this technology across high-profile public spaces
in London, which would otherwise be happening silently
and without oversight. The civil society response has been
strong enough to halt the deployment of face recognition in
the case of the King’s Cross estate.
The spectacular fiasco, in August 2020, of the algorithm deployed by the Office of Qualifications and Examinations Re-
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Public interest and
controversy around several
specific ADM implementations
has noticeably increased.

gulation (Ofqual) to grade A-level1 and GCSE2 students also
received mainstream attention, leading the government to
backtrack and resort to human judgment, and to protestors
both in Parliament Square and outside the Department for
Education. Their motto? “Fuck the algorithm”.
Brexit is however the all-consuming political question, cutting across all kinds of issues, and touching on ADM in a
number of ways. EU citizens living in the UK have been told
to register their residency in the country through a smartphone app powered by automated face recognition and automated data matching across government departments.
Meanwhile, the debate on how to facilitate the transit of
goods and people across the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland in the event of leaving the
European Single Market has raised the question of whether automated decision-making could be used (Edgington,
2019) to create a virtual border.
However, there remains little public awareness of automated decision-making as an issue in itself. While there is growing discourse around ‘Artificial Intelligence’, including criti1	“A levels are British educational qualifications which school children
take when they are seventeen or eighteen years old. People usually
need A levels if they want to go to university in Britain.” (https://www.
collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/a-level)
2	“GCSE is the qualification taken by 15 and 16 year olds to mark their
graduation from the Key Stage 4 phase of secondary education in
England, Northern Ireland and Wales.” (https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
levels/z98jmp3)
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cal coverage in the popular technology press, the framing
of AI as an issue does not always correlate with the questions that need to be asked of ADM systems. The lack of a
public register of automated decision-making systems is a
problem that has been identified by some of the policy responses, which would help facilitate public understanding.

A catalog of ADM
cases
/ Brexit: Settled status applications
from EU citizens
As part of preparations for Brexit, the UK government
launched a scheme to establish the residency rights of the
estimated 3.4 million EU citizens living in the country.
Until Brexit, EU nationals have been free to enter the UK,
and work and live in the country indefinitely without any
need to apply for a visa or register as a foreigner.
Although at the time of writing, the terms of Britain’s exit
from the EU are still up in the air, the government’s policy
has been that EU citizens who enter the UK before Brexit
must apply for status as “settled” or “pre-settled” residents
in order to have the right to stay. Those with at least five
years of residency are supposed to receive “settled” status, while others will be given “pre-settled” status and then
required to apply for “settled” status when they reach the
five-year threshold.
Given that there was no system to record when EU nationals entered the UK or became resident in the country, the
process of establishing that someone came to the UK before Brexit is reliant on a combination of records from various government agencies, which may differ from person to
person.

It mentioned how, after collecting the user’s details, the app
attempted to confirm their history of residency by “making instant checks with HMRC”, (Her Majesty’s Revenue
and Customs, the UK tax office). It described how “the app
checks identity through facial matching in the same way
travellers are checked in airports at e-passport gates.” The
newspaper article also noted that “although much of the
system is automated, every case is checked by a human before a decision is made.”
After a deadline, which may arrive in December 2020 or
June 2021, the Guardian pointed out, “those who have
failed to apply will gradually be transformed from legal residents into undocumented migrants […] they will gradually
discover that normal life has become impossible.”
Swee Leng Harris, a law expert, researched the automated
aspects of the settled status app for an article to be published in the forthcoming Data & Policy (Harris, forthcoming) journal.
Harris wrote that where the system found only a “partial
match” with tax or welfare benefit records, the applicant
would be granted pre-settled status as a default unless they
challenged the decision.
According to government statistics analyzed for the article,
although only a small number of appeals had been processed by the time the figures were provided (253 cases as
of 31 May 2019), around 91% had been decided in favor of
the applicant.
Harris argues this raises the question of how many people
were given pre-settled status when they had, in reality, fulfilled the requirements for settled status but did not challenge the decision.

/ “Racist” algorithm for visa
applicants suspended before legal
challenge

The government implemented the registration system in
the form of a smartphone app. No doubt aiming to streamline the process as much as possible and control the costs
of this huge bureaucratic exercise, the government has
employed a number of elements of automated decisionmaking.

In August 2020, the UK government’s Home Office abandoned an ADM system to determine the risk represented by
visa applicants. Commonly referred to as “Streaming tool”,
the algorithm had been subject to legal challenge by the
Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants (JCWI) and the
non-profit organization Foxglove.

In October 2019, the Guardian reported on some of the
challenges and problems of the scheme (Gentleman, 2019).

According to them, the algorithm “entrenched racism and
bias into the visa system”, as it “suffered from ‘feedback
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loop’ problems known to plague many such automated systems – where past bias and discrimination, fed into a computer program, reinforce future bias and discrimination”.
This meant that the system “was prone to fast-tracking applicants from predominantly white countries and sorting
people from other nations into a longer and more onerous
review process”, as Motherboard puts it.
As a result, the Home Office said it will redesign the ADM
system, this time explicitly “including issues around unconscious bias and the use of nationality, generally.”

/ Welfare benefit applications
Fraud in the welfare system is a topic beloved of the country’s popular press. The woman who falsely claimed the
man she lived with was not her partner (Mutch, 2019) in
order to qualify for benefits worth £30,000 and the Brit who
claimed £90,000 from various funds despite living in Spain
(Mahmood, 2019) are just two examples of “benefit cheats”
who have made the newspapers recently.
This is part of the reason the government is keen to be seen
to detect fraudulent applications as efficiently as possible.
To that end, people who need to claim benefits because
their income is not enough to pay the costs of housing are
increasingly subject to automated decision-making, in an-

other example detailed by Swee Leng Harris in a forthcoming article (ibid.) in Data & Policy.
The system is called Risk Based Verification (RBV), Harris
writes, and in some parts of the country uses a propensity
model in order to assign claims to a risk group, on which
basis they may be subject to more stringent manual checks,
such as documentation requirements or home visits by officials.
Harris points out that there are no requirements for local government offices, which administer the benefits, to
monitor whether their algorithms are disproportionately
impacting people with protected characteristics (such as
belonging to a minority ethnic group).
An investigation in the Guardian identifies two companies
which it says supply RBV systems to about 140 local councils
in the UK. One is a company called TransUnion, a US creditrating business. The other is Xantura, a British firm that focuses on providing analytics systems to local authorities.
The Guardian reported that several councils had abandoned RBV systems after reviewing their performance
(Marsh, 2019). North Tyneside, for example, found that
the TransUnion system did not provide an explanation for
flagging welfare applications as ‘high-risk’, and additional

those who have failed to apply
will gradually be transformed
from legal residents into
undocumented migrants […] they
will gradually discover that
normal life has become impossible.
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checks were not revealing any reason to reject the claims.
The warnings were simply leading to valid claims being delayed. By contrast, the review (NTC, 2019) said that access
to government tax data, rather than RBV, had helped speed
up verification of applications.
North Tyneside Council had implemented RBV on advice
issued by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP
2011), the central government ministry responsible for
overseeing welfare benefits, which had already started
using the system to evaluate applications for unemployment benefit, which is administered on a nationwide basis.
The council’s own evaluation of RBV (NTC, 2015) recorded
that “In researching the use of RBV, there have been no issues raised with regard to human rights,” suggesting that
the implementation of this automated decision-making
technology spread under the radar of public scrutiny. It
did, however, identify the “possibility that people with certain protected characteristics may be under or over represented in any of the risk groups,” and promised to monitor
whether the system ended up disadvantaging particular
groups.
The evaluation also noted that the cost of the “software and
the manpower” required for RBV would be borne by Cofely
GDF Suez, the private-sector outsourcing firm (now known
as Engie) which had been given the contract to process welfare applications in North Tyneside. This raises the question of whether the company also stood to gain from the
expected cost savings.

/ The grading algorithm fiasco
With schools closed since March due to the COVID-19
outbreak, A level and GCSE students in England, Wales, and
Northern Ireland could not take their exam. In response, the
government decided to entrust their marks to an algorithm.
The mathematical model was supposed to put grades and
rankings estimated by teachers into historical perspective,
by taking into account grades previously achieved by students and the distribution of grades across the country.
This way, argued the government, grades would have been
consistent with past results.
The opposite, however, ensued. “When A-level grades were
announced in England, Wales and Northern Ireland on
13 August, nearly 40% were lower than teachers’ assess-
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ments”, wrote the BBC, reporting on official figures. What
the search for historical consistency actually produced was
downgraded marks for bright students from historically underperforming schools3.
This also produced discriminatory results, largely benefitting private schools at the expense of public education. As
the BBC clearly puts it: “Private schools are usually selective – and better-funded – and in most years will perform
well in terms of exam results. An algorithm based on past
performance will put students from these schools at an advantage compared with their state-educated equivalents”.
The UK’s Data Protection Authority, ICO, immediately issued
a statement that is highly relevant for the use of ADM in this
context. “The GDPR places strict restrictions on organisations making solely automated decisions that have a legal
or similarly significant effect on individuals”, it reminded,
before adding that “the law also requires the processing to
be fair, even where decisions are not automated”.
The case rapidly reached mainstream attention. As a consequence, protests erupted in Parliament square and outside the Department of Education, while the government
– after similar moves in Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland – quickly reversed course, scrapping the algorithm and
resorting to the teachers’ judgment instead. The chief civil
servant at the Department of Education, Jonathan Slater,
was also sacked as a result.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson eventually blamed the fiasco
on the “mutant algorithm”, but many commentators saw
this as a policy, not technology, debacle, one that should
be blamed on human decision-makers rather than “algorithms”, and that should remind us that they are never neutral instead. The Ada Lovelace Institute also warned that
“the failure of the A-level algorithm highlights the need for
a more transparent, accountable and inclusive process in
the deployment of algorithms, to earn back public trust”.
An even more important consequence is that, after the Ofqual algorithm fiasco, councils started to “quietly” scrap “the
use of computer algorithms in helping to make decisions
on benefit claims and other welfare issues”, the Guardian
revealed. Some 20 of them “stopped using an algorithm to
flag claims as “high risk” for potential welfare fraud”, the
newspaper wrote.
3

 detailed explanation of the algorithm’s composition and functioning is
A
provided by the Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/education/2020/
aug/21/ofqual-exams-algorithm-why-did-it-fail-make-grade-a-levels
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/ Challenging face recognition
In last year’s report, we noted that police forces had begun
trialing the use of automatic face recognition systems to automatically decide when people should be apprehended as
suspects. This development was challenged by the civil society organization Big Brother Watch, which monitored the
use of face recognition at Notting Hill Carnival in London
and observed a high number of false positives.
Controversies around face recognition have increased in
media profile significantly in the last year. In particular,
there was an outcry over the use of face recognition in the
King’s Cross area of central London.
It is the site of one of London’s main railway stations, but
the formerly run-down district has in recent years been redeveloped and now also features an art school, corporate
offices, shops, and restaurants and – crucially – what appear to the casual visitor to be public squares, walkways,
and piazzas.
In August, the Financial Times revealed in an exclusive investigation (Murgia, 2019) that Argent, a property developer, was using the technology to track tens of thousands
of people as they went about their business across the 67acre King’s Cross estate, which it owns.
The story was picked up by the BBC (Kleinman, 2019) and
The Guardian (Sabbagh, 2019) and sparked a public debate.
Within a matter of weeks, the pressure forced the company
to switch off the system and declare that it had no further
plans to use any form of face recognition technology in the
future.

In a memorable TV
sequence, a crew from
BBC Click captured a man
being fined 90 pounds (BBC,
2019) for covering his
face as he walked past a
police unit trialing a face
recognition camera.
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In the course of the scandal, it emerged that the Metropolitan Police had provided a database of images of persons of
interest (Murgia, 2019b) for Argent to load into the system.
The Information Commissioner, who is responsible for enforcing data protection laws, has launched an investigation
(Rawlinson, 2019) into the King’s Cross system.
Other examples of face recognition systems also made the
news. In a memorable TV sequence, a crew from BBC Click
captured a man being fined £90 (BBC, 2019) for covering his
face as he walked past a police unit trialing a face recognition camera.
London’s Metropolitan Police reported their first arrest
using face recognition in February. According to newspaper reports (Express 2020), a woman wanted for allegedly
assaulting police officers after an altercation at a London
shopping mall in January was identified by the system walking down Oxford Street three months later.
The arrest came just days after the head of the force,
Cressida Dick, had publicly made the argument for algorithmic policing at a conference (Dick, 2020).
“If, as seems likely, algorithms can assist in identifying patterns of behaviour by those under authorised surveillance,
that would otherwise have been missed, patterns that indicate they are radicalising others or are likely to mount
a terrorist attack; if an algorithm can help identify in our
criminal systems material a potential serial rapist or killer
that we could not have found by human endeavour alone;
if a machine can improve our ability to disclose fairly then
I think almost all citizens would want us to use it,” she was
reported by ITV News as saying (ITV, 2020).
A legal challenge to police face recognition backed by Liberty, the civil rights group, was rejected (Bowcott, 2019) by
the High Court in 2019. The group is appealing the decision
(Fouzder, 2019).
Researchers from the University of Essex, meanwhile, reviewed police trials of face recognition (Fussey, 2019) in the
UK and found that out of 42 matches made, only 8 could be
confidently confirmed as accurate by human review.
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Policy, oversight
and debate

the government is expected to publish a draft strategy and
run a second phase of evidence-gathering, in the form of a
full public consultation on the draft strategy.

/ Policy

/ Oversight

/ Parliament

/ Information Commissioner’s Office

The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Artificial Intelligence
(APPG AI) is a cross-party group of MPs with a special interest in AI, founded in 2017. It is sponsored by a number
of large companies including the ‘Big Four’ accountancy
firms – Deloitte, Ernst & Young, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers – plus Microsoft and Oracle. Its latest program, published in summer 2017, is called “Embracing the
AI Revolution” (APPG AI, 2019). The introduction explains:
“We spent the first two years understanding key economic
and socio-ethical implications [of AI] and we are now ready
to take action.” The four pillars of the group’s work from
2019-2020 are: Education, Enterprise Adoption of AI, Citizen
Participation, and Data Governance.

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is the UK’s
data protection regulator, funded by the government and
directly answerable to parliament. It oversees and enforces
the proper use of personal data by the private and public
sectors.

Its planned outputs include an ‘AI 101’ course and lesson
plan to be used in schools; awards to be given to companies
leading in the adoption of AI; and a public survey on how AI
should be regulated. Its programme does not specifically
address the ethical considerations around ADM, although
it refers to the need to “ensure all AI developers and users
become ethical AI citizens”.

/ Office for Artificial Intelligence
The Office for AI is now up and running. In June 2019, it published guidance in conjunction with the Government Digital
Service (GDS) and the Alan Turing Institute (ATI) called “A
guide to using artificial intelligence in the public sector”
(GDS, 2019). This guidance is supposed to help civil servants
decide whether AI could be useful and how to implement it
ethically, fairly, and safely.

/ National Data Strategy
In July 2019, the government launched a call for evidence to
build its National Data Strategy (DCMS, 2019). Its stated aim
is to “support the UK to build a world-leading data economy”. As part of the call for evidence, it highlighted the need
to consider “fairness and ethics” in how data is used. One
of its priorities is “To ensure that data is used in a way that
people can trust”. Following the election in December 2019,
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The ICO has issued detailed guidance (ICO, 2018) on how
organizations should implement the requirements of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in regards to
automated decision-making and profiling. It has also appointed a researcher working on AI and data protection on
a two-year fixed term to research and investigate a framework for auditing algorithms (ICO, 2019), including public
consultation.

/ Centre for Data Ethics & Innovation
(CDEI)
The CDEI is a body set up by the UK government to investigate and advise on the use of “data-driven technology”.
It describes itself as an “independent expert committee”.
Although the body has some independence from the government department that hosts it, critics have pointed out
what they say is the “industry-friendly” (Orlowski, 2018)
make-up of its board.
Nonetheless, the body has published several reports advocating more regulation of algorithms since its establishment in 2018.
In February 2020, CDEI published a report on online targeting – the personalization of content and advertising shown
to web users using machine learning algorithms. While the
report recognized the benefits of this technology, helping
people navigate an overwhelming volume of information
and forming a key part of online business models, it said
targeting systems too often operate “without sufficient
transparency and accountability.”
Online targeting translated to “significant social and political power”, the report said, that could influence people’s
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perception of the world, their actions and beliefs, and their
ability to express themselves.

cesses for scrutiny, regulation and enforcement for police
use of data analytics.”

The report stopped short of recommending specific restrictions on online targeting. Rather, it advocated “regulatory
oversight” of the situation under a new government watchdog. The watchdog would draw up a code of practice requiring platforms to “assess and explain the impacts of their
systems”. It would also have legal powers to request “secure
access” to platforms’ data in order to audit their practices.

Police forces will need to consider how algorithmic bias
may affect their decisions to police certain areas more
heavily, the report found. It warned of the risk of over-reliance on automation and said discrimination claims could
be brought by individuals on the basis of age or gender discrimination.

CDEI’s interim report on bias in ADM (CDEI, 2019) was published in summer 2019. This noted the importance of collecting data on personal characteristics such as gender and
ethnicity so that algorithms can be tested for bias. However, it acknowledged “some organisations do not collect
diversity information at all, due to nervousness of a perception that this data might be used in a biased way”.
It also identified a lack of knowledge of “the full range of
tools and approaches available (current and potential)” to
combat bias.
Finally, it discussed the challenges of fixing algorithmic
systems once bias has been identified: “Humans are often
trusted to make [value judgements and trade-offs between
competing values] without having to explicitly state how
much weight they have put on different considerations.
Algorithms are different. They are programmed to make
trade-offs according to unambiguous rules. This presents
new challenges.”
A final report was due to follow in March 2020, but was
postponed due to the COVID-19 crisis and is expected to be
published by the end of 2020.
The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), a respected independent defense and security think tank, was commissioned by CDEI to produce a report on algorithmic bias in
policing (RUSI, 2019) which was published in September
2019. It confirmed the potential for “discrimination on
the grounds of protected characteristics; real or apparent
skewing of the decision-making process; and outcomes and
processes which are systematically less fair to individuals
within a particular group” in the area of policing. It emphasized that careful consideration of the “wider operational,
organisational and legal context, as well as the overall decision-making process” informed by ADM was necessary
in addition to scrutinizing the systems themselves. And it
highlighted “a lack of organisational guidelines or clear pro-
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CDEI is also working with the government’s Race Disparity
Unit to investigate the risk of people being discriminated
against according to their ethnicity (Smith, 2019) in decisions made in the criminal justice system.

/ Committee on Standards in Public Life
This government committee was established in 1994 after
a series of corruption scandals. Its usual remit is to oversee
measures to ensure politicians and civil servants adhere to
the Nolan Principles, a seven-point guide to ethical conduct
in public office that the committee drew up when it was
created: selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability,
openness, honesty, and leadership.
The committee has announced an inquiry into “technologically-assisted decision making”. In a blog post (Evans, 2019),
the committee chair explained: “We want to understand the
implications of AI for the Nolan principles and examine if
government policy is up to the task of upholding standards
as AI is rolled out across our public services.”

/ Academia and Civil Society
/ Data Justice Lab
The Data Justice Lab is a research lab at Cardiff University’s School of Journalism, Media, and Culture. It seeks to
examine the relationship between what it calls ‘datafication’ – the collection and processing of massive amounts
of data for decision-making and governance across more
and more areas of social life and social justice. Its major research project DATAJUSTICE has published working papers
on how to evaluate ADM systems (Sánchez-Monedero &
Dencik, 2018); the difference between ‘fairness’ and ‘social
justice’ (Jansen, 2019) as aims for ADM and AI in policing;
data-driven policing trends (Jansen, 2018) across Europe;
and the datafication of the workplace (Sánchez-Monedero
& Dencik, 2019).
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/ AI Council
This committee of people from the private sector, public
sector, and academia met for the first time in September
2019. Minutes of the meeting (AI Council, 2019) suggest it
did not discuss ADM specifically, although in discussing its
future work a need for “positive news stories on AI compared with other kinds of messaging” was raised.

Key takeaways
/ Narrative around data rights
The growing discourse around data rights in the UK is a welcome development. However, centering data as the referent object to which rights need to be attached minimizes,
at best, crucial questions about how data is used in automated decision-making.
The concept that data is a valuable commodity over which
individuals have personal rights of ownership and control
may provide some limits on how personal data is circulated
without consent.
However, automated decision-making raises the question
not only of what data is accessible to whom, but the very
serious implications of how and to what end that data is
processed. The notion of data rights is of limited use in regulating this aspect.
Several policy initiatives have focused on the potential for
discrimination in ADM systems. This is a much more solid basis on which to assess ADM, and the robustness of the tools
that emerge from these initiatives will have a big impact on
the kind of regulatory environment for ADM in the UK.

nomic arguments, without proper consideration of their
social impacts.
Civil society responses can take advantage of pop culture
ideas about AI in order to challenge this, although they
must take care not to attack the straw man of the AI singularity, and focus on the real and present-day concerns that
will affect the lives of those who are subject to automated
decision-making in the immediate future.

/ Brexit and opportunities for good
ADM policy
The conclusion of several consultations in the coming year
presents significant opportunities for policymakers to move
towards taking action on ADM. Brexit has all but paralyzed
policy implementation across all areas, but at the same
time it has raised multiple new issues of ADM. While the
situation is unpredictable, debate on the nature of Britain’s
relationship with the EU and enormous policy decisions in
this connection are likely to continue for several years. Civil
society actors have an important role to play in highlighting
the reality and risks of automated decision-making as the
UK moves through this transformative period.

centering data as the
referent object to which
rights need to be attached
minimizes, at best, crucial
questions about how data is
used in automated decisionmaking.

/ Emerging industry lobby
The emergence of a self-conscious artificial intelligence
industry, with its attendant political lobbying functions,
can be seen clearly in the structure and program of the
All-Party Parliamentary Group on AI. There are great
hopes for the economic potential of automation, which
are encapsulated in the hype around AI (even if the narrow technical definition of the latter term is not strictly
adhered to). This presents risks that the automated systems will be promoted and implemented at ever-increasing speed on the basis of possibly over optimistic eco-
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Author of the research chapter on Denmark
Brigitte Alfter is a senior German-Danish
journalist, director for Arena for Journalism in Europe, and lecturer at the University of Gothenburg. Having practiced
journalism at local, national, and European levels, she realized there was a need
for cross-border collaborative journalism
structures. Since 2008, she has practiced, and assisted colleagues in practicing, in-depth journalism in Europe on European issues. She develops European support and infrastructures for cross-border journalism, combines journalism
practice, entrepreneurial activities, teaching/training with academic research.
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Author of the research chapter on the Netherlands
Naomi Appelman is a PhD researcher at
the Institute for Information Law (IViR),
University of Amsterdam. Her PhD looks
at platform regulation and automated decision-making through the lens of democratic values and fundamental rights
within the broader context of the digital
transition of decision-making research initiatives. She combines legal and philosophical perspectives in her research,
which focuses on strengthening the position of people in online speech regulation. Within the IViR, she has worked on
research reports on disinformation and political advertisements for the Dutch Ministry of Internal Affairs, and she has
worked on an online content moderation report. Naomi also
studied philosophy at the University of Amsterdam.
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Author of the journalistic story on the
United Kingdom
Hugo Barbieux studied European journalism in Brussels, where he completed
a successful thesis entitled The Political
and Sociological Reasons for the Resurgence of Populism. Since then, he has
studied diverse techniques of data journalism and investigative journalism including the use of computational thinking at Birmingham
City University.
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Brussel (VUB) in Belgium, where she coordinates the Chair in Surveillance Studies and conducts research on democratic governance of surveillance and crime
control. In addition, she works as a part-time postdoctoral researcher at the imec-SMIT-VUB research group working on the SPECTRE project on smart cities and DPIAs. Also,
she is co-director of the Computers, Privacy and Data Protection annual international conference, co-founder and executive director of the non-profit organization Privacy Salon, and co-director of the Surveillance Studies Network.
She studied educational sciences and criminology at the
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven and the University of Ottawa.
Previously, she conducted research on electronic monitoring
of offenders, freedom infringements of transport security
technologies, evaluation and certification schemes for
security products and Big Data, privacy, and security.
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Nadja Braun Binder studied law at the
University of Berne and received her doctorate there. Her academic career took
her to the Research Institute of Public
Administration in Speyer in 2011, where
she conducted research on the automation of administrative procedures, among
other things. In 2017, she was habilitated by the German
University of Administrative Sciences, Speyer, and followed
a call to the Faculty of Law at the University of Zurich, where
she worked as an assistant professor until 2019. Since 2019
Nadja has been Professor of Public Law at the University of
Basel. Her research focuses on legal issues related to digitization in government and administration. She is currently
conducting a study on the use of artificial intelligence in public administration in the canton of Zurich.
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a PhD in physics, has written for Nature,
El Periódico de Catalunya, Süddeutsche
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Short Introduction” (2012) and the documentary “Fast Track Injustice: The Óscar Sánchez Case”
(2014), that received the Golden Nymph Award in 2015.
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of Spain International Journalism Prize, BBVA Innovadata,
Valors, European Science Writer of the Year 2016, Prismas,
and Colombine. He has received grants from the Journalism
Fund, Journalism Grants, and Climate Investigation Grants.
He has experience in teaching, exhibitions, TV, and events,
and he coordinates the PerCientEx project on excellence in
science journalism in Spain and Latin America. He was also
a Journalist in Residence at the Heidelberg Institute for Theoretical Studies.

/ Jose Miguel Calatayud
Author of the research chapter on Spain
Jose Miguel Calatayud is a Spanish freelance journalist. Based in Barcelona between 2016 and 2019, Jose relocated to
Berlin in 2020. Currently, he covers Europe and focuses on long-term investigations, and he is especially interested
in democracy and human rights. Since
2019, he has also worked with Arena for Journalism in Europe, a non-profit foundation that promotes cross-border
collaborative journalism. In 2017, he was awarded an Open
Society fellowship to carry out journalistic research into the
political engagement of citizens across Europe. Between
2012 and 2014, he was based in Istanbul and covered Turkey and the region for the Spanish daily newspaper, El País.
Earlier, from 2009, he was based in East Africa, where he
was a correspondent for the Spanish news agency, Efe, and,
from 2011, for El País. His work has also appeared in Foreign
Policy, Al Jazeera, New Statesman, The Independent, Agence
France-Presse, Radio France Internationale, and Deutsche
Welle, among others.
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Author of the research chapter on Greece
Eleftherios Chelioudakis is co-founder of
Homo Digitalis, the Greek civil society organization which is a member of the European Digital Rights (EDRi) network. He
is a lawyer admitted to practice in Greece,
while he also works as a research associate at the Centre for IT & IP Law (CiTiP) at Katholieke Universiteit (KU) Leuven. Eleftherios holds
an LLB from National and Kapodistrian University of Athens,
an LL.M. in law and technology from Tilburg University Law
School, and a master’s in digital humanities from the Computer Science School of KU Leuven. Finally, he holds a Fellow
of Information Privacy (FIP) designation, as well as CIPP/E
and CIPM certifications from the International Association
of Privacy Professionals (IAPP).
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Editor, author of the journalistic story
and research chapter on Italy and the UK as well
as of the introduction and the EU chapter

Author of the research chapter on Switzerland

Fabio Chiusi works at AlgorithmWatch as
the co-editor and project manager for the
2020 edition of the Automating Society
report. After a decade in tech reporting,
he started as a consultant and assistant
researcher in data and politics (Tactical
Tech) and AI in journalism (Polis LSE). He
coordinated the “Persuasori Social” report about the regulation of political campaigns on social media for the PuntoZero Project, and he worked as a tech-policy staffer within
the Chamber of Deputies of the Italian Parliament during
the current legislation. Fabio is a fellow at the Nexa Center
for Internet & Society in Turin and an adjunct professor at
the University of San Marino, where he teaches journalism
and new media and publishing and digital media. He is the
author of several essays on technology and society, the latest being “Io non sono qui. Visioni e inquietudini da un futuro presente” (DeA Planeta, 2018), which is currently being
translated into Polish and Chinese. He also writes as a techpolicy reporter for the collective blog ValigiaBlu.

/ Samuel Daveti
Comic artist
Samuel Daveti is a founding member of
the Cultural Association, Double Shot.
He is the author of the French language
graphic-novel, Akron Le guerrier (Soleil,
2009), and he is the curator of the anthological volume Fascia Protetta (Double
Shot, 2009). In 2011, he became a founding member of the self-produced comics collective, Mammaiuto. Samuel also wrote Un Lungo Cammino (Mammaiuto, 2014; Shockdom, 2017), which will become a film for
the media company Brandon Box. In 2018, he wrote The
Three Dogs, with drawings by Laura Camelli, which won the
Micheluzzi Prize at Napoli Comicon 2018 and the Boscarato award for the best webcomic at the Treviso Comic Book
Festival.
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Catherine Egli recently graduated with a
double bilingual master’s in law degree
from the Universities of Basel and Geneva. Her thesis focused on automated
individual decision-making and the need
for regulation in the Swiss Administrative
Procedure Act. Alongside her studies, she
worked for the chair of Prof. Dr. Nadja Braun Binder by conducting research on legal issues related to automated decision-making. Her favorite topics of research include the division of powers, digitization of public administration, and
digital democracy.

/ Ronan Ó Fathaigh
Author of the research chapter on the Netherlands
Ronan Ó Fathaigh is a Senior Researcher
at the Institute for Information Law (IViR),
University of Amsterdam. He is a member of the Digital Transformation of Decision-Making research initiative, examining the normative implications of the shift
toward automated decision-making and
the effect on democratic values and fundamental rights. Ronan has published his work in a number of international academic journals and co-authored reports for international
institutions such as the Council of Europe and the European
Parliament. He has also co-authored a report for the Dutch
Ministry of Internal Affairs on online disinformation and political advertisements, and he has conducted research on
automated decision-making in content moderation systems,
as part of a joint research initiative of IViR and the Annenberg Public Policy Center, University of Pennsylvania. Ronan
has a PhD in law from Ghent University, and he is a former
visiting research fellow at Columbia University. Ronan is a
regular contributor to the Strasbourg Observers blog, commenting on current human rights issues.
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Editor
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Sarah Fischer is a project manager for
the “Ethics of Algorithms” project at the
Bertelsmann Stiftung, in which she is primarily responsible for the scientific studies. She has previously worked as a postdoctoral fellow in the graduate program
“Trust and Communication in a Digitalized World” at the University of Münster where she focused
on the topic of trust in search engines. In the same research
training group, she earned her doctorate with a thesis on
trust in health services on the Internet. She studied communication science at the Friedrich Schiller University in Jena,
and she is the co-author of the papers “Where Machines can
err. Sources of error and responsibilities in processes of algorithmic decision making” and “What Germany knows and
believes about algorithms”.

Graham Holliday is a freelance editor,
author, and journalism trainer. He has
worked in a number of roles for the BBC
for almost two decades, and he was a
correspondent for Reuters in Rwanda.
He works as an editor for CNN’s Parts Unknown and Roads & Kingdoms – the international journal of foreign correspondence. The late Anthony Bourdain published Graham’s first two books, which
were reviewed in the New York Times, Los Angeles Times,
Wall Street Journal, Publisher’s Weekly, Library Journal, and
on NPR, among other outlets.

/ Leonard Haas
Additional editing
Leonard Haas works as a research assistant at AlgorithmWatch. Among other
things, he was responsible for the conception, implementation, and maintenance of the AI Ethics Guidelines Global
Inventory. He is a master’s student in the
field of social sciences at the Humboldt
University Berlin and holds two Bachelor’s degrees from the
University of Leipzig in Digital Humanities and Political Science. His research focuses on the automation of work and
governance. In addition, he is interested in public interest
data policy and labor struggles in the tech industry.
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/ Anne Kaun
Author of the research chapter on Sweden
Anne Kaun is an associate professor in
media and communication studies at
Södertörn University, Stockholm, Sweden. Her research interests include media activism, media practices, critical
studies of algorithms, automation, and
artificial intelligence. Together with Fredrik Stiernstedt, she is currently pursuing a larger project on
the media history and media future of prisons. In addition,
she is studying automated decision-making in the public sector and its implications for the welfare state as well as democratic values. As part of this work, she facilitates the Swedish
Network on Automated Decision-Making in the Public Sector
that gathers scholars from diverse disciplines studying algorithmic automation in Sweden.
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Editor and author of the research chapter on France
and author of the journalistic stories on Denmark,
France, Germany and Switzerland

Author of the journalistic story and the
research chapter on Slovenia

Nicolas Kayser-Bril is a data journalist,
and he works for AlgorithmWatch as a
reporter. He pioneered new forms of
journalism in France and Europe and is
one of the leading experts on data journalism. He regularly speaks at international conferences, teaches journalism
in French journalism schools, and gives training sessions in
newsrooms. A self-taught journalist and developer (and a
graduate in Economics), he started by developing small interactive, data-driven applications for Le Monde in Paris in
2009. He then built the data journalism team at OWNI in
2010 before co-founding and managing Journalism++ from
2011 to 2017. Nicolas is also one of the main contributors to
the Data Journalism Handbook, the reference book for the
popularization of data journalism worldwide.

/ Aleksi Knuutila
Author of the journalistic story on Finland
Aleksi Knuutila is an anthropologist and a
data scientist who studies new forms of
political culture, communities, and communication. He is interested in the application of interdisciplinary methods that
combine interpretative, qualitative methods to the computational study of largescale digital data. Knuutila works as a postdoctoral researcher in the Computational Propaganda Project.
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Lenart J. Kučić is a journalist, lecturer, and
podcaster. He is a member of Pod črto,
a non-profit and independent media collective specialized in investigative reporting, data journalism, and in-depth stories.
He is a co-editor of the online magazine
Disenz and a co-founder of the podcasting network, Marsowci. In addition, he is the author and coauthor of several books, expert articles, and studies on the
subjects of media ownership and new media. His recent
work focuses on computational propaganda, the use of algorithms, and the social impact of ICT’s.

/ Tuukka Lehtiniemi
Author of the research chapter on Finland
Tuukka Lehtiniemi is an economic sociologist and a postdoctoral researcher
at the Centre for Consumer Society Research at the University of Helsinki. He is
broadly interested in how the uses we invent for new technologies are shaped by
how we imagine the economy to work.
His current research focuses on the data economy and automated decision-making technologies. He previously worked
at Aalto University, and, prior to that, in expert positions
in the Finnish public sector. In 2018, he was a fellow at the
Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society in
Berlin. His work has been published in New Media & Society,
Big Data & Society, and Surveillance & Society.
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Author of the journalistic story on Greece

Author of the research chapter on Poland

Nikolas Leontopoulos is a Greek journalist based in Athens. He is the co-founder
of Reporters United, a new center for investigative journalism that incorporates a
network of reporters in Greece. For ten
years, Nikolas worked for the Athens daily, Eleftherotypia. He collaborated with
Reuters on investigations into Greek banking, shipping, and
media, and he reported for the “Outlaw Ocean” New York
Times series. During the Greek financial crisis, he worked
as a fixer for several international media outlets, field-produced documentaries for VRPO, ARTE, and Al Jazeera, and
he researched for ARD’s documentary “The Trail of the Troika”. He made two documentaries for VICE Greece: “The European Commission and the Defense Industry Lobby” and
“The German Big Brother”. He was a co-founder of Investigate Europe, a consortium of European journalists publishing with media partners across Europe.

Natalia Mileszyk is a lawyer, public policy
expert, and head of digital and technology practice at CEC Government Relations,
based in Warsaw. Previously, she was a
public policy expert at Centrum Cyfrowe
Foundation, a leading Polish think-anddo-tank, dealing with the social aspects of
technology and the need for human-centered digital policy.
Recently, this involved such issues as online platform regulations, AI, automated decision-making, and sharing economy regulations. She graduated from Warsaw University and
Central European University in Budapest (LL.M.).

/ Lorenzo Palloni
Comic artist
Lorenzo Palloni is a cartoonist, the author
of several graphic novels and webcomics,
an award-winning writer, and one of the
founders of comic artists collective, Mammaiuto. At the moment, he is working on
forthcoming books for the French and
Italian markets. Lorenzo is also a Scriptwriting and Storytelling teacher at La Scuola Internazionale
di Comics di Reggio Emilia (International Comics School of
Reggio Emilia).

/ Katarina Lind
Author of the journalistic story on Sweden
Katarina Lind is a Swedish data journalist who worked with J++, an international
team of data journalists, on the chapter
about automating the welfare system in
Sweden.

/ Kristina Penner
Author of the EU chapter

Author of the research chapter on Estonia
Maris Männiste is a media and communications PhD student and works as an information systems assistant at the Institute of Social Studies at the University of
Tartu. Her research interests include the
social consequences of big data and algorithms, perceptions of privacy, and datafication practices. Her recent research explores algorithmic
governance ideals, where Estonian experts are considered to
be a pioneer community engaged in the analysis and management of data and actively proposing novel data solutions.
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/ Maris Männiste

Kristina Penner is the executive advisor at
AlgorithmWatch. Her research interests
include ADM in social welfare systems,
social scoring, and the societal impacts of
ADM, as well as the sustainability of new
technologies through a holistic lens. Her
analysis of the EU border management
system builds on her previous experience in research and
counseling on asylum law. Further experience includes projects on the use of media in civil society and conflict-sensitive journalism, as well as stakeholder involvement in peace
processes in the Philippines. She holds a master’s degree in
international studies/peace and conflict research from Goethe University in Frankfurt.
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Author of the journalistic story on Estonia

Author of the research chapter on Finland

Gerda Kelly Pill is currently working in
the ICT sector as a marketing and communications manager. Her job includes
working with making complex topics understandable, communicating to an international audience, and bringing digitization to the construction, real estate, and
facility management industries. Gerda is most passionate
about information and media literacy, privacy, freedom of
speech, and gender equality. She is currently in her second
year of master’s studies in communications at the University
of Tartu. Gerda intends to write her thesis on media literacy
and media education in Estonia.

Minna Ruckenstein is an associate professor at the Consumer Society Research
Centre and the Helsinki Centre for Digital Humanities at the University of Helsinki. She directs a research group that
explores economic, social, emotional,
and imaginary aspects of algorithmic systems and processes of datafication. Recently projects have
focused on algorithmic culture and rehumanizing automated decision-making. The disciplines of anthropology, science and technology, economic sociology, and consumer research underpin her work. Minna has been published widely
in respected international journals, including Big Data & Society, New Media & Society, and Social Science & Medicine.
Prior to her academic work, she was a journalist and an independent consultant, and this professional experience has
shaped the way she works, in a participatory manner with
stakeholders involved. Her most recent collaborative projects have explored practices of content moderation and
data activism.

/ Alessio Ravazzani
Comic artist
Alessio Ravazzani is an editorial graphic
designer, cartoonist, and illustrator who
collaborates with the most prestigious
comics and graphic novel publishers in Italy. He is an author with the Mammaiuto
collective, of which he has been a member since its foundation.

/ Friederike Reinhold
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Additional editing of the introduction and
policy recommendations
As a senior policy advisor, Friederike Reinhold is responsible for advancing AlgorithmWatch’s policy and advocacy efforts. Prior to joining AlgorithmWatch,
she worked as a Humanitarian Policy Advisor at the German Federal Foreign Office, with the Norwegian Refugee Council
(NRC) in Iran, with Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) in Afghanistan, and at the WZB Berlin
Social Science Center.
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/ Eduardo Santos
Author of the research chapter on Portugal
Eduardo Santos is a Lisbon-based lawyer. He graduated from the faculty of law
at the University of Lisbon, and he is a
co-founder, and the current president,
of D3 - Defesa dos Direitos Digitais, the
Portuguese Digital Rights Association,
part of the European Digital Rights (EDRi)
association. Eduardo’s work at D3 focuses on tech policy,
advocacy, and lobbying related to digital rights issues including, privacy, net neutrality, data retention, video surveillance, copyright, and regulation of platforms both at a
local and a European level. He has also contributed to research projects within the areas of law and technology and
has been an active civil society representative on international Internet governance fora such as IGF and EuroDIG.
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Author of the journalistic story on Portugal

Graphic designer and layout artist

Paula Simões has a degree in journalism
and is currently doing her PhD in digital
humanities. She is an active member of
ANSOL, the Portuguese National Association for Free Software, and she is also
an active member of D3, the Portuguese
Digital Rights Association. She was also
president of AEL, an association that promoted F/LOSS, Creative Commons, Public Domain, and Open Access in education and scientific research, and she has been writing about
these themes for more than a decade.

/ Matthias Spielkamp

Photo: Julia Bornkessel

Editor
Matthias Spielkamp is co-founder and
executive director of AlgorithmWatch.
He has testified before several committees of the German Bundestag on AI and
automation. Matthias serves on the governing board of the German section of
Reporters Without Borders and the advisory councils of Stiftung Warentest and the Whistleblower
Network. He was a fellow of ZEIT Stiftung, Stiftung Mercator,
and the American Council on Germany. Matthias founded
the online magazine mobilsicher.de, reporting on the security of mobile devices, with an audience of more than 170,000
readers monthly. He has written and edited books on digital
journalism and Internet governance and was named one of
15 architects building the data-driven future by Silicon Republic. He holds master’s degrees in journalism from the
University of Colorado in Boulder and in philosophy from
the Free University of Berlin.
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Beate Stangl is a qualified designer and
she works in Berlin on editorial design
projects for beworx, Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung, Buske Verlag, UNESCO Welt
erbe Deutschland e.V., Sehstern Agency,
iRights Lab, and Landesspracheninstitut
Bochum.

/ Konrad Szczygieł
Author of the journalistic story on Poland
Konrad Szczygieł is a Polish journalist
working with Reporters Foundation (Fundacja Reporterów) and VSquare.org. He
is a former investigative reporter at OKO.
press and Superwizjer TVN. In 2016, and
2018, he was shortlisted for the Grand
Press award. Konrad is based in Warsaw.

/ Gabriela Taranu
Author of the research chapter on Sweden
Gabriela Taranu is a Romanian marketing specialist based in Sweden and interested in social media and digital communication. She studied communication
and public relations at the University of
Bucharest before completing a master’s
degree in media, communication and cultural analysis at Södertörn University. Her studies focussed
on the Korean music industry and its influence upon different demographics to analyze trends in popular culture and
how they connect with consumers through social media and
marketing campaigns. After finishing her studies, Gabriela
worked in digital marketing and social media at a tech startup to improve communication channels and create strong
relations between the product and its users.
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/ Alek Tarkowski

/ Koen Vervloesem

Author of the research chapter on Poland

Author of the journalistic stories on Belgium
and the Netherlands

/ Marc Thümmler
Publications coordinator
Marc Thümmler is in charge of public relations and outreach at AlgorithmWatch.
He has a master’s degree in media studies, has worked as a producer and editor
in a film company, and managed projects
for the Deutsche Kinemathek and the civil society organization Gesicht Zeigen. In
addition to his core tasks at AlgorithmWatch, Marc has been
involved in the crowdfunding and crowdsourcing campaign
OpenSCHUFA, and he coordinated the first issue of the Automating Society report, published in 2019.
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Koen Vervloesem is a Belgian freelance
journalist. He holds master’s degrees in
engineering (computer science) and in
philosophy. He has been writing about
artificial intelligence, programming, privacy, computer security, Linux, opensource, and the Internet of Things for
more than 20 years.

/ Leo Wallentin
Author of the journalistic story on Sweden

Photo: Sara Mac Key

Alek Tarkowski is a sociologist, digital
rights activist, and strategist. He is cofounder and president of Centrum Cyfrowe Foundation, a think-and-do tank.
His work focuses on strategies and public policies through which digital technologies serve openness, collaboration, and
engagement. Recently, he has also focused on the social
and cultural dimensions of the latest phase of technological change. Alek is a board member of Creative Commons,
founder of Creative Commons Poland, and co-founder of
Communia, a European advocacy association supporting
the digital public domain. He is an alumnus of New Europe
Challenger 2016 and Leadership Academy of Poland (class
of 2017), a member of the Steering Committee of the Internet Governance Forum Poland, a former member of the Polish Board of Digitization (an advisory body to the Minister of
Digitization), and a member of the Board of Strategic Advisors to the Prime Minister of Poland.

Photo: Julia Bornkessel
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Leo Wallentin is a Swedish data journalist
and CEO at J++ Stockholm, a consultancy
agency doing data-driven research, storytelling, and training for newsrooms. Leo
has spent the last decade specializing in
data-driven and data-critical journalism.

/ Louisa Well
Author of the research chapter on Germany
Louisa Well is a policy advisor to Dr. Anna
Christmann, MdB, who is Spokeswoman
for Innovation and Technology Policy of
the parliamentary group Alliance 90/The
Greens at the German Bundestag. In this
position, Louisa works on policies in AI
and digitization. She received a master’s
degree in science on the subject of science and technology in society from the University of Edinburgh and a Bachelor of Arts in political science and English literature from
the University of Heidelberg. For her master’s thesis — on
the question of whether automation fosters discrimination
in the automated distribution of unemployment benefits in
Germany — she did a research placement with AlgorithmWatch.
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/ Tom Wills
Author of the research chapter on the
United Kingdom
Tom Wills is a freelance data journalist
and researcher based in Berlin. His specialty is using computational techniques
for journalistic research and analysis — a
type of data journalism. Previously, he led
the data journalism team at The Times of
London, using computational techniques
to drive investigations on topics ranging from Westminster
politics to the gender pay gap. Using tools such as the Python coding language to design algorithms for the purposes
of public interest journalism has given him an insight into
the perils of automation. He has also reported on the consequences of data-driven decision-making, including a major investigation into the World-Check bank screening database which resulted in stories published in six countries as
part of an international collaboration. Tom graduated from
City University, London with a master’s degree in investigative journalism in 2012.
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/ Bertelsmann Stiftung
/ AlgorithmWatch
AlgorithmWatch is a non-profit research and advocacy organization that is committed to watch,
unpack and analyze algorithmic / automated decision-making (ADM) systems and their impact
on society. While the prudent use of ADM systems can benefit individuals and communities,
they come with great risks. In order to protect
human autonomy and fundamental rights and
maximize the public good, we consider it crucial
to hold ADM systems accountable to democratic control. Use of ADM systems that significantly
affect individuals' and collective rights must not
only be made public in clear and accessible ways,
individuals must also be able to understand how
decisions are reached and to contest them if necessary. Therefore, we enable citizens to better
understand ADM systems and develop ways to
achieve democratic governance of these processes – with a mix of technologies, regulation, and
suitable oversight institutions. With this, we strive
to contribute to a fair and inclusive society and to
maximize the benefit of ADM systems for society
at large.
https://algorithmwatch.org/en/

The Bertelsmann Stiftung works to promote social inclusion for everyone. It is committed to advancing this goal through programmes aimed at
improving education, shaping democracy, advancing society, promoting health, vitalizing culture and strengthening economies. Through its
activities, the Stiftung aims to encourage citizens
to contribute to the common good. Founded in
1977 by Reinhard Mohn, the non-profit foundation holds the majority of shares in the Bertelsmann SE & Co. KGaA. The Bertelsmann Stiftung
is a non-partisan, private operating foundation.
With its “Ethics of Algorithms“ project, the Bertelsmann Stiftung is taking a close look at the consequences of algorithmic decision-making in society
with the goal of ensuring that these systems are
used to serve society. The aim is to help inform
and advance algorithmic systems that facilitate
greater social inclusion. This involves committing
to what is best for a society rather than what’s
technically possible – so that machine-informed
decisions can best serve humankind.
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/en

